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Abstract
Background: Human papillomavirus (HPV) has a causal role in cervical cancer with almost half a
million new cases occurring each year. Presence of the carcinogenic HPV is necessary for the
development of the invasive carcinoma of the genital tract. Therefore, persistent infection with
carcinogenic HPV causes virtually all cervical cancers. Some aspects of the molecular evolution of
this virus, as the putative importance of recombination in its evolutionary history, are an opened
current question. In addition, recombination could also be a significant issue nowadays since the
frequency of co-infection with more than one HPV type is not a rare event and, thus, new
recombinant types could be currently being generated.
Results: We have used human alpha-PV sequences from the public database at Los Alamos
National Laboratory to report evidence that recombination may exist in this virus. A model-based
population genetic approach was used to infer the recombination signal from the HPV DNA
sequences grouped attending to phylogenetic and epidemiological information, as well as to clinical
manifestations. Our results agree with recently published ones that use a different methodology to
detect recombination associated to the gene L2. In addition, we have detected significant
recombination signal in the genes E6, E7, L2 and L1 at different groups, and importantly within the
high-risk type HPV16. The method used has recently been shown to be one of the most powerful
and reliable procedures to detect the recombination signal.
Conclusion: We provide new support to the recent evidence of recombination in HPV.
Additionally, we performed the recombination estimation assuming the best-fit model of nucleotide
substitution and rate variation among sites, of the HPV DNA sequence sets. We found that the
gene with recombination in most of the groups is L2 but the highest values were detected in L1
and E6. Gene E7 was recombinant only within the HPV16 type. The topic deserves further study
because recombination is an important evolutionary mechanism that could have high impact both
in pharmacogenomics (i.e. on the influence of genetic variation on the response to drugs) and for
vaccine development.
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The 2001 Bethesda System Terminology
BARBARA S. APGAR, M.D., M.S., and LAUREN ZOSCHNICK, M.D.
University of Michigan Medical School, Ann Arbor, Michigan
THOMAS C. WRIGHT, JR., M.D., Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, New York
The 2001 Bethesda System for reporting cervical or vaginal cytologic diagnoses is an incremental
change in the uniform terminology introduced in 1988 and revised in 1991. The 2001 Bethesda System
includes specific statements about specimen adequacy, general categorization, and interpretation and
results. In the adequacy category, “satisfactory” and “unsatisfactory” are retained, but “satisfactory but
limited by” is eliminated. The new category of “atypical squamous cells” (ASC) replaces the category of
“atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance” (ASCUS) and is divided into qualifiers of (1) ASC
of “undetermined significance” (ASC-US) and (2) “cannot exclude high-grade squamous intraepithelial
lesion (HSIL),” or (ASC-H). The categories of ASCUS, “favor reactive” and “favor neoplasia” are eliminated. The terminology for low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (LSILs) and HSILs remains
unchanged. The category of “atypical glandular cells of undetermined significance” (AGUS) is eliminated to avoid confusion with ASCUS and is replaced by the term “atypical glandular cells” (AGC), with
attempts to identify whether the origin of the cells is endometrial, endocervical, or unqualified. “Endocervical adenocarcinoma in situ” and “AGC, favor neoplastic” are included as separate AGC categories.
The presence of normal or abnormal endometrial cells is to be reported in women who are at least 40
years of age. Educational notes and comments on ancillary testing may be added as appropriate. (Am
Fam Physician 2003;68:1992-8. Copyright© 2003 American Academy of Family Physicians)
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T

he Bethesda System (TBS) for
reporting cervical or vaginal
cytologic diagnoses was introduced in 19881 and revised in
19912 to establish uniform terminology and standardize diagnostic reports.
In addition, it introduced a standardized
approach for reporting if an individual specimen is adequate for evaluation. TBS 2001 was
developed through a process that involved
committee review of the literature, solicitation
of expert opinions, and discussion of the proposed changes on an interactive Web site.3
[Evidence level C, consensus/expert guidelines] The terminology of TBS 2001,3 which
was adopted in May 2001, includes revisions
in statements of adequacy, general categorization, and interpretation and results of epithelial cell abnormalities (Table 1).3 The Ameri-

Although an unsatisfactory specimen can represent a
benign condition, a considerable number of women with
unsatisfactory specimens have a subsequent histologic
diagnosis of squamous intraepithelial lesion or cancer.

can Society for Colposcopy and Cervical
Pathology Consensus Conference subsequently
developed guidelines for the management of
cervical cytologic abnormalities.4 [Evidence
level C, consensus/expert guidelines]
Specimen Adequacy
TBS 19912 reported the adequacy of cervical
cytology preparations in three categories: “satisfactory,”“unsatisfactory,” and “satisfactory but
limited by,” or SBLB. SBLB included factors
such as the lack of transformation zone components and the presence of partially obscuring
factors (i.e., blood or inflammation). This category was confusing to some clinicians and
prompted unnecessary repeat testing.
It has been shown that the presence of
endocervical cells as a quality indicator of adequate sampling increases the detection of cervical abnormalities5; however, other studies6,7
have not demonstrated that a lack of transformation zone components in otherwise negative specimens indicates a higher risk of subsequent detection of histologic high-grade
squamous intraepithelial lesions (HSIL). Lack
of endocervical cells has not been shown to be
associated with an excess of disease in longitudinal studies in which histologic disease,
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TABLE 1

The 2001 Bethesda System for Reporting
Cervical Cytologic Diagnoses

rather than cytologic prediction of disease, is
the end point.8
Partially obscuring factors also have not
been shown to increase the risk for a falsenegative report.9 In TBS 2001,3 the SBLB category is eliminated, and comments about
transformation zone components or partially
obscuring factors are placed in the satisfactory
or unsatisfactory categories as a means of providing feedback to improve specimen adequacy10 (Table 2).1,3 Because specimens lacking a transformation zone component now
will be reported as “satisfactory for evaluation,” clinicians should read the narrative
report carefully to learn that the transformation zone was not sampled.
Merely eliminating SBLB will not change
the cytologic appearance of the specimens.
This, in conjunction with the introduction of
specific numeric criteria for the number of
cells that must be present on a slide for it to be
classified as satisfactory for evaluation, means
that the rate of unsatisfactory specimens likely
will increase significantly.11
The unsatisfactory category includes specimens that do not contain sufficient cells for
reliable interpretation. However, any specimen with abnormal cells will be described as
satisfactory for evaluation regardless of the
number of cells present.3 This does not mean
that an unsatisfactory specimen reflects the
absence of a neoplastic process. Although an
unsatisfactory specimen can represent a
benign condition, a considerable number of
women with unsatisfactory specimens have a
subsequent histologic diagnosis of squamous
intraepithelial lesion (SIL) or cancer.12
General Categorization
In TBS 2001, cervical cytologic specimens
that contain no epithelial abnormalities are
listed under the category “negative for
intraepithelial lesion or malignancy.”3 This
category now encompasses the previous categories of “within normal limits” and “benign
NOVEMBER 15, 2003 / VOLUME 68, NUMBER 10

Specimen adequacy
Satisfactory for evaluation
Presence or absence of endocervical or transformation zone components or
other quality indicators such as partially obscuring blood or inflammation
Unsatisfactory for evaluation (specify reason)
Specimen rejected or not processed (specify reason)
Specimen processed and examined, but unsatisfactory for evaluation of
epithelial abnormalities (specify reason)
General categorization (optional)
Negative for intraepithelial lesion or malignancy
Epithelial cell abnormality
Other
Interpretation/result
Negative for intraepithelial lesion or malignancy
Organisms
Trichomonas vaginalis
Fungal organisms morphologically consistent with Candida species
Shift in flora suggestive of bacterial vaginosis
Bacteria morphologically consistent with Actinomyces species
Cellular changes consistent with herpes simplex virus
Other non-neoplastic findings (optional to report)
Reactive cellular changes associated with:
Inflammation (includes typical repair)
Radiation
Intrauterine contraceptive device
Glandular cells status posthysterectomy
Atrophy
Epithelial cell abnormalities
Squamous cell
Atypical squamous cells (ASC)
ASC of undetermined significance (ASC-US)
ASC, cannot exclude high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (ASC-H)
Low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (LSIL)
Encompassing: human papillomavirus, mild dysplasia, and cervical
intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) 1
High-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (HSIL)
Encompassing: moderate and severe dysplasia, carcinoma in situ, CIN 2,
and CIN 3
Squamous cell carcinoma
Glandular cell
Atypical glandular cells (AGC)
Specify endocervical, endometrial, or glandular cells not otherwise specified
Atypical glandular cells, favor neoplastic
Specify endocervical or not otherwise specified
Endocervical adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS)
Adenocarcinoma
Other (list not comprehensive)
Endometrial cells in a women 40 years or older
Automated review and ancillary testing (include if appropriate)
Educational notes and suggestions (optional)
Adapted with permission from Solomon D, Davey D, Kurman R, Moriarty A,
O’Connor D, Prey M, et al. The 2001 Bethesda System: terminology for reporting results of cervical cytology. JAMA 2002;287:2116.
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TABLE 2

Terminology Revisions in the
2001 Bethesda System
Eliminated
Satisfactory but limited by
Benign cellular changes (as a separate category)
Atypical squamous cells of undetermined
significance (ASCUS), favor reactive
ASCUS, favor neoplastic
Atypical glandular cells of undetermined
significance (AGUS), favor reactive
AGUS, favor dysplasia
Hormonal evaluation
Added
“Other” category to include endometrial cells in
women at least 40 years of age
Atypical glandular cells (AGC)
AGC, favor neoplastic
Endocervical adenocarcinoma in situ
Atypical squamous cells of undetermined
significance (ASC-US)
Atypical squamous cells, cannot exclude high-grade
squamous intraepithelial lesion (ASC-H)
Automated review
Ancillary testing
Other modifications
Renaming “within normal limits” to “negative for
intraepithelial lesion or malignancy”
Organisms and other non-neoplastic findings
optional under “negative for intraepithelial lesion
or malignancy”
Information from references 1 and 3.

cellular changes”13 (Table 2).1,3 The presence
of organisms (listed as “infections” in TBS
19912) such as Trichomonas vaginalis or fungal
organisms consistent with Candida species
will be included as a comment in this “negative” category. Components that are optionally listed in the negative category include
atrophy, radiation, and inflammation.
Interpretation/Result
EPITHELIAL CELL ABNORMALITY, SQUAMOUS

Atypical Squamous Cells. Since TBS 1988,1
the category of “atypical squamous cells of
undetermined significance” (ASCUS) has
included cells for which a reliable interpretation of SIL cannot be made although the cells
contain features that are more marked than
merely reactive changes.14 Subcategories of
ASCUS were not used in TBS 1991,2 but in an
attempt to define risk, it was suggested that
1994
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qualifiers such as “ASCUS, favor reactive,” or
“ASCUS, favor neoplastic” could be used.
However, no consensus was reached on how
to define each subcategory, and numerous
studies showed that the use of these qualifiers
was nonreproducible.15
In addition, several studies demonstrated
that the diagnosis of ASCUS cannot be
ignored. A study16 of 4,143 diagnoses of
ASCUS with subsequent histology reported
that in 63 percent of the women, SIL or malignancy was detected on further follow-up. In a
study17 correlating cervical cytology and subsequent histology in 560 women with ASCUS,
17 percent of the follow-up biopsies demonstrated HSIL, and 19 percent showed a lowgrade squamous intraepithelial lesion (LSIL).
Another study of more than 46,000 women
receiving routine cervical cytologic screening
demonstrated that the most common cytologic result immediately preceding the diagnosis of histologic HSIL or greater was ASCUS
(39 percent of all cases of HSIL or cancer).18
Although ASCUS was a problematic category because of poor interobserver reproducibility,19,20 there was strong support to
maintain an equivocal category in TBS 2001,3
based on studies indicating that ASCUS is an
important contributor to high-grade cervical
disease. Complete elimination of the ASCUS
category would result in some histologic highgrade lesions being classified as normal cervical cytology.
In TBS 2001,3 the new category of “atypical
squamous cells” (ASC) emphasizes the importance of determining risk status by dividing
smears into likelihood of being “negative” or
harboring an SIL.14 ASC was divided into two
subcategories: atypical squamous cells “of
undetermined significance” (ASC-US) and
atypical squamous cells, “cannot exclude
HSIL,” or ASC-H. TBS 20013 eliminates
ASCUS, “favor reactive” with the intent that
most of the specimens in this category will be
downgraded to “negative.”
In the TBS 20013 classification system, ASCUS is the more numerically prominent qualiVOLUME 68, NUMBER 10 / NOVEMBER 15, 2003

Pap Smears

FIGURE 1. Cervical cytology specimen interpreted as atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance (ASC-US). In this specimen,
the cytologic features are suggestive, but not
diagnostic, of a low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (LSIL).

FIGURE 2. Liquid-based cytology specimen
showing a single atypical parabasal cell. The
cell has many of the cytologic features of
high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions
(HSILs)—small cells with increased nuclear/
cytoplasmic ratio—but because only a single
abnormal cell was identified, the specimen
was classified as atypical squamous cells, and
cannot exclude HSIL (ASC-H).

fier and should account for 90 to 95 percent of
all ASC results (Figure 1). The use of the qualifier “undetermined significance” emphasizes
that a specific diagnosis cannot be made and
that further triage may be appropriate. ASCNOVEMBER 15, 2003 / VOLUME 68, NUMBER 10

FIGURE 3. Cytopathic effects of human papillomavirus (HPV)—nuclear atypia and perinuclear cytoplasmic cavitation or “halo,” the
morphologic manifestation of a productive
HPV infection of low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (LSIL). The nucleus is larger
than the nucleus of a normal intermediate
squamous cell.

US will include most cytology results previously categorized as “ASCUS, not otherwise
specified” (ASCUS-NOS) or “ASCUS, favor
SIL.” ASC-US excludes cytology suggestive of
HSIL. ASC-H is interpreted as cytologic
changes that are suggestive of HSIL but lack
criteria for definitive interpretation (Figure 2).3
ASC-H is the less common qualifier, accounting for 5 to 10 percent of all ASC cases, but the
risk of an underlying high-grade lesion is
higher in this category than in ASC-US.21 The
positive predictive value for HSIL (cervical
intraepithelial neoplasia [CIN] 2, 3) in ASC-H
is higher than in the category ASC-US but not
as high as in the category HSIL.22
Low-Grade Squamous Intraepithelial Lesion.
The category of LSIL is unchanged in TBS
20013 and continues to include the following
categories: human papillomavirus (HPV)
(Figure 3), mild dysplasia, and CIN 1. The
debate at TBS 20013 concerning CIN 2 being
included either in LSIL or HSIL resolved with
the decision that the dividing line between
LSIL and HSIL would remain between CIN 1
and CIN 2. This decision reaffirmed the twotiered approach of LSIL and HSIL in previous
TBS terminology.3 It has been shown that
www.aafp.org/afp
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The presence of even benign-appearing endometrial cells on
cervical cytology in women who are at least 45 years of age
is more often associated with endometrial adenocarcinoma
and endometrial hyperplasia than with benign endometrium.

EDUCATIONAL NOTES AND ANCILLARY TESTING

FIGURE 5. Liquid-based cytology specimen
showing atypical glandular cells (AGC) of
undetermined significance. The cells display
nuclear atypia but lack unequivocal cytologic
features of adenocarcinoma.

study30 found that the false-negative rate in
women with known cervical adenocarcinoma
was 42 percent.
TBS 20013 recommends that the term
AGUS be replaced with the term “atypical
glandular cell” (AGC) and that the “favor
reactive” qualifier be eliminated.3 The laboratory will attempt to indicate whether the origin of the AGC is endocervical, endometrial,
or unqualified (Figure 5). In addition, adenocarcinoma in situ (a new term in TBS 20013)
and “AGC, favor neoplastic,” are listed as separate categories.
OTHER
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In TBS 1988,1 the Papanicolaou test was
viewed as a “consultation” between the cytopathologist and the clinician, thus encouraging the inclusion of comments on
management. However, these educational
comments were often misleading, because evidence-based management guidelines were
unavailable and the cytopathologist usually
did not know the patient’s clinical history.
Therefore, clinicians were unclear if they were
obliged to follow the recommendations in the
notes. TBS 20013 recommends that the use of
optional written comments regarding the
interpretation of a cytologic specimen be conveyed to the clinician as a means of clarification and information.3 However, when discussing issues, the 2001 Consensus Guidelines
for the Management of Women with Cervical
Cytological Abnormalities4 should be used
when possible.
In TBS 2001,3 results of HPV DNA testing
can be added if appropriate and, preferably,
reported with the cytology results.3 If automated computer systems are used to scan
slides, the type of system used and the result
should be reported.3
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Virologic Versus Cytologic Triage of Women With
Equivocal Pap Smears: A Meta-analysis of the Accuracy
To Detect High-Grade Intraepithelial Neoplasia
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The main purpose of cytologic screening by Papanicolaou
(Pap) smears is to identify women with cervical lesions that
confer an increased risk of cervical cancer (1). Such women
require further follow-up and/or treatment to prevent progres280 ARTICLES

sion to invasive disease. Consensus exists that women with
high-grade cytologic lesions should be referred immediately for
further exploration (2). However, the management of women
with minor cytologic lesions remains controversial (3).
Follow-up recommendations for women with atypical squamous
cells of undetermined significance (ASCUS) and low-grade
squamous intraepithelial lesions (LSILs) vary from conservative
repeat cytology (4 –7) to immediate referral for colposcopy and
biopsy (8 –11). Referral to the colposcopy clinic and the subsequent histologic examination result in substantial costs for the
health care system (12) and often create feelings of anxiety and
discomfort for women (13).
The natural history of minor cytologic lesions is difficult to
predict on the basis of cytomorphologic grounds. These lesions
often regress spontaneously and do not require treatment (14 –
16). Referring all women with minor cytologic lesions for further gynecologic exploration would, therefore, mean an increase
in overdiagnosis and overtreatment (12,17). Lack of availability
of colposcopic services at affordable prices often makes such an
approach unrealistic. Nevertheless, although most women with
an ASCUS smear result do not have clinically significant disease, a substantial proportion of them do have histopathologically confirmed high-grade cervical intraepithelial neoplasia or
worse (CIN2⫹) (18 –20). Indeed, from a population of screened
U.S. women, it was estimated that one-third of CIN2⫹ lesions
were discovered on follow-up of a previous smear with ASCUS
(20).
Given the evidence concerning the etiologic role of oncogenic human papillomavirus (HPV) infections in the development of cervical cancer and CIN (21–25), HPV testing has been
proposed as a triage method to identify women at increased risk
of cervical cancer and thus requiring referral for colposcopic
exploration (18,19). However, results concerning the utility of
HPV triage for women with equivocal cytology are inconsistent
(26 –28). We therefore used meta-analytic tools to extract from
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Background: The appropriate management of women with
minor cytologic lesions in their cervix is unclear. We performed a meta-analysis to assess the accuracy of human
papillomavirus (HPV) DNA testing as an alternative to repeat cytology in women who had equivocal results on a
previous Pap smear. Methods: Data were extracted from
articles published between 1992 and 2002 that contained
results of virologic and cytologic testing followed by colposcopically directed biopsy in women with an index smear showing atypical cells of undetermined significance (ASCUS).
Fifteen studies were identified in which HPV triage and the
histologic outcome (presence or absence of a cervical intraepithelial neoplasia of grade II or worse [CIN2ⴙ]) was documented. Nine, seven, and two studies also documented the
accuracy of repeat cytology when the cutoff for abnormal
cytology was set at a threshold of ASCUS or worse, lowgrade squamous intraepithelial lesion (LSIL) or worse, or
high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (HSIL) or worse,
respectively. Random-effects models were used for pooling
of accuracy parameters in case of interstudy heterogeneity.
Differences in accuracy were assessed by pooling the ratio of
the sensitivity (or specificity) of HPV testing to that of repeat
cytology. Results: The sensitivity and specificity were 84.4%
(95% confidence interval [CI] ⴝ 77.6% to 91.1%) and 72.9%
(95% CI ⴝ 62.5% to 83.3%), respectively, for HPV testing
overall and 94.8% (95% CI ⴝ 92.7% to 96.9%) and 67.3%
(95% CI ⴝ 58.2% to 76.4%), respectively, for HPV testing in
the eight studies that used the Hybrid Capture II assay.
Sensitivity and specificity of repeat cytology at a threshold
for abnormal cytology of ASCUS or worse was 81.8% (95%
CI ⴝ 73.5% to 84.3%) and 57.6% (95% CI ⴝ 49.5% to
65.7%), respectively. Repeat cytology that used higher cytologic thresholds yielded substantially lower sensitivity but
higher specificity than triage with the Hybrid Capture II
assay. The ratio of the sensitivity of the Hybrid Capture II
assay to that of repeat cytology at a threshold of ASCUS or
worse pooled from the four studies that used both triage tests
was 1.16 (95% CI ⴝ 1.04 to 1.29). The specificity ratio was
not statistically different from unity. Conclusion: The published literature indicates that the Hybrid Capture II assay
has improved accuracy (higher sensitivity, similar specificity) than the repeat Pap smear using the threshold of ASCUS
for an outcome of CIN2ⴙ among women with equivocal
cytologic results. The sensitivity of triage at higher cytologic
cutoffs is poor. [J Natl Cancer Inst 2004;96:280 –93]
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Abstract
Early epidemiological studies of cervical
neoplasia suggested a causal relation with
sexual activity and human papillomaviruses (HPVs) have emerged as prime
suspects as venerally transmitted carcinogens. HPVs fall into two broad camps: low
risk types, associated with cervical condylomas and CIN 1; and high risk types
(mostly 16 and 18), found in 50-80% of
CIN 2 and CIN 3 lesions, and 90% of
cancers. This association with cancer is
very strong, with odds ratios of > 15 (often
much higher) in case-control studies that
are methodologically sound. An infrequently detected third group of intermediate risk type HPVs is associated with
all grades of CIN and occasionally with
cancers. HPVs have also been detected in
a wide range of asymptomatic controls,
indicating that other events are required
for development of neoplasia such as viral
persistence and/or altered expression of
viral genes, often following integration of
the viral genome. This leaves the two
major viral oncogenes, E6 and E7, directly
coupled to viral enhancers and promoters,
allowing their continued expression after
integration. High risk HPV E7 proteins
bind and inactivate the Rb protein,
whereas E6 proteins bind p53 and direct
its rapid degradation. A range of putative
cofactors has been implicated in progression: HLA type, immunosuppression, sex
steroid hormones, and smoking; most of
these cofactors appear to influence progression to CIN 3. The natural history
includes progression to CIN 3 in 10% of
CIN 1 and 20% of CIN 2 cases, whereas at
least 12% of CIN 3 cases progress to invasive carcinoma. Cervical glandular intraepithelial neoplasia (CGIN) often coexists with squamous CIN, and the
premalignant potential of high grade
CGIN is not in doubt, but the natural history of low grade CGIN remains uncertain. A high proportion of CGIN lesions
and adenocarcinomas are HPV positive,
and HPV18 has been implicated more in
glandular than in squamous lesions. A
strong clinical case for the application of
HPV typing of cells recovered from cervical scrapes can be made; however, a rigorous cost-benefit analysis of introducing
HPV typing into the cervical screening
programme is required. Prophylactic and
therapeutic HPV vaccines are under development. This article reviews the aetiology, pathogenesis, and pathology of

cervical neoplasia, emphasising the role of
HPVs.
(J Clin Pathol 1998;51:96-103)
Keywords: human papillomavirus; cervical neoplasia

This review is based on three presentations by
the authors to the first National Cervical
Screening Conference organised by Marie
Curie Cancer Care and held in Oxford, UK in
September 1996. It also includes several more
recent developments. It is important to emphasise that the cervical screening programme
aims to detect women who have an epithelial
abnormality that might, if untreated, lead to
the development of cervical carcinoma. The
screening programme is not designed to detect
small or early invasive carcinomas, but no
screening system will detect all women at risk
and it is inevitable that in a small proportion of
smears, evidence of invasive cancer will be
found. Cervical smears may also identify nonneoplastic epithelial changes, such as koilocytosis and multinucleation, which are believed
to be associated with infection by human papillomavirus (HPV), which is strongly suspected
to play an aetiological role in cervical neoplasia. Analysis of the effectiveness of the cervical
screening programme and its further development should be based on a clear understanding
of the aetiology, pathogenesis, and pathology of
cervical neoplasia.

Aetiology of cervical neoplasia
Early epidemiological studies of cervical neoplasia suggested a direct causal relation with
sexual activity, measured as multiple sexual
partners and early onset of sexual activity.' 2 A
further risk factor was exposure to the "high
risk man", characterised by a history of
promiscuous sexual activity and/or sexual
exposure to a partner who develops genital
neoplasia. Over the past 20 years the search for
venereally transmitted carcinogens has included components of semen and various
viruses, including Epstein-Barr virus, cytomegalovirus, and herpes simplex II virus (HSV),
but without success. The lack of persistent
HSV viral DNA, RNA or protein in most neoplastic lesions, and the equivocal findings in
prospective studies of HSV in cervical cancers
do not support a key aetiological role for HSV
in cervical cancer.3 However, HPVs have
emerged as prime suspects, being at the scene
of the crime carrying the tools to start the job:
high risk HPVs are consistently found in over
90% of cervical cancers and they possess
transforming viral oncogenes (E6 and E7).
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Papillomaviruses
Papillomaviruses are members of the Papovaviridae family with an icosahedral structure
composed of 72 capsomers and containing
closed, circular, double stranded DNA of
approximately 8 kb in length. They are classified by the host species infected and by the
degree of DNA sequence homology within
specific viral genes. New HPV types must share
less than 90% identity within the Li gene
compared to existing types. Seventy seven
types of HPV have been cloned and identified
to date with more in the pipeline.4
MORPHOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF HPV INFECTION IN
THE LOWER GENITAL TRACT

The most common manifestation of HPV
infection is condyloma acuminata, and in the
vast majority of cases this is caused by infection
by a non-oncogenic form of HPV, most
commonly HPV types 6b and 11. Condylomata acuminata are exophytic, papillary lesions
composed of long or short fronds of connective
tissue covered by an acanthotic squamous epithelium; the lesions may be multiple. In the
cervix and vagina, the epithelium covering the
condyloma is usually parakeratotic but may be
focally orthokeratotic. Characteristic cellular
changes, which are limited to the superficial
layers of the epithelium, include individual cell
keratinisation, multinucleation, and koilocytotic atypia. Koilocytes are characterised by the
presence of perinuclear cytoplasmic vacuolation and nuclear enlargement, hyperchromasia,
and irregularity. Similar cytological changes
can be seen in a flat, non-papillary epithelium,
and in such cases the lesion may be apparent
only on colposcopic examination when it may
be aceto-white, Schiller positive, and have an
abnormal vascular pattern. Such lesions can be
distinguished from cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) by the absence ofnuclear atypia in
the basal layers of the epithelium.
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other events are required for development of
neoplasia, such as viral persistence and/or
altered expression of viral genes. It is clear that
only a small minority of persistent HPV infections progress to cancer.
HPV types have different effects on the
CIN-cancer sequence. An approximate measure of the risk of transition from precursor to
cancer can be calculated using the ratio of HPV
type prevalence in squamous cancers to that in
dysplastic squamous intraepithelial lesions
(cancer:CIN prevalence ratio). Several studies
have shown that HPV1 8 is associated with a
higher cancer:CIN ratio than HPV16,7 13 16
suggesting that HPV1 8 confers a more aggressive neoplastic phenotype than HPV1 6.
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STRENGTH OF ASSOCIATION OF
CERVICAL NEOPLASIA WITH HPV

Data from large, methodologically sound,
case-control studies using sensitive and specific
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) based assays
strongly suggest that HPV infections cause
most CIN lesions.8 Munoz and Bosch2 have
recently reviewed the available epidemiological
data on the association of HPV and cervical
cancer and found that the data fulfil the Bradford Hill criteria of causality; this conclusion
was endorsed by an international multidisciplinary group.'7 The association between cervical
cancer and certain HPV types is: (1) very
strong, with odds ratios of > 15 (often much
higher) in case-control studies that are methodologically sound; (2) consistent in high risk
and low risk countries for cervical cancer; (3)
specific for high risk HPV types (HPV16
accounts for the most, followed by HPV18);
(4) supported by studies that show HPV infection precedes development of CIN 2/3; and (5)
biologically plausible with laboratory evidence
of the oncogenic potential of high risk type
HPV genes (E6 and E7 viral oncogenes).
Many epidemiological studies have consistently shown that over 90% of cervical cancers
can be attributed to specific HPV types. The
HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS TYPES AND CERVICAL
NEOPLASIA
small proportion of cancers apparently negaEarly studies quickly demonstrated that HPVs tive for HPV may be either false negatives,
detected within the cervix fell into two broad reflecting failure to detect new HPV types or
camps: low risk types, such as HPV6b and 11 very low levels of known HPV genomes, or true
associated with low grade lesions, including HPV negative cancers and thus comprise a
cervical condylomas and CIN 1; and high risk separate group. There is some evidence that
types, mostly HPV16 and 18 found in 50-80% HPV negative cancers are found more often in
of CIN 2 and CIN 3 lesions, and up to 90% of older women and are associated with a poorer
invasive cervical cancers.2` Furthermore, prognosis. Furthermore, early studies sugsemiquantitative detection methods have gested a possible different molecular pathway
shown that high levels of HPV1 6 DNA have a of carcinogenesis with p53 mutation found
high predictive value for CIN 2/3.10 Subse- only in HPV negative tumours (see later).'8
quently, an infrequently detected third group
of intermediate risk types, such as HPV31, 33, HPV GENOME INTEGRATION AND VIRAL
and 35, was found to be associated with all ONCOGENE EXPRESSION
grades of CIN and occasionally with cancers. Important differences in the physical status of
More detailed investigations have detected HPV DNA have been demonstrated in cervical
about 30 HPV types in cervical samples, most neoplasms. Low risk HPV types 6b and 11 are
of which occur either very infrequently or maintained as extrachromosomal, circular
rarely, including low risk types 40, 42, 43, and DNA episomes in low grade cervical lesions,
44 in low grade lesions, and intermediate types whereas the genomes ofhigh risk HPV types 16
45, 51, 52, 56, 58, and 59 in all grades of CIN and 18 are found integrated into the cellular
and cancers. 11-14 However, HPVs have also DNA in most human cervical carcinomas and
been detected in a wide range (3-30%) of carcinoma derived cell lines.'9 20 Although the
asymptomatic controls,8 " '5 indicating that site of viral DNA integration into the host
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compared to existing types. Seventy seven
types of HPV have been cloned and identified
to date with more in the pipeline.4
MORPHOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF HPV INFECTION IN
THE LOWER GENITAL TRACT

The most common manifestation of HPV
infection is condyloma acuminata, and in the
vast majority of cases this is caused by infection
by a non-oncogenic form of HPV, most
commonly HPV types 6b and 11. Condylomata acuminata are exophytic, papillary lesions
composed of long or short fronds of connective
tissue covered by an acanthotic squamous epithelium; the lesions may be multiple. In the
cervix and vagina, the epithelium covering the
condyloma is usually parakeratotic but may be
focally orthokeratotic. Characteristic cellular
changes, which are limited to the superficial
layers of the epithelium, include individual cell
keratinisation, multinucleation, and koilocytotic atypia. Koilocytes are characterised by the
presence of perinuclear cytoplasmic vacuolation and nuclear enlargement, hyperchromasia,
and irregularity. Similar cytological changes
can be seen in a flat, non-papillary epithelium,
and in such cases the lesion may be apparent
only on colposcopic examination when it may
be aceto-white, Schiller positive, and have an
abnormal vascular pattern. Such lesions can be
distinguished from cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) by the absence ofnuclear atypia in
the basal layers of the epithelium.
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other events are required for development of
neoplasia, such as viral persistence and/or
altered expression of viral genes. It is clear that
only a small minority of persistent HPV infections progress to cancer.
HPV types have different effects on the
CIN-cancer sequence. An approximate measure of the risk of transition from precursor to
cancer can be calculated using the ratio of HPV
type prevalence in squamous cancers to that in
dysplastic squamous intraepithelial lesions
(cancer:CIN prevalence ratio). Several studies
have shown that HPV1 8 is associated with a
higher cancer:CIN ratio than HPV16,7 13 16
suggesting that HPV1 8 confers a more aggressive neoplastic phenotype than HPV1 6.
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STRENGTH OF ASSOCIATION OF
CERVICAL NEOPLASIA WITH HPV

Data from large, methodologically sound,
case-control studies using sensitive and specific
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) based assays
strongly suggest that HPV infections cause
most CIN lesions.8 Munoz and Bosch2 have
recently reviewed the available epidemiological
data on the association of HPV and cervical
cancer and found that the data fulfil the Bradford Hill criteria of causality; this conclusion
was endorsed by an international multidisciplinary group.'7 The association between cervical
cancer and certain HPV types is: (1) very
strong, with odds ratios of > 15 (often much
higher) in case-control studies that are methodologically sound; (2) consistent in high risk
and low risk countries for cervical cancer; (3)
specific for high risk HPV types (HPV16
accounts for the most, followed by HPV18);
(4) supported by studies that show HPV infection precedes development of CIN 2/3; and (5)
biologically plausible with laboratory evidence
of the oncogenic potential of high risk type
HPV genes (E6 and E7 viral oncogenes).
Many epidemiological studies have consistently shown that over 90% of cervical cancers
can be attributed to specific HPV types. The
HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS TYPES AND CERVICAL
NEOPLASIA
small proportion of cancers apparently negaEarly studies quickly demonstrated that HPVs tive for HPV may be either false negatives,
detected within the cervix fell into two broad reflecting failure to detect new HPV types or
camps: low risk types, such as HPV6b and 11 very low levels of known HPV genomes, or true
associated with low grade lesions, including HPV negative cancers and thus comprise a
cervical condylomas and CIN 1; and high risk separate group. There is some evidence that
types, mostly HPV16 and 18 found in 50-80% HPV negative cancers are found more often in
of CIN 2 and CIN 3 lesions, and up to 90% of older women and are associated with a poorer
invasive cervical cancers.2` Furthermore, prognosis. Furthermore, early studies sugsemiquantitative detection methods have gested a possible different molecular pathway
shown that high levels of HPV1 6 DNA have a of carcinogenesis with p53 mutation found
high predictive value for CIN 2/3.10 Subse- only in HPV negative tumours (see later).'8
quently, an infrequently detected third group
of intermediate risk types, such as HPV31, 33, HPV GENOME INTEGRATION AND VIRAL
and 35, was found to be associated with all ONCOGENE EXPRESSION
grades of CIN and occasionally with cancers. Important differences in the physical status of
More detailed investigations have detected HPV DNA have been demonstrated in cervical
about 30 HPV types in cervical samples, most neoplasms. Low risk HPV types 6b and 11 are
of which occur either very infrequently or maintained as extrachromosomal, circular
rarely, including low risk types 40, 42, 43, and DNA episomes in low grade cervical lesions,
44 in low grade lesions, and intermediate types whereas the genomes ofhigh risk HPV types 16
45, 51, 52, 56, 58, and 59 in all grades of CIN and 18 are found integrated into the cellular
and cancers. 11-14 However, HPVs have also DNA in most human cervical carcinomas and
been detected in a wide range (3-30%) of carcinoma derived cell lines.'9 20 Although the
asymptomatic controls,8 " '5 indicating that site of viral DNA integration into the host
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genome of carcinomas varies from case to case,
the pattern in each cancer is monoclonal
suggesting that this occurs before expansion of
the malignant clone of cells. There is a consistent pattern of disruption of the circular viral
DNA upon integration. The recombination
event frequently occurs within the viral genes
El or E2, sometimes causing focal
deletions.'9 21 This leaves E6 and E7 directly
coupled to the viral enhancer and promoter
sequences in the HPV upstream regulatory
region, allowing their continued expression
after integration. Furthermore, disruption of
El or E2 during integration inactivates or
decouples other early and late viral genes from
the viral promoter and enhancer sequences. In
particular, this includes E2, which encodes a
transcription factor that is the main viral transcription regulator. Full length E2 protein
binds to the E2 recognition sites within the
HPV regulatory region adjacent to the viral
promoter, and represses viral gene expression.2'
Loss of E2 function following integration leads
to de-repression of the viral promoter, with
enhanced expression of E6 and E7 oncoproteins. Thus, HPV DNA integration appears to
be a critical event in the progression of cervical
neoplasia, as HPV oncogenes E6 and E7 are
conserved intact and show evidence of persistent and increased expression in carcinomas.223
Integration of HPV1 6 and 18 DNA also occurs
following experimental introduction into
human keratinocytes, and this results in the
development of a cluster of growth modulation
changes including a reduced growth factor
requirement (growth in low serum), development of aneuploidy, and immortalisation (rescue from senescence).24 25 These immortalised
keratinocytes may be the equivalent of CIN 2
or CIN 3 in vivo, as raft cultures formed by
them show morphological features similar to
high grade intraepithelial neoplasia.26 All of
these changes have been shown to be dependent on expression of high risk HPV oncogenes
E6 and E7.26 27 Introduction of HPV E6 and E7
genes linked to various promoters into transgenic mice, has produced a variety of tumours,
the site of which depends on the promoter
used, confirming the transforming properties
of these viral oncogenes.27
E6 and E7 have proved transforming activities in vitro, as E6 and E7 can cooperate with
activated ras to transform primary rodent cells
and human keratinocytes to malignancy.28 -30
Their main mechanism of action is reduction
of intracellular availability of the host's cell
cycle inhibitor (oncosuppressor) proteins p53
and retinoblastoma (Rb) by the E6 and E7
oncoproteins from high risk HPV types 16 and
18, but not from low risk HPV types 6b or 1 1.
E7 proteins bind and inactivate the Rb
protein.3' -3 E6 proteins bind p53 and direct its
rapid degradation.n4 An alternative mode of
inactivation of p53 is by mutation, and this has
been shown to be a rare phenomenon in high
grade CIN and in HPV positive invasive cervical carcinomas,36 37 in keeping with loss of p53
function by HPV E6 directed rapid degradation of p53 protein. However, the early suggestions that p53 mutations are observed only in

HPV negative tumours have not been confirmed by recent studies."8 Temporary functional abrogation of p53 and Rb by HPV E6
and E7 proteins is important for viral DNA
replication in senescent or terminally differentiated (non-cycling) squamous epithelial cells.
Following viral DNA integration during carcinogenic progression, E6 and E7 are persistently expressed causing profound loss of function of p53 and Rb proteins.
These HPV mediated effects on p53 and Rb
tend to drive cellular movement around the cell
cycle as both p53 and Rb are negative growth
regulators that control transit from GO/GI to S
phase. p53 also acts as a "guardian of the
genome" and is involved in responding to DNA
damage by inducing either growth arrest or cell
death by apoptosis. Thus, HPV mediated loss
of p53 function decreases the cancer cell's susceptibility to apoptosis, and promotes cellular
survival after DNA damage or development of
genomic instability, allowing accumulation of
genetic changes that may drive further progression to malignancy.'8 39 40 HPVs have a third
oncogene, E5, which appears to alter signalling
from growth factor receptors for epidermal
growth factor and platelet derived growth factor. As E5 is often lost or not expressed after
viral integration its role in the later stages of
cervical carcinogenesis is uncertain, although it
may contribute to development of low grade
CIN lesions.4'
CLINICAL APPLICATION OF HPV RESEARCH

There is as yet no clinical situation in which
knowledge of the presence of HPV infection or
indeed the HPV type, determines clinical management. There is now abundant evidence that
women harbouring HPV 16 in their cervices are
at greater risk of neoplastic progression, and in
the presence of negative or mildly abnormal
cytology, are more likely also to have a severe
histological lesion, such as CIN 310 42 43 A
strong clinical case for the application of HPV
typing of cells recovered from cervical scrapes
can be made.44 There are two possible
approaches: first, HPV typing could augment
or indeed supplant the initial cervical cytological screen; second, HPV typing could be used
for cases with borderline or mildly dyskaryotic
cervical smears to identify a subgroup at high
risk of progression.45 However, a rigorous costbenefit analysis of introducing routine HPV
typing into the cervical screening programme
has yet to be carried out in the UK; some trials
are in progress in the Netherlands. Prophylactic and therapeutic HPV vaccines are under
development, with some therapeutic vaccines
targeted to induce an immune response against
tumour cells that express HPV E7 protein.46
Pathogenesis and pathology of cervical
neoplasia
COFACTORS AND CERVICAL NEOPLASIA

Epidemiological studies have thrown up a
range of putative cofactors involved in progression: HIA type, immunosuppression, sex steroid hormones (based on associations of
cervical cancers with high parity and long term
use of the oral contraceptive pill), and
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smoking.47"9 Furthermore, most ofthese cofactors appear to influence progression to CIN 3
(from latent HPV infection or low grade CIN),
rather than CIN 3 to cancer.2 The effects of
smoking have been well studied and there is a
consistent epidemiological association (odds
ratio of about 2) between cigarette smoking
and cervical cancer. The carcinogenic constituents of tobacco smoke are strong candidates for
co-carcinogenic factors with HPVs in cervical
carcinogenesis. Cigarette smokers with mildly
abnormal cytology are more likely to have
larger and more severe histological lesions.0
The constituents of tobacco smoke (such as
nitrosamines) can be demonstrated in cervical
mucus, and increased smoking related DNA
adducts have been shown in normal epithelium
next to cervical intraepithelial and invasive
neoplasia, indicating a direct effect on cervical
epithelium at the DNA level.5" 52 Differential
cervical expression of cytochrome P450 enzymes, which activate carcinogenic nitrosamines, and glutathione S transferase, which
denatures them, may play a role in determining
individual susceptibility to tobacco related
carcinogens.53
ALTERATIONS IN CELLULAR ADHESION
MOLECULES

Integrins are transmembrane glycoproteins
important in interactions between epithelial
cells and basement membranes. Integrin expression is confined to the basal layer of normal
squamous epithelium. However, the patterns of
integrin expression in neoplastic cervical epithelium differ from this, with dysplastic cells
expressing integrins throughout the full thickness of the epithelium in CIN 3.54
Epithelial cadherin (E cadherin) is a cell-cell
adhesion molecule that connects epithelial cells
via homotypic, calcium dependent interactions. In normal cervix, E cadherin is expressed
on the cell membrane of basal and parabasal
cells. Cytoplasmic reactivity is present in occasional basal cells only. In CIN, there is
increased cytoplasmic reactivity, which is
strongly correlated with the grade of the CIN
lesion. In squamous carcinomas, reduced
membranous and increased cytoplasmic reactivity is seen with worsening differentiation.55
CERVICAL INTRAEPITHELIAL NEOPLASIA

The normal cervix is covered on its outer surface by a non-keratinising, stratified squamous
epithelium, which is continuous below with the
squamous epithelium lining the vagina, and
above abuts onto the mucus secreting columnar epithelium lining the endocervical canal
and its associated crypts. The junction between
the two epithelia normally coincides with the
external os but this is not a constant relation.
At puberty, in pregnancy (particularly the first
one), and in some steroid contraceptive users,
changes in the size and shape of the cervix
result in the squamocolumnar junction being
carried out on to the anatomical ectocervix.
This exposes the tissues previously found in the
lower endocervical canal to the vagina. This is
a physiological process and the exposed tissue
forms the "cervical ectopy".
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It is from the epithelium that covers the
ectopy that most CINs and invasive carcinomas develop. Under physiological conditions,
the columnar epithelium of the ectopy undergoes metaplasia to a stratified squamous
epithelium, and it is during this metaplastic
process that the epithelium seems to be
particularly vulnerable to oncogenic viruses,
and perhaps to other factors resulting in the
development of an intraepithelial neoplasm
rather than a normal epithelium. The intraepithelial neoplasm may be of squamous or
columnar cell type.
CIN is recognised by disturbances of cellular
maturation and stratification, and by the presence of cytological atypia. It is customarily
graded according to the degree of cytoplasmic
maturation56 but, by definition, nuclear atypia
must be present at all levels of the epithelium.
It affects the surface epithelium and extends
down into the underlying crypts. In younger
women, CIN lies on the ectocervix where the
ectopy has formed, but in older women the tissues that form an ectopy are withdrawn into
the endocervical canal, therefore, CIN in older
women tends to lie within the endocervical
canal where it may be more difficult to sample.
CIN initially forms a single area and thus, if the
resection margins of tissue removed for its
treatment are free from disease, it is likely that
the whole of the lesion has been removed.56 5

Histopathological diagnosis of cervical
intraepithelial neoplasia
In Europe, CIN is usually divided into three
grades, although other schemes are used.56 The
lesions range from a well differentiated intraepithelial neoplasm (CIN 1) to a poorly differentiated intraepithelial neoplasm (CIN 3).
CIN 2 occupies an intermediate position. The
differentiation of CIN is rarely uniform
throughout the affected area, the most poorly
differentiated component tending to lie adjacent to the columnar epithelium of the
endocervical canal. For a diagnosis of CIN,
nuclear abnormalities such as enlargement,
pleomorphism, and hyperchromasia must be
present at all levels in the epithelium, including
the basal layer. Hyperchromasia is not a
prerequisite, and in some forms of CIN the
nuclei do not stain darkly. The degree of
nuclear atypia tends to be greater in CIN 3
than in CIN 1. Normal mitoses vary in number
and do not affect the diagnosis, while atypical
mitoses may be present in all grades of CIN. In
CIN 1, cytoplasmic maturation occurs in the
superficial two thirds of the epithelium. In CIN
2 it starts in the middle third of the epithelium,
and in CIN 3, cytoplasmic maturation, which is
minimal or even absent, occurs only in the
most superficial third of the epithelium.
Changes usually attributed to the presence of
HPV infection, such as koilocytosis and
epithelial multinucleation, are often present
and are most conspicuous in CIN 1 and 2, and
minimal or absent in CIN 3. This may be a
reflection of viral integration in the high grade
lesions.
Most histopathologists in the UK have not
accepted the two tier Bethesda system for
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INTRODUCTION
Human papillomavirus (HPV) is a significant source of
morbidity and mortality in the United States and worldwide.
High-risk, oncogenic HPV types (including HPV 16 and
HPV 18) are associated with 99.7% of all cervical cancers,
as well as low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (LSIL),
high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (HSIL), and abnormal Papanicolaou (Pap) test results, which carry significant health care costs and psychosocial morbidity. Low-risk
HPV types (HPV 6 and HPV 11) are responsible for additional abnormal Pap test results, as well as almost all cases
of genital warts. HPV is so common that more than half of
all sexually active adults will be infected in their lifetime, although young, sexually active women bear the brunt of both
infection and clinical complications. Currently there are neither eﬀective HPV prevention strategies nor good treatments
for individuals with genital warts or cervical lesions; available treatments focus on removing the aﬀected area, and recurrence is common. Prophylactic vaccines will soon become
available, and promise to significantly reduce the morbidity
and mortality associated with these infections.

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
INFECTIONS
Approximately 6.2 million new HPV infections occur every
year in the United States, and approximately 20 million individuals are currently infected [1]. HPV is spread by skinto-skin sexual contact and is prevalent in all sexually active
populations. The Centers for Disease Control estimates that
at least half of all sexually active individuals will acquire HPV
at some point in their lives, whereas at least 80% of women
will acquire an HPV infection by age 50 [1]. In the United
States, it is estimated that 10% of the population has an active HPV infection, 4% has an infection that has caused cytological abnormalities, and an additional 1% have infection
causing genital warts [2]. Although 1% of Americans have
clinically visible genital warts, as many as 13% of those attending STD clinics have genital warts [2]. The greatest risk
factors for infection are gender, youth, and sexual activity,
with the highest rates being consistently found in sexually
active women less than 25 years of age. Winer et al followed
148 female university students as they initiated sexual activity (Figure 1) [3]. They found a cumulative incidence of HPV
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Human papillomavirus (HPV) is the most common newly diagnosed sexually transmitted infection in the United States. Although
the majority of sexually active adults will be infected with HPV at least once in their lives, it is sexually active women less than
25 years of age who consistently have the highest rates of infection. Besides youth and gender, common risk factors for HPV
infection and clinical sequelae of infection include high number of sexual partners and coinfection with Chlamydia trachomatis or
herpes simplex virus. Most HPV infections are cleared by the immune system and do not result in clinical complications. Clinical
sequelae in cases of low-risk HPV infection consist of genital warts, and clinical manifestations of high-risk HPV infection include
abnormal Pap test results, low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (LSIL), high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (HSIL),
and cervical cancer. LSIL, HSIL, and cervical cancer carry significant morbidity and/or mortality; genital warts and abnormal Pap
test results are often significant sources of psychosocial distress. Currently, there are neither eﬀective means of preventing HPV
transmission nor cures for clinical manifestations: infection can only be prevented via complete sexual abstinence, while treatment
for clinical sequelae such as genital warts and cytologic abnormalities consists of removing the problematic cells and watching
for recurrence; this method consumes significant health care resources and is costly. New prophylactic HPV vaccines promise to
dramatically reduce the incidence of HPV infection, genital warts, and cytologic abnormalities.
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INTRODUCTION
Human papillomavirus (HPV) is a significant source of
morbidity and mortality in the United States and worldwide.
High-risk, oncogenic HPV types (including HPV 16 and
HPV 18) are associated with 99.7% of all cervical cancers,
as well as low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (LSIL),
high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (HSIL), and abnormal Papanicolaou (Pap) test results, which carry significant health care costs and psychosocial morbidity. Low-risk
HPV types (HPV 6 and HPV 11) are responsible for additional abnormal Pap test results, as well as almost all cases
of genital warts. HPV is so common that more than half of
all sexually active adults will be infected in their lifetime, although young, sexually active women bear the brunt of both
infection and clinical complications. Currently there are neither eﬀective HPV prevention strategies nor good treatments
for individuals with genital warts or cervical lesions; available treatments focus on removing the aﬀected area, and recurrence is common. Prophylactic vaccines will soon become
available, and promise to significantly reduce the morbidity
and mortality associated with these infections.

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
INFECTIONS
Approximately 6.2 million new HPV infections occur every
year in the United States, and approximately 20 million individuals are currently infected [1]. HPV is spread by skinto-skin sexual contact and is prevalent in all sexually active
populations. The Centers for Disease Control estimates that
at least half of all sexually active individuals will acquire HPV
at some point in their lives, whereas at least 80% of women
will acquire an HPV infection by age 50 [1]. In the United
States, it is estimated that 10% of the population has an active HPV infection, 4% has an infection that has caused cytological abnormalities, and an additional 1% have infection
causing genital warts [2]. Although 1% of Americans have
clinically visible genital warts, as many as 13% of those attending STD clinics have genital warts [2]. The greatest risk
factors for infection are gender, youth, and sexual activity,
with the highest rates being consistently found in sexually
active women less than 25 years of age. Winer et al followed
148 female university students as they initiated sexual activity (Figure 1) [3]. They found a cumulative incidence of HPV
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Figure 1: Cumulative rate of HPV infection among college-aged
women who were virgins at baseline. Adapted from Winer et al [3].
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of 38.9% at 24 months. HPV 16 was the most common type,
with a cumulative infection rate of 10.4% at 24 months; the
cumulative incidence of HPV 18 infection was 4.1% for the
same time period. Brown et al studied a smaller cohort of
mid-adolescent women for two years. Of the women studied, 82% were infected with HPV during the 2-year study period [4]. DNA from both low-risk and high-risk HPV types
has even been found in women who have sex with women,
a population that would be expected to have a low incidence
of HPV infection [5]. It should be noted that prevalence estimates vary depending on the technique used to assess viral
load; polymerase chain reaction analysis is a more sensitive
detection method and yields higher rates of prevalence.
HPV 16 alone is linked to more than 50% of all cervical
cancers [6]; thus, the prevalence of HPV 16 is of special interest. One study utilized an experimental serological test to determine the presence of antibodies to HPV 16, which signify
prior exposure to HPV, instead of the more commonly assessed viral DNA which is indicative of active infection. More
than 7000 sera were tested from a national sample from the
United States. Gender and age specific findings are shown in
Figure 2. Women were more likely to be seropositive for HPV
16 (17.9%) than were men (7.9%). However, this methodology may in fact underestimate the true prior exposure to
HPV 16, because <60% of women infected with HPV 16 develop type-specific antibodies [6].
Sexual activity is the primary risk factor for HPV infection, but condoms, although eﬀective at preventing the
spread of many other sexually transmitted infections, may
not prevent all HPV infections. A meta-analysis of more than
20 trials investigating the role of condoms in HPV transmission and the development of clinical complications concluded that, although condoms do not protect against cervical infection, they may oﬀer some protection against HPVassociated disease. Specifically, although there is conflicting
evidence as to whether condom use protects against CIN 2/3,
condoms may protect against cervical cancer [7]. A recent
prospective study by Hogewoning et al studied the eﬀect of
condom use on the regression of CIN lesions. Women with
abnormal cervical smears or CIN were randomized to use
condoms after the initial diagnosis. The 2-year cumulative
regression rate was 53% in the “condom” group and 35%
in the “noncondom” group. The 2-year cumulative rate of
HPV clearance was 23% in the condom group and 4% in the

noncondom group [8]. It is diﬃcult to accurately assess the
role of condoms in preventing HPV infection and the development of clinical complications of infections, not least because investigators rely on patient self-report to assess condom use. The available evidence does, however, suggest that
condom use protects against some clinical sequelae of HPV
infection and aids clearance of infection and clinical symptoms, even if it does not prevent primary infection.
NATURAL HISTORY OF HPV INFECTION
HPV is a small DNA virus with a genome of approximately
8000 base pairs [9]. HPV targets the basal cells in the stratified squamous epithelium and the metaplastic cells at the
squamocolumnar junction of the cervix. Additionally, HPV
may infect the glandular epithelium of the endocervix, resulting in glandular neoplasms, such as adenocarcinoma
in situ or invasive adenocarcinoma [10]. The two primary
oncogenes of high-risk HPV types are E6 and E7. The “E”
designation indicates that these two genes are expressed early
in the HPV life cycle. The products of these two genes alter host-cell metabolism to favor neoplastic development. E6
binds to and degrades the host-cell protein p53. An eﬀect of
this targeted degradation is to prevent apoptosis of the infected host epithelial cells. Telomerase is also activated, further augmenting oncogenic changes. The E7 protein has a
similar eﬀect on cell metabolism by binding to retinoblastoma protein, inhibiting its function. This leads to disruption of the cell cycle [9]. In addition, E6 and E7 proteins
may cause chromosomal destabilization, and inhibit cyclindependent kinase inhibitors and host interferons [11].
The degree of expression of HPV E6 and E7 is highly correlated with the type of cervical lesion: in low-grade lesions,
E6 and E7 are expressed at low levels in the basal cells and
higher levels in the upper layers of the epithelium, whereas
in high-grade lesions E6 and E7 are expressed at high levels
throughout the epithelium [9]. In low-grade lesions, HPV is
in episomal form, whereas in higher grade lesions and cancer,
the HPV DNA is more likely to have been integrated into the
host-cell chromosome. The integration of HPV DNA into
the host DNA increases cellular proliferation and the chance
of malignancy [9].
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condom use protects against some clinical sequelae of HPV
infection and aids clearance of infection and clinical symptoms, even if it does not prevent primary infection.
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may infect the glandular epithelium of the endocervix, resulting in glandular neoplasms, such as adenocarcinoma
in situ or invasive adenocarcinoma [10]. The two primary
oncogenes of high-risk HPV types are E6 and E7. The “E”
designation indicates that these two genes are expressed early
in the HPV life cycle. The products of these two genes alter host-cell metabolism to favor neoplastic development. E6
binds to and degrades the host-cell protein p53. An eﬀect of
this targeted degradation is to prevent apoptosis of the infected host epithelial cells. Telomerase is also activated, further augmenting oncogenic changes. The E7 protein has a
similar eﬀect on cell metabolism by binding to retinoblastoma protein, inhibiting its function. This leads to disruption of the cell cycle [9]. In addition, E6 and E7 proteins
may cause chromosomal destabilization, and inhibit cyclindependent kinase inhibitors and host interferons [11].
The degree of expression of HPV E6 and E7 is highly correlated with the type of cervical lesion: in low-grade lesions,
E6 and E7 are expressed at low levels in the basal cells and
higher levels in the upper layers of the epithelium, whereas
in high-grade lesions E6 and E7 are expressed at high levels
throughout the epithelium [9]. In low-grade lesions, HPV is
in episomal form, whereas in higher grade lesions and cancer,
the HPV DNA is more likely to have been integrated into the
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Abstract
Background: Human papillomavirus (HPV) 16 and 18 are associated with cervical carcinogenesis
through an interaction between HPV oncogenic proteins and cell cycle regulatory genes. However,
the exact pathogenetic mechanisms are not determined yet.
Methods: We investigated 43 invasive squamous cell carcinoma (ISCC), 38 CIN III, 11 CINII and
18 CINI for cyclin D1, cyclin E, CDK4, p53, mdm-2, p21waf, p27, p16INK4A, Rb and Ki-67 aberrations
using immunohistochemistry and molecular techniques. Twenty samples of normal cervical tissues
(NCT) were taken as a control.
Results: There was a significant increase in the expression of Ki-67, cyclin E, CDK4, p16INK4A, Rb (p=
0.003, 0.001, 0.001, 0.01) and a significant decrease in p27KIP1 from NCT to ISCC (p = 0.003).
Increased cyclin D1, p21waf, p53, mdm-2 expression, homozygous deletion (HZD) and promoter
methylation (PM) of the Rb were detected in CINIII and ISCC only. On univariate analysis; tumor
size, differentiation, lymph node status, FIGO stage, Ki- 67, cyclin D1, p53 and p27KIP1 are significantly
associated with reduced overall survival (OS) while on multivariate analysis; only FIGO stage, Ki-67,
cyclin D1, p53 and p27KIP1 were significant.
Conclusion: 1) Aberrations involving p27KIP1, cyclin E, CDK4, p16INK4A are considered early events
in HPV 16 and 18-associated cervical carcinoma, whereas cyclin D1 and p53 pathway abnormalities
are considered late events. 2) Immunohistochemical tests for p16INK4Aand cyclin E, could help in
early diagnosis of cervical carcinoma. 3) Only FIGO stage p53, cyclin D1, p27KIP1 and Ki-67 are
independent prognostic factors that might help in predicting outcome of cervical cancer patients.
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Background
Carcinoma of the uterine cervix emerges from a defined
series of prenoplastic lesions with increasing cellular dysplasia referred to as cervical intraepithelial neoplasia
(CIN) grade I, II and III [1]. A large body of knowledge
supports the view that high risk HPV types (HR-HPV) are
strongly associated with invasive squamous cell carcinoma (ISCC) and its precursors as they have the ability to
transform normal cervical cells into neoplastic ones [2].
HPV 16 and 18 are the most commonly detected HR-HPV
types in these lesions, and therefore their detection was
proposed as a useful surrogate marker to diagnose cervical
dysplasia and carcinoma in situ (CIS) [2,3].
Progress in cervical cancer research provided evidence that
integration of HR-HPV DNA into the host cell genome
results in elevated expression levels of the E6 and E7 proteins with subsequent interaction between these oncogenic proteins and the cell cycle machinery [2,4].
Expression of E6 and E7 proteins of HR-HPV types
induces immortalization of cells through their inhibitory
effects on the tumor suppressor proteins pRb and p53;
respectively, altering the cell cycle control and leading to
chromosomal instability [2]. Undermining of pRb
growth-inhibitory role with release of E2F transcription
factors render the cells independent of mitogenic stimuli
[5], whereas inactivation of the p53 precludes its role as
one of the major factors controlling cell proliferation
since it arrests the cell cycle in response to DNA damage
or direct the damaged cell to an apoptotic pathway. This
function is abolished via p53 degradation by the E6 protein of oncogenic HPV types or via cytoplasmic sequestration by complexing to mdm-2 protein [6].
However the E6-p53 and E7-Rb model is not sufficient to
inevitably produce cervical carcinoma although it has
resulted in the identity of the viral gene's actions on
numerous cellular proteins and processes normally
involved in cellular growth and proliferation. This is evidenced by the spontaneous clearance of HPV infection
and the long delay between the onset of persistent infection and the emergence of malignancy. Recent studies
show an association between HR-HPV types and cell cycle
regulators [2,7]. The cell cycle is governed by a family of
cyclins, cyclin dependent kinases (CDKs) and their inhibitors
(CDKIs) through activating and inactivating phosphorylation events. Attention has been focused on altered expression of G1 cyclins and Cdks because the major regulatory
events leading to cell proliferation and differentiation
occur within the G1 phase of the cell cycle. The D-type cyclins reach maximum levels of expression and form functional kinase complexes with CDK4 or CDK6; during the
mid-G1 phase, whereas cyclin-E is expressed and associated
with Cdk2 in an active complex near the G1-S boundary
[5,8]. Active CDK/cyclin complex can be regulated by
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binding to CDKI (p16INK4A, p21waf1 and p27KIP1) and
inhibit cell cycle progression from G1 to S phase [7].
Deregulation of p16INK4A, p21waf1 and p27KIP1 has recently
been reported in various human tumors. In HPV-associated cervical carcinoma, the expression and function of
these proteins is supposed to be impaired by the action of
viral oncopoteins E6 and E7 [9]. However, it is unclear
how and when factors that are innate to the HPV-infected
cells including genetic aberrations launch the host cell
into an irreversible progression to cancer [7].
Therefore, we attempted to assess the contribution of cyclin D1, cyclin E, CDK4, p53, mdm-2, p21waf, Rb, p27KIP1,
p16INK4A and Ki-67 expression to the development of
HPV16/18-associated cervical carcinoma and to determine at what stage of carcinogenesis these aberrations
start to manifest. The prognostic value of these aberrations
was also investigated in relation to the standard clinicopathological prognostic factors and overall survival.

Methods
Clinical samples
The study included 110 fresh-frozen tissue samples that
were selected from a total of 200 based on the positivity
for HPV16 and/or18 and on the availability of clinical and
follow-up data. The studied cases included 43 invasive
squamous cell carcinoma (ISCC), 38 cervical intra-epithelial neoplasia (CIN) III, 11 CINII and 18 CINI cases were
collected from patients who were diagnosed and treated at
the hospitals of Kasr El-Aini School of Medicine and the
National Cancer Institute (NCI), Cairo University during
March 1999- July 2003 after a recent evidence of abnormal cervical cytology and/or conization biopsy (obtained
by large loop excision of the transformation zone). Cases
of ISCC were examined by two independent pathologists,
classified and graded according to the World Health
Organization (WHO) criteria and staged according to criteria of the International Federation of Gynecolology and
Obstetrics (FIGO) [10]. The clinicopathological features
of the studied cases are illustrated in table 1. Twenty normal cervical tissues (NCT) obtained from patients undergoing hysterectomy for medical conditions not related to
the cervix were included in the study as a control. All control samples showed normal cervical cytology and histology and all were negative for HPV by PCR. In ISCC and
CIN samples, only cases with ≥ 75% tumor cells were
included in the study. A written consent was obtained
from all patients prior to enrollment in the study, and the
ethical committee of the NCI approved the protocol
which was in accordance with the ethical guidelines of the
1975 Declaration of Helsinki.
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quantify viral load in a prognostic-diagnostic significant manner. This restriction can be circumvented by the use of realtime quantitative PCR. Real-time PCR allows the detection
and quantification of products generated during PCR process.
The reagents most commonly used for real-time PCR include
5⬘ nuclease assay with TaqMan probes, molecular beacons, and
SYBRGreen I intercalating dyes. We used SYBRGreen technology because it is easier to handle in routine applications and
to optimize. The use of FFPE specimens for real-time PCR is
not yet frequently a standard method in laboratories and therefore is not often reported (28, 29, 33). It is also rarely used for
quantification of HPV (46).
HPV is known to be a major risk factor in the development
of genito-anal neoplasia (19, 51). Low-risk HPV types (e.g.,
HPV type 6 [HPV6] and HPV11) are distinguished from intermediate-risk (e.g., HPV31, -33, and -51) and high-risk (e.g.,
HPV16 and -18) HPV types (3, 32). In particular, high-risk
HPV types are involved in almost 100% of the instances of
cervical cancer. Cervical squamous cell carcinomas develop
from progenitor lesions, so-called cervical intraepithelial neoplasias (CINs; I to III). Viral load of human papillomavirus
might be of prognostic-diagnostic significance (21, 31, 45).
With increasing amounts of high-risk HPV, the risk for the
development of squamous intraepithelial lesions and CINs and
further transformation to invasive cervical carcinoma, as well
as the severity of cervical disease, is likely to increase (22, 44,
45). Although high-risk HPV is known to be a major risk factor
for the development of cervical cancer from CIN, its role in
established cervical cancer concerning progression and clinical
outcome is still controversial (11, 12, 14, 21, 26, 34, 35, 39). The

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues retained
in pathology archives are an important resource for molecular
pathology studies and for diagnostic applications. The use of in
situ hybridization (ISH) and PCR assays have both been reported for DNA analysis in formalin-fixed archival tissues (6, 7,
25, 40, 42, 48). Both assays have the advantage that only small
amounts of tissue are required, and both tolerate the degradation of target nucleic acids due to the formalin fixation and
paraffin-embedding procedures. Each assay per se has its own
advantages and disadvantages.
For a pathologist, the retention of morphology and the histological context of a tumor is very important. Especially in the
case of cervical carcinoma, the phenomenon of koilocytosis
indicates an infection with human papillomavirus (HPV) (4)
that can only be detected by microscopic analysis of tissue
sections. Moreover, episomal and integrated viral DNA can
only be differentiated by ISH due to the staining pattern (8).
With the use of chromogenic tyramide–signal-amplified ISH
(CISH) it is even possible to detect and localize single or very
few HPV copies within infected nuclei (15, 36, 49). However,
this technique is rather cost-intensive and quite involved for
routine applications.
Conventional PCR is held to be the most sensitive detection
method available (9, 16, 20, 27, 37, 41). Although this is probably true, it has some limitations, as does ISH, in that it cannot
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Archival paraffin-embedded tumor specimens offer a wealth of information for both cancer research and for
routine clinical applications. However, the use of formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded specimens for quantitative
real-time PCR is not yet a standard diagnostic method in many laboratories, in particular for the quantification of human papillomavirus (HPV). Particularly high-risk HPV types are involved in almost 100% of the
carcinogenesis of cervical cancer. We compared the diagnostic applicability and sensitivity of real-time PCR to
that of chromogenic tyramide–signal-amplified in situ hybridization and conventional PCR for the detection of
HPV from archival tissue in 164 cases of carcinoma in situ and cervical cancer. Furthermore, we examined
whether the viral load of HPV is of prognostic relevance. Our findings indicate that patients in tumor stage I
with a lower viral load of HPV type 16 (HPV16; up to 1,000 copies/ng of DNA) had a significantly better survival
than HPV 16-negative patients (P ⴝ 0.037). We observed a greater sensitivity of both real-time PCR and
conventional PCR for the detection of HPV16 and -18 compared to signal amplified in situ hybridization. We
found a considerable concordance between HPV16 ( ⴝ 0.661) and HPV18 ( ⴝ 0.781) status as measured by
real-time PCR and conventional PCR, indicating similar sensitivities. We recognized an inhibitory effect of
formalin fixation and paraffin embedding on the evaluation of real-time PCR quantification.
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quantify viral load in a prognostic-diagnostic significant manner. This restriction can be circumvented by the use of realtime quantitative PCR. Real-time PCR allows the detection
and quantification of products generated during PCR process.
The reagents most commonly used for real-time PCR include
5⬘ nuclease assay with TaqMan probes, molecular beacons, and
SYBRGreen I intercalating dyes. We used SYBRGreen technology because it is easier to handle in routine applications and
to optimize. The use of FFPE specimens for real-time PCR is
not yet frequently a standard method in laboratories and therefore is not often reported (28, 29, 33). It is also rarely used for
quantification of HPV (46).
HPV is known to be a major risk factor in the development
of genito-anal neoplasia (19, 51). Low-risk HPV types (e.g.,
HPV type 6 [HPV6] and HPV11) are distinguished from intermediate-risk (e.g., HPV31, -33, and -51) and high-risk (e.g.,
HPV16 and -18) HPV types (3, 32). In particular, high-risk
HPV types are involved in almost 100% of the instances of
cervical cancer. Cervical squamous cell carcinomas develop
from progenitor lesions, so-called cervical intraepithelial neoplasias (CINs; I to III). Viral load of human papillomavirus
might be of prognostic-diagnostic significance (21, 31, 45).
With increasing amounts of high-risk HPV, the risk for the
development of squamous intraepithelial lesions and CINs and
further transformation to invasive cervical carcinoma, as well
as the severity of cervical disease, is likely to increase (22, 44,
45). Although high-risk HPV is known to be a major risk factor
for the development of cervical cancer from CIN, its role in
established cervical cancer concerning progression and clinical
outcome is still controversial (11, 12, 14, 21, 26, 34, 35, 39). The

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues retained
in pathology archives are an important resource for molecular
pathology studies and for diagnostic applications. The use of in
situ hybridization (ISH) and PCR assays have both been reported for DNA analysis in formalin-fixed archival tissues (6, 7,
25, 40, 42, 48). Both assays have the advantage that only small
amounts of tissue are required, and both tolerate the degradation of target nucleic acids due to the formalin fixation and
paraffin-embedding procedures. Each assay per se has its own
advantages and disadvantages.
For a pathologist, the retention of morphology and the histological context of a tumor is very important. Especially in the
case of cervical carcinoma, the phenomenon of koilocytosis
indicates an infection with human papillomavirus (HPV) (4)
that can only be detected by microscopic analysis of tissue
sections. Moreover, episomal and integrated viral DNA can
only be differentiated by ISH due to the staining pattern (8).
With the use of chromogenic tyramide–signal-amplified ISH
(CISH) it is even possible to detect and localize single or very
few HPV copies within infected nuclei (15, 36, 49). However,
this technique is rather cost-intensive and quite involved for
routine applications.
Conventional PCR is held to be the most sensitive detection
method available (9, 16, 20, 27, 37, 41). Although this is probably true, it has some limitations, as does ISH, in that it cannot
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with a lower viral load of HPV type 16 (HPV16; up to 1,000 copies/ng of DNA) had a significantly better survival
than HPV 16-negative patients (P ⴝ 0.037). We observed a greater sensitivity of both real-time PCR and
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found a considerable concordance between HPV16 ( ⴝ 0.661) and HPV18 ( ⴝ 0.781) status as measured by
real-time PCR and conventional PCR, indicating similar sensitivities. We recognized an inhibitory effect of
formalin fixation and paraffin embedding on the evaluation of real-time PCR quantification.
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TABLE 3. Incidence of HPV-positive cases as determined by ISH,
conventional PCR, and real-time PCR
Method and HPV type(s)

No. of HPV-positive samples/
total no. of samples (%) in:

P

1995–2000

ISH
HPV6/11
HPV16/18
HPV31/33/51
All HPV types

3/65 (4.6)
19/66 (28.8)
5/64 (7.8)
19/63 (24.7)

15/79 (19)
45/82 (54.9)
19/79 (24.1)
47/77 (61.0)

0.011
0.002
0.013
⬍0.0001

Conventional PCR
HPV16
HPV18
HPV16/18
HPV consensus

33/71 (46.5)
10/74 (13.5)
41/71 (57.7)
8/42 (19)

69/87 (79.3)
26/87 (29.9)
76/87 (87.4)
45/81 (55.6)

⬍0.0001
0.014
⬍0.0001
⬍0.0001

Real-time PCR
HPV16
HPV18
HPV16/18

36/74 (48.6)
11/74 (14.9)
47/74 (63.5)

63/87 (72.4)
23/87 (26.4)
78/87 (89.7)

0.003
0.083
⬍0.0001

subgroups: stage I (P ⫽ 0.011), no parametrial infiltration (P ⫽
0.048), no vaginal infiltration (P ⫽ 0.047), age ⬍35 (P ⫽ 0.011),
and no lymph node involvement (P ⫽ 0.061).
Patients in tumor stage I with lower viral load of HPV16 (up
to 1,000 copies/ng DNA) showed significantly better survival
than HPV16-negative patients (P ⫽ 0.037). This tendency was
also seen in the subgroup of patients without parametrial (P ⫽
0.094), vaginal (P ⫽ 0.084), and parametrial lymph node (P ⫽
0.098) infiltration.
Patients with a high viral load of HPV16 (⬎1,000 copies/ng)
DNA tended to have a better prognosis than HPV-negative
patients. This was statistically not significant, but in the subgroup of patients with lymphatic space invasion (P ⫽ 0.086)
and lymph node infiltration (P ⫽ 0.063), this trend was maintained.
DISCUSSION
In the present study we compared three techniques (CISH,
conventional PCR, and real-time PCR) for the detection of
human papillomavirus DNA in 164 cases of FFPE cervical CIS
and cancer specimens. We were particularly interested in the
performance of real-time PCR since this is a new procedure
with hitherto limited use in the detection and quantification of
DNA in archival tissue.
Our findings indicate a higher sensitivity of both real-time
PCR and conventional PCR for the detection of HPV16/18
compared to CISH. We found a considerable concordance
between HPV16 and -18 status measured by real-time PCR
and versus that determined by conventional PCR. We recognized an inhibitory effect of formalin fixation and paraffin embedding on real-time PCR, resulting in underestimation of the
viral copy number.
When we compared CISH with PCR, we found that almost
all of the HPV16/18-positive cases identified by ISH were also
positive by both PCR and real-time PCR, but only a few of the
HPV16/18 ISH-negative cases were also found to be negative
by PCR and real-time PCR. These findings indicate a greater
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sensitivity of HPV16/18 PCR compared to CISH for HPV16/
18.
From the cases found to be positive by ISH and negative by
consensus PCR, some conclusions can be drawn. For example,
the fact that some PCR-negative tissues were strongly positive
by ISH indicates that the problem of consensus PCR negativity
was not due to low sensitivity. This is most likely due to the
length of the template of the consensus primer pair MY09/
MY11, which may be fragmented as a consequence of formalin
fixation and paraffin embedding (13), which makes it difficult to
amplify sequences longer than 200 bp (24). The type-specific
primer pairs for HPV16 and -18 amplify products by 96 and
115 bp, respectively, thus explaining the higher prevalence of
positive cases (74.1%). These results agree with those of Baay
et al. (1), whose primers in HPV16 and -18 were used for the
present study. Another reason for the different detection rates
could be due to a more efficient amplification with the typespecific primers as a result of diluting the template 1 in 10. This
was done due to a paucity of material and because template
dilution had a positive effect on the efficiency of previously
performed real-time PCR.
The reason for ISH-negative cases that are determined to be
positive by consensus PCR could be the specificity. The MY09MY11 primer pair detects more than 25 different types of
human papillomaviruses (20), whereas the ISH hybridization
reaction has only probes for seven types of HPV. Another
aspect to be considered is that the presence of the virus may
not be homogeneously distributed throughout the tissue block
and the viral DNA may not be present in equal amounts in the
sections processed for ISH and PCR. Nevertheless, when we
compared the detection rates of the different methods, consensus PCR detected far fewer HPV-positive cases (37.3%). It
has been reported that the use of the MY/GP-nested PCR
significantly increases the positivity rate of HPV DNA detection and should be used for samples with a low viral load of
HPV (10, 20).
The detection rate with MY09/MY11 was lower compared
to those of some other studies (2, 20, 48). This could be due to
the fact that most experiments were performed with non-paraffin-embedded material. The lower incidence of HPV-positive
cases compared to other studies could also be due to the
well-known problem of long-term storage of paraffin-embedded tissue and its influence on DNA quality. Thus, we also did
an analysis of positivity by time. The “newer” cases were significantly more often HPV positive than the “older” cases. This
finding again reflects the problems associated with the archiving of FFPE tissue.
Other studies have reported essentially the same frequency
of HPV-positive cases in archival tissue, and Baay et al. reported that the use of one general primer pair in paraffinembedded tissue grossly underestimates the prevalence of
HPV in the studied population (1, 37, 46).
Upon comparing conventional PCR and real-time PCR, we
found a considerable concordance between HPV type-specific
(HPV16 and -18) PCRs. The prevalence for high-risk HPV
infections detected by these two methods also coincides with
those reported in other studies (1, 21, 37, 46). Nevertheless, 37
discrepant results between type-specific conventional PCR and
real-time PCR indicates problems with intersystem variation or
possibly reporting of false-negative cases by real-time PCR due
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all cervical cancer cases worldwide. It is the right time
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During the 1990s, epidemiological studies, supported by molecular technology, provided evidence
on the causal role of some human papillomavirus
(HPV) infections in the development of cervical
cancer. This association has been evaluated under
all proposed sets of causality criteria and endorsed
by the scientific community and major review
institutes. The finding is universally consistent,
and to date there are no documented alternative
hypotheses for the aetiology of cervical cancer.
HPV has been proposed as the first ever identified, “necessary cause” of a human cancer. In
practical terms, the concept of a necessary cause
implies that cervical cancer does not and will not
develop in the absence of the persistent presence
of HPV DNA.
Cervical cancer is still the second most common cancer in women worldwide, although it is a
theoretically preventable disease.
In developed parts of the world, and in populations where cytology based programmes are
established, it would be beneficial to add HPV
testing to the screening protocol. HPV testing was
shown by several studies, including one randomised trial, to be of help in solving the
ambiguous cases generated by cytology reading.
In populations where cytology programmes are
either not in place or are not efficient, HPV testing
should now be considered and evaluated as an
alternative test for primary screening.
Prevention of exposure to high risk HPV types
by vaccination may prove to be the most efficient
and logistically feasible preventive intervention
for cervical cancer.
At this stage of development, regulatory agencies are requested to evaluate the scientific
evidence and weigh its implications in relation to
costs, public health investments, and policy. This
is a subjective evaluation that could be guided by
a careful description of the most relevant studies
and findings.

INTRODUCTION

A major discovery in human cancer aetiology
has been the recognition that cervical cancer is a
rare consequence of an infection by some
mucosatropic types of HPV. In public health
terms, this finding is equally important as the
discovery of the association between cigarette
smoking and lung cancer, or between chronic
infections with hepatitis B virus (HBV) or hepatitis C virus and the risk of liver cancer. Moreover,
as in the HBV disease model, intense efforts are
currently going into the development and testing
of vaccines that may prevent the relevant HPV
infections, and presumably, cervical cancer.
By the year 2000, the epidemiological evidence
included a large and consistent body of studies
indicating, beyond any reasonable doubt, strong
and specific associations relating HPV infections
to cervical cancer. The observations have been
reported from all countries where investigations
have taken place. Studies include prevalence surveys, natural history investigations, case–control
studies and, more recently, a randomised intervention trial. Natural history and follow up studies have clearly shown that HPV infection
preceded the development of cervical cancer by
several years and confirmed that sexual transmission is the predominant mode of HPV acquisition.
These studies satisfied, in biological terms, the
long known clinical and epidemiological observations that cervical cancer displayed the profile of a
sexually transmitted disease (STD). Case–control
studies, case series, and prevalence surveys have
unequivocally shown that HPV DNA can be
detected in adequate specimens of cervical cancer
in 90–100% of cases, compared with a prevalence
of 5–20% in cervical specimens from women
identified as suitable epidemiological controls.
The association has been recognised as causal
in nature by several international review parties
since the early 1990s, and the claim has been
made that this is the first necessary cause of a
human cancer ever identified.
.................................................
Abbreviations: AF, attributable fraction; ASCUS,
atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance; CI,
confidence interval; CIN, cervical intraepithelial neoplasia;
EBV, Epstein-Barr virus; GP, general primer; HCV, hepatitis
C virus; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; HPV, human
papillomavirus; HSIL, high grade squamous intraepithelial
lesion; HSV-2; type 2 herpes simplex virus; IARC,
International Agency for Research on Cancer; IBSCC,
international biological study on cervical cancer; OC, oral
contraceptive; OR, odds ratio; ORF, open reading frame;
Pap, Papanicolaou; PF, protective fraction; PCR,
polymerase chain reaction; RB, retinoblastoma; RR,
relative risk; STD, sexually transmitted disease; Th1, T
helper cell type 1
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prevalence in HPV markers between cases and controls are
then obtained after having eliminated the effects of any other
differences in exposure. Likewise, comparisons of cases and
controls in relation to other variables of interest will provide
estimates of the relevance of other factors (oral contraceptives
(OCs) or smoking) and identify the variables that merely
reflect HPV exposure (surrogate variables).
When the technology to detect HPV DNA in samples of
DNA extracted from exfoliated cervical cells became available,
it was relatively easy to show that most of the sexual
behaviour variables were in fact surrogate measures of HPV
exposure, reflecting the predominant pathway of acquisition
of HPV. As methods became more sensitive, the parameters
that merely expressed the probability of HPV (or any other
STD) infection, such as number of sexual partners, became
statistically irrelevant.2–5
Causality in public health requires a judgment based on scientific evidence from human and experimental (animal)
observations. As such, only the latter may benefit from the
most stringent criteria of causality; that is, the repeated
induction of the disease by exposure to the relevant agent(s)
compared with the “spontaneous” occurrence of the same
disease in unexposed and yet comparable groups of animals.
All causal associations of human cancers have been recognised
based on educated judgment of the results of epidemiological
studies at the level already available for HPV and cervical cancer. Final proof can only be confirmed by intervention
(preventive) trials, in which a reduction of the disease burden
(incidence or mortality) is observed following the introduction of a preventive practice in strictly controlled conditions.
These studies typically include as controls populations to
whom the existing standard of preventive care is being
offered.
Table 1 displays some of the criteria that have been proposed
to evaluate the nature of the associations encountered by epidemiological studies. This is particularly relevant when
causality is being proposed because, as a consequence, preventive or clinical recommendations are made.
In addition to the criteria listed in table 1, some additional
contributions might be worth discussing. In 1976, Evans
reviewed the history of the causality criteria in infectious disease models and adapted the early postulates of Henle-Koch
to both the viral origin of acute diseases and to the relation
between viral infections and cancer.14 The human models that
inspired most of the latter included two examples: EpsteinBarr virus (EBV) infections and Burkitt’s lymphoma, and
HSV-2 viral infections and cervical cancer. The technology that
Table 1

was discussed was largely based on antibody detection and the
studies involved were seroepidemiological surveys and case–
control studies. Antibody measurements were the methods of
choice for the assessment of exposure. Evans proposed a unified scheme for causation that included most of the criteria
mentioned in table 1.14 In 1976, Rothman15 introduced the
concepts of “necessary and sufficient causes”. This model is
useful to accommodate the growing evidence of the multifactorial origin of human cancer in many instances. Finally, several authors have defined criteria to evaluate the findings of
molecular technology that provided the basis of the studies of
HPV and cervical cancer.16 17
Because of its wider acceptance, we will discuss in detail the
criteria proposed by Hill, and its version adopted by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) monograph
programme, in addition to the model on necessary and sufficient causes proposed by Rothman in 1995.18
In brief, the criteria proposed by Hill8 as summarised by
Rothman19 include the following:
Hill suggested that the following aspects of an association
should be considered when attempting to distinguish causal
from non-causal associations: (1) strength, (2) consistency,
(3) specificity, (4) temporality, (5) biological gradient, (6)
plausibility, (7) coherence, (8) experimental evidence, and (9)
analogy.
Strength
By “strength of association”, Hill means the magnitude of the
ratio of incidence rates. Hill’s argument is essentially that
strong associations are more likely to be causal than weak
associations because if they were the result of confounding or
some other bias, the biasing association would have to be even
stronger and would therefore presumably be evident. Weak
associations, on the other hand, are more likely to be
explained by undetected biases. Nevertheless, the fact that an
association is weak does not rule out a causal connection.
Consistency
Consistency refers to the repeated observation of an association in different populations under different circumstances.
Specificity
The criterion of specificity requires that a cause should lead to
a single effect, not multiple effects. However, causes of a given
effect cannot be expected to be without other effects on any
logical grounds. In fact, everyday experience teaches us
repeatedly that single events may have many effects.

Epidemiological considerations important for causal inference
Surgeon General (1964)9 MacMahon and Pugh
and Susser (1973)10
(1970)11

Lilienfeld (1959)6

Sartwell (1960)7

Hill (1965)8

Magnitude of effect

Strength of association

Strength of association

Strength/magnitude of
association

Strength/magnitude of
association

Strength of association

Consistency

Replication

Consistency

Consistency

Consistency

Consistency

Specificity

Specificity

Temporality

Temporality

Temporality

Temporality

Temporality

Dose response

Biological gradient

Dose response

Dose response

Dose response

Biological mechanisms

Mechanisms

Dose response
Biological mechanism

Biological plausibility
Biological
reasonableness

Experimentation

Biological coherence
Experimental
evidence

Biological coherence

Specificity

Consonance with existing
knowledge
Experimental
(intervention)

Analogy
Exclusion of alternative
explanations
Adapted from Weed 1995.13
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Temporality
Temporality refers to the necessity that the cause should precede the effect in time. The temporality of an association, is a
sine qua non: if the “cause” does not precede the effect that is
indisputable evidence that the association is not causal.
Biological gradient
Biological gradient refers to the presence of a dose–response
curve. If the response is taken as an epidemiological measure
of effect, measured as a function of comparative disease incidence, then this condition will ordinarily be met.
Plausibility
Plausibility refers to the biological plausibility of the hypothesis, an important concern but one that may be difficult to
judge
Coherence
Taken from the Surgeon General’s report on Smoking and
Heath (1964)9: “The term coherence implies that a cause and
effect interpretation for an association does not conflict with
what is known of the natural history and biology of the
disease.”
Experimental evidence
Such evidence is seldom available for human populations. In
human data, the experimental criterion takes the form of preventive interventions and explores whether there is evidence
that a reduction in exposure to the agent is associated with a
reduction in risk.
Analogy
The insight derived from analogy seems to be handicapped by
the inventive imagination of scientists, who can find analogies
everywhere. Nevertheless, the simple analogies that Hill
offers—if one drug can cause birth defects, perhaps another
can also—could conceivably enhance the credibility that an
association is causal.
As is evident, these nine aspects of epidemiological evidence
offered by Hill to judge whether an association is causal are
saddled with reservations and exceptions; some may be wrong
(specificity) or occasionally irrelevant (experimental evidence
and perhaps analogy). Hill admitted that: “none of my nine
viewpoints can bring indisputable evidence for or against the
cause and effect hypothesis and none (except temporality) can
be required as a sine qua non”.
The IARC in its monograph programme largely adopted the
causality criteria proposed by Hill and established rules to
decide on the carcinogenicity of a given exposure, particularly
when human data are scarce and must be combined with
experimental data. However, the final qualification of the carcinogenicity of any given substance being evaluated is taken
by vote of the external (non-IARC) participants.
The monograph programme and its criteria has been
reviewed and accepted by most scientists in the field of human
carcinogenesis. To date, 77 monographs have been published,

of which five involve biological agents such as HPV.12 In its
preamble, the monograph programme establishes guidelines
to qualify an epidemiological observation as causal, and also
defines rules to be followed when human data suggest lack of
carcinogenicity potential. These criteria are useful to challenge
any aetiological hypothesis when the epidemiological studies
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Table 2 Size of the IARC multicentre case–control study and human papillomavirus
(HPV) DNA prevalence
Cervical cancer
Controls

Adeno and mixed

Squamous

No. countries

N

HPV DNA (% +ve)

N

HPV DNA (% +ve)

N

HPV DNA (% +ve)

9*
6†

2491
1466

13.4
15.4

–
141

–
91.9

2365
2280

90.7
96.6

*Brazil, Morocco, Paraguay, the Philippines, Thailand, Peru, Mali, Spain, and Colombia.
†Brazil, Morocco, Paraguay, the Philippines, Thailand, and Peru.
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squamous cell carcinomas and adenocarcinomas, the consistency of findings between preinvasive disease and invasive
cancer, and the consistency of findings between risk estimates
for HPV DNA (all types considered) and risk estimates
restricted to high risk types.
Consistency. Evaluation
The association between HPV DNA in cervical specimens
and cervical cancer is consistent in a large number of
investigations in different countries and populations. There
are no published studies with observations challenging the
central hypothesis on causality.

Specificity
Specificity, as defined by Hill, tended to be relegated to a secondary level for cancer causality evaluation once it became
clear that carcinogenic exposures are usually complex (for
example, cigarette smoke) and can induce cancer in different
organs and even cancers of different histological profile in the
same organ.
In the case of HPV, the complexity of the association is being
unveiled. The HPV family includes over 100 HPV types, of
which 30–40 are mucosatropic and at least 15 types have been
clearly linked to cervical cancer. In addition, some of these
types are also related to other cancers of the genital tract (vulvar cancer, vaginal cancer, and cancers of the anal canal, perianal skin, and the penis) and perhaps to cancers of other
organs (such as oropharyngeal and skin cancer).
To examine the association of HPV and human cancer in
light of the specificity criteria, we shall widen the original
scope (one exposure/one disease) to verify whether a more
complex model involving multiple HPV types and several cancer sites seems to occur with frequencies suggesting a consistent departure from a random model.
(1) About 15 HPV types are involved in over 95% of the cervical cancer cases. HPV-16 and HPV-18 are the most common
types identified and represent 50% and 10%, respectively, of
the viral types involved in invasive cancer. Figure 8 shows the
cumulative prevalence of five HPV types in cervical carcinomas
by histological type in 2400 cases included in the multicentre
case–control study. It clearly shows that these five HPV types
comprise 80–95% of the viral types identified in carcinomas.

(2) Adenocarcinomas and adenosquamous cell carcinomas
are more closely related to HPV-18 and its phylogenetically
related family (HPV types 39, 45, and 59) than are squamous
cell carcinomas, which in turn are closely linked to HPV-16
and its phylogenetically related family (HPV types 31, 35, and
52).34 87 The reasons for such specificity are unknown.
(3) Cancers of the vulva and vagina are closely related to HPV16. Approximately 40–50% of vulvar cancer shows HPV DNA,
and in several series HPV-16 is by far the predominant type in
more than 80% of cases.88–90
(4) Cancer of the tonsil is closely related to HPV-16, whereas
other cancers of the oral cavity show inconsistent and lower
prevalences of HPV DNA.91–94
(5) Skin cancers related to the epidermodysplasia verruciformis condition are related to a restricted number of dermatotrophic HPV types. These are also recovered from basal cell
carcinomas and squamous cell carcinomas of the skin in
immunosuppressed and immunocompetent individuals.95
(6) Other associations, reported in a small number of cases,
seem to occur with some specificity. For example HPV-16 and
cancers of the conjunctiva96 and HPV-16 and cancers of the
ungueal bed.
(7) Studies on HPV variants (variation within HPV types at
the single nucleotide level) are beginning to unveil risk
differences.97–99 The geographical distribution of HPV variants
and its relevance for HPV testing and for vaccine development
are still uncertain.
(8) HPV has been excluded as a likely cause or even as a risk
factor for other human cancers. A large number of investigations (largely unpublished) have not provided support to the
hypothesis of the involvement of these viruses in the causation
of cancers of the endometrium, ovary, prostate, or other sites
(reviewed by Shah and Howley16 and Syrjänen and Syrjänen100).

Specificity. Evaluation
The association of type specific HPV DNA and cervical
cancer is significantly different from random. Systematic
patterns of HPV type and cervical cancer histology suggest
a fair degree of specificity. Patterns are also observed
when the scope of HPV and cancer expands to include the
full spectrum of HPV types and the large number of additional cancer sites that have been investigated.
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Figure 7 Odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals for
associations found in case–control studies after the year 2000. HPV,
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without ethical and time constraints is provided by so called
“nested case–control studies”. These are studies initiated several years in the past that assembled and stored large banks of
biological specimens from healthy individuals. Linkage
studies can then identify cases of cervical cancer (or any other
condition) that have occurred in the interval and the original
specimens can then be analysed for the presence of HPV
biomarkers. HPV DNA prevalence can then be compared with
the corresponding prevalence in specimens of epidemiologically sound controls (individuals from the same cohort who
did not develop the condition under otherwise equivalent
exposures). These studies have documented the existence of
HPV exposure years before the development of the disease,
thus reproducing the conditions of a longitudinal study. With
this approach, a RR estimate of 16.4 (95% CI, 4.4 to 75.1) was
seen for invasive cervical cancer in Sweden using DNA
extracted from stored Papanicolaou (Pap) smears123 and a RR
of 32 (95% CI, 6.8 to 153) was seen in the Netherlands.117 In a
similar study design, an OR of 2.4 (95% CI, 1.6 to 3.7) was
obtained using serological markers of HPV exposure.124

Preventive interventions

Since the late 1980s, multiple studies have evaluated HPV testing as an adjunct to cytology in screening programmes. These
have considered HPV testing either as a triage test in cases of
mild abnormalities125–127 or as a primary screening test.128–130 It is
not the purpose of this paper to review this literature and excellent summaries are being regularly produced and updated (see
later). In brief, triage studies have shown that HPV testing is
more sensitive than repeated cytology in identifying underlying
high grade lesions in women with ASCUS.114 119 121 131 132 Studies
that reflect primary screening conditions (in the absence of fully
randomised trials) have shown that the sensitivity of HPV tests
is higher than standard cytology in detecting high grade lesions,
whereas the specificity is age dependent. HPV tests show lower
specificity than cytology in younger women, accounting for the
bulk of transient infections, whereas in older women (ages
30–35 and above) specificities tend to be similar for both
tests.107 133 134
In terms of causality assessment, these studies showed that it
is possible to predict the concurrent presence of neoplastic disease (usually HSIL, CIN 2–3, or severe dyskaryosis), or the risk
of developing it, by means of HPV DNA detection. This property
of the HPV test offers an indirect measurement of the strength
of the association and of the temporal sequence of the events.

Determinants of HPV infection

Epidemiological studies investigating risk factors for HPV
infection clearly and consistently have shown that the key
determinants among women are the number of sexual
partners, the age at which sexual intercourse was initiated,
and the likelihood that each of her sexual partners was an
HPV carrier.103 105 135–141 These are lifelong behavioural traits,
thus clearly preceding the development of cervical cancer.
The role of men as possible vectors of HPV was measured in
the early epidemiological studies by questionnaires that asked
about the sexual behaviour of the husbands or sexual partners
of patients with cervical cancer and controls. In addition, more
recent studies had the ability to measure HPV DNA in exfoliated cells from the penile shaft, the coronal sulcus, and the
distal urethra.142–146
These and other studies consistently showed that the risk of
cervical cancer for a given woman can be predicted by the
sexual behaviour of her husband as much as her own sexual
behaviour. In populations where female monogamy is
dominant, the population of female sex workers plays an
important role in the maintenance and transmission of HPV
infections. Moreover, the probability that a woman is an HPV
carrier and her risk of developing cervical cancer have been
shown to be related to the presence of HPV DNA in the penis
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or the urethra of her husband or sexual partner.104 147–149 More
recently, it has been possible to confirm that male circumcision protected men from being HPV carriers and their wives
from developing cervical cancer.150 These observations confirmed, in terms of HPV infections, observations made over a
century ago151 and a scientific hypothesis formulated almost
30 years ago that male sexual behaviour is a central determinant of the incidence of cervical cancer.152 153
In conclusion, the natural history studies of HPV infections
satisfy in biological terms most of the observations that were
historically linked to cervical cancer. In the past two decades,
the cervical cancer puzzle has become a coherent description
that includes the identification of HPV as the sexually
transmitted aetiological agent and the characterisation of the
major determinants of HPV acquisition.154
Temporality. Evaluation
HPV infections precede cervical precancerous lesions and
cervical cancer by a substantial number of years. The epidemiology and the dynamics of HPV infection in
populations satisfy previous observations that related
cervical cancer to a sexually transmitted disease.

Biological gradient
This refers to the presence of a dose–response curve indicating
that the magnitude of the exposure is related to the risk of disease. This requirement, largely supported by chemically induced
models of carcinogenesis, is difficult to apply in models of
viruses and cancer. For HPV DNA, it is difficult to measure viral
load in relation to the DNA of the cancer cells in the specimen,
although early studies tended to show a correlation between
HPV DNA amount and disease status.127 Some recent publications have provided relevant evidence using real time PCR
methods. A study that used a nested case–control design found
that cases consistently had higher viral loads for HPV-16 than
controls, and that high viral loads could be detected up to 13
years before the diagnosis of cervical cancer.155 Women with
high viral loads for HPV-16 had a 30 fold greater risk of
developing cervical cancer than did HPV negative women. This
also applied to women under the age of 25. A related paper
using the same population showed that the 20% of the population with the highest viral loads for HPV-16 had a 60 fold higher
risk of developing carcinoma in situ when compared with HPV
negative women.85 Of importance for clinical and screening
purposes, another study confirmed that high viral loads
predicted cervical lesions and, more interestingly, that the
reduction of viral load or clearance of viral DNA in repeated
visits predicted regression of CIN lesions to normalcy.156 These
studies suggest that measuring viral load, at least of HPV-16,
may distinguish between clinically relevant infections and those
that are unlikely to progress. However, in contrast to the above
results one large prospective study in Portland USA, using
quantitative hybrid capture, did not find viral load to be a determinant of risk of future CIN 3 (A Lorincz et al, unpublished data,
2002). More research is needed to validate these methods and
the results need to be extended and confirmed in clinical
studies.157
Biological gradient. Evaluation
The risk of cervical cancer may be related to estimates of
viral load. The technology to estimate viral load is being
developed and compliance with the biological gradient
requirement needs to be further validated.
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or the urethra of her husband or sexual partner.104 147–149 More
recently, it has been possible to confirm that male circumcision protected men from being HPV carriers and their wives
from developing cervical cancer.150 These observations confirmed, in terms of HPV infections, observations made over a
century ago151 and a scientific hypothesis formulated almost
30 years ago that male sexual behaviour is a central determinant of the incidence of cervical cancer.152 153
In conclusion, the natural history studies of HPV infections
satisfy in biological terms most of the observations that were
historically linked to cervical cancer. In the past two decades,
the cervical cancer puzzle has become a coherent description
that includes the identification of HPV as the sexually
transmitted aetiological agent and the characterisation of the
major determinants of HPV acquisition.154
Temporality. Evaluation
HPV infections precede cervical precancerous lesions and
cervical cancer by a substantial number of years. The epidemiology and the dynamics of HPV infection in
populations satisfy previous observations that related
cervical cancer to a sexually transmitted disease.

Biological gradient
This refers to the presence of a dose–response curve indicating
that the magnitude of the exposure is related to the risk of disease. This requirement, largely supported by chemically induced
models of carcinogenesis, is difficult to apply in models of
viruses and cancer. For HPV DNA, it is difficult to measure viral
load in relation to the DNA of the cancer cells in the specimen,
although early studies tended to show a correlation between
HPV DNA amount and disease status.127 Some recent publications have provided relevant evidence using real time PCR
methods. A study that used a nested case–control design found
that cases consistently had higher viral loads for HPV-16 than
controls, and that high viral loads could be detected up to 13
years before the diagnosis of cervical cancer.155 Women with
high viral loads for HPV-16 had a 30 fold greater risk of
developing cervical cancer than did HPV negative women. This
also applied to women under the age of 25. A related paper
using the same population showed that the 20% of the population with the highest viral loads for HPV-16 had a 60 fold higher
risk of developing carcinoma in situ when compared with HPV
negative women.85 Of importance for clinical and screening
purposes, another study confirmed that high viral loads
predicted cervical lesions and, more interestingly, that the
reduction of viral load or clearance of viral DNA in repeated
visits predicted regression of CIN lesions to normalcy.156 These
studies suggest that measuring viral load, at least of HPV-16,
may distinguish between clinically relevant infections and those
that are unlikely to progress. However, in contrast to the above
results one large prospective study in Portland USA, using
quantitative hybrid capture, did not find viral load to be a determinant of risk of future CIN 3 (A Lorincz et al, unpublished data,
2002). More research is needed to validate these methods and
the results need to be extended and confirmed in clinical
studies.157
Biological gradient. Evaluation
The risk of cervical cancer may be related to estimates of
viral load. The technology to estimate viral load is being
developed and compliance with the biological gradient
requirement needs to be further validated.
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recently, it has been possible to confirm that male circumcision protected men from being HPV carriers and their wives
from developing cervical cancer.150 These observations confirmed, in terms of HPV infections, observations made over a
century ago151 and a scientific hypothesis formulated almost
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that includes the identification of HPV as the sexually
transmitted aetiological agent and the characterisation of the
major determinants of HPV acquisition.154
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viruses and cancer. For HPV DNA, it is difficult to measure viral
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controls, and that high viral loads could be detected up to 13
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Figure 10 Mechanisms of human papillomavirus (HPV)
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Biological plausibility and coherence
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The pattern of transcription changes as the lesion increases in
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transforming ability of HPV. These are always intact and are
consistently expressed in cervical cancer cell lines, in cells
transformed by HPV, and in HPV associated cancer tissue.
They are transcribed at higher levels in high grade lesions than
in low grade lesions.165 168 (8) In most cell lines and in many
HPV associated cancers, the HPV DNA is integrated into the
cellular DNA. HPV-18 is nearly always integrated, whereas
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form.76 169 170
In reviewing work on the molecular genetics of cervical carcinoma, Lazo indicated different mechanisms of cancer induction. The effects of E6 and E7 on host regulatory proteins can
be considered to be HPV related mechanisms. An additional
effect could be expected from the consequences of viral
integration and the specific impact on the integration sites.
The third mechanism, which may or may not be related to
HPV, is the accumulation of the cellular genetic damage
needed for tumour development. The existence of this mechanism is strongly suggested by the observations of recurrent
losses of heterozygosity and by recurrent amplifications in a
large fraction of cervical carcinomas.160 The role of nonidentified tumour suppressor genes is also suggested by
experiments showing that the tumorigenicity of HeLa cells
could be suppressed by fusion with normal fibroblasts or
keratinocytes, and that the tumorigenicity of SiHa cells was
suppressed by the introduction of chromosome 11 via microcell transfer technology.171–173 Similarly, the immortality of Hela
and Sitta cells was suppressed by the introduction of chromosomes 3, 4, and 6.174 175
Although a review of the field is far from the purposes of
this discussion, it seems quite clear that the biology of cervical
cancer in relation to HPV has become a paradigm of viral
mediated oncogenesis. The work being regularly published has
clearly shown that the viral DNA detected by epidemiological
studies is not a passenger infection of the cancerous tissue, but
a biologically meaningful association.
Biological plausibility and coherence. Evaluation
The association of HPV DNA in cervical specimens and
cervical cancer is plausible and coherent with previous
knowledge. This includes in vitro experiments, animal
experiments, and observations in humans. Novel criteria
of causality are being proposed and tested as molecular
technology develops and is introduced into epidemiological research protocols.
Biological mechanisms of HPV carcinogenesis
In previous decades, our understanding of cancer pathways
was rudimentary and often incorrect. In the face of such
uncertainty, arguments based on assumptions of molecular
biology were not particularly convincing. However, with the
large body of work now available it is possible to develop a
reasonable understanding of the ways in which cancer may
develop and ways in which HPV infection can drive the process. Thus, we can say with some confidence that it is plausible
for HPV to cause cervical cancer and, furthermore, we can
describe with reasonable clarity the general steps by which
HPV may do so. Of course there is a lot of detail still to be
revealed, but we are well on our way to a factual basis for
understanding carcinogenesis rather than the guesswork and
rudimentary models of just two decades ago.
What follows is a description of selected information that
may illuminate salient aspects of the natural history of HPV
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and reasons why a mostly benign infectious process sometimes results in malignancy. It must be understood by readers
that the pathways discussed are based on extensive experimentation in biopsied human tissues, in tissue culture, and
other kinds of molecular biology systems. However, many
details of pathway modifications and aberrant pathway effects
are speculative—they have not been shown to occur inside the
relevant precancerous and cancerous tissues of living hosts.
However, despite the many holes and inconsistencies, the
models are still quite compelling and cohesive in facts. In
future, we expect to see these molecular models being tested
in human subjects.
Essentially all HPV types produce warty lesions but only
high risk types promote the development of cervical cancer to
any appreciable extent. Such differences between HPV types
may seem surprising, given the high DNA and structural
similarities. However, a large functional divergence caused by
small genetic changes is the norm in many biological systems.
Variations in carcinogenic potential among HPVs are principally governed by the E6 and E7 proteins; specifically by the
capacities of these proteins to interact with and alter or
destroy key cell cycle regulatory molecules.176–178
The progress and outcome of an HPV infection depend on
HPV type, anatomical location, and the nature and timing of
local cellular and tissue influences.179–183 Virions access basal
and parabasal cells in areas of erosion and viral DNA enters
the cell nuclei. Establishment is tied to the tissue proliferative
activity of epithelial cells and, in the case of extensive tissue
repair, the viral infection can become widely disseminated.
Persistence in keratinocytes is variable and related to viral
type.109 112 184 Finally, integration of viral DNA may occur,
resulting in lifetime persistence of certain viral genes in the
cell. In the cervix, detectable infection by low risk HPV types is
of relatively short duration, whereas infection by most high
risk types lasts longer. On occasion, such infections may
become persistent and last years or even decades; it is in these
cases that the risk of cancer is increased.
The establishment of HPV infection can be modulated by a
competent and primed immune system. In vitro experiments
have revealed an inverse association between the degree of
cervical neoplasia and interleukin 2 production by peripheral
blood mononuclear cells in response to HPV-16 E6 and E7
peptides.184 185 Women with CIN 3 or cancer appear to have a
decreased ability to mount a T helper cell type 1 (Th1) mediated immune response to HPV E6/E7, compared with women
with CIN 1 or HPV infected women without lesions.184 185 It is
possible that a Th1 mediated cellular immune response could
play a role in host immunological control of HPV infection and
that lack of such an appropriate response may predispose to
the progression of cervical disease.
If HPV enters immature metaplastic basal stem cells that
are actively dividing the infection can become widely
dispersed and persistent. In contrast, if infection occurs only
in the parabasal transit amplifying cells the infection may
become transient or quasi-persistent.179–182 The size, histological grade, and duration of lesions can depend on the number
and types of cells that become infected by HPV. In either transient or persistent infection there may be periodic viral
genome amplification, depending on the activity of the
infected daughter cells, which can lead to variable detection of
the lesion by HPV DNA or Pap tests.
There is an important difference in host–virus interactions
of carcinogenic HPV types and low risk HPV types—the
former have activities that more strongly interfere with a set of
host cell cycle control mechanisms. It is therefore useful to
consider the effects of carcinogenic HPV types. HPV initially
replicates to reach about 25–50 genomes/cell.179–182 186–188 The
process by which this occurs is tied to the activities of four
multifunctional viral proteins E1, E2, E6, and E7.176–178 189–191 One
key activity of E7 is to overcome the pRB tumour suppressor
block.176 Binding of E7 to pRB and its related members results
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in the liberation of E2F transcription factors, which play key
roles in promoting host cell and viral DNA synthesis. E7 also
binds and activates cyclin complexes, such as p33–cyclin
dependent kinase 2,192 which control progression through the
cell cycle. E6 protein can overcome the p53 protective control
pathways,178 which are important in preventing the genetic
damage that may lead to cancer.
HPV genomes attach to host chromatin via the E2 protein
and replicate at a steady state, once for each cell division.186–188
It has been speculated that a benefit of this tethered theta
mode of replication is that the loss of HPV DNA from cells by
non-disjunction is minimised and the presence of low
amounts of HPV DNA in cells is less likely to be detected by
intracellular interference mechanisms that could trigger
apoptosis. As cells differentiate and move to the surface there
is a normal differentiation and maturation process that leads
to pyknotic condensed cells that slough from the tissue. However, in virally infected tissues there is activation of unscheduled DNA replication in some spinous cells, accompanied by a
switch in viral DNA replication to the rolling circle mode,
which leads to the production of viral progeny.179–182 This reactivation of DNA synthesis can be detected by the presence of
punctate proliferating cell nuclear antigen tissue staining (a
protein with a key role in DNA replication) and the presence
of HPV virions in a subset of upper layer cells.
HPV E7 proteins of both low and high risk types have an
ability to promote unscheduled DNA replication in spinous
cells.179–182 193 It is believed that the extent to which E7 stimulates cells, and the tissue location at which such stimulation
occurs, is important to malignant progression. Spinous cells
respond to E7 by the production of a cyclin kinase inhibitor,
p21cip1, translated from sequestered RNA. In basal and
parabasal cells existing mRNA for p21cip1 is not available
and the protein is typically produced from new transcripts
stimulated by p53; however, if p53 is inactivated by E6 the
p21cip1 cannot be made. Spinous cells thus have a control
advantage lacking in basal cells. Interestingly, high amounts
of E7 can bind and block the activity of p21cip1. The relative
amounts of E7 and p21cip1 are believed to determine
whether cells re-enter S phase and replicate viral DNA or
whether cells block viral production. The inspection of tissues
reveals a mutually exclusive set of spinous cells with high
amounts of either E7 or p21cip1.179–182 Cells in which E7 overcomes the p21cip1 block can become koilocytes and produce
viral particles. This balance can explain the patchy expression
of the HPV effect in infected tissues.177 194 A key function of the
E6 oncoprotein is the destruction of p53, a protein that is
activated upon phosphorylation via DNA damage sensing
proteins. Activated p53 stops the cell cycle in the G phase as a
result of direct stimulation of p21cip1 by this molecule. Alternatively, in the case of major DNA damage or high amounts of
viral replication, p53 may activate an apoptotic pathway.195 196
E7 also interferes with alternative non-p53 dependent apoptotic pathways. Thus, in the case of E6 mediated destruction
of p53, cells are unable to prevent the accumulation of genetic
mutations. Cells have other defensive homeostasis mechanisms, but E6 and E7 have counter functions that can lift the
blocks and direct cells to enter S phase. Therefore, it appears
that the development of malignancy is a consequence of an
aberrant host–virus interaction. A potentially important
event in this process is the aberrant regulation of E6/E7
expression.182 187 197 198 In low grade CIN lesions, E6/E7 expression is mainly found in differentiating spinous cells that have
withdrawn from the cell cycle. In high grade CIN lesions and
cervical carcinomas, strong E6/E7 expression is seen in the
proliferating cell compartments.
HPV DNA is frequently integrated into the host genomes in
cancers in such a way that the E2 repressor protein is inactive
and allows overexpression of E6 and E7.170 199 200 In cases where
HPV integration is not detected, other mutations can be
shown in the E2 protein or in repressor functions, such as
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YYI sites,201–203 which appear to allow continuous expression of
the E6 and E7 oncoproteins. Yet another way in which E6 and
E7 could be overexpressed in proliferating cells is by the generation of chimaeric HPV mRNAs encoding the E6 and E7
proteins that have host sequences at their 3′ termini. Such
RNAs are frequently more stable and allow more protein to be
synthesised.191
In persistent HPV lesions, viral genomes in the basal cells
continue to stimulate the cells to ignore the DNA damage that
may be accumulating.204 205 Cell stimulation by E6 and E7 of high
risk carcinogenic HPV types produces clones with an extended
life span that have passed a point called mortality 1 or M1,
although the cells are still not immortal.198 An important step in
immortalisation is related to telomeres. Normally, telomeres
shorten every cell generation and once they reach a critical
length the cells die. Telomere length is maintained by telomerase, which in combination with a capping function, can stabilise
and even lengthen telomeres, allowing cells to continue
dividing. E6 can activate telomerase and additional cell
mutation(s) can then stabilise the telomeres and allow cells to
pass a second stage called mortality 2 or M2. It is not known
how many additional independent mutations are needed to
transform immortalised cells fully to malignancy.191 One set of
mutations allows the cell to break through the basement membrane by eliciting a set of novel proteases. Another mutation(s)
allows cells to move in the dermis.206 Undoubtedly, metastatic
cells have accumulated many additional mutations that allow
them to create their own microenvironment for survival in foreign parts of the body.

Biological mechanisms of HPV carcinogensis.
Evaluation
The natural history of HPV infection and its relation to cancer development is being described by molecular technology. These investigations indicate that the induction of
cancer by HPV is mediated by viral interference with
essential regulatory mechanisms of cellular growth, DNA
repair, and immunological escape. The alternative hypothesis of HPV being an opportunistic passenger in the
tumoral tissue is no longer tenable.

Experimental evidence
Intervention studies in human populations would require the
demonstration of a reduction in cervical cancer incidence and
mortality following a reduction in the incidence of HPV infection in the underlying population. Prophylactic vaccines are
being developed and vaccination trials are in advanced
planning phases to evaluate such expected effects.
Review of the animal models for HPV related lesions,
including cancer, is out of the scope of this report. In brief
however, there are animal models of PV infections that
induce warts and carcinoma in the skin, mucosa, and the
digestive tract. The bovine PV (BPV) induces fibropapillomas
in the skin and carcinoma of the digestive tract in animals
exposed to bracken fern in their diets. Cottontail rabbit PV
(CRPV) induces papillomas that could evolve into carcinomas
either spontaneously or following the application of various
promoters. Canine oral PV (COPV) causes oral papillomas
that do not undergo malignant transformation. Several of
these models are actively being used in the preparation of
vaccines (for a review see Saveria Campo207 and Tindle).208
Many other papillomaviruses have been identified in animal
models.209
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Experimental evidence. Evaluation
Experimental evidence shows that species specific papillomaviruses induce papillomas and cancers in the susceptible host.

Analogy
Analogy is no longer viewed as an essential criterion for causality assessment. As proposed by Hill, analogy would allow
several considerations in the HPV and cervical cancer model
that could be mentioned:
(1) If other DNA viruses (such as HBV) can induce cancer in
humans, HPV could too.
(2) If animal PVs can induce papillomas and carcinomas in
several animal models, HPV could do the same in humans.
(3) If viral products that interfere with p53 and RB in animal
models, such as the simian virus 40 large tumour antigen
(SV40 tag), induce cancers in animal species, HPV could do so
in humans.
Analogy. Evaluation
The HPV and cervical cancer model is analogous to many
other examples of PV induced papillomas and carcinomas
and cancers caused by other viruses.

Exclusion of alternative explanations
In the early studies of HPV and cervical cancer, and currently
in most studies, a fraction of cases are labelled as HPV negative
and investigated under the hypothesis that HPV negative cases
are a true biological entity.210 211 The proportion of such cases
tends to be higher in studies of preinvasive neoplasia.212 213 As
a consequence, there was some uncertainty in the interpretation of the results until the early 1990s.2 214 215 In many studies, HPV negative cases were frequently compared with HPV
positive cases in relation to their epidemiological profile. In
broad terms, it was clear that “HPV negative” cases retained
the same traits as the rest of the cases (similar age, high
number of sexual partners, young age at first sexual
intercourse, long term use of contraceptives, high parity, etc).
These results strongly suggested that the apparently HPV
Exclusion of alternative explanations. Evaluation
Alternative (non-HPV related) hypotheses to explain a fraction of cervical cancer are not being proposed. The
hypothesis that a fraction of 5–10% of cases may occur in
the absence of HPV should be retained for research
purposes. Public health recommendations targeting a
putative proportion of HPV negative cervical cancer cases
are not supported by current results and are not justified.

Overall evaluation
Systematic review of the causality criteria strongly
indicates that the association of HPV and cervical cancer
is causal in nature. The association is very strong, consistent, specific, and universal. HPV infection precedes preinvasive disease and the evidence for biological plausibility
of the association is persuasive beyond reasonable doubt.
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also be grouped to high-risk and low-risk HPV types. Low-risk
HPV types include types 6, 11, 42, 43, and 44. High-risk HPV
types include types 16, 18, 31, 33, 34, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58,
59, 66, 68, and 70. Included in the high-risk group are some
HPV types that are less frequently found in cancers but are
often found in squamous intraepithelial lesions (SILs) (Table
1). Some authors refer to these HPV types as intermediaterisk. Low-risk subtypes are also occasionally found in cervical
carcinomas.
HPV is associated with a variety of clinical conditions that
range from innocuous lesions to cancer (Table 1). Most HPV
infections are benign. HPV was first recognized as the cause of
cutaneous warts (plantar warts, common warts, flat warts) on
the hands and feet. Warts are areas of hypertrophied skin filled
with keratin and are considered to be mainly a cosmetic nuisance; generally, they resolve spontaneously within 1 to 5 years.
Strains that target the face make skin cancer more likely. Other
strains that grow primarily in the lining of the mouth produce
small elevated nodules that can develop into fatal squamous
cell cancers. Focal epithelial hyperplasia of the oral cavity
(Heck’s disease) is caused predominantly by HPV-13 and
tends to regress spontaneously. Epidermodysplasia veruciformis, a rare genetic disease with HPV-associated warts on the
trunk and upper extremities, can develop into invasive squamous cell carcinomas. Conjunctival papillomas and carcinomas
associated with HPV have been described. Recurrent respiratory papillomatosis is primarily a disease of the larynx in young
children at a median age of 3 years but can also occur in adults.
Because a high percentage of mothers have a history of HPV
and because similar HPV types cause anogenital warts and

INTRODUCTION
Human papillomavirus (HPV) is one of the most common
causes of sexually transmitted disease in both men and women
worldwide and is thought to be the most common sexually
transmitted viral disease in the United States. Genital HPV
infection is not a reportable disease, so actual incidence and
prevalence figures are not known; however, it is estimated that
the incidence of new infections in the United States ranges
from 1 million to 5.5 million per year, and the prevalence is
estimated to be as high as 20 million (20). HPV continues to be
an important topic, as rates of infection appear to continue to
be rapidly increasing.
Papillomaviruses are ubiquitous and have been detected in a
wide variety of animals as well as in humans and are specific for
their respective hosts. More than 200 types of HPV have been
recognized on the basis of DNA sequence data showing
genomic differences. Eighty-five HPV genotypes are well characterized. An additional 120 isolates are partially characterized
potential new genotypes (133). HPVs can infect basal epithelial cells of the skin or inner lining of tissues and are categorized as cutaneous types or mucosal types. Cutaneous types of
HPV are epidermitrophic and target the skin of the hands and
feet. Mucosal types infect the lining of the mouth, throat,
respiratory tract, or anogenital epithelium. Based on their association with cervical cancer and precursor lesions, HPVs can
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cell cancers. Focal epithelial hyperplasia of the oral cavity
(Heck’s disease) is caused predominantly by HPV-13 and
tends to regress spontaneously. Epidermodysplasia veruciformis, a rare genetic disease with HPV-associated warts on the
trunk and upper extremities, can develop into invasive squamous cell carcinomas. Conjunctival papillomas and carcinomas
associated with HPV have been described. Recurrent respiratory papillomatosis is primarily a disease of the larynx in young
children at a median age of 3 years but can also occur in adults.
Because a high percentage of mothers have a history of HPV
and because similar HPV types cause anogenital warts and
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Human papillomavirus (HPV) is one of the most common
causes of sexually transmitted disease in both men and women
worldwide and is thought to be the most common sexually
transmitted viral disease in the United States. Genital HPV
infection is not a reportable disease, so actual incidence and
prevalence figures are not known; however, it is estimated that
the incidence of new infections in the United States ranges
from 1 million to 5.5 million per year, and the prevalence is
estimated to be as high as 20 million (20). HPV continues to be
an important topic, as rates of infection appear to continue to
be rapidly increasing.
Papillomaviruses are ubiquitous and have been detected in a
wide variety of animals as well as in humans and are specific for
their respective hosts. More than 200 types of HPV have been
recognized on the basis of DNA sequence data showing
genomic differences. Eighty-five HPV genotypes are well characterized. An additional 120 isolates are partially characterized
potential new genotypes (133). HPVs can infect basal epithelial cells of the skin or inner lining of tissues and are categorized as cutaneous types or mucosal types. Cutaneous types of
HPV are epidermitrophic and target the skin of the hands and
feet. Mucosal types infect the lining of the mouth, throat,
respiratory tract, or anogenital epithelium. Based on their association with cervical cancer and precursor lesions, HPVs can
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TABLE 1. HPV type and disease associationa
Disease

HPV typeb

Plantar warts
Common warts
Flat warts
Other cutaneous lesions (e.g., epidermoid cysts, laryngeal carcinoma)
Epidermodysplasia verruciformis
Recurrent respiratory papillomatosis
Focal epithelial hyperplasia of Heck
Conjunctival papillomas/carcinomas
Condyloma acuminata (genital warts)
Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia
Unspecified
Low risk
High risk
Cervical carcinoma

1, 2, 4, 63
2, 1, 7, 4, 26, 27, 29, 41, 57, 65, 77, 1, 3, 4, 10, 28
3, 10, 26, 27, 28, 38, 41, 49, 75, 76
6, 11, 16, 30, 33, 36, 37, 38, 41, 48, 60, 72, 73
2, 3, 10, 5, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 36, 37, 38, 47, 50
6, 11
13, 32
6, 11, 16
6, 11, 30, 42, 43, 45, 51, 54, 55, 70

a
b

30, 34, 39, 40, 53, 57, 59, 61, 62, 64, 66, 67, 68, 69
6, 11, 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 42, 43, 44, 45, 51, 52, 74
16, 18, 6, 11, 31, 34, 33, 35, 39, 42, 44, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 66
16, 18, 31, 45, 33, 35, 39, 51, 52, 56, 58, 66, 68, 70

Data from references 12 and 15.
Order indicates relative frequency; bold type indicates most frequent association.

recurrent respiratory papillomatosis, the infection in young
children is thought to be acquired by passage through an infected birth canal. There is also some suggestion that the
disease may be acquired in utero since cases have been documented at birth after cesarean section. Respiratory tract lesions may undergo malignant transformation.
Cervical cancer is the third most common cancer in women
in the United States, preceded by skin cancer and breast cancer
as the first and second most common causes, respectively (93).
In developing countries, cervical cancer is often the most common cancer in women and may constitute up to 25% of all
female cancers (45). Cervical cancer is preceded only by breast
cancer as the most common cause of death from cancer in
women worldwide (54). The link between genital HPV infections and cervical cancer was first demonstrated in the early
1980s by Harold zur Hausen, a German virologist. Since then,
the link between HPV and cervical squamous cell carcinoma
has become well established. The magnitude of the association
between HPV and cervical squamous cell carcinoma is higher
than that for the association between smoking and lung cancer
(37). In 1996, the World Health Association, along with the
European Research Organization on Genital Infection and
Neoplasia and the National Institutes of Health Consensus
Conference on Cervical Cancer, recognized HPV as an important cause of cervical cancer. Scientists have identified about
30 HPV types that are spread through sexual contact and infect
primarily the cervix, vagina, vulva, penis, and anus. Of these,
four are most often found within the malignant cells of cervical
cancers, with type 16 accounting for about half of the cases in
the United States and Europe and types 18, 31, and 45 accounting for an additional 25 to 30% of cases (45). HPV has
been implicated in 99.7% of cervical squamous cell cancer
cases worldwide (124). Adenocarcinomas of the cervix are also
related to HPV, but the correlation is less pronounced and is
age dependent (3). In women younger than 40 years, HPV was
present in 89% of adenocarcinomas, whereas in women aged
60 years and older, HPV was observed in only 43%.

HPV is a relatively small, nonenveloped virus, 55 nm in diameter. It has an icosahedral capsid composed of 72 capsomers,
which contain at least two capsid proteins, L1 and L2. Each
capsomer is a pentamer of the major capsid protein, L1 (8).
Each virion capsid contains several copies (about 12 per
virion) of the minor capsid protein, L2 (98). The virus is said to
somewhat resemble a golf ball when viewed by electron microscopy. The HPV genome consists of a single molecule of
double-stranded, circular DNA containing approximately
7,900 bp associated with histones (34). All open reading frame
(ORF) protein-coding sequences are restricted to one strand.
The genome is functionally divided into three regions (Fig. 1):
(i) The first is a noncoding upstream regulatory region of 400
to 1,000 bp, which has been referred to as the noncoding region,
the long control region (LCR), or the upper regulatory region.
This region contains the p97 core promoter along with enhancer and silencer sequences that regulate DNA replication
by controlling the transcription of the ORFs. This region also
contains the highest degree of variation in the viral genome
(6). (ii) The second is an early region, consisting of ORFs E1,
E2, E4, E5, E6, and E7, which are involved in viral replication

BASIC VIROLOGY
Papillomaviruses are members of the Papovaviridae family,
which also includes polyomavirus and simian vacuolating virus.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the circular HPV DNA genome.
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TABLE 1. HPV type and disease associationa
Disease

HPV typeb

Plantar warts
Common warts
Flat warts
Other cutaneous lesions (e.g., epidermoid cysts, laryngeal carcinoma)
Epidermodysplasia verruciformis
Recurrent respiratory papillomatosis
Focal epithelial hyperplasia of Heck
Conjunctival papillomas/carcinomas
Condyloma acuminata (genital warts)
Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia
Unspecified
Low risk
High risk
Cervical carcinoma

1, 2, 4, 63
2, 1, 7, 4, 26, 27, 29, 41, 57, 65, 77, 1, 3, 4, 10, 28
3, 10, 26, 27, 28, 38, 41, 49, 75, 76
6, 11, 16, 30, 33, 36, 37, 38, 41, 48, 60, 72, 73
2, 3, 10, 5, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 36, 37, 38, 47, 50
6, 11
13, 32
6, 11, 16
6, 11, 30, 42, 43, 45, 51, 54, 55, 70

a
b

30, 34, 39, 40, 53, 57, 59, 61, 62, 64, 66, 67, 68, 69
6, 11, 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 42, 43, 44, 45, 51, 52, 74
16, 18, 6, 11, 31, 34, 33, 35, 39, 42, 44, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 66
16, 18, 31, 45, 33, 35, 39, 51, 52, 56, 58, 66, 68, 70

Data from references 12 and 15.
Order indicates relative frequency; bold type indicates most frequent association.

recurrent respiratory papillomatosis, the infection in young
children is thought to be acquired by passage through an infected birth canal. There is also some suggestion that the
disease may be acquired in utero since cases have been documented at birth after cesarean section. Respiratory tract lesions may undergo malignant transformation.
Cervical cancer is the third most common cancer in women
in the United States, preceded by skin cancer and breast cancer
as the first and second most common causes, respectively (93).
In developing countries, cervical cancer is often the most common cancer in women and may constitute up to 25% of all
female cancers (45). Cervical cancer is preceded only by breast
cancer as the most common cause of death from cancer in
women worldwide (54). The link between genital HPV infections and cervical cancer was first demonstrated in the early
1980s by Harold zur Hausen, a German virologist. Since then,
the link between HPV and cervical squamous cell carcinoma
has become well established. The magnitude of the association
between HPV and cervical squamous cell carcinoma is higher
than that for the association between smoking and lung cancer
(37). In 1996, the World Health Association, along with the
European Research Organization on Genital Infection and
Neoplasia and the National Institutes of Health Consensus
Conference on Cervical Cancer, recognized HPV as an important cause of cervical cancer. Scientists have identified about
30 HPV types that are spread through sexual contact and infect
primarily the cervix, vagina, vulva, penis, and anus. Of these,
four are most often found within the malignant cells of cervical
cancers, with type 16 accounting for about half of the cases in
the United States and Europe and types 18, 31, and 45 accounting for an additional 25 to 30% of cases (45). HPV has
been implicated in 99.7% of cervical squamous cell cancer
cases worldwide (124). Adenocarcinomas of the cervix are also
related to HPV, but the correlation is less pronounced and is
age dependent (3). In women younger than 40 years, HPV was
present in 89% of adenocarcinomas, whereas in women aged
60 years and older, HPV was observed in only 43%.

HPV is a relatively small, nonenveloped virus, 55 nm in diameter. It has an icosahedral capsid composed of 72 capsomers,
which contain at least two capsid proteins, L1 and L2. Each
capsomer is a pentamer of the major capsid protein, L1 (8).
Each virion capsid contains several copies (about 12 per
virion) of the minor capsid protein, L2 (98). The virus is said to
somewhat resemble a golf ball when viewed by electron microscopy. The HPV genome consists of a single molecule of
double-stranded, circular DNA containing approximately
7,900 bp associated with histones (34). All open reading frame
(ORF) protein-coding sequences are restricted to one strand.
The genome is functionally divided into three regions (Fig. 1):
(i) The first is a noncoding upstream regulatory region of 400
to 1,000 bp, which has been referred to as the noncoding region,
the long control region (LCR), or the upper regulatory region.
This region contains the p97 core promoter along with enhancer and silencer sequences that regulate DNA replication
by controlling the transcription of the ORFs. This region also
contains the highest degree of variation in the viral genome
(6). (ii) The second is an early region, consisting of ORFs E1,
E2, E4, E5, E6, and E7, which are involved in viral replication
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the circular HPV DNA genome.
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Disease

HPV typeb
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Epidermodysplasia verruciformis
Recurrent respiratory papillomatosis
Focal epithelial hyperplasia of Heck
Conjunctival papillomas/carcinomas
Condyloma acuminata (genital warts)
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Cervical carcinoma
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2, 3, 10, 5, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 36, 37, 38, 47, 50
6, 11
13, 32
6, 11, 16
6, 11, 30, 42, 43, 45, 51, 54, 55, 70

a
b

30, 34, 39, 40, 53, 57, 59, 61, 62, 64, 66, 67, 68, 69
6, 11, 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 42, 43, 44, 45, 51, 52, 74
16, 18, 6, 11, 31, 34, 33, 35, 39, 42, 44, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 66
16, 18, 31, 45, 33, 35, 39, 51, 52, 56, 58, 66, 68, 70

Data from references 12 and 15.
Order indicates relative frequency; bold type indicates most frequent association.

recurrent respiratory papillomatosis, the infection in young
children is thought to be acquired by passage through an infected birth canal. There is also some suggestion that the
disease may be acquired in utero since cases have been documented at birth after cesarean section. Respiratory tract lesions may undergo malignant transformation.
Cervical cancer is the third most common cancer in women
in the United States, preceded by skin cancer and breast cancer
as the first and second most common causes, respectively (93).
In developing countries, cervical cancer is often the most common cancer in women and may constitute up to 25% of all
female cancers (45). Cervical cancer is preceded only by breast
cancer as the most common cause of death from cancer in
women worldwide (54). The link between genital HPV infections and cervical cancer was first demonstrated in the early
1980s by Harold zur Hausen, a German virologist. Since then,
the link between HPV and cervical squamous cell carcinoma
has become well established. The magnitude of the association
between HPV and cervical squamous cell carcinoma is higher
than that for the association between smoking and lung cancer
(37). In 1996, the World Health Association, along with the
European Research Organization on Genital Infection and
Neoplasia and the National Institutes of Health Consensus
Conference on Cervical Cancer, recognized HPV as an important cause of cervical cancer. Scientists have identified about
30 HPV types that are spread through sexual contact and infect
primarily the cervix, vagina, vulva, penis, and anus. Of these,
four are most often found within the malignant cells of cervical
cancers, with type 16 accounting for about half of the cases in
the United States and Europe and types 18, 31, and 45 accounting for an additional 25 to 30% of cases (45). HPV has
been implicated in 99.7% of cervical squamous cell cancer
cases worldwide (124). Adenocarcinomas of the cervix are also
related to HPV, but the correlation is less pronounced and is
age dependent (3). In women younger than 40 years, HPV was
present in 89% of adenocarcinomas, whereas in women aged
60 years and older, HPV was observed in only 43%.

HPV is a relatively small, nonenveloped virus, 55 nm in diameter. It has an icosahedral capsid composed of 72 capsomers,
which contain at least two capsid proteins, L1 and L2. Each
capsomer is a pentamer of the major capsid protein, L1 (8).
Each virion capsid contains several copies (about 12 per
virion) of the minor capsid protein, L2 (98). The virus is said to
somewhat resemble a golf ball when viewed by electron microscopy. The HPV genome consists of a single molecule of
double-stranded, circular DNA containing approximately
7,900 bp associated with histones (34). All open reading frame
(ORF) protein-coding sequences are restricted to one strand.
The genome is functionally divided into three regions (Fig. 1):
(i) The first is a noncoding upstream regulatory region of 400
to 1,000 bp, which has been referred to as the noncoding region,
the long control region (LCR), or the upper regulatory region.
This region contains the p97 core promoter along with enhancer and silencer sequences that regulate DNA replication
by controlling the transcription of the ORFs. This region also
contains the highest degree of variation in the viral genome
(6). (ii) The second is an early region, consisting of ORFs E1,
E2, E4, E5, E6, and E7, which are involved in viral replication
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the circular HPV DNA genome.
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and oncogenesis. (iii) The third is a late region, which encodes
the L1 and L2 structural proteins for the viral capsid.
By definition, the nucleotide sequences of the E6, E7, and
L1 ORFs of a new HPV type should be no more than 90%
homologous to the corresponding sequences of known HPV
types (117). HPVs have further been classified into subtypes,
when they have 90 to 98% sequence similarity to the corresponding type and variants when they show no more than 98%
sequence homology to the prototype. Some naturally occurring
variants have different biological and biochemical properties
important in cancer risk.
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Transmission of HPV occurs primarily by skin-to-skin contact. Epidemiologic studies clearly indicate that the risk of
contracting genital HPV infection and cervical cancer is influenced by sexual activity. HPV is very resistant to heat and
desiccation, and nonsexual transmission via fomites can also
occur, such as by prolonged exposure to shared contaminated
clothing (94). An individual is at greater risk of becoming
infected with HPV if he or she has had multiple sexual partners
at any time or is the partner of someone who has had multiple
sexual partners. Sexual activity at an early age also places an
individual at increased risk, as does a history of other sexually
transmitted diseases, genital warts, abnormal Pap smears, or
cervical or penile cancer in an individual or sexual partner.
Condom usage may not adequately protect individuals from
exposure to HPV since HPV can be transmitted by contact
with infected labial, scrotal, or anal tissues that are not protected by a condom.
In addition to sexual activity, age is an important determinant of risk of HPV infection (1, 18). Most cervical cancers
arise at the squamocolumnar junction between the columnar
epithelium of the endocervix and the squamous epithelium of
the ectocervix. At this site, there are continuous metaplastic
changes. The greatest risk of HPV infection coincides with
greatest metaplastic activity. Greatest metaplastic activity occurs at puberty and first pregnancy and declines after menopause. HPV infection is most common in sexually active young
women, 18 to 30 years of age. There is a sharp decrease in
prevalence after 30 years of age. However, cervical cancer is
more common in women older than 35 years, suggesting infection at a younger age and slow progression to cancer. Persistence of infection is more common with the high-risk oncogenic HPV types and is an important determinant in the
development of cervical cancer.
Detection of high-risk HPV is necessary but may not be
sufficient for the development of cervical cancer. Studies suggest that whether a woman will develop cervical cancer depends on a variety of additional factors that act in concert with
cancer-associated HPV types in the process that leads to cervical cancer. The primary immune response to HPV infection
is cell mediated; therefore, conditions that impair cell-mediated immunity such as renal transplantation or human immunodeficiency virus disease increase the risk of acquisition and
progression of HPV (19, 28, 117). The upstream regulatory
region of HPV contains sequences similar to the glucocorticoid
responsive elements that are inducible by steroid hormones
such as progesterone (the active component of oral contracep-
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tives) and dexamethasone. Long-term use of oral contraceptives is a significant risk factor for high-grade cervical disease
according to some studies but not in others (1, 16). Cervical
cancer risk also seems to be independently influenced by other
variables including current smoking and parity (1). Local immune suppression induced by smoking and the mutagenic activity of cigarette components have been demonstrated in cervical cells and may contribute to persistence of HPV or to
malignant transformation similar to that seen in the lung (87,
121, 128). It appears that smoking is the most important risk
factor independent of HPV infection for higher grades of cervical disease (1). Smoking shows little or no relationship to low
grades of cervical disease. Multiple pregnancies were a significant independent risk factor among women with histopathologic evidence of HPV infection in biopsy specimens and
among women with moderate- to high-grade cervical disease.
In women with mild cervical disease, only the presence of
high-risk HPV infection was a significant risk factor. Other
factors such as alcohol consumption and diet have not been
well established.
There has been some suggestion that sexually transmitted
viruses may serve as cofactors in the development of cervical
cancer. It has been postulated that coinfection with herpes
simplex virus type 2 may play a role in the initiation of cervical
cancer (131). Cytomegalovirus (CMV), human herpesvirus 6
(HHV-6), and HHV-7 have also been detected in the cervix.
Coinfection offers the opportunity for these viruses to interact
with HPV. Putative oncogenes and transforming factors have
been proposed for CMV and HHV-6, but epidemiologic and in
vitro data are not conclusive of a causal association with cervical cancer (23,89,95,102). Recent studies using PCR to detect
CMV, HHV-6, and HHV-7 in women with abnormal cervical
cytologic test results indicate that these viruses are only bystanders rather than cofactors in the development of cervical
cancer (21).
It has been proposed that the viral load correlates directly
with the severity of disease. Studies using quantitative typespecific PCR for high-risk HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, and -45 and
low-risk HPV-6 and -11 have shown that HPV-16 can reach
much higher viral loads than the other types and that only for
HPV-16 does increased viral load correlate with increased
severity of cervical disease (111, 130). High-risk HPVs of all
types are able to induce malignant tumors even when they are
present at low levels (132).
An important emerging factor in the development of cervical neoplasia is the role of HPV variants (39). HPV variants
differ in biological and chemical properties and pathogenicity
(27, 120). Based on sequence variation of the L1, L2, and LCR
regions of HPV-16, five naturally occurring phylogenetic clusters have been defined for HPV-16: European (E), Asian (As),
Asian-American (AA), African-1 (Af1), and African-2 (Af2).
Intratypic sequence variation has also been found in the E2,
E4, E5, E6, and E7 genes of HPV-16. Since the LCR contains
several E2 binding sites in addition to binding sites for several
transcription factors, nucleotide sequence variation in the
LCR, E2, E6, and E7 genes may be of functional significance.
The oncogenicity of specific HPV variants appears to vary
geographically and also with the ethnic origin of the population
studied. One study suggested that because of increased transcriptional activity and changes in the progesterone response
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and oncogenesis. (iii) The third is a late region, which encodes
the L1 and L2 structural proteins for the viral capsid.
By definition, the nucleotide sequences of the E6, E7, and
L1 ORFs of a new HPV type should be no more than 90%
homologous to the corresponding sequences of known HPV
types (117). HPVs have further been classified into subtypes,
when they have 90 to 98% sequence similarity to the corresponding type and variants when they show no more than 98%
sequence homology to the prototype. Some naturally occurring
variants have different biological and biochemical properties
important in cancer risk.
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Transmission of HPV occurs primarily by skin-to-skin contact. Epidemiologic studies clearly indicate that the risk of
contracting genital HPV infection and cervical cancer is influenced by sexual activity. HPV is very resistant to heat and
desiccation, and nonsexual transmission via fomites can also
occur, such as by prolonged exposure to shared contaminated
clothing (94). An individual is at greater risk of becoming
infected with HPV if he or she has had multiple sexual partners
at any time or is the partner of someone who has had multiple
sexual partners. Sexual activity at an early age also places an
individual at increased risk, as does a history of other sexually
transmitted diseases, genital warts, abnormal Pap smears, or
cervical or penile cancer in an individual or sexual partner.
Condom usage may not adequately protect individuals from
exposure to HPV since HPV can be transmitted by contact
with infected labial, scrotal, or anal tissues that are not protected by a condom.
In addition to sexual activity, age is an important determinant of risk of HPV infection (1, 18). Most cervical cancers
arise at the squamocolumnar junction between the columnar
epithelium of the endocervix and the squamous epithelium of
the ectocervix. At this site, there are continuous metaplastic
changes. The greatest risk of HPV infection coincides with
greatest metaplastic activity. Greatest metaplastic activity occurs at puberty and first pregnancy and declines after menopause. HPV infection is most common in sexually active young
women, 18 to 30 years of age. There is a sharp decrease in
prevalence after 30 years of age. However, cervical cancer is
more common in women older than 35 years, suggesting infection at a younger age and slow progression to cancer. Persistence of infection is more common with the high-risk oncogenic HPV types and is an important determinant in the
development of cervical cancer.
Detection of high-risk HPV is necessary but may not be
sufficient for the development of cervical cancer. Studies suggest that whether a woman will develop cervical cancer depends on a variety of additional factors that act in concert with
cancer-associated HPV types in the process that leads to cervical cancer. The primary immune response to HPV infection
is cell mediated; therefore, conditions that impair cell-mediated immunity such as renal transplantation or human immunodeficiency virus disease increase the risk of acquisition and
progression of HPV (19, 28, 117). The upstream regulatory
region of HPV contains sequences similar to the glucocorticoid
responsive elements that are inducible by steroid hormones
such as progesterone (the active component of oral contracep-
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tives) and dexamethasone. Long-term use of oral contraceptives is a significant risk factor for high-grade cervical disease
according to some studies but not in others (1, 16). Cervical
cancer risk also seems to be independently influenced by other
variables including current smoking and parity (1). Local immune suppression induced by smoking and the mutagenic activity of cigarette components have been demonstrated in cervical cells and may contribute to persistence of HPV or to
malignant transformation similar to that seen in the lung (87,
121, 128). It appears that smoking is the most important risk
factor independent of HPV infection for higher grades of cervical disease (1). Smoking shows little or no relationship to low
grades of cervical disease. Multiple pregnancies were a significant independent risk factor among women with histopathologic evidence of HPV infection in biopsy specimens and
among women with moderate- to high-grade cervical disease.
In women with mild cervical disease, only the presence of
high-risk HPV infection was a significant risk factor. Other
factors such as alcohol consumption and diet have not been
well established.
There has been some suggestion that sexually transmitted
viruses may serve as cofactors in the development of cervical
cancer. It has been postulated that coinfection with herpes
simplex virus type 2 may play a role in the initiation of cervical
cancer (131). Cytomegalovirus (CMV), human herpesvirus 6
(HHV-6), and HHV-7 have also been detected in the cervix.
Coinfection offers the opportunity for these viruses to interact
with HPV. Putative oncogenes and transforming factors have
been proposed for CMV and HHV-6, but epidemiologic and in
vitro data are not conclusive of a causal association with cervical cancer (23,89,95,102). Recent studies using PCR to detect
CMV, HHV-6, and HHV-7 in women with abnormal cervical
cytologic test results indicate that these viruses are only bystanders rather than cofactors in the development of cervical
cancer (21).
It has been proposed that the viral load correlates directly
with the severity of disease. Studies using quantitative typespecific PCR for high-risk HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, and -45 and
low-risk HPV-6 and -11 have shown that HPV-16 can reach
much higher viral loads than the other types and that only for
HPV-16 does increased viral load correlate with increased
severity of cervical disease (111, 130). High-risk HPVs of all
types are able to induce malignant tumors even when they are
present at low levels (132).
An important emerging factor in the development of cervical neoplasia is the role of HPV variants (39). HPV variants
differ in biological and chemical properties and pathogenicity
(27, 120). Based on sequence variation of the L1, L2, and LCR
regions of HPV-16, five naturally occurring phylogenetic clusters have been defined for HPV-16: European (E), Asian (As),
Asian-American (AA), African-1 (Af1), and African-2 (Af2).
Intratypic sequence variation has also been found in the E2,
E4, E5, E6, and E7 genes of HPV-16. Since the LCR contains
several E2 binding sites in addition to binding sites for several
transcription factors, nucleotide sequence variation in the
LCR, E2, E6, and E7 genes may be of functional significance.
The oncogenicity of specific HPV variants appears to vary
geographically and also with the ethnic origin of the population
studied. One study suggested that because of increased transcriptional activity and changes in the progesterone response
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and oncogenesis. (iii) The third is a late region, which encodes
the L1 and L2 structural proteins for the viral capsid.
By definition, the nucleotide sequences of the E6, E7, and
L1 ORFs of a new HPV type should be no more than 90%
homologous to the corresponding sequences of known HPV
types (117). HPVs have further been classified into subtypes,
when they have 90 to 98% sequence similarity to the corresponding type and variants when they show no more than 98%
sequence homology to the prototype. Some naturally occurring
variants have different biological and biochemical properties
important in cancer risk.
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Transmission of HPV occurs primarily by skin-to-skin contact. Epidemiologic studies clearly indicate that the risk of
contracting genital HPV infection and cervical cancer is influenced by sexual activity. HPV is very resistant to heat and
desiccation, and nonsexual transmission via fomites can also
occur, such as by prolonged exposure to shared contaminated
clothing (94). An individual is at greater risk of becoming
infected with HPV if he or she has had multiple sexual partners
at any time or is the partner of someone who has had multiple
sexual partners. Sexual activity at an early age also places an
individual at increased risk, as does a history of other sexually
transmitted diseases, genital warts, abnormal Pap smears, or
cervical or penile cancer in an individual or sexual partner.
Condom usage may not adequately protect individuals from
exposure to HPV since HPV can be transmitted by contact
with infected labial, scrotal, or anal tissues that are not protected by a condom.
In addition to sexual activity, age is an important determinant of risk of HPV infection (1, 18). Most cervical cancers
arise at the squamocolumnar junction between the columnar
epithelium of the endocervix and the squamous epithelium of
the ectocervix. At this site, there are continuous metaplastic
changes. The greatest risk of HPV infection coincides with
greatest metaplastic activity. Greatest metaplastic activity occurs at puberty and first pregnancy and declines after menopause. HPV infection is most common in sexually active young
women, 18 to 30 years of age. There is a sharp decrease in
prevalence after 30 years of age. However, cervical cancer is
more common in women older than 35 years, suggesting infection at a younger age and slow progression to cancer. Persistence of infection is more common with the high-risk oncogenic HPV types and is an important determinant in the
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Detection of high-risk HPV is necessary but may not be
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cancer-associated HPV types in the process that leads to cervical cancer. The primary immune response to HPV infection
is cell mediated; therefore, conditions that impair cell-mediated immunity such as renal transplantation or human immunodeficiency virus disease increase the risk of acquisition and
progression of HPV (19, 28, 117). The upstream regulatory
region of HPV contains sequences similar to the glucocorticoid
responsive elements that are inducible by steroid hormones
such as progesterone (the active component of oral contracep-
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tives) and dexamethasone. Long-term use of oral contraceptives is a significant risk factor for high-grade cervical disease
according to some studies but not in others (1, 16). Cervical
cancer risk also seems to be independently influenced by other
variables including current smoking and parity (1). Local immune suppression induced by smoking and the mutagenic activity of cigarette components have been demonstrated in cervical cells and may contribute to persistence of HPV or to
malignant transformation similar to that seen in the lung (87,
121, 128). It appears that smoking is the most important risk
factor independent of HPV infection for higher grades of cervical disease (1). Smoking shows little or no relationship to low
grades of cervical disease. Multiple pregnancies were a significant independent risk factor among women with histopathologic evidence of HPV infection in biopsy specimens and
among women with moderate- to high-grade cervical disease.
In women with mild cervical disease, only the presence of
high-risk HPV infection was a significant risk factor. Other
factors such as alcohol consumption and diet have not been
well established.
There has been some suggestion that sexually transmitted
viruses may serve as cofactors in the development of cervical
cancer. It has been postulated that coinfection with herpes
simplex virus type 2 may play a role in the initiation of cervical
cancer (131). Cytomegalovirus (CMV), human herpesvirus 6
(HHV-6), and HHV-7 have also been detected in the cervix.
Coinfection offers the opportunity for these viruses to interact
with HPV. Putative oncogenes and transforming factors have
been proposed for CMV and HHV-6, but epidemiologic and in
vitro data are not conclusive of a causal association with cervical cancer (23,89,95,102). Recent studies using PCR to detect
CMV, HHV-6, and HHV-7 in women with abnormal cervical
cytologic test results indicate that these viruses are only bystanders rather than cofactors in the development of cervical
cancer (21).
It has been proposed that the viral load correlates directly
with the severity of disease. Studies using quantitative typespecific PCR for high-risk HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, and -45 and
low-risk HPV-6 and -11 have shown that HPV-16 can reach
much higher viral loads than the other types and that only for
HPV-16 does increased viral load correlate with increased
severity of cervical disease (111, 130). High-risk HPVs of all
types are able to induce malignant tumors even when they are
present at low levels (132).
An important emerging factor in the development of cervical neoplasia is the role of HPV variants (39). HPV variants
differ in biological and chemical properties and pathogenicity
(27, 120). Based on sequence variation of the L1, L2, and LCR
regions of HPV-16, five naturally occurring phylogenetic clusters have been defined for HPV-16: European (E), Asian (As),
Asian-American (AA), African-1 (Af1), and African-2 (Af2).
Intratypic sequence variation has also been found in the E2,
E4, E5, E6, and E7 genes of HPV-16. Since the LCR contains
several E2 binding sites in addition to binding sites for several
transcription factors, nucleotide sequence variation in the
LCR, E2, E6, and E7 genes may be of functional significance.
The oncogenicity of specific HPV variants appears to vary
geographically and also with the ethnic origin of the population
studied. One study suggested that because of increased transcriptional activity and changes in the progesterone response
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elements, Asian-American variants might have enhanced oncogenic activity compared to European isolates (120). European HPV variants with point mutations in the LCR binding
sites have enhanced transcriptional activity compared to the
European prototype (32). In a large clinical study of 10,000
women in Costa Rica, the European HPV-16 prototype and
three variants were seen (46). The most common variant,
EP[a], contained a single point mutation and was not associated with disease. A second variant, EL, contained single point
mutations at locations other than that of EP[a] and was associated with normal cytology and some high-grade squamous
intraepithelial lesions (HSILs). Another variant, NE, contained multiple substitutions within the LCR and was associated with HSIL and cancer at rates much higher than expected.
Mechansims for this association are not known, and since
transformation is a complex process, mutations could directly
affect transcription by increasing the activity of promoters,
could affect other regions of the viral genome, or could affect
the relationship between HPV variants and nonviral factors
such as HLA and p53. The study also reported a statistically
significant association of the NE variant with the presence of
HLA class II alleles. Other studies have also reported the
association of HLA class II alleles with cervical HPV disease;
however, these associations appear to be relatively weak (2, 5,
13). Intratypic sequence variation has also been analyzed for
other high- and intermediate-risk HPV types and for low-risk
types 6 and 11. Sequence variation in low-risk types was not
associated with increased activity of the promoters responsible
for E6 and E7 protein expression (39).
A genetic predisposition to colorectal cancer, lung cancer,
and melanoma has long been recognized and is widely accepted. Genetic predisposition was found to be even a greater
component in cervical cancer when the same method of analysis was used (73). Genetic heritability was found to account
for 27% of the effect of underlying factors for tumor development. Heritability could affect many factors contributing to the
development of cervical cancer, including susceptibility to
HPV infection, ability to clear HPV infection, and time to
development of disease. The effect of shared familial environment was shown to be small at 2% and was found only between
sisters and not between mother and daughter.
Studies have shown that infections with multiple types of
HPV can occur (52, 59, 88). Multiple-infection rates up to 39%
have been seen. The presence of multiple HPV genotypes
tended to increase with the severity of cervical disease. Multiple genotypes, usually with at least one type classified as high
risk, were found in 11.8% of patients with normal cytology or
ASCUS (see below) and in 34.5% of patients with mild or
moderate dyskaryosis (59). However, the prevalence of multiple genotypes was much lower in cervical carcinoma tissue
samples (4.4%) (59). The majority of multiple infections contain two HPV genotypes, but samples with three, four, or five
genotypes were also seen (52, 88).
Coinfection with adeno-associated virus is associated with a
significantly reduced risk of cervical neoplasia (26). Adenoassociated virus replication gene product Rep78 disrupts the
transcription of the HPV-16 E6 and E7 oncogenes by interfering with the binding of the TATA binding protein to the p97
core promoter in the LCR region of the HPV genome (110).
This interference does not require HPV gene products.
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CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF SEXUALLY
TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS
Sexually transmitted HPV infection leads to one of three
possible results, depending largely on which HPV type is involved. (i) The first is anogenital warts (condyloma acuminatum) on or around the genitals and anus in both men and
women. Anogenital warts are generally associated with HPV-6
and HPV-11 and do not lead to cancer. Most are asymptomatic
and may spontaneously resolve in 3 to 4 months, remain the
same, or increase in size and number. Treatment options
include ablation, excision, or topical agents such as 0.5%
podophyllin (Podocon) or 5.0% imiquimod (Aldara). When
anogenital warts are red-brown pigmented, they should be
subjected to biopsy since they may actually be Bowenoid papulosis which is caused by HPV-16 or HPV-18 and histologically
shows condylomatous architecture with intraepithelial neoplasia (83). These lesions may rarely evolve into carcinoma in situ
(30, 83).
(ii) The second result is latent or inactive infection, in which
few people know they are infected since noticeable symptoms
are seldom produced and the infected area remains cytologically normal. HPV DNA is present in approximately 10% of
women with cytologically normal cervical epithelium. The
HPV DNA detected was primarily of low-risk HPV-6, -11, and
others (Table 1).
(iii) The third result is active infection, which is associated
with high-risk HPV types in which the virus causes changes in
infected cells which may result in penile, urethral, bladder,
vaginal, vulvar, or cervical intraepithelial neoplasia. High-risk
HPV types (Table 1) include types associated with high-grade
lesions and cervical cancers and types identified as intermediate risk that are less commonly represented in cancers but are
frequently seen in SIL (9, 10, 15, 38, 42, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70,
71, 72, 76, 79, 80, 82, 90, 91, 105, 122). These infections can
lead to cervical cancer. Prospective studies have shown that 15
to 28% of women in whom HPV DNA was detected developed
SIL within 2 years, compared to only 1 to 3% of women in
whom HPV DNA was not detected. In particular, the risk of
progression for HPV-16 and -18 was greater (approximately
40%) than for other HPV types.
PATHOGENESIS
Basal cells of stratified squamous epithelium may be infected by HPV. Other cell types appear to be relatively resistant. Attempts to reproduce HPV replication in standard cell
culture have been unsuccessful, largely because replication is
linked to the differentiation process of keratinocytes and because of the difficulty in recreating the stratified structure of
the epithelium in vitro. Some HPVs have been successfully
propagated using either xenograft biological models or organotypic raft culture systems. These systems have been important tools for the study of HPV replication and host cell interactions. HPV-6, -11, -16, and -40 have been successfully
propagated in human skin and cervical tissues that have been
grafted into athymic (nude) or severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice (36, 114). Several epithelial cell lines derived from HPV-infected patients, W12E cells harboring
HPV-16 and CIN612-9E cells harboring HPV-31b, have been
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elements, Asian-American variants might have enhanced oncogenic activity compared to European isolates (120). European HPV variants with point mutations in the LCR binding
sites have enhanced transcriptional activity compared to the
European prototype (32). In a large clinical study of 10,000
women in Costa Rica, the European HPV-16 prototype and
three variants were seen (46). The most common variant,
EP[a], contained a single point mutation and was not associated with disease. A second variant, EL, contained single point
mutations at locations other than that of EP[a] and was associated with normal cytology and some high-grade squamous
intraepithelial lesions (HSILs). Another variant, NE, contained multiple substitutions within the LCR and was associated with HSIL and cancer at rates much higher than expected.
Mechansims for this association are not known, and since
transformation is a complex process, mutations could directly
affect transcription by increasing the activity of promoters,
could affect other regions of the viral genome, or could affect
the relationship between HPV variants and nonviral factors
such as HLA and p53. The study also reported a statistically
significant association of the NE variant with the presence of
HLA class II alleles. Other studies have also reported the
association of HLA class II alleles with cervical HPV disease;
however, these associations appear to be relatively weak (2, 5,
13). Intratypic sequence variation has also been analyzed for
other high- and intermediate-risk HPV types and for low-risk
types 6 and 11. Sequence variation in low-risk types was not
associated with increased activity of the promoters responsible
for E6 and E7 protein expression (39).
A genetic predisposition to colorectal cancer, lung cancer,
and melanoma has long been recognized and is widely accepted. Genetic predisposition was found to be even a greater
component in cervical cancer when the same method of analysis was used (73). Genetic heritability was found to account
for 27% of the effect of underlying factors for tumor development. Heritability could affect many factors contributing to the
development of cervical cancer, including susceptibility to
HPV infection, ability to clear HPV infection, and time to
development of disease. The effect of shared familial environment was shown to be small at 2% and was found only between
sisters and not between mother and daughter.
Studies have shown that infections with multiple types of
HPV can occur (52, 59, 88). Multiple-infection rates up to 39%
have been seen. The presence of multiple HPV genotypes
tended to increase with the severity of cervical disease. Multiple genotypes, usually with at least one type classified as high
risk, were found in 11.8% of patients with normal cytology or
ASCUS (see below) and in 34.5% of patients with mild or
moderate dyskaryosis (59). However, the prevalence of multiple genotypes was much lower in cervical carcinoma tissue
samples (4.4%) (59). The majority of multiple infections contain two HPV genotypes, but samples with three, four, or five
genotypes were also seen (52, 88).
Coinfection with adeno-associated virus is associated with a
significantly reduced risk of cervical neoplasia (26). Adenoassociated virus replication gene product Rep78 disrupts the
transcription of the HPV-16 E6 and E7 oncogenes by interfering with the binding of the TATA binding protein to the p97
core promoter in the LCR region of the HPV genome (110).
This interference does not require HPV gene products.
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anogenital warts are red-brown pigmented, they should be
subjected to biopsy since they may actually be Bowenoid papulosis which is caused by HPV-16 or HPV-18 and histologically
shows condylomatous architecture with intraepithelial neoplasia (83). These lesions may rarely evolve into carcinoma in situ
(30, 83).
(ii) The second result is latent or inactive infection, in which
few people know they are infected since noticeable symptoms
are seldom produced and the infected area remains cytologically normal. HPV DNA is present in approximately 10% of
women with cytologically normal cervical epithelium. The
HPV DNA detected was primarily of low-risk HPV-6, -11, and
others (Table 1).
(iii) The third result is active infection, which is associated
with high-risk HPV types in which the virus causes changes in
infected cells which may result in penile, urethral, bladder,
vaginal, vulvar, or cervical intraepithelial neoplasia. High-risk
HPV types (Table 1) include types associated with high-grade
lesions and cervical cancers and types identified as intermediate risk that are less commonly represented in cancers but are
frequently seen in SIL (9, 10, 15, 38, 42, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70,
71, 72, 76, 79, 80, 82, 90, 91, 105, 122). These infections can
lead to cervical cancer. Prospective studies have shown that 15
to 28% of women in whom HPV DNA was detected developed
SIL within 2 years, compared to only 1 to 3% of women in
whom HPV DNA was not detected. In particular, the risk of
progression for HPV-16 and -18 was greater (approximately
40%) than for other HPV types.
PATHOGENESIS
Basal cells of stratified squamous epithelium may be infected by HPV. Other cell types appear to be relatively resistant. Attempts to reproduce HPV replication in standard cell
culture have been unsuccessful, largely because replication is
linked to the differentiation process of keratinocytes and because of the difficulty in recreating the stratified structure of
the epithelium in vitro. Some HPVs have been successfully
propagated using either xenograft biological models or organotypic raft culture systems. These systems have been important tools for the study of HPV replication and host cell interactions. HPV-6, -11, -16, and -40 have been successfully
propagated in human skin and cervical tissues that have been
grafted into athymic (nude) or severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice (36, 114). Several epithelial cell lines derived from HPV-infected patients, W12E cells harboring
HPV-16 and CIN612-9E cells harboring HPV-31b, have been
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elements, Asian-American variants might have enhanced oncogenic activity compared to European isolates (120). European HPV variants with point mutations in the LCR binding
sites have enhanced transcriptional activity compared to the
European prototype (32). In a large clinical study of 10,000
women in Costa Rica, the European HPV-16 prototype and
three variants were seen (46). The most common variant,
EP[a], contained a single point mutation and was not associated with disease. A second variant, EL, contained single point
mutations at locations other than that of EP[a] and was associated with normal cytology and some high-grade squamous
intraepithelial lesions (HSILs). Another variant, NE, contained multiple substitutions within the LCR and was associated with HSIL and cancer at rates much higher than expected.
Mechansims for this association are not known, and since
transformation is a complex process, mutations could directly
affect transcription by increasing the activity of promoters,
could affect other regions of the viral genome, or could affect
the relationship between HPV variants and nonviral factors
such as HLA and p53. The study also reported a statistically
significant association of the NE variant with the presence of
HLA class II alleles. Other studies have also reported the
association of HLA class II alleles with cervical HPV disease;
however, these associations appear to be relatively weak (2, 5,
13). Intratypic sequence variation has also been analyzed for
other high- and intermediate-risk HPV types and for low-risk
types 6 and 11. Sequence variation in low-risk types was not
associated with increased activity of the promoters responsible
for E6 and E7 protein expression (39).
A genetic predisposition to colorectal cancer, lung cancer,
and melanoma has long been recognized and is widely accepted. Genetic predisposition was found to be even a greater
component in cervical cancer when the same method of analysis was used (73). Genetic heritability was found to account
for 27% of the effect of underlying factors for tumor development. Heritability could affect many factors contributing to the
development of cervical cancer, including susceptibility to
HPV infection, ability to clear HPV infection, and time to
development of disease. The effect of shared familial environment was shown to be small at 2% and was found only between
sisters and not between mother and daughter.
Studies have shown that infections with multiple types of
HPV can occur (52, 59, 88). Multiple-infection rates up to 39%
have been seen. The presence of multiple HPV genotypes
tended to increase with the severity of cervical disease. Multiple genotypes, usually with at least one type classified as high
risk, were found in 11.8% of patients with normal cytology or
ASCUS (see below) and in 34.5% of patients with mild or
moderate dyskaryosis (59). However, the prevalence of multiple genotypes was much lower in cervical carcinoma tissue
samples (4.4%) (59). The majority of multiple infections contain two HPV genotypes, but samples with three, four, or five
genotypes were also seen (52, 88).
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significantly reduced risk of cervical neoplasia (26). Adenoassociated virus replication gene product Rep78 disrupts the
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subjected to biopsy since they may actually be Bowenoid papulosis which is caused by HPV-16 or HPV-18 and histologically
shows condylomatous architecture with intraepithelial neoplasia (83). These lesions may rarely evolve into carcinoma in situ
(30, 83).
(ii) The second result is latent or inactive infection, in which
few people know they are infected since noticeable symptoms
are seldom produced and the infected area remains cytologically normal. HPV DNA is present in approximately 10% of
women with cytologically normal cervical epithelium. The
HPV DNA detected was primarily of low-risk HPV-6, -11, and
others (Table 1).
(iii) The third result is active infection, which is associated
with high-risk HPV types in which the virus causes changes in
infected cells which may result in penile, urethral, bladder,
vaginal, vulvar, or cervical intraepithelial neoplasia. High-risk
HPV types (Table 1) include types associated with high-grade
lesions and cervical cancers and types identified as intermediate risk that are less commonly represented in cancers but are
frequently seen in SIL (9, 10, 15, 38, 42, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70,
71, 72, 76, 79, 80, 82, 90, 91, 105, 122). These infections can
lead to cervical cancer. Prospective studies have shown that 15
to 28% of women in whom HPV DNA was detected developed
SIL within 2 years, compared to only 1 to 3% of women in
whom HPV DNA was not detected. In particular, the risk of
progression for HPV-16 and -18 was greater (approximately
40%) than for other HPV types.
PATHOGENESIS
Basal cells of stratified squamous epithelium may be infected by HPV. Other cell types appear to be relatively resistant. Attempts to reproduce HPV replication in standard cell
culture have been unsuccessful, largely because replication is
linked to the differentiation process of keratinocytes and because of the difficulty in recreating the stratified structure of
the epithelium in vitro. Some HPVs have been successfully
propagated using either xenograft biological models or organotypic raft culture systems. These systems have been important tools for the study of HPV replication and host cell interactions. HPV-6, -11, -16, and -40 have been successfully
propagated in human skin and cervical tissues that have been
grafted into athymic (nude) or severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice (36, 114). Several epithelial cell lines derived from HPV-infected patients, W12E cells harboring
HPV-16 and CIN612-9E cells harboring HPV-31b, have been
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successfully cultured on rafts (11, 50, 53, 77). HPV raft cultures
are reproducible systems that re-create in vitro the morphologic and physiologic differentiation process of epithelial cells
and allow HPV replication. In HPV raft cultures, epithelial cell
lines containing latent HPV are grown with a collagen matrix
maintained on a solid support. The epithelial cells form stratified layers and develop characteristics of normal terminal differentiation. Raft culture systems are prepared by creating a
base composed of bovine tendon type 1 collagen. Human foreskin fibroblasts mixed with collagen are placed on the collagen
base and allowed to contract. Epithelial cells are precultured
on Swiss 3T3 fibroblast feeders and plated on the collagen
plug. After 4 days of incubation, the raft is placed on a cotton
pad and fed with cornification medium containing 12-Otetradecanoyl phorbol-13-acetate (TPA) to induce differentiation. Differentiating suprabasal cells permit the replication of
HPV.
To study the effects of mutations in the HPV genome on the
replication cycle, naturally infected or experimentally transfected human foreskin keratinocytes have been used. This
method is limited because of the limited life span of human
foreskin keratinocytes in cell culture. A spontaneously immortalized human foreskin keratinocyte cell line, BC-1-Ep/SL, has
been transfected with molecularly cloned HPV-16 and placed
in a raft culture system for induction of terminal differentiation
(36). This system supports the full HPV life cycle.
It is assumed that the HPV replication cycle begins with
entry of the virus into the cells of the stratum germinativum
(basal layer) of the epithelium. It is likely that HPV infection
of the basal layer requires mild abrasion or microtrauma of the
epidermis. ␣6-Integrin has been proposed as the epithelial cell
receptor for HPV-6 but is not obligatory for attachment of
HPV-11 or HPV-33 (33, 41, 55). HPV-16 and HPV-33, like
many other viruses, attach to host cells via cell surface heparan
sulfate (41). A secondary receptor or stabilizing proteoglycans
may also be involved in HPV attachment (41). The cellular
factors necessary for virion uptake are not known. Once inside
the host cell, HPV DNA replicates as the basal cells differentiate and progress to the surface of the epithelium. In the basal
layers, viral replication is considered to be nonproductive and
the virus establishes itself as a low-copy-number episome by
using the host DNA replication machinery to synthesize its
DNA on average once per cell cycle (35, 40). In the differentiated keratinocytes of the suprabasal layers of the epithelium,
the virus switches to a rolling-circle mode of DNA replication,
amplifies its DNA to high copy number, synthesizes capsid
proteins, and causes viral assembly to occur (36).
Since HPVs encode only 8 to 10 proteins, they must employ
host cell factors to regulate viral transcription and replication.
HPV replication begins with host cell factors which interact
with the LCR region of the HPV genome and begin transcription of the viral E6 and E7 genes. The E6 and E7 gene products deregulate the host cell growth cycle by binding and inactivating tumor suppressor proteins, cell cyclins, and cyclindependent kinases (Fig. 2) (113). The function of the E6 and
E7 gene products during a productive HPV infection is to
subvert the cell growth-regulatory pathways and modify the
cellular environment in order to facilitate viral replication in a
cell that is terminally differentiated and has exited the cell cycle
(113). Cell growth is regulated largely by two cellular proteins,
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FIG. 2. Pathogenesis of oncogenic HPV. HPV E6 and E7 genes
encode multifunctional proteins that bind primarily to cellular p53 and
pRB proteins, disrupt their functions, and alter cell cycle regulatory
pathways, leading to cellular transformation.

Cell growth is regulated largely by two cellular proteins,
the tumor suppressor protein, p53, and the retinoblastoma
gene product, pRB. Unlike in many other cancers, the p53 in
cervical cancer is usually wild type and is not mutated (116).
The HPV E6 gene product binds to p53 and targets it for rapid
degradation via a cellular ubiquitin ligase (116). This degradation has the same effect as an inactivating mutation (116). As
a consequence, the normal activities of p53 which govern G1
arrest, apoptosis, and DNA repair are abrogated. Low-risk
HPV E6 proteins do not bind p53 at detectable levels and have
no effect on p53 stability in vitro. The HPV E6 proteins also
can form complexes with at least six other cellular proteins
which are not well characterized. The HPV E7 gene product
binds to the hypophosphorylated form of the RB family of
proteins. This binding disrupts the complex between pRB and
the cellular transcription factor E2F-1, resulting in the liberation of E2F-1, which allows the transcription of genes whose
products are required for the cell to enter the S phase of the
cell cycle. The E7 gene product can also associate with other
mitotically interactive cellular proteins such as cyclin E (113).
The outcome is stimulation of cellular DNA synthesis and cell
proliferation. The E7 protein from low-risk HPV types binds
pRB with decreased affinity. Next, the E5 gene product induces
an increase in mitogen-activated protein kinase activity, thereby enhancing cellular responses to growth and differentiation
factors. This results in continuous proliferation and delayed
differentiation of the host cell. The E1 and E2 gene products
are synthesized next. The E2 gene product is a DNA binding
protein which blocks transcription of the E6 and E7 genes and
permits the E1 gene product to bind to the viral origin of
replication located within the LCR. This binding initiates replication of the viral genome as extrachromosomal elements in
the S phase of the cell cycle. Genome copy number is maintained at a constant level in these cells, and a low level of
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FIG. 3. Cervical condyloma showing proliferation of the suprabasal
epithelial layers and koilocytic atypia, consisting of nuclear pyknosis
and a well-defined perinuclear cavity associated with peripherally
thickened cytoplasm. Reprinted with permission of S. Kini.

transcripts is expressed. The E2-mediated down-regulation of
E6 and E7 transcription results in the release of the p53 and
pRB proteins, and the normal differentiation process of the
host cell is allowed to continue. Then, a putative late promoter
activates the capsid genes, L1 and L2. Viral particles are assembled in the nucleus, and complete virions are released as
the cornified layers of the epithelium are shed. The E4 gene
product plays a role in the maturation and release of papillomavirus particles. The process does not appear to be cytolytic.
In the replication process, viral DNA becomes established
throughout the entire thickness of the epithelium but intact
virions are found only in the upper layers of the tissue. In warts
or condylomata, viral replication is associated with proliferation of all epidermal layers except the basal layer. This leads to
acanthosis, parakeratosis, hyperkeratosis, and deepening of
rete ridges, creating the typical papillomatous cytoarchitecture
seen histologically. Some infected cells transform into koilocytes, which are large, usually polygonal, squamous cells with a
shrunken nucleus inside a cytoplasmic vacuole (Fig. 3). Excessive proliferation of cells in the basal layer accompanied by
large number of mitoses, some abnormal, is a feature of malignant and premalignant disease.
Cervical cancer is one of the best understood examples of
how viral infection can lead to malignancy. Infection with highrisk HPV types interferes with the function of cell proteins and
also with the expression of cellular gene products. Microarray
(gene chip) analysis of cells infected with HPV-31 has shown
that 178 cellular genes are up-regulated and 150 cellular
genes are down-regulated by HPV (22). The genes that are
down-regulated are primarily those involved in regulation of
cell growth, some keratinocyte-specific genes, and interferon
(IFN)-responsive genes. High-risk HPV types can be distinguished from other HPV types largely by the structure and
function of the E6 and E7 gene products. In benign lesions
caused by HPV, viral DNA is located extrachromosomally in
the nucleus. In high-grade intraepithelial neoplasias and cancers, HPV DNA is generally integrated into the host genome.
In some cases, episomal and integrated HPV DNAs are carried
simultaneously in the host cell (129). Integration of HPV DNA
specifically disrupts or deletes the E2 ORF, which results in
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loss of its expression (129). This interferes with the function of
E2, which normally down-regulates the transcription of the E6
and E7 genes and leads to an increased expression of E6 and
E7. In high-risk HPV types, the E6 and E7 proteins have a high
affinity for p53 and pRB. Binding disrupts the normal function
of these cellular proteins and can give rise to an increased
proliferation rate and genomic instability. As a consequence,
the host cell accumulates more and more damaged DNA that
cannot be repaired. Efficient immortalization of keratinocytes
requires the cooperation of the E6 and E7 gene proteins;
however, the E7 gene product alone at high levels can immortalize host cells (44). Eventually, mutations accumulate that
lead to fully transformed cancerous cells. In addition to the
effects of activated oncogenes and chromosome instability, potential mechanisms contributing to transformation include
methylation of viral and cellular DNA, telomerase activation,
and hormonal and immunogenetic factors. Progression to cancer generally takes place over a period of 10 to 20 years. Some
lesions become cancerous more rapidly, sometimes within a
year or two (48).
DIAGNOSIS
Decades of studies have confirmed that cervical infection by
high-risk HPV types is a precursor event to cervical cancer.
The natural history of cervical cancer as a continuous single
disease process progressing gradually from mild cervical cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN1) to more severe degrees of
neoplasia and microinvasive lesions (CIN2 or CIN3) and finally to invasive disease has been the basis for diagnosis, therapeutic measures, and secondary preventive strategies (48). It
is plausible that high-risk HPV infection occurs early in life,
may persist, and, in association with other factors promoting
cell transformation, may lead to a gradual progression to more
severe disease. Some investigators have correlated HPV type
with different degrees of CIN and have suggested that CIN1
and CIN2-CIN3 are distinct processes, with CIN1 indicating a
self-limited sexually transmitted HPV infection and CIN2 or
CIN3 being the only true cervical cancer precursor (58,125).
Most mild and moderate dysplasias are more likely to regress
than progress (48). The risk of progression of mild dysplasia to
severe dysplasia was only 1% per year, while the risk of progression of moderate dysplasia to severe dysplasia was 16%
within 2 years and 25% within 5 years. Nonetheless, it is agreed
that early detection and subsequent early treatment of HPV in
precancerous lesions can prevent progression to cancer (109).
As mentioned above, HPV cannot be cultured in the laboratory from clinical specimens and immunologic assays are not
adequate for detection of HPV infections. The primary diagnostic tools have been cytology and histology. Recently, molecular methods to detect HPV DNA sequences in clinical
specimens have been introduced.
Conventional Cytology
The primary method for detection of high-risk HPV is still
the Papanicolaou-stained (Pap) smear. This method was
named for pathologist George Papanicolaou, who introduced
the method in 1949 before the cause of cervical cancer was
known (86). Since its introduction, the Pap smear has helped
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TABLE 2. The Bethesda Classification System for cervical squamous cell dysplasia
Bethesda System 1999

Negative for intraepithelial lesions
or malignancy
ASC
ASC-US (atypical squamous
cells of undetermined significance)

Bethesda System 1991

Within normal limits

CIN System

Normal

ASCUS (atypical squamous cells of
undetermined significance)

Interpretation

No abnormal cells

Squamous cells with abnormalities
greater than those attributed to
reactive changes but that do not
meet the criteria for a squamous
intraepithelial lesion

ASC-H (atypical squamous cells,
cannot exclude HSIL)
LSIL (low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions

LSIL (low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions)

CIN 1

Mildly abnormal cells; changes are
almost always due to HPV

HSIL (high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions) with features
suspicious for invasion (if invasion is suspected)

HSIL (high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions)

CIN2/3

Moderately to severely abnormal
squamous cells

Carcinoma

Carcinoma

Invasive squamous cell carcinoma
Invasive glandular cell carcinoma (adenocarcinoma)

The possibility of cancer is high
enough to warrant immediate
evaluation but does not mean
that the patient definitely has
cancer

reduce cervical cancer incidence and mortality rates by roughly
half to two-thirds (61). The Pap smear is a screening tool that
looks for changes in cells of the transformation zone of the
cervix. Often these changes are caused by HPV.
The Pap smear reporting classification has evolved and been
refined over time. The current reporting system is the Bethesda System (Table 2), which was introduced in 1988,
amended in 1991 to replace the CIN System, and updated
again in 1999 (17, 108). The CIN System is based on tissue
architecture and was introduced in 1973 to promote the concept of a disease continuum from precursor lesions to invasive
cancer (92). The Bethesda System was developed to reflect an
advanced understanding of cervical neoplasia and to introduce
uniform descriptive diagnostic histologic terminology. Inclusion of a statement regarding the adequacy of the specimen as
an integral part of the report was also a significant innovation
of the Bethesda System. The Bethesda System was modified in
1991 to reflect actual laboratory and clinical experience after
its implementation. It was modified again in 2001, taking into
account increased utilization of new cervical screening technologies, adjunctive molecular tests, lessons learned from litigation, and a better understanding of the biology of cervical
neoplasia (108). The Bethesda System 2001 classifies squamous cell abnormalities into four categories: (i) ASC (atypical
squamous cells), (ii) LSIL (low-grade squamous intraepithelial
lesions), (iii) HSIL (high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions), and (iv) squamous cell carcinoma (Table 2). The ASC
category was termed “atypical cells of undetermined significance (ASCUS)” in the previous version of the Bethesda System and is considered to be a category for reporting borderline
or equivocal results. In the previous version of the Bethesda
System, pathologists were encouraged to qualify ASCUS with
respect to whether a reactive process or SIL was favored. Many
laboratories appended comments such as “favor SIL,” “favor
repair,” “favor a high-grade lesion,” “favor a low-grade lesion,”

and “ASCUS, not otherwise specified.” This reporting was
confusing to clinicians. In attempt to provide clearer terminology, the “ASCUS favor repair” comment has been eliminated
in the Bethesda System 2001, and these cases are now called
“negative.” The new ASC category contains two subcategories:
the “atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance
(ASC-US)” subcategory includes lesions that have cellular abnormalities suggestive of SIL, and the “atypical squamous cells,
cannot exclude HSIL (ASC-H)” subcategory was separated out
because it was felt that most of these cases would be referred
to colposcopy. The LSIL and HSIL categories present in the
previous version of the Bethesda System were retained. Lowgrade lesions (LSIL) include mild CIN and other HPV-associated lesions generally considered to be due to transient HPV
infection. High-grade lesions (HSIL) consist of moderate and
severe cervical intraepithelial dysplasia and carcinoma in situ.
There are some lesions in the HSIL category that are suspicious for invasion but are not definitive. These cases are
reported as “HSIL, cellular features suspicious for invasion”. The invasive “squamous cell carcinoma” category was
not changed.
The Pap smear procedure has some limitations. Inadequate
samples constitute about 8% of specimens received. Falsenegative rates as high as 20 to 30% have been reported. Falsenegative results can occur from clumping of cells when the cells
are not spread evenly and uniformly on the microscope slide.
Sometimes, other contents of the cervical specimen such as
blood, bacteria, or yeast contaminate the sample and prevent
the detection of abnormal cells. If exposed to air too long
before being fixed on the slide, cervical cells can become distorted. Human error is probably the primary threat to accurate
interpretation. The average Pap smear slide contains 50,000 to
300,000 cells that must be examined. If the sample contains
only a few abnormal cells within a crowded background of
healthy cells, the abnormal cells can be missed, particularly by
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FIG. 4. ThinPrep Pap Smear showing abnormal squamous cells
with HPV cytopathic effect (arrow), consistent with LSIL.

overworked readers. In 1988, the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act (CLIA) established national guidelines that restricted technicians from reading more than 100 slides per day
(25). Some experts think that this number is still too large.
Also, CLIA mandated a manual rescreening of 10% of negative satisfactory smears to reduce the number of false-negative
results.
Monolayer Cytology
New methods of collection and processing of specimens for
Pap smears have recently been developed to help reduce the
number of false-negative results. In these methods, the specimen is collected in a preservative solution rather than being
spread directly on the microscope slide by hand. Cellular structure is better preserved because the cells are immediately fixed.
In addition, a cervical brush is used to collect the specimen,
which provides almost twice as many epithelial cells as do other
collection devices (51). Slides are prepared under the control
of the Cytology Laboratory, avoiding uneven manual smearing.
The uniform monolayer created by these methods is easier for
a technician to read, and the process prevents drying artifacts
and removes most contaminating mucus, protein, red blood
cells, bacteria, and yeast (Figure 4). There are currently two
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved liquid-based
monolayer cytology methods: the PrepStain system (formerly
the AutoCyte PREP system) (TriPath Imaging Inc., Burlington, N.C.) and the ThinPrep Pap Smear method (Cytyc Corp.,
Boxborough, Mass.). The methods used in the preparation of
the monolayer slides differ somewhat, but the underlying principles of the two systems are similar. In the PrepStain system,
cervical samples are collected in an ethanol-based preservative
solution. The preserved sample is enriched using density gradient centrifugation to remove inflammatory cells and nondiagnostic debris. The enriched cellular sample is sedimented by
gravity dispersion onto an adhesive-coated microscope slide
within a 13-mm diameter circle. The slide is automatically
stained with a modified Papanicolaou stain, using a separate
stain for each slide, thereby eliminating potential carryover
and providing consistent staining. In the ThinPrep Pap Smear
method, the cell sample is collected in a buffered alcohol pre-

servative solution. The preserved sample is mixed and gently
dispersed by high-speed rotation to ensure uniform sampling
of the material removed from the cervix. A vacuum is applied
to draw the suspension through a polycarbonate filter. A microprocessor controls the number of cells deposited on the
filter. The filtered cells are then automatically transferred in a
20-mm monolayer by touching the filter to a glass microscope
slide. Papanicolaou staining is then performed manually using
standard laboratory practices.
Monolayer cytology methods add to the cost of a standard
Pap smear, but more than 50 peer-reviewed publications promote the use of the these methods to improve the detection of
precancerous lesions. In several of these publications, split
samples collected using cervical brushes were used to compare
monolayer cytology to conventional Pap smear cytology. Overall, the results showed statistically significant improvement in
the diagnostic sensitivity of monolayer cytology in all categories of disease, with increased detection of epithelial cell abnormalities from 4 to 117% depending on the patient population (7, 49, 63, 109, 119). Specimen adequacy was greatly
improved in all studies, with an 11% increase in the number of
satisfactory slides and a 29% reduction in the number of satisfactory but limited slides reported in one study (63). When
monolayer cytology and conventional Pap smear cytology are
compared to results of “gold standard” colposcopically directed biopsies, monolayer cytology is significantly better at
predicting the presence of dysplasia (101).
The FDA has also approved two new devices, the AutoPap
300QC (NeoPath, Redmond, Wash.) and the PapNet (Neuromedical Systems, Suffern, N.Y.), which are designed to help
ensure consistent and objective evaluation of Pap smears without fatigue. These are computerized systems which display potentially abnormal cells on a screen for review and analysis.
Either conventionally prepared or monolayer Pap smear slides
can be screened by using these computer-assisted systems. The
AutoPap 300QC has been FDA approved for both primary
screening and rescreening of Pap smears. The PapNet system
is approved for rescreening only. There has been some dispute
about how much accuracy is gained through the use of these
automated systems, especially in light of the additional expense
(62, 97, 103).
Another way to improve the Pap smear diagnosis is to stain
directly for HPV. The BenchMark (Ventana Medical Systems,
Tucson, Ariz.) is an automated modular system that performs
immunohistochemistry stains on ThinPrep Pap Smear cytology
samples. A high-risk HPV probe set (INFORM HPV liquidbased prep high-risk probe) that detects genotypes 16, 18, 31,
33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 59, and 70 and a low-risk probe set
(INFORM HPV liquid-based prep low-risk probe) that detects
genotypes 6, 11, 42, 43, and 44 are available. The INFORM
probes are analyte-specific reagents. HPV infection is indicated by pale blue (low copy number) to blue-black (high copy
number) staining of the nucleus of infected cells.
Histopathology
Patients with abnormal Pap smear findings who do not have
a gross cervical lesion are usually evaluated by colposcopy and
colposcopy-directed biopsy. Following application of a 3% acetic acid solution, the cervix is examined with a bright filtered
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light under 10- to 15-fold magnification. Acetowhitening and
the vascular patterns characteristic of dysplasia or carcinoma
can be seen. Colposcopy can detect low-grade and high-grade
dysplasia but does not detect microinvasive disease. If no abnormalities are found or if the entire squamocolumnar junction cannot be visualized, a cervical cone biopsy is done. Biopsy
can be used to confirm most diagnoses by observing characteristic pathologic features of HPV infection such as epithelial
hyperplasia (acanthosis) and degenerative cytoplasmic vacuolization (koilocytosis) in terminally differentiated keratinocytes
with atypical nuclei. In addition, stains can be used which
detect HPV antigens or HPV nucleic acids. Monoclonal and
polyclonal antibodies are available (Dako Corp., Carpinteria,
Calif.) that detect HPV common antigen, a linear epitope in
the middle of the major capsid protein, which is broadly expressed among the different HPV subtypes. Bound antibody is
detected by peroxidase-antiperoxidase immunocytochemical
staining. Staining is usually confined to the nucleus of infected
cells but is also occasionally seen in the cytoplasm of koilocytic
cells.
HPV DNA or RNA can be demonstrated in biopsy tissues
by in situ hybridization with probes labeled with either radioisotopes or chemically reactive ligands which are detected by
autoradiography, fluorescence, or a detection of color reaction.
In situ hybridization can localize HPV nucleic acid sequences
inside individual cells while preserving cell and tissue morphology to allow simultaneous assessment of the morphological
alterations associated with the lesion. In situ methods can be
nonamplified, target amplification by PCR, or signal amplified.
For HPV detection, nonisotopic probes are recommended and
enzymatic methods are preferred over fluorescence methods
for ease of interpretation. Characteristics of the signal (confluent versus punctate) may reflect either the episomal or integrated form of the viral target DNA. Intensity of the signal
may reflect copy number. Target-amplified or signal-amplified
in situ techniques have been developed to immunoenzymatically detect a small number of HPV nucleic acid sequences
with high sensitivity by using bright-field microscopy. The GenPoint system (Dako, Trappes, France) is an automated, catalyzed signal amplification system using a biotinylated probe for
immunohistochemical detection of HPV in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded biopsy tissue sections. Automated processing
includes baking, deparaffinization, cell conditioning, staining,
and counterstaining. This assay is able to detect as few as 1 to
2 copies of target sequence per nucleus and is more sensitive
than the one-step (detects 20 to 50 HPV copies) or three-step
(10 to 15 copies) nonamplified immunoenzymatic procedures
that are more routinely used (64).
HPV DNA Detection
Type-specific PCR.Type-specific PCR assays are based on
the sequence variations present in the E6 and E7 genes of
HPV subtypes. Fourteen type-specific PCRs for high-risk HPV
types (HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, -35, -39, -45, -51, -52, -56, -58, -59,
-66, and -68) that target approximately 100 bp in the E7 ORF
have been developed (124). Internal control primers are included to detect inhibitory substances. The analytical sensitivity of these assays is between 10 and 200 HPV copies per
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sample, depending on the HPV type. Type-specific PCRs are
currently used primarily in research applications since throughput is limited by the need to use multiple PCR amplifications
for each sample.
General primer PCR. The majority of studies using PCR to
date have used consensus primers to amplify a broad spectrum
of HPV types in a single PCR amplification. These primers
target conserved regions of the HPV genome such as the L1
capsid gene. The MY09 plus MY11 primers target a 450-bp
fragment within the HPV L1 ORF (15). The GP5⫹ plus GP6⫹
primers target a fragment within the region targeted by MY09
and MY11 with an analytical sensitivity of 0.5 to 10 fg (10–200
copies) (51). The MY09 plus MY11 primers failed to detect
HPV DNA in 7% of cervical cancers in one study (122). This
may have been due to absence of HPV DNA in the carcinoma
cells or a false-negative PCR result due to integration of HPV
DNA in the cervical carcinoma which may have disrupted PCR
primer target sequences or resulted in loss of the L1 ORF.
Various methods have been used to identify HPV genotypes after amplification with general and consensus primers. Among them are sequence analysis, restriction fragment
length polymorphism, and hybridization with type-specific
probes using dot blot or microtiter plate formats (88, 130).
A PCR-based detection system has recently been developed
which uses a general primer set, designated SPF10 that that
amplifies a 65-bp segment of the L1 region of the HPV genome. Since smaller amplicons are more efficiently amplified,
this assay is thought to be especially suited for formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded tissue samples which often yield poorly amplifiable DNA. Amplicons are detected in an enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay using a mixture of HPV-specific probes
that recognize a broad range of genotypes. The specific genotype of positive samples is then determined using a line blot
assay, in which oligonucleotide probes are immobilized in parallel lines on nitrocellulose strips. Amplicons are hybridized to
the probes on the strip and detected in a colorimetric reaction,
which results in a purple precipitate at the positive probe lines
(59).
Liquid hybridization. The Hybrid Capture (Digene, Beltsville, Md.) assay is the only kit currently approved by the FDA
for the detection of HPV DNA in cervical samples. The Hybrid
Capture assay has been used in many studies, and the secondgeneration Hybrid Capture II version of the assay is now
widely used in clinical diagnostic laboratories. It is an antibody
capture/solution hybridization/signal amplification assay that
uses chemiluminescence detection to qualitatively detect the
presence of HPV. In this assay, the DNA in the patient samples is first denatured and mixed with an RNA probe pool in a
buffered solution in a tube. Two RNA probe pools are used.
The assay can be performed using both probe pools together or
separately. The probe A pool recognizes low-risk HPV-6, -11,
-42, -43, and -44, and the probe B pool recognizes high-risk
HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, -35, -39, -45, -51, -52, -56, -58, -59, and
-68. The assay does not distinguish among the HPV types
within these groups. Further typing is not clinically significant
and is used largely in epidemiology and research studies. The
hybridization reaction between specimen target DNA and the
RNA probe produces DNA-RNA complexes. The DNA-RNA
complexes are immobilized onto wells of a microtiter plate
which has been coated with antibody directed against DNA-
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light under 10- to 15-fold magnification. Acetowhitening and
the vascular patterns characteristic of dysplasia or carcinoma
can be seen. Colposcopy can detect low-grade and high-grade
dysplasia but does not detect microinvasive disease. If no abnormalities are found or if the entire squamocolumnar junction cannot be visualized, a cervical cone biopsy is done. Biopsy
can be used to confirm most diagnoses by observing characteristic pathologic features of HPV infection such as epithelial
hyperplasia (acanthosis) and degenerative cytoplasmic vacuolization (koilocytosis) in terminally differentiated keratinocytes
with atypical nuclei. In addition, stains can be used which
detect HPV antigens or HPV nucleic acids. Monoclonal and
polyclonal antibodies are available (Dako Corp., Carpinteria,
Calif.) that detect HPV common antigen, a linear epitope in
the middle of the major capsid protein, which is broadly expressed among the different HPV subtypes. Bound antibody is
detected by peroxidase-antiperoxidase immunocytochemical
staining. Staining is usually confined to the nucleus of infected
cells but is also occasionally seen in the cytoplasm of koilocytic
cells.
HPV DNA or RNA can be demonstrated in biopsy tissues
by in situ hybridization with probes labeled with either radioisotopes or chemically reactive ligands which are detected by
autoradiography, fluorescence, or a detection of color reaction.
In situ hybridization can localize HPV nucleic acid sequences
inside individual cells while preserving cell and tissue morphology to allow simultaneous assessment of the morphological
alterations associated with the lesion. In situ methods can be
nonamplified, target amplification by PCR, or signal amplified.
For HPV detection, nonisotopic probes are recommended and
enzymatic methods are preferred over fluorescence methods
for ease of interpretation. Characteristics of the signal (confluent versus punctate) may reflect either the episomal or integrated form of the viral target DNA. Intensity of the signal
may reflect copy number. Target-amplified or signal-amplified
in situ techniques have been developed to immunoenzymatically detect a small number of HPV nucleic acid sequences
with high sensitivity by using bright-field microscopy. The GenPoint system (Dako, Trappes, France) is an automated, catalyzed signal amplification system using a biotinylated probe for
immunohistochemical detection of HPV in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded biopsy tissue sections. Automated processing
includes baking, deparaffinization, cell conditioning, staining,
and counterstaining. This assay is able to detect as few as 1 to
2 copies of target sequence per nucleus and is more sensitive
than the one-step (detects 20 to 50 HPV copies) or three-step
(10 to 15 copies) nonamplified immunoenzymatic procedures
that are more routinely used (64).
HPV DNA Detection
Type-specific PCR.Type-specific PCR assays are based on
the sequence variations present in the E6 and E7 genes of
HPV subtypes. Fourteen type-specific PCRs for high-risk HPV
types (HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, -35, -39, -45, -51, -52, -56, -58, -59,
-66, and -68) that target approximately 100 bp in the E7 ORF
have been developed (124). Internal control primers are included to detect inhibitory substances. The analytical sensitivity of these assays is between 10 and 200 HPV copies per
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sample, depending on the HPV type. Type-specific PCRs are
currently used primarily in research applications since throughput is limited by the need to use multiple PCR amplifications
for each sample.
General primer PCR. The majority of studies using PCR to
date have used consensus primers to amplify a broad spectrum
of HPV types in a single PCR amplification. These primers
target conserved regions of the HPV genome such as the L1
capsid gene. The MY09 plus MY11 primers target a 450-bp
fragment within the HPV L1 ORF (15). The GP5⫹ plus GP6⫹
primers target a fragment within the region targeted by MY09
and MY11 with an analytical sensitivity of 0.5 to 10 fg (10–200
copies) (51). The MY09 plus MY11 primers failed to detect
HPV DNA in 7% of cervical cancers in one study (122). This
may have been due to absence of HPV DNA in the carcinoma
cells or a false-negative PCR result due to integration of HPV
DNA in the cervical carcinoma which may have disrupted PCR
primer target sequences or resulted in loss of the L1 ORF.
Various methods have been used to identify HPV genotypes after amplification with general and consensus primers. Among them are sequence analysis, restriction fragment
length polymorphism, and hybridization with type-specific
probes using dot blot or microtiter plate formats (88, 130).
A PCR-based detection system has recently been developed
which uses a general primer set, designated SPF10 that that
amplifies a 65-bp segment of the L1 region of the HPV genome. Since smaller amplicons are more efficiently amplified,
this assay is thought to be especially suited for formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded tissue samples which often yield poorly amplifiable DNA. Amplicons are detected in an enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay using a mixture of HPV-specific probes
that recognize a broad range of genotypes. The specific genotype of positive samples is then determined using a line blot
assay, in which oligonucleotide probes are immobilized in parallel lines on nitrocellulose strips. Amplicons are hybridized to
the probes on the strip and detected in a colorimetric reaction,
which results in a purple precipitate at the positive probe lines
(59).
Liquid hybridization. The Hybrid Capture (Digene, Beltsville, Md.) assay is the only kit currently approved by the FDA
for the detection of HPV DNA in cervical samples. The Hybrid
Capture assay has been used in many studies, and the secondgeneration Hybrid Capture II version of the assay is now
widely used in clinical diagnostic laboratories. It is an antibody
capture/solution hybridization/signal amplification assay that
uses chemiluminescence detection to qualitatively detect the
presence of HPV. In this assay, the DNA in the patient samples is first denatured and mixed with an RNA probe pool in a
buffered solution in a tube. Two RNA probe pools are used.
The assay can be performed using both probe pools together or
separately. The probe A pool recognizes low-risk HPV-6, -11,
-42, -43, and -44, and the probe B pool recognizes high-risk
HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, -35, -39, -45, -51, -52, -56, -58, -59, and
-68. The assay does not distinguish among the HPV types
within these groups. Further typing is not clinically significant
and is used largely in epidemiology and research studies. The
hybridization reaction between specimen target DNA and the
RNA probe produces DNA-RNA complexes. The DNA-RNA
complexes are immobilized onto wells of a microtiter plate
which has been coated with antibody directed against DNA-
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hyperplasia (acanthosis) and degenerative cytoplasmic vacuolization (koilocytosis) in terminally differentiated keratinocytes
with atypical nuclei. In addition, stains can be used which
detect HPV antigens or HPV nucleic acids. Monoclonal and
polyclonal antibodies are available (Dako Corp., Carpinteria,
Calif.) that detect HPV common antigen, a linear epitope in
the middle of the major capsid protein, which is broadly expressed among the different HPV subtypes. Bound antibody is
detected by peroxidase-antiperoxidase immunocytochemical
staining. Staining is usually confined to the nucleus of infected
cells but is also occasionally seen in the cytoplasm of koilocytic
cells.
HPV DNA or RNA can be demonstrated in biopsy tissues
by in situ hybridization with probes labeled with either radioisotopes or chemically reactive ligands which are detected by
autoradiography, fluorescence, or a detection of color reaction.
In situ hybridization can localize HPV nucleic acid sequences
inside individual cells while preserving cell and tissue morphology to allow simultaneous assessment of the morphological
alterations associated with the lesion. In situ methods can be
nonamplified, target amplification by PCR, or signal amplified.
For HPV detection, nonisotopic probes are recommended and
enzymatic methods are preferred over fluorescence methods
for ease of interpretation. Characteristics of the signal (confluent versus punctate) may reflect either the episomal or integrated form of the viral target DNA. Intensity of the signal
may reflect copy number. Target-amplified or signal-amplified
in situ techniques have been developed to immunoenzymatically detect a small number of HPV nucleic acid sequences
with high sensitivity by using bright-field microscopy. The GenPoint system (Dako, Trappes, France) is an automated, catalyzed signal amplification system using a biotinylated probe for
immunohistochemical detection of HPV in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded biopsy tissue sections. Automated processing
includes baking, deparaffinization, cell conditioning, staining,
and counterstaining. This assay is able to detect as few as 1 to
2 copies of target sequence per nucleus and is more sensitive
than the one-step (detects 20 to 50 HPV copies) or three-step
(10 to 15 copies) nonamplified immunoenzymatic procedures
that are more routinely used (64).
HPV DNA Detection
Type-specific PCR.Type-specific PCR assays are based on
the sequence variations present in the E6 and E7 genes of
HPV subtypes. Fourteen type-specific PCRs for high-risk HPV
types (HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, -35, -39, -45, -51, -52, -56, -58, -59,
-66, and -68) that target approximately 100 bp in the E7 ORF
have been developed (124). Internal control primers are included to detect inhibitory substances. The analytical sensitivity of these assays is between 10 and 200 HPV copies per
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sample, depending on the HPV type. Type-specific PCRs are
currently used primarily in research applications since throughput is limited by the need to use multiple PCR amplifications
for each sample.
General primer PCR. The majority of studies using PCR to
date have used consensus primers to amplify a broad spectrum
of HPV types in a single PCR amplification. These primers
target conserved regions of the HPV genome such as the L1
capsid gene. The MY09 plus MY11 primers target a 450-bp
fragment within the HPV L1 ORF (15). The GP5⫹ plus GP6⫹
primers target a fragment within the region targeted by MY09
and MY11 with an analytical sensitivity of 0.5 to 10 fg (10–200
copies) (51). The MY09 plus MY11 primers failed to detect
HPV DNA in 7% of cervical cancers in one study (122). This
may have been due to absence of HPV DNA in the carcinoma
cells or a false-negative PCR result due to integration of HPV
DNA in the cervical carcinoma which may have disrupted PCR
primer target sequences or resulted in loss of the L1 ORF.
Various methods have been used to identify HPV genotypes after amplification with general and consensus primers. Among them are sequence analysis, restriction fragment
length polymorphism, and hybridization with type-specific
probes using dot blot or microtiter plate formats (88, 130).
A PCR-based detection system has recently been developed
which uses a general primer set, designated SPF10 that that
amplifies a 65-bp segment of the L1 region of the HPV genome. Since smaller amplicons are more efficiently amplified,
this assay is thought to be especially suited for formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded tissue samples which often yield poorly amplifiable DNA. Amplicons are detected in an enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay using a mixture of HPV-specific probes
that recognize a broad range of genotypes. The specific genotype of positive samples is then determined using a line blot
assay, in which oligonucleotide probes are immobilized in parallel lines on nitrocellulose strips. Amplicons are hybridized to
the probes on the strip and detected in a colorimetric reaction,
which results in a purple precipitate at the positive probe lines
(59).
Liquid hybridization. The Hybrid Capture (Digene, Beltsville, Md.) assay is the only kit currently approved by the FDA
for the detection of HPV DNA in cervical samples. The Hybrid
Capture assay has been used in many studies, and the secondgeneration Hybrid Capture II version of the assay is now
widely used in clinical diagnostic laboratories. It is an antibody
capture/solution hybridization/signal amplification assay that
uses chemiluminescence detection to qualitatively detect the
presence of HPV. In this assay, the DNA in the patient samples is first denatured and mixed with an RNA probe pool in a
buffered solution in a tube. Two RNA probe pools are used.
The assay can be performed using both probe pools together or
separately. The probe A pool recognizes low-risk HPV-6, -11,
-42, -43, and -44, and the probe B pool recognizes high-risk
HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, -35, -39, -45, -51, -52, -56, -58, -59, and
-68. The assay does not distinguish among the HPV types
within these groups. Further typing is not clinically significant
and is used largely in epidemiology and research studies. The
hybridization reaction between specimen target DNA and the
RNA probe produces DNA-RNA complexes. The DNA-RNA
complexes are immobilized onto wells of a microtiter plate
which has been coated with antibody directed against DNA-
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RNA hybrids. The immobilized hybrids are recognized by a
second anti-DNA-RNA antibody conjugated to alkaline phosphatase. Several alkaline phosphatase molecules are conjugated to each antibody, and multiple conjugated antibodies
bind to each captured hybrid, resulting in substantial amplification of the signal. Light is emitted as a chemiluminescent
substrate is cleaved by the bound alkaline phosphatase. The
light is measured as relative light units on a luminometer. The
relative light units obtained for each sample are compared to
the cutoff value. The analytical sensitivity of this assay ranges
from 6.6 to 17.6 pg/ml depending on the HPV type (Digene
Corp., Digene HPV test Hybrid Capture II product insert,
1997). The microwell plate format allows the assay to be automated.
Several specimen types can be used in the Hybrid Capture
assay. Cervical swabs and cervical biopsy specimens are transported in Digene specimen transport medium. Cervical samples collected in Cytyc ThinPrep PreservCyt solution for making ThinPrep Pap smears can also be used.
The Hybrid Capture assay is not intended as a screening
assay for the general population. Indications for performing
the Hybrid Capture assay include (i) to aid in the diagnosis of
sexually transmitted HPV infections and to distinguish between infection with low-risk and high-risk HPV types, (ii) to
screen patients with ASCUS Pap smear results so as to determine the need for referral for colposcopy, and (iii) to supplement the Pap smear in women with LSIL or HSIL results to
assist in assessing the risk for development of cervical cancer. The HPV test should not be used independently of Pap
smears. A positive HPV result alone does not confirm the
presence of premalignant or malignant disease and potentially
yields more false-positive results if used on its own (100, 126).
As with any assay, there are some limitations to the Hybrid
Capture assay. Cross-reactivity may be observed in rare instances and may lead to false-positive results with the high-risk
probe pool. Cross-reactivity may occur in the presence of
HPV-13 since both probes cross-react with HPV-13. This finding, however, is not clinically relevant for cervical specimens
since HPV-13 is associated with lip lesions in certain ethnic
groups and is rarely, if ever, detected in the anogenital tract. A
small amount of cross-hybridization can occur between HPV-6
and HPV-42 (low-risk) and the High Risk probe pool. Specimens with high levels of HPV-6 or HPV-42 DNA (4 ng/ml or
higher) may be positive when tested with both probes. Crossreactivity between both HPV probes and high levels of bacterial plasmid pBR322 which can be found in cervical samples is
possible. The false-negative rate is estimated to be 1.1 to 7.5%.
False-negative results can occur due to low levels of infection,
sampling error, or the presence of interfering substances such
as antifungal cream, contraceptive jelly, or douche.
HPV mRNA Detection
Rather than relying on the detection of different HPV serotypes, the In-Cell (Invirion, Frankfurt, Mich.) viral load test for
HPV detects mRNA of the E6 and E7 transforming genes. In
this way, the assay actually determines if the HPV genes that
cause malignant changes are present and active. The assay can
be automated on any analytic instrument that detects fluorescence. Flow cytometry instruments are readily adaptable for

TABLE 3. Interpretation of Hybrid Capture results in
patients with ASCUS Pap smear a
Digene Hybrid Capture
HPV result
Probe B

Refer to
colposcopyb

Negative

Negative

No

Positive

Negative

Negative
Positive

Positive
Positive

Probe A

Yes

Result interpretation

There is a high probability that a
higher disease stage will not be
found at colposcopy
Progression to high-grade disease
is probable

a
Data from the Digene Corporation HPV Test Hybrid Capture II product
insert.
b
Results are not meant to deter women from colposcopy.

this assay by using liquid-based cytology specimens. The assay
can also be done directly on Pap smear slides and visualized
using a fluorescence microscope. The manufacturer reports
that the sensitivity of this assay is 100% and the specificity is
70% compared to Pap smear. Apparent false-positive results
account for the reduced specificity; however, these false-positives may in fact not be false but may be due to early upregulation of the E6 and E7 genes.
CLINICAL UTILITY OF HPV DNA TESTING
It has been established that there is variation in interpretation of ASCUS Pap smears even among expert cytopathologists (104). In some women, ASCUS indicates real pathology
and in others it represents only a vigorous reactive change that
is benign. In the United States, about 2.5 million ASCUS Pap
results are reported each year (61). A survey of U.S. laboratories found that a median of 2.9% of all Pap smears are
reported as ASCUS, with 10% of laboratories reporting more
than 9% ASCUS results (30). Several strategies are currently
in use to manage patients with ASCUS Pap smear results.
Some clinicians repeat the Pap smear in 4 to 6 months. Many
ASCUS patients directly undergo colposcopy to detect the 10
to 20% who prove to have an underlying higher-grade lesion
(e.g., LSIL or HSIL). Identifying women at high risk by testing
for HPV DNA avoids unnecessary colposcopy procedures (Table 3). Patients with ASCUS who are positive for high-risk
HPV DNA are referred for colposcopy. Those who are negative for HPV DNA undergo a repeat Pap smear at 6 months
and 12 months. If these are also negative, the woman is returned to a routine screening schedule.
Several smaller studies and two recent large studies have
shown the utility of HPV DNA testing for management of
women with ASCUS results on Pap smears (75, 107). The
Kaiser Permanente study enrolled 995 women in Northern
California with ASCUS on cervical Pap smear screening (75).
Colposcopy was performed on all study participants to obtain
cervical tissue for histologic examination for detection of underlying SIL in patients with an initial cytologic test result of
ASCUS. Just prior to colposcopy, specimens were taken for
repeat ThinPrep Pap Smear and HPV DNA testing using the
Digene Hybrid Capture II assay. The sensitivity of the Hybrid
Capture II HPV DNA assay was 89.2% compared with colposcopically directed biopsy for detection of SIL. This was significantly higher than repeat ThinPrep Pap Smear testing,
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RNA hybrids. The immobilized hybrids are recognized by a
second anti-DNA-RNA antibody conjugated to alkaline phosphatase. Several alkaline phosphatase molecules are conjugated to each antibody, and multiple conjugated antibodies
bind to each captured hybrid, resulting in substantial amplification of the signal. Light is emitted as a chemiluminescent
substrate is cleaved by the bound alkaline phosphatase. The
light is measured as relative light units on a luminometer. The
relative light units obtained for each sample are compared to
the cutoff value. The analytical sensitivity of this assay ranges
from 6.6 to 17.6 pg/ml depending on the HPV type (Digene
Corp., Digene HPV test Hybrid Capture II product insert,
1997). The microwell plate format allows the assay to be automated.
Several specimen types can be used in the Hybrid Capture
assay. Cervical swabs and cervical biopsy specimens are transported in Digene specimen transport medium. Cervical samples collected in Cytyc ThinPrep PreservCyt solution for making ThinPrep Pap smears can also be used.
The Hybrid Capture assay is not intended as a screening
assay for the general population. Indications for performing
the Hybrid Capture assay include (i) to aid in the diagnosis of
sexually transmitted HPV infections and to distinguish between infection with low-risk and high-risk HPV types, (ii) to
screen patients with ASCUS Pap smear results so as to determine the need for referral for colposcopy, and (iii) to supplement the Pap smear in women with LSIL or HSIL results to
assist in assessing the risk for development of cervical cancer. The HPV test should not be used independently of Pap
smears. A positive HPV result alone does not confirm the
presence of premalignant or malignant disease and potentially
yields more false-positive results if used on its own (100, 126).
As with any assay, there are some limitations to the Hybrid
Capture assay. Cross-reactivity may be observed in rare instances and may lead to false-positive results with the high-risk
probe pool. Cross-reactivity may occur in the presence of
HPV-13 since both probes cross-react with HPV-13. This finding, however, is not clinically relevant for cervical specimens
since HPV-13 is associated with lip lesions in certain ethnic
groups and is rarely, if ever, detected in the anogenital tract. A
small amount of cross-hybridization can occur between HPV-6
and HPV-42 (low-risk) and the High Risk probe pool. Specimens with high levels of HPV-6 or HPV-42 DNA (4 ng/ml or
higher) may be positive when tested with both probes. Crossreactivity between both HPV probes and high levels of bacterial plasmid pBR322 which can be found in cervical samples is
possible. The false-negative rate is estimated to be 1.1 to 7.5%.
False-negative results can occur due to low levels of infection,
sampling error, or the presence of interfering substances such
as antifungal cream, contraceptive jelly, or douche.
HPV mRNA Detection
Rather than relying on the detection of different HPV serotypes, the In-Cell (Invirion, Frankfurt, Mich.) viral load test for
HPV detects mRNA of the E6 and E7 transforming genes. In
this way, the assay actually determines if the HPV genes that
cause malignant changes are present and active. The assay can
be automated on any analytic instrument that detects fluorescence. Flow cytometry instruments are readily adaptable for
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this assay by using liquid-based cytology specimens. The assay
can also be done directly on Pap smear slides and visualized
using a fluorescence microscope. The manufacturer reports
that the sensitivity of this assay is 100% and the specificity is
70% compared to Pap smear. Apparent false-positive results
account for the reduced specificity; however, these false-positives may in fact not be false but may be due to early upregulation of the E6 and E7 genes.
CLINICAL UTILITY OF HPV DNA TESTING
It has been established that there is variation in interpretation of ASCUS Pap smears even among expert cytopathologists (104). In some women, ASCUS indicates real pathology
and in others it represents only a vigorous reactive change that
is benign. In the United States, about 2.5 million ASCUS Pap
results are reported each year (61). A survey of U.S. laboratories found that a median of 2.9% of all Pap smears are
reported as ASCUS, with 10% of laboratories reporting more
than 9% ASCUS results (30). Several strategies are currently
in use to manage patients with ASCUS Pap smear results.
Some clinicians repeat the Pap smear in 4 to 6 months. Many
ASCUS patients directly undergo colposcopy to detect the 10
to 20% who prove to have an underlying higher-grade lesion
(e.g., LSIL or HSIL). Identifying women at high risk by testing
for HPV DNA avoids unnecessary colposcopy procedures (Table 3). Patients with ASCUS who are positive for high-risk
HPV DNA are referred for colposcopy. Those who are negative for HPV DNA undergo a repeat Pap smear at 6 months
and 12 months. If these are also negative, the woman is returned to a routine screening schedule.
Several smaller studies and two recent large studies have
shown the utility of HPV DNA testing for management of
women with ASCUS results on Pap smears (75, 107). The
Kaiser Permanente study enrolled 995 women in Northern
California with ASCUS on cervical Pap smear screening (75).
Colposcopy was performed on all study participants to obtain
cervical tissue for histologic examination for detection of underlying SIL in patients with an initial cytologic test result of
ASCUS. Just prior to colposcopy, specimens were taken for
repeat ThinPrep Pap Smear and HPV DNA testing using the
Digene Hybrid Capture II assay. The sensitivity of the Hybrid
Capture II HPV DNA assay was 89.2% compared with colposcopically directed biopsy for detection of SIL. This was significantly higher than repeat ThinPrep Pap Smear testing,
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RNA hybrids. The immobilized hybrids are recognized by a
second anti-DNA-RNA antibody conjugated to alkaline phosphatase. Several alkaline phosphatase molecules are conjugated to each antibody, and multiple conjugated antibodies
bind to each captured hybrid, resulting in substantial amplification of the signal. Light is emitted as a chemiluminescent
substrate is cleaved by the bound alkaline phosphatase. The
light is measured as relative light units on a luminometer. The
relative light units obtained for each sample are compared to
the cutoff value. The analytical sensitivity of this assay ranges
from 6.6 to 17.6 pg/ml depending on the HPV type (Digene
Corp., Digene HPV test Hybrid Capture II product insert,
1997). The microwell plate format allows the assay to be automated.
Several specimen types can be used in the Hybrid Capture
assay. Cervical swabs and cervical biopsy specimens are transported in Digene specimen transport medium. Cervical samples collected in Cytyc ThinPrep PreservCyt solution for making ThinPrep Pap smears can also be used.
The Hybrid Capture assay is not intended as a screening
assay for the general population. Indications for performing
the Hybrid Capture assay include (i) to aid in the diagnosis of
sexually transmitted HPV infections and to distinguish between infection with low-risk and high-risk HPV types, (ii) to
screen patients with ASCUS Pap smear results so as to determine the need for referral for colposcopy, and (iii) to supplement the Pap smear in women with LSIL or HSIL results to
assist in assessing the risk for development of cervical cancer. The HPV test should not be used independently of Pap
smears. A positive HPV result alone does not confirm the
presence of premalignant or malignant disease and potentially
yields more false-positive results if used on its own (100, 126).
As with any assay, there are some limitations to the Hybrid
Capture assay. Cross-reactivity may be observed in rare instances and may lead to false-positive results with the high-risk
probe pool. Cross-reactivity may occur in the presence of
HPV-13 since both probes cross-react with HPV-13. This finding, however, is not clinically relevant for cervical specimens
since HPV-13 is associated with lip lesions in certain ethnic
groups and is rarely, if ever, detected in the anogenital tract. A
small amount of cross-hybridization can occur between HPV-6
and HPV-42 (low-risk) and the High Risk probe pool. Specimens with high levels of HPV-6 or HPV-42 DNA (4 ng/ml or
higher) may be positive when tested with both probes. Crossreactivity between both HPV probes and high levels of bacterial plasmid pBR322 which can be found in cervical samples is
possible. The false-negative rate is estimated to be 1.1 to 7.5%.
False-negative results can occur due to low levels of infection,
sampling error, or the presence of interfering substances such
as antifungal cream, contraceptive jelly, or douche.
HPV mRNA Detection
Rather than relying on the detection of different HPV serotypes, the In-Cell (Invirion, Frankfurt, Mich.) viral load test for
HPV detects mRNA of the E6 and E7 transforming genes. In
this way, the assay actually determines if the HPV genes that
cause malignant changes are present and active. The assay can
be automated on any analytic instrument that detects fluorescence. Flow cytometry instruments are readily adaptable for
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this assay by using liquid-based cytology specimens. The assay
can also be done directly on Pap smear slides and visualized
using a fluorescence microscope. The manufacturer reports
that the sensitivity of this assay is 100% and the specificity is
70% compared to Pap smear. Apparent false-positive results
account for the reduced specificity; however, these false-positives may in fact not be false but may be due to early upregulation of the E6 and E7 genes.
CLINICAL UTILITY OF HPV DNA TESTING
It has been established that there is variation in interpretation of ASCUS Pap smears even among expert cytopathologists (104). In some women, ASCUS indicates real pathology
and in others it represents only a vigorous reactive change that
is benign. In the United States, about 2.5 million ASCUS Pap
results are reported each year (61). A survey of U.S. laboratories found that a median of 2.9% of all Pap smears are
reported as ASCUS, with 10% of laboratories reporting more
than 9% ASCUS results (30). Several strategies are currently
in use to manage patients with ASCUS Pap smear results.
Some clinicians repeat the Pap smear in 4 to 6 months. Many
ASCUS patients directly undergo colposcopy to detect the 10
to 20% who prove to have an underlying higher-grade lesion
(e.g., LSIL or HSIL). Identifying women at high risk by testing
for HPV DNA avoids unnecessary colposcopy procedures (Table 3). Patients with ASCUS who are positive for high-risk
HPV DNA are referred for colposcopy. Those who are negative for HPV DNA undergo a repeat Pap smear at 6 months
and 12 months. If these are also negative, the woman is returned to a routine screening schedule.
Several smaller studies and two recent large studies have
shown the utility of HPV DNA testing for management of
women with ASCUS results on Pap smears (75, 107). The
Kaiser Permanente study enrolled 995 women in Northern
California with ASCUS on cervical Pap smear screening (75).
Colposcopy was performed on all study participants to obtain
cervical tissue for histologic examination for detection of underlying SIL in patients with an initial cytologic test result of
ASCUS. Just prior to colposcopy, specimens were taken for
repeat ThinPrep Pap Smear and HPV DNA testing using the
Digene Hybrid Capture II assay. The sensitivity of the Hybrid
Capture II HPV DNA assay was 89.2% compared with colposcopically directed biopsy for detection of SIL. This was significantly higher than repeat ThinPrep Pap Smear testing,
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ulated natural history of HPV carcinogenesis have been used
to assess the cost-effectiveness of HPV screening strategies (57,
74). These studies showed small differences between ASC-US
management strategies in terms of reducing the incidence of
cervical cancer. However, there were considerable differences
in costs associated with the management strategies. Immediate
colposcopy was always more expensive than the other strategies. Reflex HPV DNA testing of a liquid-based cytology specimen or testing of a co-collected second specimen at the time
of the initial Pap smear was less expensive than repeat cytology, partly because these strategies eliminate the need for an
additional clinic visit and reduce the number of colposcopies
by 40 to 60% (74). Stratifying ASC into the 2001 Bethesda
System categories of ASC-US and ASC-H made little difference in terms of clinical benefit or costs (57). In addition to
improving the management of women with ASC, the superior
negative predictive value of HPV DNA testing may allow
longer screening intervals. The computer models showed that
a biennial or triennial cervical cancer screening program involving liquid-based cytology and reflex HPV DNA testing is
more effective and less costly than annual screening by conventional cytology for women with ASC (57, 74). It is estimated
that savings of more than $15 billion would be gained over the
lifetime of a typical cohort of 18- to 24-year-old women by
using biennial liquid-based cytology screening and reflex HPV
DNA testing (57). In addition, termination of screening at 75
years of age would capture 97.8% of the benefits of lifetime
biennial screening and would be less expensive (74). Using
HPV DNA screening alone as a primary biennial screen becomes more cost-effective than biennial Pap screening only if
the cost per HPV DNA test is $5 or less (74). Many insurance
companies are supporting HPV DNA testing as an adjunct to
Pap smear screening and are providing reimbursement for
these tests. In the United States, 50 to 60% of women diagnosed with invasive cervical cancer have not had a Pap smear
within the preceding 3 to 5 years or have never had a Pap
smear (60). It is paramount to a clinically effective and costeffective screening program that Pap smear testing and management of an abnormal result is consistently available to all
women and that unscreened women are encouraged to use the
Pap smear screening program.
Evidence-based consensus guidelines for the management of
cervical cytological abnormalities and cervical cancer precursors were developed at the American Society for Colposcopy
and Cervical Pathology (ASCCP) Consensus Conference in
September 2001. The new Bethesda 2001 terminology for reporting cervical cytology results, fluid-based cytology methods,
molecular methods for detecting high-risk HPV types, data
from the ALTS trial, and cost analyses were all taken into
consideration in development of the guidelines. Recommended management schemes for all grades of cervical cytology
abnormalities are posted on the ASCCP website at http://www
.asccp.org.
Patients with ASC-US
Recommended management of women with ASC-US includes three options. (i) HPV DNA testing is the preferred
approach if fluid-based cytology is used or if specimens are
co-collected for HPV DNA testing. If HPV DNA testing is

negative for high-risk HPV types, the patient undergoes repeat
cytology testing at 12 months. For women who test positive for
high-risk HPV types, referral to colposcopy is recommended.
If biopsy confirms CIN, patients are treated as per standard
practice for CIN. If biopsy does not confirm CIN, then (a) Pap
smear should be repeated at 6 and 12 months with referral
back to colposcopy if cytology results show ASC-US or greater
or (b) HPV DNA testing should be repeated at 12 months with
referral back to colposcopy if high-risk HPV types are found.
(ii) If a program of repeat cervical cytology is used, ASC-US
patients should undergo Pap testing at 4- to 6-month intervals
until two negative results are obtained. The patient can then be
returned to routine cytologic screening. If any repeat Pap
smear shows ASC-US or greater, referral to colposcopy is
recommended.
(iii) When immediate colposcopy is used, women with
biopsy-confirmed CIN are treated as per standard practice for
CIN. If biopsy does not show CIN, patients undergo repeat
Pap smear at 12 months.
In postmenopausal women with ASC-US and clinical or
cytologic evidence of atrophy, a course of intravaginal estrogen
is recommended if there are no contraindications to estrogen
use. A Pap smear is performed about a week after completion
of the estrogen regimen. If Pap smear cytology is negative, the
test should be repeated in 4 to 6 months. If the repeat Pap
smear shows ASC-US or greater, the patient is referred to
colposcopy.
Immunosuppressed women with ASC-US should be directly
referred to colposcopy. Pregnant women should be managed in
the same manner as nonpregnant women.
Patients with ASC-H
Women with Pap smear results indicating ASC-H should be
directly referred to colposcopy. If no lesions are identified by
colposcopy, a review of the Pap smear, colposcopy, and histology results is recommended, if possible. If review yields a
revised interpretation, management guidelines for the revised interpretation should be followed. If colposcopy confirms
ASC-H, a Pap smear should be performed at 6 and 12 months
with referral back to colposcopy if cytology results show
ASC-US or greater. Alternatively, HPV DNA testing can be
done at 12 months with referral back to colposcopy if high-risk
HPV is found.
Patients with LSIL
Women with Pap smear results indicating LSIL should be
directly referred to colposcopy. If colposcopy is satisfactory
and fails to confirm CIN, a Pap smear should be performed at
6 and 12 months with referral back to colposcopy if cytology
results show ASC-US or greater. Alternatively, HPV DNA
testing can be done at 12 months with referral back to colposcopy if high-risk HPV is found. If colposcopy is unsatisfactory
and fails to confirm CIN, management options include repeat
cytologic testing 6 and 12 months with referral back to colposcopy if cytology results show ASC-US or greater or HPV DNA
testing at 12 months with referral back to colposcopy if highrisk HPV is found.
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Human Papillomavirus Type 16 Infections and 2-Year
Absolute Risk of Cervical Precancer in Women With
Equivocal or Mild Cytologic Abnormalities
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Background: The 2-year absolute risk for cervical precancer attributable to infection by human papillomavirus type
16 (HPV16), the most common and oncogenic HPV type, in
the millions of women diagnosed annually with equivocal
or mildly abnormal cytology has not been definitively evaluated. Methods: Baseline cervical specimens of 5060 women
with equivocal (atypical squamous cells of undetermined
significance [ASCUS]) or mildly abnormal (low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion [LSIL]) cytology were tested
for HPV DNA using Hybrid Capture 2 (HC2) and typespecific L1 consensus primer polymerase chain reaction.
We calculated absolute risks with 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) for cumulative diagnosis, during the 2-year study
period, of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade 3 (CIN3)
(n = 535) or cancer (n = 7) (collectively referred to as ≥CIN3)
and compared risk by HPV16 status and by other oncogenic HPV types using logistic regression. All statistical
tests were two-sided. Results: The baseline prevalences of
HPV16 in women with ASCUS or LSIL cytology were
14.9% and 21.1%, respectively. Women with ASCUS or
LSIL cytology who were HPV16 DNA positive at baseline
had 2-year cumulative absolute risks for ≥CIN3 of 32.5%
(95% CI = 28.4% to 36.8%) and 39.1% (95% CI = 33.8%
to 44.7%), respectively. By comparison, women with
ASCUS who were positive by HC2 for other oncogenic HPV
types combined had an 8.4% (95% CI = 6.9% to 10.4%)
risk for ≥CIN3, which was similar to the risk posed by having ASCUS (risk = 8.8%, 95% CI = 7.9% to 9.8%) without
knowledge of the oncogenic HPV DNA status. Women with
LSILs who were positive by HC2 for other oncogenic HPV
types combined had a 9.9% (95% CI = 8.0% to 12.0%)
2-year risk for ≥CIN3, which was less than the risk posed
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by having LSILs (risk = 15.0%, 95% CI = 13.3% to 16.9%)
without knowledge of the oncogenic HPV DNA status.
Together, women with ASCUS or LSILs who were HPV16positive had the highest 2-year risk for ≥CIN3 compared
with women who were HPV-negative (odds ratio [OR] = 38,
95% CI = 22 to 68; P<.001 ), fivefold greater than the
increased risk in women who were positive for other oncogenic HPV types (OR = 7.2, 95%CI = 4.2 to 13, P<.001).
Conclusions: Distinguishing the high absolute risk for cervical precancer in HPV16-positive women from the lower
risk posed by other oncogenic HPV types might have clinical implications. [J Natl Cancer Inst 2005;97:1066–71]
Among women participating in cervical screening programs,
approximately two-thirds of those with high-grade cervical neoplasia have antecedent equivocal or mild cytologic abnormalities
(1). Equivocal cytology, or ASCUS (atypical cells of undetermined significance), and LSILs (low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions) are the most common non-normal cytologic
findings, representing 4.0% and 2.1% (2), respectively, of the
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AND

METHODS

Study Design and Population
ALTS was a randomized, multicenter clinical trial that compared three management strategies for 5060 women (median
age = 25 years, interquartile range = 21–31 years, range =
18–81 years) with ASCUS (n = 3488) or LSILs (n = 1572): immediate colposcopy (referral to colposcopy regardless of
enrollment test results) (IC arm); HPV triage (referral to colposcopy if the enrollment HPV result was positive or missing
or if the enrollment cytology was high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion [HSIL]) (HPV arm); and conservative management (referral to colposcopy if cytology at enrollment or during
follow-up was HSIL) (CM arm). Women in all arms of the
study were reevaluated by cytology every 6 months for 2 years
of follow-up. An exit examination, with colposcopy scheduled
for all women regardless of arm or prior procedures, was performed at 2 years. Women with histologically confirmed lesions
that were CIN2 or more severe were treated by a loop electrosurgical excision procedure. Details on randomization, examination procedures, patient management, and laboratory and
pathology methods have been described previously (12,14,15).
The National Cancer Institute and local institutional review
Journal of the National Cancer Institute, Vol. 97, No. 14, July 20, 2005

boards approved the study, and all participants provided written
informed consent.
HPV DNA Testing
Two HPV DNA tests were performed on clinical specimens
collected at enrollment. Hybrid Capture 2 (HC2; Digene Corporation, Gaithersburg, MD) using probe set B, a pooled probe
DNA test for one or more oncogenic HPV types (HPV16, 18,
31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, and 68), was performed on
specimens from 4819 [95.2% of the 5060 women in ALTS
(12,14,15)]; a positive test does not identify the specific HPV
type(s). L1 consensus primer PGMY09/11 polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) amplification and reverse-line blot hybridization for detection of 27 individual HPV genotypes (HPV6, 11,
16, 18, 26, 31, 33, 35, 39, 40, 42, 45, 51–59, 66, 68, 73
[PAP238A], 82 subtype [W13b], 83 [PAP291], and 84 [PAP155])
(16,17) were performed on separate specimens from 4915
(97.1%) patients. For 2833 of these patients (58%), we tested
for an additional 11 individual nononcogenic HPV genotypes
(61, 62, 64, 67, 69–72, 81, 82 subtype [IS39], and 89 [CP6108]).
Of the 5060 women enrolled into ALTS, 5052 (99.8%) women
had at least one test result and 4682 (92.5%) had both test
results. HPV types 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59,
and 68 were considered the primary oncogenic HPV types (6)
for this analysis.
Pathology and Treatment
Clinical management was based on the clinical center pathologists’ cytologic and histologic diagnoses. In addition, all specimen slides were sent to the quality control pathology group (QC
pathology), which was based at Johns Hopkins Hospital, for review and secondary diagnoses.
Statistical Analysis
We evaluated the 2-year absolute risk for histologically confirmed ≥CIN3 (n = 542, including seven cancers) diagnosed by
QC pathology with binomial exact 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) as stratified by the referral cytology. We also analyzed data
at a less stringent disease diagnosis of ≥CIN2 as rendered by the
individual ALTS clinical center pathologists (n = 932), because
≥CIN2 is the treatment threshold for ALTS following typical
U.S. practice (18). We evaluated cumulative risk at 2 years
because all women had an exiting colposcopy for more complete
disease ascertainment at 2 years; this endpoint allowed us to
overcome any detection biases (19), missed prevalent disease
(20), and/or differences between study arms.
Women were assigned a baseline HPV risk status according
to the associations of HPV with cervical cancer (7): PCR positive for HPV16 (HPV16+); any oncogenic HPV type positive,
excluding HPV16 (oncogenic HPV positive by PCR or by HC2
but PCR negative for HPV16) (HPV16−/oncogenic HPV+);
nononcogenic HPV positive (HC2 negative and PCR positive
only for nononcogenic HPV types) (nononcogenic HPV+); and
HPV negative (HPV−). The order of risk, from highest to
lowest, was HPV16+>HPV−/oncogenic HPV+>nononcogenic
HPV+>HPV−. As a point of reference, we calculated the absolute risk of ≥CIN2 and ≥CIN3 for any oncogenic HPV type,
including HPV16 (oncogenic HPV+) as detected by PCR
and/or by HC2. We separately evaluated the absolute risk for
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60 million Pap tests performed annually in United States. Approximately 50% of ASCUS (3,4) and 80% of LSIL (mildly abnormal cytology) (5) interpretations are associated with infection
by oncogenic types of human papillomavirus (HPV). It is now
generally recognized that cervical infections by approximately
15 oncogenic HPV types cause virtually all cervical cancer and
its immediate precursor (precancer), cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade 3 (CIN3) (6–8).
In the United States, oncogenic HPV DNA testing (or
“triage”) for patients with ASCUS has proven to be a useful alternative to referring patients for immediate colposcopy (3) to detect
CIN3 and cancer (collectively referred to as ≥CIN3). Accordingly, HPV testing for a group of 13 oncogenic HPV types has
now been approved in the United States for triage of patients
with ASCUS cytology (9–11). In contrast, oncogenic HPV DNA
testing is not informative for triage of patients with LSILs (5,12)
because nearly all LSIL patients are HPV positive. However, an
alternative triage strategy for LSILs might be useful because it
would be valuable to distinguish women with underlying ≥CIN3
from the majority of women with LSILs who have HPV infections that probably will clear on their own.
Large, international case–series and case–control studies have
firmly established that approximately 50% of women with ≥CIN3
have HPV16 (6,7,13). HPV16 is also the most common oncogenic HPV type among women in the general population, including women with ASCUS or LSILs. However, because of the lack
of sufficiently large prospective studies, it has not been established how the absolute risk of ≥CIN3 differs by HPV16 status
versus other oncogenic HPV types among women with equivocal
or mildly abnormal cytology.
To examine this issue, we evaluated the 2-year cumulative
absolute risks for ≥CIN3 attributable to baseline-detected oncogenic HPV infection. Specifically, we determined the risks
attributable to baseline-detected HPV16 and other oncogenic
HPV infection for women enrolled into ALTS (ASCUS LSIL Triage Study) (12,14,15) because of an ASCUS or LSIL Pap smear.
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Characterization and Functional Analysis of the
Expression of Intercellular Adhesion Molecule-1
in Human Papillomavirus-Related Disease of
Cervical Keratinocytes
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We have investigated the expression of intercellular adhesion molecule-i (ICAM-1) in squamous
neoplasia of the cervix and have noted a significant induction of the molecule in high-grade
intra-epithelial lesions. Using monolayer and organotypic in vitro tissue culture systems, we have
shown that there is no constitutive ICAM-1 expression on cervical keratinocytes immortalized
but not transformed by human papilomavirus
type 16, whereas two human papilomaviruses
type 16 containing andfuUy transformed cervical
keratinocyte lines do constitutively express the
molecule. AU ceU types, including human
papillomavirus-negative normal cervical keratinocytes, can be induced to up-regulate their expression of ICAM-1 by pro-inflammatory cytokines such as interferon-y. In addition, we have
used an in vitro adhesion assay to show that
ICAM-I:lymphocytefunction antigen-i interaction
isfunctionaly important in lymphocyte binding to
cervical keratinocytes, suggesting a role for
ICAM-I in retaining and enabling functional activity of lymphocytes in the cervix in intraepithelial neoplasia. (Am J Pathol 1993, 143:355-367)

natural history of HPV infection in the cervix is poorly
understood. One important factor in determining clinical outcome following HPV infection of cervical
keratinocytes would seem to be the effectiveness of host cell-mediated immunosurveillance
mechanisms-systemic immunosuppression, for example, is associated with a greater than 10-fold increased risk of cervical neoplasia.2 It is likely that the
local immune response within the cervix is a critical
factor in determining clinical outcome after HPV infection. Numerous studies have been undertaken to
document changes in the populations of immunocompetent cells within the cervix in HPV-related disease. A depletion of Langerhans cells, the principal
intraepithelial antigen-presenting cell, is well described in HPV infection and CIN,3 and there have
been several reports documenting alterations in the
numbers of intraepithelial lymphocytes in HPV-related
disease. Tay et al reported a depletion of T lymphocytes (predominantly of CD4+ phenotype) in HPV infection and all grades of CIN.4 Other reports have
confirmed these findings for HPV-infection and lowgrade CIN lesions, but have described an increase in
numbers of lymphocytes in high-grade lesions.5
Small increases in the numbers of nonspecific effector cells such as large granular lymphocytes and
macrophages have also been described in CIN.6'7
The molecular basis for these morphological observations is not clear. It is becoming increasingly apparent, however, that epithelial surfaces represent a
site of complex immunological activity, involving reciprocal interactions between lymphocytes, Langerhans cells, endothelial cells, and epithelial cells such
as keratinocytes.6 The effect of HPV-induced disease

There is strong evidence implicating an etiological
role for human papillomaviruses (HPVs) in the pathogenesis of squamous cell carcinoma of the uterine
cervix and of its precursor lesions, collectively termed
cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN). 1 However, the
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pression on cervical keratinocytes immortalized
disease. Tay et al reported a depletion of T lymphobut not transformed by human papilomavirus
cytes (predominantly of CD4+ phenotype) in HPV intype 16, whereas two human papilomaviruses
fection and all grades of CIN.4 Other reports have
type 16 containing andfuUy transformed cervical
confirmed these findings for HPV-infection and lowkeratinocyte lines do constitutively express the
grade CIN lesions, but have described an increase in
molecule. AU ceU types, including human
numbers of lymphocytes in high-grade lesions.5
papillomavirus-negative normal cervical keratiSmall increases in the numbers of nonspecific effecnocytes, can be induced to up-regulate their extor cells such as large granular lymphocytes and
pression of ICAM-1 by pro-inflammatory cytokines such as interferon-y. In addition, we have
macrophages have also been described in CIN.6'7
The molecular basis for these morphological obused an in vitro adhesion assay to show that
servations is not clear. It is becoming increasingly apICAM-I:lymphocytefunction antigen-i interaction
parent, however, that epithelial surfaces represent a
isfunctionaly important in lymphocyte binding to
site of complex immunological activity, involving recervical keratinocytes, suggesting a role for
ICAM-I in retaining and enabling functional acciprocal interactions between lymphocytes, Langerhans cells, endothelial cells, and epithelial cells such
tivity of lymphocytes in the cervix in intraepitheas keratinocytes.6 The effect of HPV-induced disease
lial neoplasia. (Am J Pathol 1993, 143:355-367)
There is strong evidence implicating an etiological
role for human papillomaviruses (HPVs) in the pathogenesis of squamous cell carcinoma of the uterine
cervix and of its precursor lesions, collectively termed
cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN). 1 However, the
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of cervical keratinocytes in disrupting such interactions is not known. However, there is evidence of an
altered expression by keratinocytes of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class antigens in cervical carcinoma,9 and of MHC class 11 keratinocyte
expression in a proportion of cases of HPVinfection.10 We have investigated the expression by
cervical keratinocytes of the intercellular adhesion
molecule-1 (ICAM-1, CD54) in HPV-related disease.
ICAM-1, via its interaction with lymphocyte functionassociated antigen-1 (LFA-1, CD1 8/CD1 ia), plays an
important role in many aspects of leukocyte function,
including the adhesion of lymphocytes and monocytes to target cells, MHC-restricted antigen presentation and T cell-mediated cytotoxicity.11 We have
used monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) to investigate
ICAM-1 expression in a panel of cervical biopsies and
on human cervical cell lines derived from, and representing, a range of HPV1 6-related lesions. Here we
report the in vivo demonstration of ICAM-1 in HPVrelated disease (and particularly in the high-grade lesions), and describe in vitro evidence suggesting that
this is due to a combination of the constitutive expression of the molecule following HPV-related keratinocyte transformation, in association with a potential up-regulatory effect of locally released
immunomodulatory cytokines.

Materials and Methods

Specimens
Biopsies were taken at a colposcopy clinic from patients with abnormal colposcopic appearances
and/or recent evidence of abnormal cervical cytology. Age-matched females undergoing laparoscopic sterilization were used as controls. These
women showed no evidence of ongoing or previous
cervical disease. All biopsies were immediately
mounted in optimum cold temperature compound
(BDH Ltd., Poole, U.K.) and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, before being stored for up to 6 months in
liquid nitrogen before use. Serial 6-p frozen sections
were cut, and routine hematoxylin and eosin staining was performed on every eighth level. On the basis of the hematoxylin and eosin appearances, the
biopsies were classified as histologically normal
(n = 12) or as representing low-grade (n = 14) or
high-grade (n = 16) cervical disease. The morphological changes in the low-grade lesions were
equivalent to those of koilocytosis and/or CIN1 and
in the high-grade lesions to CIN2 and CIN3. After
morphological evaluation, the remainder of the tis-

sue cut from each section underwent immunohistological evaluation.

Immunohistology
The primary MAbs used were 84H10 (mouse IgGi)
against ICAM-1 and B-B15 (mouse IgGi) against
LFA-1. Each antibody was supplied by Serotec Ltd.
(Oxford, U.K.), and was used at a dilution of 1:100.
Staining was performed using standard immunoperoxidase protocols, and peroxidase activity was visualized using diaminobenzidine.
An arbitrary grading scale was devised to quantify the ICAM-1 staining in each of the biopsies. A
total score was awarded representing the sum of
the intensity and the extent of staining for each biopsy. The two parameters were scored as follows:
Intensity: 0 = no staining, 1 = weak staining, 2 =
moderate staining, and 3 = intense staining; and
distribution: 0 = patchy basal positivity, 1 = diffuse
basal positivity, 2 = full-thickness positivity. Results
for each group of biopsies were compared using
the Wilcoxon rank sum test.

Cell Culture
Cultures of normal cervical epithelium were established from hysterectomy specimens. The operations were performed for disease unrelated to the
cervix, and all patients had recently documented
normal cervical smears. Sections of the uncultured
cervical tissue appeared histologically normal in all
cases. Cell culture was performed using protocols
previously described.12 Briefly, a sheet of epithelium, including the squamo-columnar junction, was
stripped from the underlying stroma and was finely
minced with scissors before being stirred in a solution of 0.25% trypsin/0.01% ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) at 37 C for 30 minutes to produce a single
cell suspension. 105 cells, together with 2 x 106 lethally irradiated Swiss G3T3 mouse fibroblast
feeder cells, were plated onto 90-mm dishes. All
cultures were maintained in Glasgow's modification
of Eagle's medium (GMEM), supplemented with
10% (v/v) fetal calf serum (FCS) (SeraLab Ltd., Sussex, UK), 0.1% pg/ml hydrocortisone, and 1 -10
mol/L cholera toxin (both Sigma Ltd., Poole, UK).
Epidermal growth factor (Sigma Ltd.) at 10 ng/ml
was added 24 hours after plating, allowing the establishment of keratinocyte colonies. Once rapid
growth was established, the cells were weaned onto
serum-free keratinocyte growth medium (KGM),
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differential expression of ICAM-1 seen in vivo. This
is supported by our evidence that all types of cervical keratinocyte are able to up-regulate their expression of ICAM-1 in response to rIFN-y and
rTNF-a. There were minor differences in the IFN-y
dose:ICAM-1 response curves for each cell type, although all behaved in a broadly similar fashion. It is
possible that constitutive expression of ICAM-1 by
SiHa and CaSki is related to the secretion by these
cells of cytokines that act in an autocrine or paracrine fashion to induce ICAM-1. Alternatively, the
evidence that phorbol esters are able to induce keratinocyte ICAM-1 expression in vitro28 suggests that
ICAM-1 expression by SiHa and CaSki may be due
to constitutive activation in these cells of intracellular signaling pathways, such as those involving protein kinase C. These possibilities are currently under
investigation in our laboratory.
We have also explored the functional significance
of ICAM-1 expression in mediating interactions between keratinocytes and activated T cells in an in
vitro system. Keratinocyte binding of lymphocytes
was increased by IFN--y pretreatment, with a dose:
response relationship that mirrored that of surface
ICAM-1 expression by the keratinocytes. Furthermore, the adhesion could be inhibited significantly
by anti-LFA-1 and anti-lCAM-1 antibodies, although
antibodies blocking other cell-surface molecules
such as MHC class 1, MHC class 11, and LFA-3 had
no effect. Although CD2:LFA-3 binding has been
shown to be of relevance in some systems,29 there
is little evidence that such binding plays an important role in physiological interactions between lymphocytes and keratinocytes.30,31 The ability of SiHa
cells to bind relatively greater absolute numbers of
lymphocytes in the adhesion assay, despite expressing surface levels of ICAM-1 similar to those
on CaSki, is an interesting observation. The explanation for this is not clear, although it may be related
to differential expression of other epithelial adhesion
molecules or possibly to differential secretion by the
cells of local chemoattractant molecules for T lymphocytes. Additional adhesion molecule combinations are likely to be involved in lymphocyte binding
to cervical keratinocytes, although we have no evidence as to their nature. Nickoloff et al have described a pathway for T cell:keratinocyte interactions that is LFA-1:iCAM-1-independent and active
at low temperatures.32 Such a pathway does not
seem to contribute significantly to the interactions
described here, however, because none of the cervical keratinocytes we studied was able to bind
stimulated or unstimulated lymphocytes at 4 C (data
not shown). Furthermore, divalent cations also seem

to be essential to the binding that we observed, as
no adhesion was seen in Ca2+- and Mg2"-free medium (data not shown).

The expression of ICAM-1 by cervical keratinocytes in high-grade disease provides a mechanism for binding, and therefore localization and retention, of activated T lymphocytes in intraepithelial
sites, and clearly this process may be enhanced by
the further up-regulation of ICAM-1 expression by T
cell-derived cytokines. Our observation of a mild
enrichment for CD8+ cells in the lymphocytes adhering to SiHa cells is consistent with evidence from
studies of lymphocyte binding to IFNy-treated epidermal keratinocytes.33 CD8+ cells predominate
within the epithelium in high-grade cervical lesions,5
and the expression of ICAM-1 by the neoplastic cervical keratinocytes may contribute to the selective
retention of this lymphocyte subset. ICAM-1-LFA-1
interactions may also facilitate lysis of transformed
keratinocytes by autologous intraepithelial lymphocytes' 134 and may enable cervical keratinocytes to
act as antigen-presenting cells. We have examined
the expression of HLA-DR molecules in our series of
biopsies and have observed expression in 50% of
high-grade lesions, although there is little demonstrable expression in low-grade disease and none
in normal cervical keratinocytes (data not shown).
Several groups have demonstrated that MHC class
Il-positive mouse skin keratinocytes are able to
present antigen to T cell clones,3536 and there is
evidence that in some circumstances the keratinocytes may function to suppress antigen-specific
immune responsiveness.36 Work in murine systems
has suggested that the expression of ICAM-1 would
be an important co-factor in such keratinocyte APC
activity,37 although the functional significance of
such behavior in cervical disease is not clear and
needs to be investigated.
Our results suggest that expression of ICAM-1 by
cervical keratinocytes is induced by the process of
HPV-related neoplastic transformation, rather than
HPV infection alone, and that further increases in
the amount of expressed ICAM-1 can be induced
by a variety of pro-inflammatory cytokines. The
ICAM-1 molecule is important in permitting adhesion between lymphocytes and cervical keratinocytes, although the biological effects and significance of such interactions are not clear. As such,
the attractive possibility of using exogenous cytokine therapy in an attempt to influence the clinical
course of human neoplasia via induction of tumorassociated antigens38 and accessory molecules requires careful evaluation in terms of the functional
consequences in HPV-related cervical disease.
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Abstract
Aims—To assess the validity and practicality of real time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for human papillomavirus
(HPV) testing in combination with liquid
based cytology samples for cervical
screening.
Methods—Real time PCR using consensus
(GP5+/6+) and type specific primers was
developed to detect genital HPV types.
This provides rapid, eYcient amplification followed by denaturation of the product and computer analysis of the kinetics
data that are generated. Liquid based
cytology samples were obtained from
patients attending routine cervical
screening clinics. DNA was extracted
from the residual cellular suspension after
cytology using spin columns.
Results—Real time PCR successfully distinguished between HPV-16 and HPV-18
on the basis of amplification with consensus primers followed by DNA melting
temperature (Tm) analysis. Sensitivities of
one to 10 copies of HPV-16 (mean
Tm = 79.4°C; 2 SD, 0.8) and four to 40 copies of HPV-18 (mean Tm = 80.4°C; 2 SD,
0.4) were obtained. In a mixed population
of SiHa and HeLa cells containing known
copy numbers of HPV-16 and HPV-18
genomes, HPV-16 and HPV-18 products
were clearly separated by Tm analysis in
mixtures varying from equivalence to
1/1000. Together with detailed melt analysis, type specific primers from the same
region of the L1 gene confirmed the
diVerential ability of this system. The
method was applied to 100 liquid based
cytology samples where HPV status using
conventional GP5+/6+ PCR was already
known. There was 95% agreement between the methods, with 55 positives
detected by conventional PCR and 59 with
real time PCR. The method was then
tested on 200 routine liquid based cytology
samples. Approximately 10% were positive by real time PCR, most of which were
classified as HPV-16 by detailed melt
analysis. Thirteen (6.8%) HPV positives
were identified in 189 samples showing no
evidence of cervical cytological abnormality.
Conclusions—Real time PCR is a rapid,
eYcient method for the detection of HPV
with the separation of HPV-16 and
HPV-18 on the basis of diVerential Tm.
Preliminary results suggest it could prove
useful if HPV testing is added to cervical
screening programmes.
(J Clin Pathol: Mol Pathol 2001;54:24–29)
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More than 40 types of human papillomavirus
(HPV) infect the genital epithelium and several
high risk types including HPV types 16, 18, 31,
33, and 45 are found in almost all cases of high
grade cervical intraepithelial neoplasia and
cervical cancer.1 2 In Europe, the most prevalent type is HPV-16,1 but there are several
reports that HPV-18 infection can lead to the
development of more clinically aggressive
disease.3–5
Laboratory diagnosis of HPV infection is
dependent upon molecular techniques such as
DNA hybridisation or nucleic acid amplification. Several polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
methods have been developed to detect a broad
spectrum of mucosotropic HPV types using
either degenerate or consensus primers.6–9 A
second generation commercial hybridisation
assay, Hybrid Capture™ (HCA II), is also
available for the detection of HPV DNA in
cervical swab samples,10 and has been used
widely in epidemiological studies.11–13 However,
both consensus PCR and HCA II have important limitations. They are costly and labour
intensive and, without additional procedures,
neither technique can diVerentiate between
individual types or detect infection with more
than one type. Furthermore, HPV infections
are often transient, frequently cleared by
immunocompetent people, and require interaction with cofactors for the progression of
disease. Thus, the development of highly sensitive detection tests for high risk HPV raises
problems of clinical interpretation.
The potential use of HPV testing in cervical
screening programmes is dependent on a rapid
sensitive test that can distinguish high risk
HPV types present in clinical samples. In most
conventional PCR assays, amplification is performed by automated temperature cycling, but
product analysis requires a subsequent manual
operation.
Rapid real time PCR can distinguish closely
related sequences on the basis of amplification
followed by DNA melting temperature analysis. The commercial LightCycler (Idaho Technology Inc, supplied by BioGene Ltd, Kimbolton,
Cambridgeshire,
UK)
combines
simultaneous PCR amplification with sophisticated computer analysis of the kinetics data
generated. The use of air as a circulating
medium during PCR cycling allows rapid temperature control and thus a significant reduction in testing time (typically 40 cycles in 25
minutes). The use of fine capillaries of
borosilicate glass provides eYcient heat transfer and by acting as wave guides facilitates sen-
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sitive fluorimetry and enhances the eYciency
of the amplification. The amplification mix
contains a fluorescent dye, SYBR Green I™,
which binds to the minor groove of double
stranded DNA and emits light on excitation.14
Thus, as the PCR product accumulates,
fluorescence increases. On denaturation of the
product, SYBR Green I is released and
fluorescence rapidly decreases. Because the
melting curve of DNA is dependent on
sequence, length, and GC content, PCR products can be distinguished by their melting
curves. The determination of melting curves
can be carried out on each sample after amplification without opening the reaction vessels.
We report the diVerentiation of HPV-16 and
HPV-18 in mixed cell populations using
GP5+/6+ consensus primers,9 with confirmation using type specific modifications of these
primers, and the application of this method to
clinical specimens.
Materials and methods
POSITIVE CONTROL MATERIAL

HPV containing cell lines
The cell lines, SiHa and HeLa, which contain
one to two copies of HPV-16 DNA and 30–40
copies of HPV-18 DNA/cell, respectively,15
were grown as monolayers and passaged at
regular intervals using standard cell culture
techniques. Cells were removed from the plastic with gentle trypsinisation, counted, and the
DNA extracted from a known number of cells
in 200 µl of phosphate buVered saline (PBS)
using spin columns (Qiagen DNA mini kit;
Qiagen Ltd, Lewes, West Sussex, UK) in
accordance with the manufacturer’s tissue protocol.
Cloned material
Cloned DNAs of HPV types 16, 18, and 45
originally isolated from clinical material were
provided by Professor E-M de Villiers (Referenzzentrum fur humanpathogene Papillomviren, Heidelberg, Germany) and HPV-33 was
obtained from Dr G Orth (Institut Pasteur,
Paris, France). HPV types 16, 18, and 33 were
provided in pBR322 and HPV-45 in pGEM4.
HPV-31 was cloned in pT713 and was
obtained from Dr A Lorincz (Digene Diagnostics, Silver Spring, Maryland, USA).
Transformation was performed using Library EYciency DH5á™ competent cells (Life
Technologies, Paisley, Scotland, UK). Plasmid
containing colonies were selected using L-Amp
plates and were then cultured in L-broth
containing ampicillin. Plasmid DNA was
isolated from this bacterial cell culture using
the Hybaid recovery quick mini spin kit
Table 1

(Hybaid Ltd, Middlesex, UK) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The extracted
DNA was digested with selected restriction
enzymes (BamHI, EcoRI, HindIII, HindII, and
BglII) and electrophoresed in 1% agarose to
check the identity of the DNA. Finally,
GeneQuant II spectrophotometric analysis
(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, St Albans,
Hertfordshire, UK) was performed to measure
the concentration of DNA.
CLINICAL SAMPLES

A total of 300 liquid based cytology samples
were collected from women attending general
practitioner clinics for routine cervical screening or follow up. Cells were collected from the
cervix using a Cervex Brush® rinsed in 20 ml
of PreservCyt® (PC) solution (Cytyc Corporation; Boxborough, Massachusetts, USA). The
sampler was then discarded. One hundred
specimens were “split samples”, where a
conventional smear had been made before the
residual cervical material was rinsed into the
liquid based cytology medium. The other 200
samples were collected routinely and only a
ThinPrep® (TP) monolayer smear was made
for diagnostic purposes.
DNA EXTRACTION

Cells from the residual volume were pelleted at
2900 ×g for 15 minutes before resuspending in
200 µl Tris EDTA (TE) buVer (pH 7.2). DNA
extraction was then performed directly using
the Qiagen DNA mini kit, according to the
manufacturer’s tissue protocol, resulting in
400 µl of extracted sample.
PRIMERS AND PCR PROTOCOL

Three primer pairs were used in our study: the
GP5+/6+ consensus primer pair, together with
HPV-16 and HPV-18 specific primer pairs,
which were modified from GP5+/6+ (table 1).
These were designed after a thorough search of
the HPV sequence database (Los Alamos
National Laboratory) in the GP5+/6+ primer
target region of the L1 gene. The DNA
sequence of all known HPV types was critically
reviewed for optimal product length, annealing
temperature, base variations between types,
and the possibility of non-specific amplification.
Reaction mixes contained 0.5 µl of 5 µM
forward and reverse primers, 1.25 µl of template nucleic acid, 0.25 µl of 1/1000 SYBR
Green I, and 2.5 µl of master mix containing
4 mM MgCl2 (Biogene Ltd) and TaqStart
antibody (Sigma-Aldrich Co Ltd, Poole, Dorset, UK). The cycling profiles were optimised
for each set of primers and are detailed in table

Sequences of primers used and optimal cycling conditions found

Name

Sequence

Number of cycles

Cycling conditions

GP5+
GP6+

TTTGTTACTGTGGTAGATACTAC
CAACTTCATCCACGTTCACC

5
35

95°C for < 1 second 50°C for 3 seconds, 72°C for 3 seconds
85°C for < 1 second 55°C for 3 seconds, 72°C for 3 seconds

TS165+
TS166+

TTGTTACTGTTGTTGATACTACA
GAAAAATAAACTGTAAATCATATTCCTCC

5
35

95°C for < 1 second 59°C for 3 seconds, 72°C for 3 seconds
82°C for < 1 second 59°C for 3 seconds, 72°C for 3 seconds

TS185+
TS186+

TTTGTTACTGTGGTAGATACCACT
GAAAAATAAACTGCAAATCATATTCC

5
35

95°C for < 1 second 62°C for 3 seconds, 72°C for 3 seconds
85°C for < 1 second 62°C for 3 seconds, 72°C for 3 seconds
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Table 3 Detection of human papillomavirus 16 (HPV-16) in a background of HPV-18 with GP5+/6+ and with TS
165+/166+ primers
GP5+/6+

TS 165+/166+

SiHa/HeLa

Standard melt Tm

Detailed melt Tm

Comments

Standard melt Tm

Detailed melt Tm

Comments

100/1000
10/1000
1/1000
0.1/1000

80.9°C
81.0°C
81.5°C
81.4°C

79.9/81.4°C
79.9/81.5°C
80.1/81.8°C
80.3°C

Double peak
Double peak
Double peak
Single peak of HPV-18

79.1°C
79.1°C
79.1°C
No amplification

78.2°C
78.2°C
78.1°C
No amplification

Single peak
Single peak
Single peak
No peak

Table 4 Melting temperature (Tm) of high risk human
papillomavirus (HPV) cloned material using real time
PCR with GP5+/6+ primers and detailed melt analysis
HPV type

Tm

HPV-33
HPV-31
HPV-45
HPV-16
HPV-18

76.7°C
78.0°C
78.2°C
79.4°C
80.4°C

Table 5 Comparison of conventional and real time PCR
on 100 selected clinical samples
Light Cycler PCR HPV results
Conventional
PCR HPV results

Positive

Equivocal

Negative

Total

Positive
Negative
Total

55
4
59

0
1
1

0
40
40

55
45
100

HPV, human papillomavirus.

Cloned material
Detailed melt analysis allowed the diVerentiation of five diVerent types of high risk HPV
from cloned material and showed a range from
76.7°C for HPV-33 to 80.4°C for HPV-18
(table 4). We are currently investigating the
diVerentiation by Tm of additional HPV types.
PATIENT SAMPLES

One hundred preselected samples previously
analysed using HCA and conventional PCR
were assessed using real time PCR. Table 5
shows the comparison between conventional
and real time PCR. Five samples were positive
by real time PCR but negative by conventional
PCR. Of these five discrepant samples, one
contained HPV-16 as shown by use of type
specific primers from both the L1 and E6
regions,15 one contained an HPV-16 related
type as shown by detection with HPV-16 E6
primers but not HPV-16 L1 primers, and three
contained HPV “X”, being positive by HCA
but negative with HPV-16 L1 and E6 primers
and also HPV-18 type specific primers.
The first 200 routine cervical screening
samples from our study looking at the combined eVectiveness of liquid based cytology
sampling and real time PCR were processed
within 21 days of receipt and analysed without
Table 6 Human papillomavirus (HPV) findings related to cytology in 200 unselected,
routine liquid based cytology samples
Cytology

Total number
of samples

HPV positive

HPV negative

Unsatisfactory
Negative
Borderline
Mild dyskaryosis
Moderate dyskaryosis
Severe dyskaryosis
Total

2
189
1
7
0
1
200

0
13 (6.8%)
0
5
0
1
19 (9.5%)

2
176
1
2
0
0
181
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previous knowledge of the cytology results.
Nineteen (9.5%) of the 200 samples contained
HPV (table 6), of which 13 (6.8%) were found
in women with no evidence of cytological
abnormalities. Most of the positive samples (12
of 19) appeared to contain HPV-16 by detailed
melt analysis (fig 2A) and an occasional double
infection was noted (fig 2B).
Discussion
We have shown that HPV-16 and HPV-18 can
be detected by rapid real time PCR using consensus primers and can be diVerentiated by
melting curve analysis. In mixed samples, two
separate peaks of distinct Tm are seen, even
when there is a considerable diVerence in the
copy number of each type. This approach has
been confirmed with type specific primers.
Because HPV-16 and HPV-18 product
lengths are very similar, it is impossible to differentiate between individual HPV types by
agarose gel electrophoresis after GP5+/6+
PCR amplification. In contrast, melting curve
analysis using LightCycler technology can distinguish between products of the same length
but diVerent GC : AT ratios.18 Woo and
colleagues19 reported the use of genus specific
amplification primers and specific fluorogenic
hybridisation probes to diVerentiate pathogenic and non-pathogenic strains of leptospira.
In their study, the lower limit of detection was
200 genome copies. The same group also used
melting curve analysis to diVerentiate diVerent
strains of leptonema20 and to distinguish reference strains and field isolates of leptospira
without the use of hybridisation probes.21 More
recently, reports of the use of the LightCycler
in detecting viruses have begun to appear.
These include the quantitative detection of
human cytomegalovirus (CMV) in plasma22
and the sensitive diagnosis of herpes simplex
virus in clinical samples using Tm analysis to
distinguish between herpes simplex virus 1
(HSV-1) and HSV-2.23 We have used a similar
approach to separate HPV types, specifically
for the diVerentiation of HPV-16 and HPV-18
products that diVer in Tm by less than 2°C.
Real time PCR technology has great potential for clinical and non-clinical development.
Nevertheless, it is still a new technique and
some technical problems have been reported,
including the presence of primer dimer formation.19 In our hands this could be minimised by
careful attention to optimisation conditions,
with very small changes in concentration, temperature, and the use of TaqStart antibody
having a considerable eVect on the shape of the
analytical trace. In addition, the presence of a
high molecular weight non-specific PCR product has been noted in some applications.19 Wit-
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The regulation of host-mediated apoptosis by the E6 and E7 oncoproteins has garnered attention
because it is believed to be an important strategy employed by high-risk (HR)-human
papillomaviruses (HPVs) to evade immune surveillance. Additionally, the revelation that E5 can
protect cells from tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL)-mediated
apoptosis suggests that it may also play a role in undermining host defense mechanisms. Cellular
transformation is an unintended consequence of persistent infection by HR-HPVs, and it is therefore
likely that the primary function of E5, E6 and E7 is to regulate cell survival throughout the normal
viral life cycle in order to ensure viral replication and promote the spread of progeny. The purpose
of this article is to review the literature on the regulation of host-mediated apoptosis by E5, E6 and
E7 that describe the mechanisms employed by HR-HPVs to persist in the host and create the
conditions necessary for cellular transformation.

Introduction
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Human papillomaviruses (HPVs) are small, nonenveloped, double-stranded DNA viruses
whose natural cellular hosts are keratinocytes. Infection with HPV occurs below the surface
of the epithelium in the basal layer, and the life cycle of the virus is closely connected with the
differentiation program of the cells it infects. The most common phenotypical manifestations
of HPV infection are warts and papillomas of the skin, and various genital hyperplastic
epithelial lesions. Over 100 HPV genotypes have been identified and approximately 33% of
these genotypes are associated with lesions of the genital tract. HPVs that infect the genital
tract can be subdivided into two categories: low-risk and high-risk. Low-risk (LR)-HPVs such
as types 6 and 11 generally cause benign warts which rarely progress to cancer. On the other
hand, high-risk (HR)-HPVs such as types 16, 18, 31 and 45 are associated with the development
of high-grade lesions (cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) 2/3) that can progress to cancer.
All HPVs have a common genomic organization and encode 8 proteins: E1, E2, E4, E5, E6,
and E7 (early) and L1 and L2 (late). E1 and E2 are replication factors and are also involved in
transcription control; E4 and E5 are believed to regulate late viral functions although their role
is not clearly understood; E6 and E7 are oncoproteins; and L1 and L2 are structural proteins
[48]. The E6 and E7 oncoproteins of the high-risk strains are the main contributors to malignant
transformation [26,56]. It is believed that a combination of persistent infection by HR strains
along with the inability of the immune system to adequately clear the virus from infected cells
are the main factors contributing to the integration of HPV genomes into the DNA of the host-
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also referred to as death receptors and death ligands, receptively, because their interaction
triggers cell death [30]. Typically, cell death receptor-mediated apoptosis is induced by the
binding of the death ligands (usually in the form of a homotrimer) to their cognate receptors,
which then recruit adaptor molecules and initiator caspases such as FADD and procaspase-8
to their death domains (DD) to form the death inducing signaling complex (DISC). Initiator
caspases are then activated by proximity induced cleavage at the DISC and in turn cleave and
activate executioner caspases such as procaspase-3. Once activated, caspase-3 cleaves target
substrates such as poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) and Lamin B, leading to the demise
of the cell. In Fas- and TRAIL-mediated apoptosis, this is commonly called the type I model
and its hallmark is strong caspase-8 activation which results in robust DISC formation. In
contrast, DISC formation in type II cells is weak and amplification of the death signal via the
mitochondrial pathway is necessary for apoptosis. In this context, caspase-8 cleaves Bid,
triggering mitochondrial depolarization and the release of cytochrome C. Following its release,
cytochrome C forms a complex with (apoptosis protease activating factor 1) Apaf-1 and procaspase 9 called the apoptosome. The apoptosome, which is analogous in function to the DISC,
mediates the activation of caspase-9 which in turn activates caspase-3. The intracellular events
of apoptosis give way to the external characteristics of this form of cell death, which include
chromatin condensation, phosphatidlyserine exposure, cytoplasmic shrinkage and membrane
blebbing.
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Not surprisingly, many viruses, including HPV, have developed numerous strategies to block
host-mediated apoptosis. The ability of HPV to persist in the host for long periods of time
without being eliminated attests to the sophistication of its evasion mechanisms. A growing
body of evidence suggests that the oncoproteins of HR-HPVs (i.e., E6 and E7), as well as E5,
can inhibit death receptor signaling at key points in the pathway. In so doing, HPV is able to
regulate the survival of infected cells in order to facilitate its replication cycle and thus ensure
the production and spread of progeny.

Modulation of apoptosis by E5
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The role of E5 in protecting HPV from elimination by the host has not received much attention
because of its weak transforming properties and the fact that the E5 open reading frame (ORF)
is often deleted after the HPV genome has integrated into the DNA of the host [13,53].
Furthermore, direct immunoblot analysis of E5 protein expression has been hindered by its
low solubility and many studies have utilized tagged versions of the protein for easier analysis.
HPV E5 is a hydrophobic protein and is expressed in cellular membrane structures such as the
Golgi apparatus, endoplasmic reticulum and the nuclear membrane [12]. The exact function
of E5 is not known but a number of its actions have been described. For example, HPV 16 E5
has been reported to interfere with the actin cytoskeleton and block endocytic trafficking
[84]; modulate epidermal growth factor receptor signaling [14,16,65,77]; induce c-jun
expression via a ras- and PKC-dependent pathway [10]; trigger the up-regulation of
diacylglycerol (DAG) and inositol phosphates in fibroblast cells [15]; and down-regulate the
expression of surface MHC class I molecules [3].
With regard to its role in tumorigenesis, E5 has been shown to induce fibroblasts to form
colonies in soft agar [65,77], increase the efficiency of immortalization of keratinocytes by E6
and E7 [76], and impair cell-cell communication at gap junctions [59]. While these activities
may not be necessary for maintaining the malignant status of infected cells, the findings of
these studies and others suggest that E5 may play an important role in the initial phase of
tumorigenesis. Indeed, prior to integration, when the HPV genome is episomal, the E5 mRNA
is the most abundant viral transcript [74]. E5 has also been reported to inhibit the expression
of the p21 tumor suppressor [88], which suggest that it may co-operate with E6 and E7 to
transform keratinocytes. Interestingly, the E5 protein has been shown to protect HaCat
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keratinocytes from both Fas- and TRAIL-mediated apoptosis, albeit by different mechanisms
[40]. In their study, Kabsch and Alonso showed that E5 inhibits Fas-induced apoptosis, in part,
by decreasing the cell surface expression of the Fas receptor. While E5 did not down-regulate
TRAIL receptor expression, it was found to inhibit TRAIL signaling by interfering with the
formation of the TRAIL DISC and thereby inhibiting the cleavage of procaspases-8 and -3, as
well as of PARP [40]. Therefore, it is possible that E5 interferes with the ability of the immune
system to eliminate infected cells by impairing death receptor signaling. Together, the results
of these studies provide strong evidence that the E5 contributes to the evasion of immune
surveillance during the early stages of HPV infection.

Modulation of apoptosis by E6
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The E6 oncoprotein has been widely studied because of its potent tumorigenic properties. E6
is a relatively small protein (150 amino acids) and is produced in two forms: a full-length
version of ∼16 kDa and a smaller version of about half that size corresponding to the N-terminal
half of the full-length protein [51]. One of the primary targets of E6 is the tumor suppressor
p53 [71,95]. In the early stages of HR-HPV infection, E7 induces a significant increase in cell
proliferation as a result of its interaction with retinoblastoma (RB), which triggers the
expression of p53 [48]. Under normal physiological conditions, this rise in p53 levels would
lead to cell cycle arrest and/or apoptosis, depending on the intensity of the damage or stimulus.
However, in this situation, E6 binds to p53 with the aid of E6-associated protein ligase (E6AP)
and prevents p53 from inducing growth arrest and apoptosis by targeting it for degradation
through the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway [38]. E6 also precludes the growth-suppressive
activities of p53 by cytoplasmic sequestration and by transcriptional suppression of its target
genes [51].
A number of proteins other than p53 are targeted by E6. These include proteins involved in
the regulation of transcription and DNA replication such as p300/CBP [63,98], IRF-3 [69],
hMcm7 [43,44], E6TP1 [28] and ADA3 [28,97]; proteins involved in apoptosis and immune
evasion such as Bak [79], c-Myc [34], TNF receptor 1 (TNF-R1) [23] and FADD [24]; proteins
involved with epithelial organization and differentiation such as paxillin [87], E6BP/ERC-55
[9], zyxin [18], and fibulin-1 [20]; proteins involved in cell-cell adhesion, polarity, and
proliferation control that contain a PDZ-binding motif such as hDLG [42,45], hScrib [57],
MAGI-1 [31,81], MAGI-2, MAGI-3 [82], and MUPPI [46]; and proteins involved in DNA
repair such as XRCCI and 6-0-methylguanine-DNA methyl transferase [73].
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Two of these proteins, Bak and myc, were the first apoptosis-related targets of E6 to be
identified. Thomas & Banks found that E6 inhibits Bak-mediated apoptosis by direct binding
to Bak, an interaction that is conserved from HR-to LR-HPVs [79,80]. In laryngeal cells, E6
was found to inhibit TNF-mediated apoptosis by reducing the expression of Bak without
significantly affecting the expression of caspase-3 and -8 [19]. Like p53, both Bak and myc
are ubiquitinated by E6AP and degraded in the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway [34,79].
Over the past several years, our laboratory has discovered novel E6 binding partners that have
helped to elucidate the role of E6 in immune evasion. We have shown that E6 can inhibit TNFmediated apoptosis in mouse fibroblasts, human monocytes/histocytes and osteosarcoma cells
by binding to the death domain of the TNF-R1 and preventing it from interacting with TRADD
[23]. Paradoxically, stable transfection of E6 in human cells does not always result in protection
from TNF-mediated apoptosis. We found that clones with a high level of E6 expression were
more sensitive to apoptosis induced by TNF than clones with a low level of E6 expression
[25]. This finding is consistent with literature reports which describe both the
‘sensitization’ [47,90] and ‘protection’ properties of E6 [21]. With regard to Fas-mediated
apoptosis, we have shown that E6 binds to FADD and mediates its degradation via the ubiquitin
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proteosome pathway [24]. Recently, we demonstrated that E6 can also protect human cells
(HCT116) from TRAIL-induced apoptosis by accelerating the degradation of FADD and
caspase-8 [29]. In these studies, the targeting of TNF-R1, FADD and caspase-8 by E6 resulted
in the suppression of caspase activation and protection from apoptosis (Figure 1). However,
our unpublished observations that E6 does not interact with TRADD or Fas suggests that the
binding of E6 to TNF-R1, FADD and caspase-8 is specific.
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Interestingly, we also found that E6 does not interfere with the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway
in our cellular models. We arrived at this conclusion based on the results of experiments in
which the mitochondrial pathway in E6-expressing HCT116 and U2OS cells was activated by
mitomycin C or ceramide. While both agents are known to trigger the mitochondrial apoptotic
pathway, their ability to induce cell death in HCT116 and U2OS cells was not hindered in the
presence of E6 [24,25,29]. However, others have found that the induction of apoptosis via Bakand Bax-dependent pathways is impaired in the presence of E6 [79]. This implies that in some
cases E6 may inhibit the mitochondrial pathway because it is well-known that both Bak and
Bax can trigger cytochrome c release [33]. In the Thomas and Banks study cited above, p53null mouse 10(1) cells and human Saos-2 cells lacking both p53 and Rb were transfected with
Bak alone or Bak plus HPV 18 E6. Survival assays revealed that Bak-mediated apoptosis was
markedly inhibited upon co-transfection of Bak with E6 [79]. Recently, Vogt et al. reported
that the suppression of Bax activity by E6 was necessary for its (E6’s) antiapoptotic function
[91]. The results of the study demonstrated that inhibition of E6 expression with RNAi in HPVpositive HeLa cells lead to the transactivation of the PUMA gene by p53, the activation of Bax,
and its translocation to the mitochondria. These events were followed by the release of
cytochrome c into the cytosol and the activation of caspase-3. The apparent discrepancy
between our results and these two studies can be reconciled by noting that the ceramide- and
mitomycin C signaling pathways may not require Bak or Bax for apoptosis induction via the
mitochondria. Whether this is also true of death receptor-induced apoptosis may not be
important because our results suggest that E6 inhibits death receptor-mediated apoptosis
upstream of the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway.
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The link between the association of E6 with certain cellular proteins and its oncogenic potential
is not always obvious. A case in point is a group of proteins containing PDZ (postsynaptic
density protein, discs large tumor suppressor, and the epithelial tight junction protein, Z0-1)
domains. A number of these proteins are targeted by E6 and are necessary for both its
transforming potential [92] and its ability to induce epithelial hyperplasia in mice [58]. A recent
study by researchers at the University of Iowa provides convincing evidence that the PDZbinding domain of E6 is important in mediating resistance to TNF-induced apoptosis [39].
According to the report, the expression of E6 in primary human airway epithelial cells (AECs)
leads to an upregulation in the activity of p52-containing NF-κB complexes, as well as the
transactivation of nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB) responsive genes such as the inhibitor of
apoptosis protein, cIAP-2. As a result of this cascade of events, AECs acquire partial resistance
to TNF and experience protection from apoptosis. The authors also demonstrated that the
protection provided by E6 could be abrogated by a mutant form of the protein that lacks the
ability to bind the PDZ motif and to activate NF-κB. Intriguingly, this mutant protein retains
the ability to bind and direct the degradation of p53. Taken together, the studies discussed
above suggest that through the activities of E6, HR-HPVs can interfere with cellular apoptotic
pathways by both p53-dependent and -independent mechanisms.

Modulation of apoptosis by E7
Like E6, the E7 oncoprotein of HR-HPVs is necessary for both cellular transformation and
viral pathogenesis. E7’s primary target is retinoblastoma (Rb) and its related proteins including
p107 and p130 [5,22]. Under normal conditions, Rb forms a complex with histone deacetylase
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(HDAC) and binds to the E2F transcription factor in the G1 phase of the cell cycle. This
prevents E2F from transactivating genes that are necessary for proliferation until the cell enters
the S phase. However, when E7 is expressed in cells, it binds to Rb and HDAC and relieves
their repression of E2F, resulting in the constitutive activation of E2F-responsive genes. The
actions of E7 cause the cell to reenter the S phase where cellular replication factors that are
necessary of viral replication are activated. While much is known about the interaction between
E7 and Rb family members and the biological consequences of this association, a number of
unanswered questions remain regarding the interaction of E7 and HDAC. One of these
questions is why a mutation in the HDAC binding domain of the E7 oncoprotein of HPV 31
results in defective maintenance of viral episomes [49]. Several possibilities have been
proposed [48]. One is that the binding of HDAC to E7 prevents it from deacetylating the E2F
transcription factors, which causes these proteins to relocate outside the nucleus. Another more
attractive possibility is that the interaction of these proteins uncovers an important, but as yet
unrecognized, role of E7.
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E7 binds to other proteins besides Rb and HDAC. They include proteins involved in cell cycle
control such as cyclin-dependent kinase cdk2 and cycline A [86]; proteins regulating
transcription such as the TATA box-binding protein and the AP1 transcription factors [2,52,
64]; and proteins with other cellular functions such as TAF-110 and TBP [55], the S4 ATPase
of the 26S proteosome [4], Mi2 [8], Interferon Regulatory Factor-1 [61], IGFBP-3 [50], M2PK [54], Skip [68], and PP2A [66].
Besides its role in cell proliferation and viral replication, E7 also regulates apoptosis. However,
its effect on cellular apoptotic pathways is pleiomorphic. For example, in some studies the
actions of E7 appear to be anti-apoptotic. A case in point is a recent study by Yuan et al. which
suggests that E7 can inhibit TNF-mediated apoptosis in keratinocytes by up-regulating the
expression of the inhibitor of apoptosis protein, c-IAP2 [96]. In another study, it was reported
that the expression of E7 in fibroblasts delayed Fas-mediated apoptosis and prevented TNFmediated apoptosis by a mechanism involving the suppression of caspase-8 activation [83].
However, the majority of studies suggest that E7 serves in pro-apoptotic role. For instance, E7
has been shown to sensitize mouse lymphoma cells (JD3) to IFN-alpha-induced apoptosis
[85]; co-expression of E7 and p21 induced apoptosis in U2OS osteosarcoma cells [41]; and
overexpression of E7 in genital keratinocytes induced spontaneous cell death and sensitized
the cells to TNF-mediated apoptosis [75]. The pleiotrophic effect of both E6 and E7 on
apoptosis is indicative of their important role in immune evasion and underscores the
complexity of HPV-host interactions.

Combined effects of E2, E6 and E7 on cell survival
NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Studies in which the activities of E6 and E7 have been examined independently (ie, by
overexpression) have uncovered many of the molecular mechanisms employed by these
proteins to modulate cell survival. However, in an attempt to mirror physiological conditions,
other studies have examined the effect of E6/E7 on cell survival within the context of the whole
HPV genome. One such study took advantage of the fact that E6 and E7 are expressed
bicistronically [78] and investigated the consequences of siRNA-mediated transcriptional
repression of the genes encoding these proteins. The authors found that inhibition of E6 and
E7 with siRNA resulted in a significant reduction in DNA replication as measured by [3H]
thymidine incorporation in HeLa cells [35]. Furthermore, they found that the reduction in cell
proliferation was not due to apoptosis, but to senescence [35]. Thus, within the context of the
whole HPV genome post-transcriptional silencing of E6 and E7 alone is sufficient to inhibit
the growth of cervical carcinoma cells. It is noteworthy that similar observations have been
achieved by exogenous expression of E2 in cervical carcinoma cells [32]. Not only does the
overexpression of E2 result in senescence, but studies by the DiMaio, Gaston and Theirry
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laboratories have demonstrated that E2 can induce apoptotic cell death [6,17,60]. This finding
and the fact that E2 can regulate the activities of E6 and E7 via transcriptional control or by
direct interaction [27], suggests that HPV genome integration may result from a strong selective
pressure on the virus to avoid E2-induced apoptosis while modulating the survival of infected
cells through the activities of E6 and E7.

Conclusions
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HPV, like many of its viral counterparts has developed sophisticated mechanisms to evade host
defenses and establish a successful infection. The primary weapons at its disposal are the E5,
E6 and E7 oncoproteins. Although the role of these proteins, particularly E6 and E7, in cellular
transformation (an unintended consequence of the HPV life cycle) has been well-studied, less
attention has been given to their role in HPV persistence in the host during the normal viral
life cycle, and to their ability to circumvent host-mediated apoptosis. Recent reports suggest
that an important effect of E5 might be to create conditions conducive to the integration of
HPV DNA into the host genome, in part by fending off apoptotic stimuli from immune effector
cells. As noted, E5 achieves this by modulating signal transduction triggered by apoptotic
stimuli from these cells [40] and also by interfering with MHC class I protein expression [3].
Furthermore, E5 has transforming potential and can co-operate with E6 and E7 to immortalize
cells [76]. Following intergration, the E5 ORF is usually deleted and the transcriptional
repression of E6 and E7 by E2 is relieved, allowing these oncogenes and their protein products
to take center stage.
The interaction of E6 and E7 with their primary cellular targets, p53 and Rb, respectively, plays
an important role in the initiation of tumorigenesis, and these oncoproteins are also required
for retaining the transformed status of infected cells [48].

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Intriguingly, E6 and E7 can inhibit apoptosis induced by stimuli such as TNF as well as sensitize
cells to TNF and other apoptotic stimuli [25,83,96]. The significance of these observations is
still being investigated, but clues to their possible role in the viral life cycle are beginning to
unfold. The fact that HPV encodes proteins that perform both functions (protection/
sensitization) suggests that (1) during the viral life cycle both functions may be required, and/
or that (2) E6 can compensate for E7 or vice versa if the expression of one or the other protein
is lost (i.e., through deletion) or silenced (e.g., by antisense or siRNA molecules produced by
the host) during the viral life cycle. Indeed, while the expression of both E6 and E7 are
necessary to efficiently immortalize cells, they can also induce cell transformation on their
own [36,72]. This finding as well as the ability of both proteins to modulate cell survival
suggests that there is some redundancy in their functions. If true, this would be highly
advantageous to the virus as it tries to persist in the host and avoid elimination. Together, the
studies presented here strongly suggest that targeting E5, E6 and E7 is a prudent strategy for
therapies aimed at preventing the development of premalignant intraepithelial lesions and their
progression to cancer.
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Abstract
Cervical cancer remains one of the greatest killers of women worldwide. It is difficult to foresee a
dramatic increase in cure rate even with the most optimal combination of cytotoxic drugs, surgery,
and radiation; therefore, testing of molecular targeted therapies against this malignancy is highly
desirable. A number of epigenetic alterations occur during all stages of cervical carcinogenesis in
both human papillomavirus and host cellular genomes, which include global DNA hypomethylation,
hypermetylation of key tumor suppressor genes, and histone modifications. The reversible nature
of epigenetic changes constitutes a target for transcriptional therapies, namely DNA methylation
and histone deacetylase inhibitors. To date, studies in patients with cervical cancer have
demonstrated the feasibility of reactivating the expression of hypermethylated and silenced tumor
suppressor genes as well as the hyperacetylating and inhibitory effect upon histone deacetylase
activity in tumor tissues after treatment with demethylating and histone deacetylase inhibitors. In
addition, detection of epigenetic changes in cytological smears, serum DNA, and peripheral blood
are of potential interest for development of novel biomolecular markers for early detection,
prediction of response, and prognosis.

Overview of cervical cancer
Epidemiology and treatment
Cervical cancer remains one of the greatest killers of
women worldwide. According to Globocan 2000, it is estimated that in 2000 the numbers of patients diagnosed
with and those who died from this disease were 470,606
and 233,372, respectively [1]. It is remarkable that these
rates occur despite the fact that cervical cancer is a model
for early detection due to its long and relatively well-

known natural history, which offers an excellent opportunity for its detection before lesions become invasive [2].
Cervical cancer is currently staged clinically according the
International Federation of Gynecology and Obststrics
(FIGO) guidelines. In terms of treatment, invasive disease
can be divided into three main groups: 1) early stage
going from microinvasive disease IA1, IA2 to macroscopic
disease confined to cervix and measuring <4 cm, IB1; 2)
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HPV classification is predicted on DNA sequence homology. At least 200 types have been identified and these have
been classified into 16 groups [19]. Genital HPVs are classified according to their potential to induce malignant
transformation as follows: high-risk types (16, 18, 31, 33,
35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, 68, 73, and 82); probable
high-risk types (26, 53, and 66), and low-risk types (6, 11,
40, 42, 43, 44, 54, 61, 70, 72, 81, and CP6108) [20].
Among high-risk strains, HPV 16 and 18 are those most
closely associated with cervical carcinoma and are found
in >50% and 20% of squamous cell carcinomas, respectively [21].
A large body of knowledge supports the view that highrisk HPV types (HR-HPV) have the ability to transform
cells into a malignant phenotype. Nevertheless, only a
minority of cervical lesions infected with HR-HPV inevitably progress to cervical carcinoma, as indicated by frequent spontaneous clearance of HPV infection and the
long delay between onset of persistent infection and
emergence of the malignancy. For that reason, studies
have been focused on analyzing the participation of possible viral and cellular factors governing HPV-induced
malignancy.
HPV structure
Human papillomaviruses (HPV) belong to the Papovaviridae family. They consist of a 72-capsomere capside
containing the viral genome. Capsomers are composed of
two structural proteins: the 57 kD late protein L1, which
accounts for 80% of the viral particle, and the 43–53 kD
minor capside protein L2. The HPV genome consists of
eight kilobasepairs (Kbp) and is a double-stranded DNA
molecule. Arrangement of the 8–10 open reading frames
(ORFs) within the genome is similar in all papillomavirus
types, and partly overlapping ORFs are arranged on a sole
DNA strand. The genome can be divided into three
regions: the long control region (LCR) without coding
potential; the region of early proteins (E1–E8), and the
region of late proteins (L1 and L2) [22].
Early gene products
E1 and E2 encode proteins that are vital for extrachromosomal DNA replication and completion of the viral life
cycle [23]. A hallmark of HPV-associated cervical carcinoma is loss of the expression of viral E2 protein [24]. A
fusion product consisting of the small E8 ORF with part of
the E2 protein has been described. This fusion protein is
able to repress viral DNA replication as well as transcription, and is therefore believed to play a major role in the
maintenance of viral latency observed in the basal cells of
infected epithelium [25,26]. The E4 protein is expressed
in the later stages of infection when complete virions are
being assembled, and is not known to have transforming
properties; however, it is considered to play an important
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role in the maturation and replication of the virus [27].
The E5 in open reading frame is often deleted in cervical
carcinoma cells, indicating that it might not be essential in
maintaining the malignant transformation of the host
cell. Nevertheless, it has been reported that E5 protein
possesses a weak transforming activity [28].
E6 and E7 proteins
E6 and E7 are the most important oncogenic proteins.
Transcription of E6 and E7 genes has been observed to
occur always in cervical carcinomas, being the first indication of a main role of these viral genes in HPV-associated
tumorigenesis. The immortalization and transforming
potential of E6 and E7 proteins have been demonstrated
in tissue culture and in experimental animal models [29].
From the studies of E6-p53 and E7-pRb models, numerous actions have been identified of viral gene products on
cellular proteins. Therefore, several findings hint at possible ways by which HPV-infected cells may escape controls
governing cell growth and proliferation.

The E6 protein of high-risk HPV anogenital types shows
weak oncogenic potential in the majority of established
cell lines, and cooperation with E7 protein is required for
full transforming capacity. Discovery of the inactivation of
the tumor suppressor genes p53 and pRB by E6 and E7
oncoproteins provided a basic explanation of how highrisk HPV types induce their oncogenic effects on cervical
cells [30]. E6 has many interactions with cellular proteins;
nevertheless, its key action is inhibition of the function of
tumor suppressor protein p53 by enhancing its degradation through the ubiquitin pathway [31,32]. To inhibit
p53 function, E6 requires a cellular protein called E6-associated protein (E6AP). In non-infected cells, ubiquitinmediated degradation of p53 is triggered by the mdm-2
protein, while in HR HPV-infected cells the E6-E6AP complex replaces mdm-2 in control of cellular p53 levels. This
shift shortens the p53 half-life and reduces its levels in cervical carcinoma cells to less than one half of the level
found in normal ephithelial cells [33]. It is known that
increase in p53 levels plays a critical role in the induction
of genes that results in cell cycle arrest [34], allowing
repair of damaged DNA or activation of apoptotic pathways [35]. Therefore, cells expressing E6 maintain low levels of functional p53, altering normal response to DNA
damage and favoring accumulation of genomic mutations. Binding of the E7 oncoprotein on pRB provides a
complementary function. Binding releases transcription
factor E2F that activates expression of genes that stimulate
DNA synthesis in the cell. If earlier E6 action had freed the
same cell from p53 control, that cell survives into the S
phase with damaged DNA and, through E7 action, is able
to replicate the HPV DNA [36]. Oncogenic properties of
E6 and E7, as well as their effects on p53 and pRB, have
provided the general basis for further investigations of the
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Invasive cervical carcinomas almost invariably carry
extra copies of chromosome arm 3q, resulting in a
gain of the human telomerase gene (TERC). This provided the rationale for the development of a multicolor fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) probe
set as a diagnostic tool for the direct detection of
TERC gains in Pap smears. We previously used this
probe set to show that cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) 2 and CIN3 lesions could be distinguished
from normal samples, atypical squamous cell of undetermined significance (ASCUS) and CIN1, with a
sensitivity and specificity exceeding 90%, independent of the cytomorphological assessment. In the current study, we explored whether gain of 3q and amplification of TERC could predict progression from
CIN1/CIN2 to CIN3 and invasive carcinoma. We applied our probe set to a series of 59 previously stained
Pap smears for which repeat Pap smears and clinical
follow-up were available. The samples included CIN1/
CIN2 lesions that progressed to CIN3 (progressors),
CIN1/CIN2 lesions that regressed spontaneously (regressors), and normal Pap smears from women who
subsequently developed CIN3 or cervical cancer.
Here, we show that progressors displayed a gain of 3q
whereas none of the regressors showed this genetic
aberration. These data suggest that 3q gain is required
for the transition from CIN1/CIN2 to CIN3 and that it
predicts progression. Of note, 3q gain was found in
33% of cytologically normal Pap smears from women

who were diagnosed with CIN3 or invasive cervical
carcinoma after a short latency. The sensitivity of our
test for predicting progression from CIN1/CIN2 to
CIN3 was 100% and the specificity, ie, the prediction
of regression, was 70%. We conclude that the detection of 3q gain and amplification of TERC in routinely
collected Pap smears can assist in identifying lowgrade lesions with a high progression risk and in
decreasing false-negative cytological screenings.
(Am J Pathol 2005, 166:1229 –1238)

The visualization of chromosomal aneuploidy and copy
number changes of specific cancer-associated genes by
FISH has become an important complement to routine
morphological assessment of cytological samples.1 This
approach is biologically valid and successful because
chromosomal aneuploidy and the resulting genomic imbalances are specific for cancer cells, distinct for different carcinomas, and occur early during disease progression.2,3 Some genomic imbalances are correlated with
poor prognosis and treatment failure,4 – 6 and others,
such as amplification of the Her2/neu oncogene in breast
cancer, can guide therapeutic decisions.7 These data
provided the rationale for the development of a threecolor probe set as a genetic test for the diagnosis of
cervical cancer in routine cytological samples.8 Like most
other human carcinomas, cervical cancers are defined
by a conserved distribution of genomic imbalances. In
addition to infection with high-risk human papilloma virus,9,10 the sequential transformation of cervical squamous epithelium requires the acquisition of additional
copies of chromosome arm 3q,11 among other cytogenetic abnormalities.12 Using a genomic probe for the
TERC gene on chromosome band 3q26 in combination
with two control probes (CEP3 and CEP7), we were able
to show that copy number increases of this locus precede malignant conversion of dysplastic lesions to invasive carcinomas, and accompany the gradual transition
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Table 4.

Case
no.
1

Group 3: Progressors with 3q-Negative Pap I/II

Date of
birth
9/23/45

Date of
Pap I/II
Pap I:

Review diagnosis
(consensus diagnosis
of two pathologists
evaluating the Pap
images corresponding
to the areas that
hybridized with 3q)

Hybridization patterns
observed in the Pap
I/II and the number of
nuclei counted for
each pattern.
Patterns are
described in the
following order:
CEP7-CEP3-3q

3q
status

Date of Pap
IVa/b or V

Review diagnosis
(consensus diagnosis
of two pathologists
evaluating the Pap
images corresponding
to the areas that
hybridized with 3q)

Pap VII, normal

17⫻ 2-2-2, 1⫻ 2-2-3?,

Diploid

Pap IVb: Feb. 01

Pap IVb, CIN3

1999

1⫻ 2-3-3?

2

11/27/52

Pap II:
1999

Pap II, normal

14⫻ 2-2-2, 1⫻ 2-2-3?,
1⫻ 2-3-3?

Diploid

Pap IVa: May 00

Pap IVa, CIN3

3

7/9/62

Pap I:
Oct. 96

Pap II, normal

15⫻ 2-2-2, 2⫻ 2-2-3?

Diploid

Pap IVa: Jan. 99

Pap IVa, CIN3

4

4/17/55

Pap I:

Pap II, normal

16⫻ 2-2-2, 1⫻ 2-4-4?,

Diploid

Pap IVa: June 98

Pap IVa, CIN3

Sept. 97

5

6/15/77

6

10/18/65

7

12/12/48

8

02/28/67

9

9/24/65

10

7/14/54

11

10/14/45

12

5/19/19

Pap II:
Feb. 98
Pap II:
March 00

1⫻ 3-3-3?

Pap II, normal

34⫻ 2-2-2, 1⫻ 2-3-3?

Diploid

Pap IVa: Feb. 99

Pap IVa, CIN3

Pap IIID, CIN1

22⫻ 2-2-2, 1⫻ 5-5-5?

Diploid

Pap IVa: Aug. 01

Pap IVa, CIN3

Pap I, normal

22⫻ 2-2-2, 2⫻ ?-?-3?

Diploid

Pap IVb: April 02

Pap IV, CIN3

Pap II, normal

18⫻ 2-2-2

Diploid

Pap IVa: June 00

Pap IVa, CIN3

Pap II, normal

20⫻ 2-2-2, 1⫻ 2-3-3?,
18⫻ 2-3-4, 2⫻ 2-3-5

Gain

Pap IVa: March 00

Pap IVa, CIN 3

Pap I:
1996

Pap IIID, CIN 2

3⫻
1⫻
1⫻
1⫻
1⫻
1⫻

2-?-3,
2-?-4,
2-2-5,
2-5-5,
2-?-7,
4-4-4

Gain

Pap V: April 99

Pap IVa, CIN 3

Pap II:
1997
Pap II:
Aug. 98

Pap IVa, CIN 3

8⫻ 2-2-2, 48⫻ 2-5-5

Gain

Pap IVa: Aug. 99

Pap IVa, CIN 3

Pap II, normal

52⫻ 2-?-2, 15⫻ 2-?-3,
3⫻ 2-2-3, 2⫻ 4-?-4,
1⫻ 4-?-8

Gain

Pap V: Feb. 99

Pap V, Carcinoma

Pap I:
Jul. 01
Pap II:
1998
Pap II:
July 97

2-2-2,
2-2-3,
2-2-4,
2-2-5,
2-2-6,
3-?-4,

4⫻
3⫻
3⫻
2⫻
1⫻
2⫻

Hybridization patterns
observed in the Pap
IVa/b and the number
of nuclei counted for
each pattern.
Patterns are
described in the
following order:
CEP7-CEP3-3q

3q status

4⫻ 2-2-3, 2⫻ 2-3-3,

Gain

1⫻
1⫻
4⫻
5⫻
3⫻
1⫻
1⫻
3⫻
1⫻
4⫻

3-3-3,
2-5-5,
4-5-5
2-2-3,
2-4-4,
5-4-4
2-2-2,
2-3-3,
2-3-4
2-2-2,

1⫻ 2-3-4,
3⫻ 3-5-5,
5⫻ 2-3-3,
3⫻ 4-4-4,

Gain

6⫻ 2-2-3,
1⫻ 2-2-4,

Gain

2⫻ 2-2-3,

Gain

6⫻ 2-3-3, 1⫻ 2-3-4,
2⫻ 3-3-3, 2⫻ 3-3-4,
1⫻ 3-3-5, 1⫻ 4-4-4,
4⫻ 3-3-?
18⫻ 2-2-2, 6⫻ 2-2-3,
4⫻ 2-3-3, 1⫻ 3-3-3
1⫻ 2-2-2, 2⫻ 3-4-4,
7⫻ 4-4-4, 4⫻ 4-5-6,
9⫻ 5-5-6
9⫻ 7-?-3, 4⫻ ?-3-3,
2⫻ 2-3-3
61⫻ 4-4-4, 1⫻ 2-2-3?,
3⫻ 4-4-5?, 1⫻ 3-4-4?
2⫻ 2-2-2, 3⫻ 2-3-3,
88⫻ 2-3-4, 1⫻ 2-3-5,
2⫻ 2-4-5, 4⫻ 4-6-6
4⫻ 2-2-2, 1⫻ 2-2-3,
3⫻ 2-3-3, 8⫻ 2-2-4,
8⫻ 2-2-5, 8⫻ 2-2-6,
1⫻ 2-2-7, 1⫻ 2-2-8,
28⫻ 2-4-4, 1⫻ 2-4-5,
1⫻ 2-4-8, 1⫻ 2-4-5,
13⫻ 2-5-5, 1⫻ 2-4-6,
1⫻ 2-6-9, 1⫻ 3-3-3,
18⫻ 3-4-4, 1⫻ 3-3-5,
1⫻ 3-3-6, 1⫻ 3-3-7,
1⫻ 3-4-5, 1⫻ 3-5-7,
1⫻ 3-6-6, 3⫻ 4-4-4
6⫻ 2-2-2, 5⫻ 2-4-4,
121⫻ 2-5-5
6⫻ 2-2-2, 18⫻ 2-2-3,
1⫻ 3-2-3, 3⫻ 2-3-5,
1⫻ 2-2-8, 1⫻ 2-3-8,
1⫻ 3-3-8, 87⫻ 4-3-8,
1⫻ 4-4-5, 1⫻ 4-4-8,
1⫻ 5-4-8

Gain
Gain

Gain
Tetraploid
Gain

Gain

Gain
Gain

Patient case number, date of birth, Pap smear dates, hybridization patterns, review diagnosis, and 3q status for the normal Pap smear and the subsequent Pap IVa/b.
“Main patterns” are marked in bold.
Shown are the hybridization patterns and number of cells with a specific hybridization pattern observed in individual Pap smears. The column “3q status” reflects the
interpretation of the hybridization patterns as it pertains to 3q copy numbers compared to the ploidy of the cells. A case was considered tetraploid when more than 20% of the
cells showed a 4-4-4 pattern. A case was marked with “gain” when more than 20% of the cells showed a pattern with a 3q signal number greater than 2, excluding cells with 44-4 pattern. Diploid cases showed a 2-2-2 pattern in more than 80% of the cells. The number in front of the observed patterns indicates the frequency with which this pattern
was observed.

testing with a low specificity,18,19 which limits its clinical
usefulness.
The genetic analysis of cervical cancer progression
has revealed that, in addition to infection with HPV, the
acquisition of specific chromosomal aneuploidies appears to be a mandatory event.11 For instance, CGH

analyses of cervical carcinomas have shown that more
than 85% of invasive cervical carcinomas carry specific
genomic imbalances that result in copy number increases of chromosome arm 3q.5,11,20 –26 The region of
minimal overlap points to chromosome band 3q26, which
contains the gene for the RNA component of human
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In conclusion, based on a retrospective analysis of
routinely collected cytological samples, we provide evidence that the acquisition of specific chromosomal aneuploidies that result in a gain of TERC is associated with
progression of premalignant dysplastic lesions of the uterine cervix. Our data also suggest that the detection of such
genomic imbalances in normal Pap smears would increase
the sensitivity of individual cytological screenings and could
therefore reduce false-negative diagnoses.
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The use of high-risk human papillomavirus (hrHPV) testing as an adjunct to cervical cytology in populationbased screening programs is currently based on DNA hybridization and PCR assays. The aim of this study was
to prospectively assess the diagnostic performance of the Hybrid Capture 2 test (HC2; Digene Corporation) in
comparison with that of the recently developed PCR-based AMPLICOR HPV test (Roche Molecular Systems)
for the detection of 13 hrHPV types. A reverse line blot hybridization assay (Innogenetics) was used as an
internal reference standard in discordant cases. Two hundred seventy-one patients with atypical squamous
cells of uncertain significance (ASCUS) in cervical samples underwent hrHPV testing. The chi-square test was
performed to compare respective proportions. Totals of 160/271 (59%) and 156/271 (58%) were found to be
positive for hrHPV with HC2 and AMPLICOR, respectively. Concordant results were obtained for 235 (86.7%)
of the 271 samples (kappa statistic, 0.73 ⴞ 0.04). Considering types 26, 53, and 66 as oncogenic types, negative
predictive values (NPVs) of HC2 and AMPLICOR were 92.8% and 87.8%, respectively (difference was not
significant), and their respective accuracies were 94.8% and 91.9% (difference was not significant). Considering
types 26, 53, and 66 as not oncogenic, the respective HC2 and AMPLICOR NPVs were 92.8% and 97.4%
(difference was not significant), and accuracy was significantly higher for the AMPLICOR assay (95.9% versus
90.8% for HC2) (P < 0.05). For ASCUS samples, the NPV was 92.8% for HC2 testing and might be compromised if the copy number of HPV DNA was low. The NPV was 97.4% for the AMPLICOR assay and might be
compromised if HPV types 26, 53, and 66 were considered oncogenic. The accuracy of these two assays is good
and is compatible with routine clinical use in the triage of ASCUS cases.
HC2 test near the cutoff, mainly due to the cross-reactivity of
its high-risk probe cocktail (4, 9–11, 16, 17).
Snijders et al. defined “analytical” and “clinical” sensitivity
and specificity in order to distinguish clinically irrelevant and
clinically relevant HPV positivity rates (19). Analytical sensitivity is defined as the proportion of HPV-positive women who
are correctly identified by a given test (but clinically unimportant), whereas clinical sensitivity identifies the proportion of
women with disease (i.e., women with cervical intraepithelial
neoplasia grade 3 or higher) who are correctly identified by a
positive HPV test. However, note that HPV infection indicates
a risk of having or developing a cervical lesion and is not equivalent to a morphological disorder. Although the natural history of
HPV infections is not fully understood, the viral load is probably
low during the first phase of infection and increases over time, in
parallel with the development of cytological disorders (19).
Therefore, sensitive methods to diagnose HPV infection are
needed to have a high negative predictive value for HPV-associated cervical carcinoma, particularly since most cervical smears
are classified as normal or ASCUS. Indeed, for HPV testing to be
introduced into cervical cancer prevention programs, HPV tests
must be standardized, reliable, and accurate.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently
approved concurrent human papillomavirus (HPV) and Pap
smear screening of women aged 30 years and more. Additionally, several consensus guidelines recommend HPV testing
when evaluating patients with a cytological diagnosis of atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance (ASCUS) (18,
22). The Hybrid Capture 2 HPV DNA test (HC2; Digene
Corporation, Gaithersburg, MD), a microplate-based solidphase hybridization assay for the detection of 13 high-risk
HPVs (hrHPVs) (types 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58,
59, and 68), is at present the only FDA-approved assay for the
routine detection of HPV infections and the only commercially
available HPV DNA assay with sufficient scientific data to
support its performance in a clinical setting (1, 8, 21). Although
HC2 is the most widely used HPV test and is a sensitive and
reliable test for the detection of HPV (4, 9–11, 16, 17), several
recent studies showed a significant analytical inaccuracy of the
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients. The inclusion criterion was patients with ASCUS. A screen of approximately 5,000 patients tested for HPV during the year 2004 was assessed in
five centers in France (Marseille, Aix les Bains, Lyon, Le Havre, and Meylan).
Two hundred seventy-one patients with ASCUS were included and underwent
high-risk HPV testing of cervical samples.
Cytology. Cervical samples for liquid-based cytology (LBC) were collected by
use of a specially designed sampling device, which was rinsed in the LBC medium
PreservCyt (ThinPrep liquid Pap vial; Cytyc Corporation) and prepared for
ThinPrep specimens following the manufacturer’s recommendations.
High-risk HPV testing. hrHPV detection was done using two assays, namely,
HC2 and AMPLICOR. Samples were collected in PreservCyt LBC medium
(ThinPrep liquid Pap vial; Cytyc Corporation). Before being processed for the
HPV DNA tests, samples were maintained between 2°C and 30°C for up to 3
weeks. Samples were mixed before collection of the volume of sample necessary
to do the tests. hrHPV testing was performed on the same swab sample for each
patient.
(i) HC2 assay (Digene). HPV testing was performed on a routine basis by
using the HC2 assay according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A test was
considered positive for the presence of hrHPV DNA if the number of relative
light units obtained from the luminometer equaled or exceeded the mean of the
three positive control values (cutoff of 1.0 pg ml⫺1). A relative light unit measurement of ⬍1.0 pg ml⫺1 indicated either the absence of the 13 hrHPV types or
HPV DNA levels below the threshold of detection. Nonspecific hybridization is
characteristic of types 11, 53, 54, 55, 66, MM4, MM7, MM8, and MM9.
(ii) AMPLICOR HPV PCR (Roche). For DNA extraction, an AmpliLute
liquid medium extraction kit from Roche was used. For PCR amplification, a
pool of HPV primers was designed to amplify HPV DNAs from 13 high-risk
genotypes (types 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, and 68). Capture
probe sequences are specific for polymorphic regions of L1 bound by these
primers. An additional primer pair targets the human ␤-globin gene (268-bp
amplicon) to provide a control for cell adequacy, extraction, and amplification.
AmpliTaq Gold DNA polymerase extends the annealed primers along the target
templates to produce an approximately 165-bp double-stranded HPV target
DNA molecule or a 268-bp ␤-globin DNA amplicon.
For hybridization after PCR amplification, the HPV amplicon and the ␤-globin amplicon are chemically denatured to form single-stranded DNA by the
addition of denaturation solution. The biotin-labeled HPV and ␤-globin amplicons are hybridized to the oligonucleotide probes bound to the wells of a

multiwell plate (MWP). This hybridization of amplicons to the probes increases
the overall specificity of the test.
For detection following the hybridization reaction, the MWP is washed to
remove unbound material, and avidin-horseradish peroxidase conjugate is added
to each well of the MWP. The conjugate binds to the biotin-labeled amplicon
hybridized to oligonucleotide probe 2 (HPV or ␤-globin) bound to the MWP.
According to the manufacturer’s specifications, the AMPLICOR test can detect
HPV genotypes 31, 52, 58, and 59 at 240 copies/ml and HPV genotypes 16, 18,
33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 56, and 68 at 100 copies/ml, with a positivity rate of ⬎95%. All
genotypes are detected with a 100% positivity rate at 480 copies/ml.
Analysis of discordant results. When discordant results were observed between HC2 and AMPLICOR, we used the INNO-LiPA HPV test, a reverse line
blot hybridization (Innogenetics) assay, as a reference standard. The INNOLiPA HPV detection/genotyping assay is capable of detecting and genotyping 25
HPV types simultaneously and has proved to be sensitive, specific, simple, and
rapid in the assessment of HPV.
INNO-LiPA HPV detection and genotyping. (i) PCR amplification of HPV
DNA. The QIAamp DNA blood method was used to extract DNA. Broadspectrum HPV DNA amplification was performed using a short PCR fragment
assay (INNO-LiPA HPV detection/genotyping assay [SPF10 system, version 1];
Labo Biomedical Products bv, Rijswijk, The Netherlands). This assay amplifies a
65-bp fragment of the L1 open reading frame and allows detection of at least 43
HPV types. The SPF10 PCR was performed with a final reaction volume of 50 l
containing 10 l of the isolated DNA sample, 10 mmol/liter Tris-HCl (pH 9.0),
50 mmol/liter KCl, 2.0 mmol/liter MgCl2, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.01% gelatin, 200
mol of each deoxynucleoside triphosphate/liter, 15 pmol each of the forward
and reverse primers tagged with biotin at the 5⬘ end, and 1.5 U of AmpliTaq
Gold (Perkin-Elmer). The mixture was incubated for 9 min at 94°C and for 40
cycles of 45 s at 45°C and 45 s at 72°C, with a final extension of 5 min at 72°C.
Each experiment was performed with separate positive and negative PCR controls. The presence of HPV DNA was determined by hybridization of SPF10
amplimers to a mixture of general HPV probes recognizing a broad range of
HPV genotypes in a microtiter plate format, as described previously (20).
(ii) HPV genotyping by reverse hybridization using the INNO-LiPA HPV
genotyping system. A poly(dT) tail was enzymatically added to the 3⬘ end of each
of 25 oligonucleotides specific for 25 types, namely, types 6, 11, 16, 18, 31, 33, 34,
35, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 58, 59, 66, 68/73, 70, and 74. The tailed
probes were applied as horizontal lines to membrane strips (Labo Biomedical
Products bv, Rijswijk, The Netherlands). The HPV genotyping assay was performed as described previously (20). In brief, equal volumes (10 l each) of the
biotinylated PCR products and denaturation solution (400 mmol/liter NaOH, 10
mmol/liter EDTA) were mixed in test troughs and incubated at room temperature for 5 min, after which 1 ml of prewarmed (37°C) hybridization solution (3⫻
SSC [1⫻ SSC is 0.15 mol/liter NaCl plus 0.015 mol/liter sodium citrate], 0.1%
sodium dodecyl sulfate) was added. One strip was used per trough. Hybridization
was performed for 1 h at 50 ⫾ 0.5°C in a closed water bath with back-and-forth
shaking. The strips were then washed twice with 1 ml of wash solution (3⫻ SSC,
0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate) at room temperature for 20 s and once at 50°C for
30 min. Following this stringent washing sequence, strips were rinsed twice with
1 ml of a standard rinse solution (20). Strips were then incubated on a rotating
platform with an alkaline phosphatase-labeled streptavidin conjugate diluted in
a standard conjugate solution at 20 to 25°C for 30 min, after which strips were
washed twice with 1 ml of rinse solution and once with standard substrate buffer.
Color development was initiated by the addition of 5-bromo-4-chloro-3indolylphosphate and nitroblue tetrazolium to 1 ml of substrate buffer. After 30
min of incubation at room temperature, the color reaction was stopped by
aspiration of the substrate buffer and the addition of distilled water. After drying,
the strips were visually interpreted using a grid.
All discordant results were analyzed with the assumption that HPV26, HPV53,
and HPV66 could be considered hrHPV genotypes or intermediate-risk HPV
genotypes.
Statistical analysis. The accuracy, defined as the number of true positive
samples plus the number of true negative samples/total number of patients, was
used to compare HC2 and AMPLICOR. The kappa statistic was used to evaluate
the agreement between HC2 and AMPLICOR.
The chi-square test was performed to compare proportions. Statistical analyses
were performed using SAS software (SAS Institute Inc., NC).

RESULTS
Table 1 shows the results of the comparison between HC2
and AMPLICOR. As shown, 160/271 (59%) and 156/271
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In mid-2004, the PCR-based AMPLICOR HPV test (Roche
Molecular Systems, Branchburg, NJ) was launched on the European market. The AMPLICOR test is designed to detect the
same 13 high-risk HPV genotypes as the HC2 high-risk probe
cocktail and, in principle, has been developed for high-risk
HPV screening. The newly developed AMPLICOR test has
been validated in a clinical laboratory setting in comparison
with the INNO-LiPA test (Innogenetics), with good agreement
between the methods (20). Poljak et al. reported a concordance rate of 85.9% between HC2 and AMPLICOR assays in
a retrospective and prospective study (17).
In 2003, the IARC proposed an epidemiological classification of the HPVs regarding their oncogenic potential: 15 HPV
types were classified as high-risk types (types 16, 18, 31, 33, 35,
39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, 68, 73, and 82), 3 were classified as
probable high-risk types (types 26, 53, and 66), and 12 were
classified as low-risk types (types 6, 11, 40, 42, 43, 44, 54, 61, 70,
72, 81, and CP6108) (14).
In the present study, we evaluated prospectively the analytical performance of HC2 in comparison with that of
AMPLICOR with regard to the ability to reliably detect 13
high-risk HPV genotypes, i.e., HPV16, HPV18, HPV31,
HPV33, HPV35, HPV39, HPV45, HPV51, HPV52, HPV56,
HPV58, HPV59, and HPV68, in the setting of a routine diagnostic laboratory with ASCUS clinical situations.
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Although HPV53 and HPV66 are not included in the HC2 or
AMPLICOR test, these genotypes are probably carcinogenic
(14), and thus HPV53 and HPV66 were included in the direct
comparison. Considering the diagnostic values of the assays,
our study pointed out the difficulty in comparing the methods
for genotypes classified as types 26, 53, and 66. When considering HPV genotypes 26, 53, and 66 as oncogenic and comparing HC2 and AMPLICOR results with our reference standard (INNO-LiPA), the accuracies for HC2 and AMPLICOR
were 94.8% and 91.9%, respectively (P is not significant).
These results can be explained by the cross-hybridization of
HC2 in detecting types 53 and 66. Conversely, when considering HPV genotypes 26, 53, and 66 as not oncogenic and comparing HC2 and AMPLICOR results with our reference standard (INNO-LiPA), the accuracies of HC2 and AMPLICOR
were 95.9% and 90.8%, respectively (P ⬍ 0.05).
Because of the large prevalence of multiple and persistent
hrHPV infections found within specific lesions (42% of the
discordant results in the present study), the lower specificity of
the HC2 or AMPLICOR test can be considered an advantage.
However, neither of the two assays was superior in detecting
multiple infections (data not shown).
Regarding detection sensitivity, AMPLICOR is more sensitive than the HC2 hybridization assay (which may be compromised when the copy number of HPV DNA is low); the falsenegative results with AMPLICOR were due mainly to mixed
genotypes. The clinical importance of the higher analytical
sensitivity of PCR-based HPV detection methods, such as
AMPLICOR, than that of HC2 is debated. Some authors hypothesized that a high HPV viral load is indicative of viral
persistence and disease development, while a low HPV viral
load is associated with the clearance of an infection and even
regression of cervical lesions (15).
Like HC2, the AMPLICOR HPV test is sensitive, specific,
feasible, and easy to handle in routine but does not provide
specific genotype information. The performance of the
AMPLICOR HPV test for prediction of cervical intraepithelial
neoplasia was recently reported (13). AMPLICOR was assessed for women with abnormal cervical smears, with colposcopic biopsy and liquid-based cytology as the reference standards. AMPLICOR provides an alternative to rather than an
advance over HC2, which might drive down the price for HPV
testing by providing a competitor.
Many studies reported a strong concordance between the
type of HPV found in the baseline smear before the development of cervical carcinoma and the type of HPV found in the
biopsy specimen of the invasive cancer, indicating that neoplasia is associated with HPV type-specific persistence (2, 3, 5–7,
12). Future management of patients with neoplasia will probably include not only HPV detection but HPV genotyping as
well.
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Although HPV53 and HPV66 are not included in the HC2 or
AMPLICOR test, these genotypes are probably carcinogenic
(14), and thus HPV53 and HPV66 were included in the direct
comparison. Considering the diagnostic values of the assays,
our study pointed out the difficulty in comparing the methods
for genotypes classified as types 26, 53, and 66. When considering HPV genotypes 26, 53, and 66 as oncogenic and comparing HC2 and AMPLICOR results with our reference standard (INNO-LiPA), the accuracies for HC2 and AMPLICOR
were 94.8% and 91.9%, respectively (P is not significant).
These results can be explained by the cross-hybridization of
HC2 in detecting types 53 and 66. Conversely, when considering HPV genotypes 26, 53, and 66 as not oncogenic and comparing HC2 and AMPLICOR results with our reference standard (INNO-LiPA), the accuracies of HC2 and AMPLICOR
were 95.9% and 90.8%, respectively (P ⬍ 0.05).
Because of the large prevalence of multiple and persistent
hrHPV infections found within specific lesions (42% of the
discordant results in the present study), the lower specificity of
the HC2 or AMPLICOR test can be considered an advantage.
However, neither of the two assays was superior in detecting
multiple infections (data not shown).
Regarding detection sensitivity, AMPLICOR is more sensitive than the HC2 hybridization assay (which may be compromised when the copy number of HPV DNA is low); the falsenegative results with AMPLICOR were due mainly to mixed
genotypes. The clinical importance of the higher analytical
sensitivity of PCR-based HPV detection methods, such as
AMPLICOR, than that of HC2 is debated. Some authors hypothesized that a high HPV viral load is indicative of viral
persistence and disease development, while a low HPV viral
load is associated with the clearance of an infection and even
regression of cervical lesions (15).
Like HC2, the AMPLICOR HPV test is sensitive, specific,
feasible, and easy to handle in routine but does not provide
specific genotype information. The performance of the
AMPLICOR HPV test for prediction of cervical intraepithelial
neoplasia was recently reported (13). AMPLICOR was assessed for women with abnormal cervical smears, with colposcopic biopsy and liquid-based cytology as the reference standards. AMPLICOR provides an alternative to rather than an
advance over HC2, which might drive down the price for HPV
testing by providing a competitor.
Many studies reported a strong concordance between the
type of HPV found in the baseline smear before the development of cervical carcinoma and the type of HPV found in the
biopsy specimen of the invasive cancer, indicating that neoplasia is associated with HPV type-specific persistence (2, 3, 5–7,
12). Future management of patients with neoplasia will probably include not only HPV detection but HPV genotyping as
well.
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Certain high-risk (HR) human papillomavirus (HPV) types are a necessary cause for the development of
cervical disorders. Women with persistent HR HPV infections have an increased risk of developing high-grade
cervical lesions, compared with those who have no or low-risk HPV infections. Therefore, implementation of
HPV detection into cervical screening programs might identify women at risk of cervical cancer. Several HPV
detection methods with different sensitivities and specificities are available. Recently, a new PCR-based technique, the Roche AMPLICOR HPV Test, was developed. This test recognizes a group of 13 HR HPV types simultaneously. This study was undertaken to validate and compare HPV detection in 573 cervical scrape specimens by the AMPLICOR HPV Test and the INNO-LiPA HPV detection/genotyping assay (SPF10-LiPA system
version 1). Human ␤-globin was not detected in nine specimens, which were therefore excluded from the
comparison. Eleven scrape specimens containing HPV type 53 or 66 were also excluded from the comparison
because these (probably) HR HPV types cannot be detected by the AMPLICOR HPV Test. The results of HPV
detection by the Roche AMPLICOR HPV Test were confirmed by INNO-LiPA HPV detection/genotyping assay
in 539/553 cases, showing an absolute agreement of 97.5% with a Cohen’s kappa of 0.9327, indicating almost
complete similarity of the two tests. Like the INNO-LiPA HPV detection/genotyping assay, the AMPLICOR
HPV Test was sensitive, specific, feasible, and easy to handle. The value of the Roche AMPLICOR HPV Test
with a broad-spectrum HR HPV detection has to be determined in prospective clinical studies.
HPV types involved in carcinogenesis (such as types 16 and 18)
are termed high-risk (HR) HPV types (27).
Infection by HR HPV types has been demonstrated in almost 100% of cervical carcinomas (42). Studies of the oncogenic potential of these HPV types have clearly demonstrated
that HR HPVs are a necessary cause for the development of
cervical cancer (4, 7, 17, 19, 34).
It is generally accepted that women infected with an HR
HPV type are thus at higher risk of developing cervical cancer
than those who are not infected with HPV or who are infected
with one of the LR HPV types (10, 20, 30). Incorporation of
HPV tests into screening programs might identify women who
are at risk of developing invasive cervical cancer. Indeed, several studies have demonstrated the potential relevance of HPV
testing in cervical cancer screening programs and the management of patients with slight abnormal cytology (2, 5, 8, 10, 34,
37, 42). Furthermore, the absence of HR HPV in cervical
smears would permit less aggressive management of women
with mild or equivocal cytological abnormalities because they
are unlikely to progress (16, 26, 33). The importance of HPV
in the genesis of cervical neoplasm suggest that diagnosis of a
specific HPV infection would dictate a particular clinical outcome and hence be useful in patient management. Because of
the large number of both HR and LR anogenital HPV types,
which are all able to induce cervical disorders, the detection

Cancer of the uterine cervix is a major cause of death. Although screening programs to identify precursor lesions of
cervical cancer have contributed to a reduction in mortality
and morbidity due to this disease, 500,000 new cases of invasive
cervical cancer are diagnosed annually and 230,000 women die
because of this disease (29). In developing countries, cancer of
the cervix is the most frequent female malignancy and is responsible for about 24% of all cancers in women. In developed
countries, cervical cancer accounts for 7% of all female cancers
(29).
The human papillomavirus (HPV) family consists of many
different types; more than 100 types have been identified to
date, of which 40 types have been detected in the anogenital
mucosa (6, 11, 47). Several HPV types, such as types 16, 18, 31,
33, and 35, have been implicated as sexually transmitted agents
with an etiological role in cervical carcinogenesis (27), whereas
other types, such as types 6 and 11, are frequently detected in
benign lesions such as condylomata acuminata. Therefore,
HPV types 6 and 11 are termed low-risk (LR) HPV types, and
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TABLE 2. Concordant HPV detection and typing in relation to the cytological classification for both PCR tests
No. of
samples

% HR HPV
positive

Normal
ASCUS
Mild/moderate dysplasia
Severe dysplasia
No diagnosis

469
30
27
6
7

19
63
67
83
29

Total

539

24

Cytology result

No. of samples with following HR HPV genotype:
16

18

31

33

35

39

45

51

52

56

58

59

68

Double

Triple

Multiple

18
5
6
1

4
2
1

4
1
2

2
1

1
1
1

4
1

2

4

7
3
2
1

3

2

3

1

26
3
3
1
1

5
1
2

2
1

1
1

1

velopment of cytological disorders (38). Therefore, sensitive
methods to diagnose HPV infection may be required in order
to realize a maximum negative predictive value for the development of HPV-associated cervical carcinoma, particularly
since most cervical smears are classified as normal or ASCUS.
New insights in the viral load threshold, however, may direct
the future management of HR HPV-positive women, since a
high viral load seems to be indicative for viral persistence and
disease development while a low viral load is associated with
clearance of an infection and even regression of cervical lesions, as had been reviewed recently (39).
Most current HPV screening protocols identify the presence
of one of a pool of HR HPV types but do not identify the
individual genotype or determine whether repeated positive
tests are due to the persistence of one particular type; women
who are infected with any HR HPV type are treated in the
same way. On the other hand, Wallin and coworkers have
found a strong concordance between the type of HPV found in
the baseline smear, before the development of cervical carcinoma, and the HPV type found in the biopsy specimen of the
invasive cancer (44), indicating that neoplasia is associated
with HPV type-specific persistence. Therefore, future management of patients with neoplasia will probably include not only
HPV detection but HPV genotyping as well.
It should also be considered that both the Hybrid Capture II
assay and the AMPLICOR HPV Test do not detect HPV26,
⫺53, ⫺66, ⫺73, and ⫺82, HPV types that have been classified
as probably HR (26, 53, 66) or HR (73, 82) types in a large
epidemiological study of the oncogenic potential of HPV ge-

TABLE 3. Overview of discordant cases
SPF10 LiPA test result

AMPLICOR HPV
test result

HPV X .................................................................................. Positive
HPV11, ⫺18, ⫺39, ⫺68...................................................... Negative
HPV33................................................................................... Negativea
HPV6..................................................................................... Positive
HPV31, ⫺70 ......................................................................... Negative
Negative ................................................................................ Positive
HPV33................................................................................... Negativeb
HPV X .................................................................................. Positive
HPV11, ⫺42, ⫺51, ⫺52, ⫺53 ............................................ Negative
HPV52, ⫺74 ......................................................................... Negative
HPV51................................................................................... Negative
HPV52................................................................................... Negative
HPV51................................................................................... Negative
HPV X .................................................................................. Positive
a
b

Cytological diagnosis: ASCUS.
Cytological diagnosis: mild/moderate dysplasia.
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improve the effectiveness of organized cervical cancer screening programs (5, 40). Identification of HR HPV types may
identify women with an increased risk of cervical disease and
may therefore provide additional clinical value (10). Indeed, in
the United States, the American College of Obstetrics and
Gynecology and the American Cancer Society both approved
that women over 30 years old should be screened with an HPV
DNA test combined with a cytological examination.
If HPV testing is to be introduced into cervical cancer prevention programs, then standardized, reliable, and accurate
HPV tests are warranted (35). The newly developed, PCRbased AMPLICOR HPV Test may fulfill these demands. However, the test should be evaluated in a clinical laboratory setting. In this study, we compared HPV status in cervical scrape
specimens using the AMPLICOR HPV Test and the INNO
LiPA HPV detection/genotyping assay. Both systems appeared
to be highly concordant, with a kappa of 0.9235, demonstrating
highly similar outcomes.
In nine cases, no human ␤-globin was detected, suggesting
an inadequacy of cellular material, probably due to sampling
errors. In 14/553 cervical scrape specimens (2.1%), no agreement was found; of these, 5 were INNO LiPA negative/AMPLICOR positive and 9 samples were SPF10-LiPA positive/
AMPLICOR negative. HPV33 was missed twice, and HPV51
and HPV52 were missed in three cases by the AMPLICOR
test. Although these HPV types were identified by both HPV
tests in the majority of the positive cases (see Table 2), these
three HPV genotypes need to be watched carefully as additional studies are performed in the field.
The sensitivity of HPV detection methods is based on the
threshold value of the viral load/viral concentration. Amplification detection assays, such as PCR-based techniques, are
highly sensitive (low threshold of viral load detection), in comparison with liquid hybridization tests (high threshold), for
example, the Digene Hybrid Capture 2 test. Snijders et al. have
defined “analytical” and “clinical” sensitivity and specificity in
order to distinguish clinically irrelevant and clinically relevant
HPV positivity rates (39). Analytical sensitivity is defined as
the proportion of HPV-positive women who are correctly identified by a given test (but clinically unimportant), whereas
clinical sensitivity identifies the proportion of women with disease (i.e., women with ⱖCIN 3) who are correctly identified by
a positive HPV test. However, it must be remembered that
HPV infection indicates a risk of having or developing a cervical lesion and is not equivalent to a morphological disorder.
Though the natural history of HPV infections is not fully understood, the viral load is probably low during the first phase of
infection but may increase over time, in parallel with the de-
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The need for accurate genotyping of human papillomavirus (HPV) infections is becoming increasingly
important, since (i) the oncogenic potential among the high-risk HPV genotypes varies in the pathogenesis of
cervical cancer, (ii) monitoring multivalent HPV vaccines is essential to investigate the efficiency of the
vaccines, and (iii) genotyping is crucial in epidemiologic studies evaluating HPV infections worldwide. Various
genotyping assays have been developed to meet this demand. Comparison of different studies that use various
HPV genotyping tests is possible only after a performance assessment of the different assays. In the present
study, the SPF10 LiPA version 1 and the recently launched Roche Linear Array HPV genotyping assays are
compared. A total of 573 liquid-based cytology samples were tested for the presence of HPV by a DNA enzyme
immunoassay; 210 were found to be positive for HPV DNA and were evaluated using both genotyping assays
(163 with normal cytology, 22 with atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance, 20 with mild/
moderate dysplasia, and 5 with severe dysplasia). Comparison analysis was limited to the HPV genotype probes
common to both assays. Of the 160 samples used for comparison analysis, 129 (80.6%) showed absolute
agreement between the assays (concordant), 18 (11.2%) showed correspondence for some but not all genotypes
detected on both strips (compatible), and the remaining 13 (8.2%) samples did not show any similarity between
the tests (discordant). The overall intertest comparison agreement for all individually detectable genotypes was
considered very good ( value, 0.79). The genotyping assays were therefore highly comparable and
reproducible.

method Hybrid Capture II (hc2) (Digene Corp., Gaithersburg,
Maryland) and the recently developed target amplification
method Roche AMPLICOR HPV test (Roche Molecular Systems, Inc., Branchburg, NJ) (35). Although both tests are commercially available and Conformité Européenne (CE) marked,
hc2 is currently the only FDA-registered HPV screening assay
(7). Both tests differentiate between an infection with one or
more of 13 hr-HPV genotypes (genotypes 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39,
45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, and 68) and no hr-HPV infection—an
“hr-HPV plus/minus” screening. Although these tests are not
designed to detect the recently described probable hr-HPV or
any lr-HPV infection, some cross-reactivity outside of the spectrum of 13 hr-HPV genotypes has been reported for the hc2
assay (5). Neither the hc2 nor the AMPLICOR HPV assay
allows the identification of specific genotypes (26), nor do they
have the ability to identify infections involving multiple genotypes.
However, recent studies have provided evidence for a difference in oncogenic potential between the different hr-HPVs
(6), arguing for the importance of HPV genotyping in addition
to the “hr-HPV plus/minus” screening. Outside of the clinical
setting, HPV genotyping is a key characteristic of studies evaluating the epidemiology of HPV infections worldwide. Although a number of HPV genotyping assays have been used in
such studies, a reliable comparison between the diagnostic and
epidemiological data generated is difficult, since data on the
intertest comparisons between the different genotyping assays
are limited.

Molecular and epidemiologic studies have shown that a persistent infection with high-risk human papillomavirus (HPV) is
the most important risk factor for both cervical cancer and its
precursors (9, 11, 29, 33). Approximately 40 different HPV
types can infect the mucosa of the anogenital tract. Based on
their carcinogenicities, these anogenital HPV types have been
subdivided into low-risk HPV (lr-HPV) types, probable highrisk HPV (hr-HPV) types, and hr-HPV types (27), although
some controversy remains regarding the probable high-risk
genotypes (30). Almost all squamous cell cervical cancers
worldwide harbor hr-HPV types (36). Moreover, high-risk
HPV DNA can be detected in 74% of the premalignant lowgrade cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) lesions and approximately 84% of the high-grade CIN lesions (25). Consequently, the efficacy of population-based screening programs
solely using cervical cytology could benefit from adding hrHPV testing (32). Accordingly, many ongoing international
research projects assess the feasibility of introducing hr-HPV
tests in available routine screening.
For these screening purposes, several tests have been developed in order to distinguish high-risk HPV infections from no
HPV infection. Among these are the signal amplification
* Corresponding author. Mailing address: Department of Medical
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HPV GENOTYPING BY REVERSE-BLOT HYBRIDIZATION

The SPF10-INNO LiPA assay is capable of amplifying up to
43 different genotypes and providing type-specific genotype
information for 25 different HPV genotypes simultaneously,
has been extensively tested, and has proven to be highly sensitive and specific (15, 25). The Roche Linear Array (LA) HPV
genotyping test (Roche Molecular Systems, Inc., Branchburg,
NJ) is a recently launched new HPV genotyping assay able to
genotype 37 HPV types, concurrently assessing human ␤-globin. The full spectrum of HPV genotypes amplified by the
PGMY primer system (13) used in the Roche Linear Array
HPV genotyping test has not been assessed beyond the 37
genotypes probed. In essence, both assays could be used for
genotyping analysis.
This study was designed to compare these two well-known
and commonly used commercially available genotyping assays
with HPV DNA-positive samples.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cervical scrapes were obtained from 573 women attending the Department of
Gynaecology for routine cervical screening. Specimens were collected using the
Cervex-Brush (Rovers Medical Devices B.V., Oss, The Netherlands) and processed
using a liquid-based cytology medium (ThinPrep; Cytyc Corp., Marlborough, MA)
that provides monolayer distribution for cytological assessment. Moreover, it offers
the opportunity to isolate DNA for various HPV detection assays. This method has
received U.S. FDA approval for clinical use (20, 31).
Specimen preparation. For isolation of DNA from cervical scrapes in liquidbased cytology medium, the MagNAPure LC isolation station (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Roche Applied Science, Mannheim, Germany) was used; 200 l of
material was isolated using the MagNA Pure LC Total Nucleic Acid Isolation kit
(Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Mannheim Germany), as described by the manufacturer. With each set of 28 cervical-scrape
samples, four negative controls (distilled water) were used to monitor the DNA
isolation procedure and to assess contamination. Nucleic acid was resuspended
in a final volume of 50 l; 10 l was used for each of the various PCR analyses.
SPF10-INNO LiPA HPV detection and genotyping (DNA enzyme immunoassay [DEIA] and LiPA). (i) PCR amplification of HPV DNA. Broad-spectrum
HPV DNA amplification was performed using a short-PCR-fragment assay
(SPF10 HPV PCR; Labo Bio-Medical Products B.V., Rijswijk, The Netherlands).
This assay amplifies a 65-bp fragment of the L1 open reading frame and allows
detection of at least 43 different HPV types (16, 25). The SPF10 PCR system was
used in a final reaction volume of 50 l containing 10 l of the isolated DNA
sample and 40 l of the PCR mixture, which contained 10 mmol/liter Tris-HCl
(pH 9.0), 50 mmol/liter KCl, 2.0 mmol/liter MgCl2, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.01%
gelatin, 200 mol/liter of each deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dATP, dCTP,
dGTP, and dTTP), 15 pmol each of the forward and reverse primers tagged with
biotin at the 5⬘ end, and 1.5 units of AmpliTaq Gold (Applied Biosystems, Foster
City, CA). Activation of AmpliTaq Gold for 9 min at 94°C, was followed by 40
cycles of 30 s at 94°C, 45 s at 52°C, and 45 s at 72°C, with a final extension of 5
min at 72°C. Appropriate negative and positive controls were used to monitor the
performance of the PCR method in each experiment.
(ii) HPV detection by DEIA. The presence of HPV DNA was determined by
hybridization of SPF10 amplimers to a mixture of general HPV probes recognizing a broad range of high-risk, low-risk, and possible high-risk HPV genotypes in
a microtiter plate format, as described previously (15, 25). All HPV DNApositive samples (by SPF10 DEIA) were genotyped using the INNO-LiPA HPV
genotyping assays and the Roche Linear Array HPV genotyping test as described
below. Twenty randomly selected DEIA-negative samples that had previously
tested negative by the Roche AMPLICOR HPV test (35) were also assessed
using both genotyping assays.
(iii) HPV genotyping by reverse hybridization using the INNO-LiPA HPV
genotyping system. The 28 oligonucleotide probes that recognize 25 different
types (Table 1) were tailed with poly(dT) and immobilized as parallel lines to
membrane strips (Labo Bio-Medical Products B.V., Rijswijk, The Netherlands).
The HPV genotyping assay was performed as described previously (15). The
LiPA strips were manually interpreted using the reference guide provided.
The samples that tested positive using the DNA enzyme immunoassay but that
showed no results on the LiPA strip were considered to be HPV X type, i.e.,
genotypes not available on the LiPA strip.
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TABLE 1. Distribution of HPV genotypes in the LiPA and LA assays
Oncogenic
potential (26)

HPV
genotype

High risk

16
18
31
33
35
39
45
51
52
56
58
59
68
73
82

Probable high risk

26
53c
66

Low risk

6
11
34
40
42
43
44
54
55
61
62
64
67
69
70
71
72
74
81
83
84
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a

X, detected.
LiPA does not distinguish between HPV 68 and HPV 73, since both types are
detected by a single probe.
c
The oncogenic potential of HPV 53 is controversial (30).
b

Linear Array HPV genotyping test. The LA HPV genotyping test (Roche
Molecular Systems, Inc., Branchburg, NJ) is a new qualitative in vitro test for the
determination of 37 anogenital HPV DNA genotypes (Table 1). The LA test was
applied to all samples that tested positive for HPV by DEIA and to 20 randomly
selected DEIA-negative samples.
(i) PCR amplification of HPV DNA. The LA test uses biotinylated PGMY
primers to amplify a 450-bp fragment within the polymorphic L1 region of the
HPV genome. The PGMY amplification system has been described previously
(13). The PGMY primers are present in the “master mixture” (containing buffer,
nucleotides [dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dUTP], MgCl2, and ⬍0.02% AmpliTaq
Gold DNA polymerase) and amplify HPV DNA from 37 HPV genotypes, including 13 high-risk types (Table 1). Amplicons incorporate dUTP, allowing the
use of AmpErase enzyme (uracil N-glycosylase), which is included in the master
mixture to prevent PCR carryover contamination. Capture probe sequences are
located in polymorphic regions of L1 bound by these primers. An additional
primer pair targets the human ␤-globin gene (268-bp amplicon) to provide a
control for cell adequacy, extraction, and amplification.
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The SPF10-INNO LiPA assay is capable of amplifying up to
43 different genotypes and providing type-specific genotype
information for 25 different HPV genotypes simultaneously,
has been extensively tested, and has proven to be highly sensitive and specific (15, 25). The Roche Linear Array (LA) HPV
genotyping test (Roche Molecular Systems, Inc., Branchburg,
NJ) is a recently launched new HPV genotyping assay able to
genotype 37 HPV types, concurrently assessing human ␤-globin. The full spectrum of HPV genotypes amplified by the
PGMY primer system (13) used in the Roche Linear Array
HPV genotyping test has not been assessed beyond the 37
genotypes probed. In essence, both assays could be used for
genotyping analysis.
This study was designed to compare these two well-known
and commonly used commercially available genotyping assays
with HPV DNA-positive samples.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cervical scrapes were obtained from 573 women attending the Department of
Gynaecology for routine cervical screening. Specimens were collected using the
Cervex-Brush (Rovers Medical Devices B.V., Oss, The Netherlands) and processed
using a liquid-based cytology medium (ThinPrep; Cytyc Corp., Marlborough, MA)
that provides monolayer distribution for cytological assessment. Moreover, it offers
the opportunity to isolate DNA for various HPV detection assays. This method has
received U.S. FDA approval for clinical use (20, 31).
Specimen preparation. For isolation of DNA from cervical scrapes in liquidbased cytology medium, the MagNAPure LC isolation station (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Roche Applied Science, Mannheim, Germany) was used; 200 l of
material was isolated using the MagNA Pure LC Total Nucleic Acid Isolation kit
(Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Mannheim Germany), as described by the manufacturer. With each set of 28 cervical-scrape
samples, four negative controls (distilled water) were used to monitor the DNA
isolation procedure and to assess contamination. Nucleic acid was resuspended
in a final volume of 50 l; 10 l was used for each of the various PCR analyses.
SPF10-INNO LiPA HPV detection and genotyping (DNA enzyme immunoassay [DEIA] and LiPA). (i) PCR amplification of HPV DNA. Broad-spectrum
HPV DNA amplification was performed using a short-PCR-fragment assay
(SPF10 HPV PCR; Labo Bio-Medical Products B.V., Rijswijk, The Netherlands).
This assay amplifies a 65-bp fragment of the L1 open reading frame and allows
detection of at least 43 different HPV types (16, 25). The SPF10 PCR system was
used in a final reaction volume of 50 l containing 10 l of the isolated DNA
sample and 40 l of the PCR mixture, which contained 10 mmol/liter Tris-HCl
(pH 9.0), 50 mmol/liter KCl, 2.0 mmol/liter MgCl2, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.01%
gelatin, 200 mol/liter of each deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dATP, dCTP,
dGTP, and dTTP), 15 pmol each of the forward and reverse primers tagged with
biotin at the 5⬘ end, and 1.5 units of AmpliTaq Gold (Applied Biosystems, Foster
City, CA). Activation of AmpliTaq Gold for 9 min at 94°C, was followed by 40
cycles of 30 s at 94°C, 45 s at 52°C, and 45 s at 72°C, with a final extension of 5
min at 72°C. Appropriate negative and positive controls were used to monitor the
performance of the PCR method in each experiment.
(ii) HPV detection by DEIA. The presence of HPV DNA was determined by
hybridization of SPF10 amplimers to a mixture of general HPV probes recognizing a broad range of high-risk, low-risk, and possible high-risk HPV genotypes in
a microtiter plate format, as described previously (15, 25). All HPV DNApositive samples (by SPF10 DEIA) were genotyped using the INNO-LiPA HPV
genotyping assays and the Roche Linear Array HPV genotyping test as described
below. Twenty randomly selected DEIA-negative samples that had previously
tested negative by the Roche AMPLICOR HPV test (35) were also assessed
using both genotyping assays.
(iii) HPV genotyping by reverse hybridization using the INNO-LiPA HPV
genotyping system. The 28 oligonucleotide probes that recognize 25 different
types (Table 1) were tailed with poly(dT) and immobilized as parallel lines to
membrane strips (Labo Bio-Medical Products B.V., Rijswijk, The Netherlands).
The HPV genotyping assay was performed as described previously (15). The
LiPA strips were manually interpreted using the reference guide provided.
The samples that tested positive using the DNA enzyme immunoassay but that
showed no results on the LiPA strip were considered to be HPV X type, i.e.,
genotypes not available on the LiPA strip.
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TABLE 7. Intra-assay comparison overview of the 65 samples
reanalyzed in the discrepancy analysis, including the 17
control samples concordant in all four assays
No. of samples

Tests compareda

1st LiPA vs 2nd LiPA
1st LA vs 2nd LA
a

Total
Concordant

Compatible

Discordant

48
43

11
16

6
6

65
65

1st, initial comparison; 2nd, discrepancy comparison.

results for the remaining 48 samples are shown in Table 6. Of
the 30 compatible samples from the initial analysis, 18 remained compatible after discrepancy analysis, while 8 appeared concordant and 4 discordant in a comparison of the
second genotyping assays. Of the 18 discordant samples from
the first test run, 9 remained discordant in the second analyses
between LiPA and LA, whereas 4 appeared genotype concordant and 5 were concordant as LiPA X type, LA negative.
Thus, comparing the second LiPA and LA tests yielded 17
concordant, 18 compatible, and 13 discordant results.
Intra-assay comparisons taking these 48 samples and the 17
control samples in both initial and discrepancy analyses into
account showed highly comparable results for the two assays
(Table 7).
In conclusion, of the 160 samples considered for final analysis, 80.6% (129/160) showed identical results, 11.2% (18/160)
appeared compatible, and 13 samples (8.2%) were discordant.
DISCUSSION
Based on this study, we can conclude that the SPF10-INNO
LiPA and the Linear Array HPV genotyping assays are highly
congruent for the genotypes detectable in both assays. Moreover, the manageabilities of both the SPF10-INNO LiPA and
the Linear Array assays are highly comparable, as are to a large
extent the total run times required for both assays, including
for amplification and preparation of all of the reagents.
Generally, a separate screening is needed preceding genotyping in order to assess a sample’s HPV DNA positivity, i.e.,
an HPV plus/minus screening. An advantage of the LiPA is the
use of the same amplicon for both detection of 43 different lr-,
probable hr-, and hr-HPV genotypes and genotyping of 25
different HPVs. For the LA, a prescreening test with the
PGMY primers is available using a generic HPV probe labeled
with digoxigenin in a microtiter plate-based assay, as recently
described (18). Without the need for further amplification, this
amplicon can be directly used for the Linear Array genotyping
assay. However, the efficiency of such a combination has not
been studied. The recently launched HPV Roche AMPLICOR
test for HPV plus/minus screening is not meant for an LA
screen. It could also be used as a pretest, but the assay detects
only high-risk HPV types (35).
In the initial comparison, i.e., prior to the discrepancy analysis, LiPA did not detect 27 high-risk genotypes in 30 compatible cases. Evidently, all the cases involved were multiple infections, i.e., containing two or more HPV types. Apparently,
if an infection encompasses multiple genotypes, the SPF10INNO LiPA assay is less sensitive than the LA. After finding
analogous results using the LiPA assay, Van Doorn et al.
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propounded the idea of PCR competition between genotypes
in mixed infections and suggested a combined testing algorithm using broad-spectrum and type-specific PCRs for HPV
16 and HPV 18 (L. J. van Doorn, A. C. Molijn, B. Kleter,
W. G. V. Quint, and B. Colau, Abstr. 22nd IPV Conf., abstr.
N-01, 2005). The complexity of assessing multiple genotypes
was addressed previously (34). Amplification and identification
of two genotypes present in equimolar amounts are likely possible. However, “primer competition” between genotypes
might occur if one genotype is present in molar excess, outcompeting the other (34). In the present study, this was demonstrated by the samples harboring multiple infections that
were not identically genotyped by both assays. Also, LA detected hr-HPV 16 in seven samples that were LiPA HPV 16
negative; after the second LA, however, five samples no longer
showed HPV 16. Moreover, in a previous study Van Doorn
and colleagues detected HPV 16 and HPV 18 using typespecific PCR in samples negative for these genotypes (but not
for other genotypes) using general primer sets (34). In the
present study we observed similar results (data not shown).
Although the viral load was not determined in the present
study, low-copy-number samples have previously shown more
discrepancies in intralaboratory and interlaboratory comparisons (17).
The LA assay is unable to distinguish hr-HPV 52 from other
high-risk genotypes (33, 35, and 58). This could be inconvenient in future studies using the Linear Array, since hr-HPV 52
is prevalent in approximately 5% of the HPV-positive women
with normal cytology (8) and causes 2.2% of all cervical cancers (27). In 19 samples from the present study, hr-HPV 52
positivity could not be excluded based on LA genotyping.
However, in these cases, the comparative LiPA tests did not
detect this specific genotype. Two samples were considered
Linear Array HPV 52 positive based on the LiPA results.
Among the 22 discordant cases, the number of hr-HPV
genotypes detected by the Linear Array was not higher than
the number detected by LiPA. All but three of these samples
were single infections, predominately HPV 33, HPV 51, and
HPV 52. A higher inclusivity level has been observed for some
high- and low-risk HPV genotypes, particularly hr-HPV 33 and
hr-HPV 56, when the PGMY amplification system is used (see
the product insert for the CE-marked Linear Array HPV genotyping test, European market). The inclusivity level equates to
the lowest concentration (copies/ml) that shows a 100% positive hit rate in a replicate of six tests or the concentration that
is the probit-predicted 95% positive hit rate. This could explain
some of the differences between the two assays observed in our
study. Thus, the LA seems to be less sensitive than the LiPA if
a sample has a single infection with some specific HPV genotypes that are poorly amplified by PGMY. Even though the
majority of samples were cytologically classified as normal,
proper HPV assessment, including genotyping, remains essential, particularly for healthy women with normal cytology (35),
especially since Wallin and colleagues observed a strong concordance between the HPV type found in baseline smears with
normal cytology and the eventual type found in histological
samples of invasive cancers (37). In the present study, hr-HPV
51 was missed by LA in four of the discordant cases; this
genotype accounted for approximately 0.9% of all squamous
cell cervical cancers in previous studies (27). Curiously, the
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BACKGROUND
2006 was an eventful year in the area of screening to prevent cervical cancer. New screening guidelines were
introduced nationally in July, and in November the Australian Government agreed to fund one of the human
papillomavirus (HPV) vaccines, Gardasil, under the National Immunisation Program.
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This article discusses the cervical screening program and the Pap test in the era of HPV vaccination.

DISCUSSION
With the introduction of a vaccine to prevent the acquisition of significant genital HPV types, many practitioners will be
questioning the continuing need for the Pap test. But for those women who have missed out on the vaccine, the Pap
test will still play a crucial role in preventing the development of cervical cancer, and the vaccinated cohort will need to
continue screening in some form as the vaccine does not cover all the HPV types responsible for anogenital cancer.

While cervical cancer affects around 500 000 women
internationally each year leading to 250 000 deaths,1
Australia has the second lowest incidence and the
lowest mortality rate for this disease in the world.2 Since
the introduction of the National Screening Program in
1991 we have seen a decrease in the incidence of and
mortality from cervical squamous cell cancer by around
60%.3–5 In Australia, about 700 women are diagnosed
with cervical cancer each year, with around 240 deaths;
85% of these women have either not had a Pap test in
the past 10 years or have been inadequately screened,
and 75% are over the age of 50 years.6 Adenocarcinoma
now accounts for around 20% of cases of cervical
cancer and the incidence has not dropped despite the
(otherwise successful) Pap test screening program.5
During 2006 the Guidelines for the management of
asymptomatic women with screen detected abnormalities7
were introduced (incorporating indications for the ‘high risk’
human papillomavirus [HPV] DNA [Digene] test) in July, and
in November, the Australian Government agreed to fund one
of the new HPV vaccines (Gardasil) as part of the National
Immunisation Program.8 This is truly an exciting time to be
involved in the area of screening to prevent cervical cancer.

The new guidelines
The new guidelines were ratified in 2005 and introduced
nationally in July 2006 (Table 1). There are six new areas
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of change:
• new terminology
• management of women with low grade changes
detected on cytology
• management of women with low grade changes
confirmed on biopsy
• management of women with glandular changes
detected on cytology
• management of women with normal endometrial cells
on cytology*, and
• follow up of women with confirmed high grade
changes on cytology.
* Recommendation: normal endometrial cells on
Pap tests of postmenopausal women need not be
reported.

New terminology
Under previous guidelines there were five major categories
of reports:
• negative
• low grade abnormalities
• high grade abnormalities
• inconclusive, and
• unsatisfactory.
To have a clearer understanding of the management of Pap
test abnormalities, the new guidelines ask practitioners
to think in terms of the two different types of cells in the
cervix: squamous and glandular. With this in mind, the
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genital HPV infection has been referred to as ‘the common
cold of sexual activity’.
When HPV enters the nucleus of the basal cells in the
epithelium it usually sits next to the host cell DNA in what
is known as ‘episomal’ infection. Most HPV infections of the
cervix result in no cytological abnormality. But occasionally
this episomal infection causes cytological changes that can
be detected as LSIL. Close to 80% of these LSIL lesions
regress within 12 months.7 Progression from LSIL to HSIL
is very uncommon, and if it does occur, takes on average
around 7 years.7
Even infection with one of the ‘high risk’ types is usually
transient. However, the circular DNA of these particular
types very occasionally (and for reasons which are poorly
understood) breaks and inserts itself into the host cell
DNA. This is known as ‘viral integration’. Integrated HPV
infection is more likely to be persistent and associated with
the types of cellular changes seen in HSIL lesions.
Low grade
(definite or possible)

If a woman is 30+ years
and has no negative
cytology in previous
2–3 years, colposcopy or
repeat test in 6 months

Repeat Pap test
at 12 months
Negative

Low grade

Repeat Pap test
at 12 months

High grade
Colposcopy

Negative

Figure 2. Management of LSIL on Pap test7

HPV test at age 25 years
+ve

-ve

Cytology

Test again in 12
months HPV and
cytology

HPV testing
The current recommended test for cervical HPV is the
Digene HC (hybrid capture) II test which looks for 13 of
the ‘high risk’ HPV types. The result is reported as either
positive or negative for high risk types of HPV. Individual
types of HPV are not separately identified. This test can
be used as a ‘test of cure’ after the treatment of an HSIL.
The woman should return to her gynaecologist for a repeat
colposcopy and Pap test 4–6 months after treatment of
an HSIL. If these are satisfactory, she can see her usual
practitioner 12 months post-treatment for both a Pap and
HPV test. These two tests should be done annually until
the woman has tested negative on both tests on two
consecutive occasions. When all four tests are negative the
woman can return to the usual 2 yearly screening interval
(Table 2).

HPV vaccine

Return to 2
yearly screening

Negative

This understanding of the natural history of genital HPV
infection informs our new guidelines. After an initial Pap
test report of a LSIL, a woman is advised to have a repeat
test in 12 months. This gives her a chance to ‘clear’ the
infection. If, on repeat, the LSIL changes are still present,
or if HSIL changes are detected, a colposcopy will be
recommended. If LSIL changes are confirmed on biopsy,
gynaecologists are now asked not to treat these lesions
but to appreciate that as they are almost always caused
by HPV, women can safely have a repeat Pap test in 12
months (Figure 2). HSIL confirmed on biopsy should be
treated as previously.

LSIL

HSIL

Test again
in 3–5 years

Colposcopy
If cytology → HSIL or HR HPV + ve persists

Figure 3. Possible screening algorithm for vaccinated cohort (note: current screening
recommendations remain the same for both vaccinated and nonvaccinated women)
Source: Dr Marion Saville, Victorian Cytology Service
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The development of the HPV vaccine marks an exciting
opportunity for the control of anogenital cancer
internationally. In November 2006, the Australian
Government approved funding of the Gardasil vaccine for
females aged 12–26 years. Gardasil is a quadrivalent vaccine
that protects against HPV infection with types 6, 11, 16 and
18. Types 6 and 11 cause 90% of genital warts; types
16 and 18 cause 70–80% of cervical cancer in Australia.
Gardasil is given intramuscularly in a three dose schedule at
0, 2, and 6 months. It has been shown to provide 90–100%
protection against persistent infection and cervical/genital
disease due to HPV types 16 and 18.10 Although approved
for use in males aged 9–15 years, there is currently little
data on vaccine efficacy in preventing genital warts or anogenital cancer in males. Therefore, Gardasil will be put on
the National Immunisation Program on an ongoing basis
for girls aged 12–13 years to be delivered through schools
with further funding for a ‘catch up’ program for females
aged 13–18 years in schools, and women aged 18–26 years
through their general practitioner.

Pap test update THEME

How will the vaccine affect the screening program?
Pap test screening needs to continue into the foreseeable
future, but the program will inevitably change. We anticipate
that in Australia over the next few decades cervical cancer
will decrease by 80%, vulval cancer by 50%, vaginal
cancer by 50%, and genital warts by 90%. Histologically
confirmed HSIL will decrease by around 50%, and there
will be significantly fewer abnormal Pap test reports. In the
meantime, older, unvaccinated women will need to maintain
regular Pap tests. The vaccinated cohort, although protected
against the HPV types that cause 70–80% of cervical
cancer, are still vulnerable to infection with other high risk
types and will therefore still need to be monitored. A current
topic of discussion is what type of screening test might be
most appropriate for these women. The HPV Digene HC11
test is extremely sensitive in its ability to detect viral HPV
DNA, but at present lacks positive predictive value for
the development of significant cervical lesions in a young
population (under 30 years of age) because infection in this
age group is so common. However, once the vaccinated
cohort reach their 20s, we can anticipate a precipitous fall
in the amount of HPV 16 and 18 infection. This means that a
positive HPV test in this age group attains significance. One
suggested model is that we could commence screening at
the age of 25 years with an HPV test. If that test is negative,
a repeat test could be performed 3 years later. If positive,
the woman could have cervical cytology and be followed up
accordingly (Figure 3).

Conclusion
Australia is renowned internationally for its successful
cervical screening program. Our incidence and mortality
rates are, along with Finland, the lowest in the world. The
development of national guidelines and the establishment
of state registries during the 1990s, along with strict
laboratory quality control measures and media and
educational assistance from state Cancer Councils, has
made Australia a leader in the prevention of this disease.
However, the 21st century has brought exciting
developments. The most recent guidelines, acknowledging
our increased understanding of the role HPV plays in anogenital disease, were ratified in 2005 and implemented
in July 2006. They have simplified and improved the
management of a woman with an abnormal Pap test.
Incorporated into these guidelines is the use of testing for
HPV DNA of ‘high risk’ types at the cervix. Professor Ian
Fraser, who played a seminal role in the development of the
HPV vaccine, was awarded 2006 Australian of the Year.11
The Australian Government approved the use of Gardasil
under the National Immunisation Program to commence in
2007. The future looks promising.

Table 2. Post-treatment of high grade lesions7
A woman who has had treatment for HSIL should have a colposcopy and
cervical cytology at 4–6 months post-treatment. Cervical cytology and HPV
typing should be done at 12 months post-treatment and annually until the
woman has tested negative by both tests on two consecutive occasions.
When all four tests are negative as indicated below, the woman can then
return to the usual 2 yearly screening interval
Time since treatment
4–6 months
12 months
24 months

Pap test
Colposcopy
✔
✔
Negative		
Negative		

HPV typing
Negative
Negative

Summary of important points
• The new guidelines have simplified and streamlined
the management of an abnormal Pap smear.
• The Pap test screening program will inevitably need to
be revised with the advent of the HPV vaccine.
• Women (vaccinated or unvaccinated) should continue
to have regular Pap tests. The current screening
recommendations are the same for all women
irrespective of HPV vaccination status.
• The new vaccines prevent infection with ‘high risk’
HPV types 16 and 18, but as these types cause only
70–80% cervical cancers, screening will need to
continue in some form.
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HPV testing in patients with low grade cervical
cytological abnormalities: a follow up study
C S Herrington, M F Evans, F M Charnock,W Gray, J O'D McGee

ties who have or will develop high grade cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN).
Human papillomaviruses (HPV) are associated with squamous lesions and classification
by molecular homology indicates that there are
two major groups, anogenital and cutaneous.2
More specifically, the association of certain
HPV types with intraepithelial and invasive
neoplasia of the anogenital region, particularly
the cervix uteri, has led to the definition of
"high risk" (HPV 16 and 18 particularly),
"intermediate risk" (HPV 31 and 33 particularly) and "low risk" (HPV 6 and 11 particularly)
anogenital types.3 This association suggests
that the detection of "high" and "intermediate" risk HPV types in patients with low grade
cervical cytological abnormalities might predict those patients who have or will develop
CIN grade 2 or 3. Moreover, as HPV infection
is less common in older women, HPV analysis
may be of more value in women over 30 years
of age.4 Conventional polymerase chain reaction (PCR) techniques for HPV detection are
reportedly of limited use for the detection of
current high grade lesions,5 most likely because
of their high sensitivity, "high" and "intermediate" risk HPV types being detectable in a
significant proportion of patients with normal
cervical smears.6 However, there is some evidence that a greater viral load is more
associated with CIN grade 2 or 3 and less sensitive techniques such as in situ hybridisation
and semi-quantitative PCR have been shown
to be more predictive of the presence of such
high grade lesions.5 7-11 Recent studies have also
demonstrated the potential utility of hybrid
capture techniques in the same setting."2
(3 Clin Pathol 1996;49:493-496)
Although "high" and "intermediate" risk
Keywords: human papillomavirus, cytology, in situ HPV types are frequently present in patients
hybridisation, polymerase chain reaction.
with low grade histological lesions, it is possible
that women with such lesions may be at greater
risk of progression to a high grade lesion. If this
were the case, the demonstration of such infecIn the UK the recommended management of tion would be of clinical value.
patients with a cervical smear showing moderIn the present study patients with persistent
ate or severe dyskaryosis is immediate referral low grade cervical cytological abnormalities
for colposcopic assessment, diagnosis and were assessed by molecular HPV analysis of
treatment. The reporting of borderline cytological material obtained at initial colposchanges, wart virus changes or mild dyskaryo- copy and were subsequently followed cytologisis is usually accompanied by a request for a cally and with biopsy when appropriate. HPV
repeat smear with referral for colposcopic status was correlated with age and with
assessment only if the abnormality persists.' histological diagnosis to assess its diagnostic
The main reasons for this approach are to utility for the detection of CIN grade 2 or 3.
avoid "underdiagnosing" high grade lesions by
cytological screening and to detect any progression to a higher grade abnormality. It Methods
would therefore be useful to distinguish by fur- Patients (n= 167) referred to the colposcopy
ther evaluation of cytological material those unit, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, with cerpatients with low grade cytological abnormali- vical smears showing persistent borderline
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analysis in predicting cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) grades 2 and 3 in
patients with persistent low grade cervical
cytological abnormalities.
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dyskaryotic changes on cervical screening
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non-isotopic in situ hybridisation and
generic and type specific polymerase
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Discussion
These data confirm the assocation of "high"
35
and "intermediate" risk HPV types, determined by both non-isotopic in situ hybridisa30
tion and PCR, with high grade CIN. The use of
PCR, which is of greater absolute sensitivity,
increases diagnostic sensitivity but reduces the
20
positive predictive value. This is also reflected
co
in the likelihood ratios which are less affected
Er 15
by the prevalence of the underlying disease in
CL
the population studied"7 and therefore give a
10
better estimate of the potential clinical value of
HPV testing.
5
There is a strong correlation between patient
n
0
age and the presence of HPV DNA determined
18
31
16
6 or 11
33
Others
by both non-isotopic in situ hybridisation and
(n 2)
(n =7)
(n -8)
(n= 11)
(n= 18)
(n = 37)
PCR, women less than 30 years of age being
HPV type
significantly more likely to harbour HPV
Figure 2 The proportion ofpatients under 30 years of age (n = 64) and 30 years of age
sequences, particularly HPV 16. Although the
or older (n = 97) whose cytological samples contained different HPV types on PCR. Those
patients for whom P-globin did not amplify have been excluded.
less likely possibility of a cohort effect cannot
be entirely excluded, the high prevalence of
HPV sequences in women under 30 years of
Table 1 Positive predictive values (PPV) and sensitivities
age and the relatively low number of patients
for the detection of CIN 2 or 3 by non-isotopic in situ
hybridisation (NISH), generic PCR and type specific PCR with HPV6/11 infection is most likely related
for "high" and "intermediate" risk HPV types. Likelihood
to the natural history of HPV infection in these
ratios represent the ratio of sensitivity to (1- specificity).'"
patients. Moreover, the magnitude of the
prevalence of HPV sequences as determined
PPV
Sensitivity Likelihood
ratio
(%)
(0/)
by generic PCR (82.6%) suggests that persistent low grade cytological abnormalities are a
NISH
overall
70
61
5.8
result of HPV infection in the majority of
<30 years
68
70
2.9
younger
patients.
>30 years
75
47
12.2
The higher prevalence of HPV sequences in
Generic PCR
48
88
2.4
overall
younger women is parallelled to some degree
<30 years
46
96
1.3
by an increased prevalence of CIN grade 2 or
52
79
4.2
>30 years
3, but the strength of the association between
Type specific PCR
54
77
3
overall
HPV and age is greater than that between his49
79
1.4
<30 years
tological grade and age. This suggests that
>30 years
64
74
6.9
infection with these viral types is reversible,
even when productive as assessed by nonisotopic in situ hybridisation. " This hypothesis
f-globin amplification was not detected in is supported by the lower positive predictive
six patients and hence the DNA was not of suf- values and likelihood ratios of HPV testing in
ficient quality for HPV analysis by PCR; all of women under 30 years of age and is consistent
these patients were HPV negative. Of the with the finding that persistence of HPV is
remaining patients, 83 (51.6%) were positive associated with persistence of intraepithelial
after hybridisation with the generic HPV neoplasia.'9 HPV testing is therefore of greater
probe. Sixty five patients had types 6, 11, 16, diagnostic value in women over 30 years of age
18, 31, or 33, and the remaining 18 cases posi- in this group of patients, although greater pretive with the generic probe were classified as dictive value is achieved at the expense of lower
"others" (fig 2). The two patients with HPV sensitivity.
HPV DNA detection in this group of
6/11 were included in the generic PCR results
but excluded from the type specific PCR patients therefore seems to be of limited
results, which are therefore restricted to "high" predictive value because of the occurrence of
and "intermediate" risk types. A high grade HPV infection in patients who do not have or
lesion on biopsy was significantly associated develop CIN grade 2 or 3. However, the effect
with positivity by both generic PCR (X2 = 27.5, of the biopsy procedure on the subsequent
DF = 1, p < 0.001) and type specific PCR (X2 natural history of HPV infection is not known
and HPV testing would be of more value in
= 31.3, DF = 1, p < 0.001). The relation
patient
management if applied at the time of
between patient age at the time of colposcopy
and HPV as determined by generic and type initial detection of a low grade abnormality.
specific PCR is shown in fig 1B. There was a This study may therefore underestimate the
significant association between age less than 30 predictive potential of HPV testing in patients
who have not had a biopsy specimen taken.
years and HPV positivity by both generic (X2 =
36.0, DF = 1, p < 0.001) and type specific (X2 Similarly, long term follow up of patients with
borderline cervical cytological abnormalities
= 27.9, DF = 1, p < 0.00 1) PCR amplification.
The sensitivities, predictive values, and likeli- has shown that the risk of developing CIN
hood ratios of generic and type specific PCR grade 2 or 3 persists up to nine years after the
for the presence of CIN grade 2 or 3 are given initial cytological abnormality and is greatest in
women between 20 and 39 years of age.20
in table 1.
40

Under 30 years (n = 64)
30 years or over (n = 97)

.

0

=
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Human Papillomavirus Testing Methods
Roger A. Hubbard, PhD

● Testing for human papillomavirus (HPV) relies exclusively
on techniques of molecular biology using nucleic acid
probes. Tests for HPV using nucleic acid probes have been
commercially available since the late 1980s, but early tests
were cumbersome, involving the use of nucleic acid probes
labeled with radioactive phosphorus (32P). These early HPV
tests did not achieve widespread use because they did not
detect all oncogenic HPV genotypes. The current commercial HPV detection kit, Digene’s Hybrid Capture 2 kit, detects virtually all high-risk oncogenic HPV types, as well as
most low-risk nononcogenic HPV genotypes. The Hybrid
Capture 2 test format is a proprietary nucleic acid hybridization signal amplification system owned by Digene Corporation. Virtually all test formats for DNA sequence analysis are amenable to applications intended to detect and
perhaps quantify the various HPV genotypes. These methods
can involve direct hybridization with complementary DNA
probes, such as Southern blotting or in situ hybridization,
signal amplification, such as the Hybrid Capture 2 method
or target nucleic acid amplification, most notably the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Polymerase chain reaction has
been used for HPV detection, genotyping, and viral load
determination. General or consensus primer–mediated PCR
assays have enabled screening for a broad spectrum of HPV
types in clinical specimens using a single PCR reaction. Following amplification using consensus primers, individual
HPV genotypes are identified using a variety of methods.
Using consensus primers in a test format known as real-time
quantitative PCR (RQ-PCR), it is possible to generate viral
load (concentration) data from reaction curves generated by
monitoring PCR reaction kinetics in real time.
(Arch Pathol Lab Med. 2003;127:940–945)

M

embers of the human papillomavirus (HPV) family
do not lend themselves to culture in vitro; as such,
detection of HPV relies strictly on molecular analyses of
HPV DNA sequence. A variety of molecular methods exist
for use in detection and quantitation of HPV. One of these,
the Hybrid Capture 2 (HC2) test manufactured by Digene
Corporation, Inc (Gaithersburg, Md), is the only HPV test
cleared by the Food and Drug Administration for in vitro
diagnostic use. The Digene HPV HC2 test is approved in
the United States as an adjunct to the Papanicolaou test for
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cervical cancer screening and is being marketed in selected
countries as a primary cervical cancer screen either in conjunction with or separate from the Papanicolaou test.
All molecular methods used in analysis of HPV in clinical specimens draw on the same principles and techniques of molecular biology used in the discovery of the
extended HPV gene family, and while most of these techniques were developed in a research setting, there is a
good possibility that they will eventually make their way
into the molecular diagnostic laboratory.
Most HPV genotypes have nucleic acid sequences that
exist within the public domain, but a few of the HPV types
are patented. As such, commercial use of these proprietary
sequences in a diagnostic test is prohibited unless the patent owner grants a license. Until recently, Digene’s exclusive rights to many of the high-risk HPV sequences have
limited commercialization of HPV tests intended for in
vitro diagnostic use. However, the beginnings of what
may prove to be a major change in the HPV testing landscape began in June 2002 when l’Institut Pasteur in France,
the owner of many HPV sequences, transferred to F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd (Roche) the HPV intellectual property
estate of l’Institut Pasteur. This exchange of HPV intellectual property to the sister company of Roche Molecular
Systems, the owner of polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
technology, may portend the future debut of PCR-based
tests intended for in vitro diagnostic use.
HISTORY OF HPV TESTING
Tests for HPV using nucleic acid probes have been commercially available since the late 1980s, but early tests were
quite cumbersome, in most cases involving the use of nucleic acid probes labeled with radioactive phosphorus (32P)
in a slot-blot hybridization format. These early HPV tests
(ViraPap and ViraType), developed and marketed first by
Life Technologies, Inc, then sold to Digene Corporation, did
not achieve widespread use, due in large part to the reality
that the tests did not detect all oncogenic HPV genotypes
and the test format used lacked sensitivity.
In addition to the methods involving the use of 32P-labeled nucleic acid probes, a variety of tests involving nucleic acid in situ hybridization (ISH) were commercially
available in the late 1980s with kits manufactured by Enzo
Diagnostics and Life Technologies, Inc. There has since
been a recent resurgence of interest in ISH with the advent
of automated platforms offered by Ventana Medical Systems, Inc; Dako Corporation; and others.
The current commercial HPV detection kit, Digene’s
HC2 kit, detects virtually all high-risk oncogenic HPV
types, as well as most low-risk nononcogenic HPV genotypes. Within the HC2 test system, genotype-specific
probes are mixed in high-risk and low-risk cocktail forHPV Testing Methods—Hubbard

Attributes of Nucleic Acid Analysis Methods
Method

Strengths

Weaknesses

Direct probe

Southern blot is gold standard for HPV genomic
analysis
Presence of HPV in association with morphology

Low sensitivity, time-consuming, may require large
amounts of highly purified DNA
Southern blot hybridization cannot use fixed tissue
where DNA degradation has occurred

Signal amplification

Commercial kits
Quantitative
FDA-approved test (HC2)

Licensed and patented technologies
Cocktail approach to genotyping

Target amplification

Flexible technology (viral load and genotype)
Very high sensitivity
Multiplex analysis

RUO testing only
Home brew, no standardization
Licensed by Roche for PCR
Contamination with previously amplified material
can lead to false positives
* HPV indicates human papillomavirus; FDA, Food and Drug Administration; RUO, research use only; and PCR, polymerase chain reaction.

mats. The HC2 is a nonradioactive, chemiluminescence
method that can be performed in most clinical laboratories
capable of high-complexity testing.
HPV TESTING METHODOLOGIES
There are essentially 3 types of nucleic acid hybridization method formats used to detect HPV, these being the
direct nucleic acid probe methods, hybridization signal
amplification, and target amplification methods. Individual attributes of these nucleic hybridization methods are
given in the Table.
Direct Probe Methods
The gold standard technique for HPV genomic analysis
is the Southern blot, a technique that was used in early
studies of HPV.1–3 Another direct probe method, ISH, uses
technology akin to immunohistochemistry, in which one
assesses antigenic expression within the context of histopathology.3–8 With ISH, one assesses the presence of a target nucleic acid or gene expression within the context of
histopathology. The nucleic acid probes used in ISH are
derivatized, typically with biotin, in multiple sites. Detection is usually achieved using a sandwich approach involving streptavidin-chromogen complexes.6,8
The disadvantages of direct probe assays, however, include low sensitivity, time-consuming techniques, and the
need for possibly large amounts of highly purified DNA.
In fixed tissue, formalin-catalyzed DNA cross-linking resulting in DNA degradation makes Southern blot hybridization or restriction fragment length polymorphism
(RFLP) impossible to perform.6,9 Of the direct probe methods, ISH affords the lowest specificity for the detection of
HPV sequences in clinical specimens, with an average
specificity of 72% for condylomatous lesions and 30% for
invasive cancer cells.4
Signal Amplification
Signal amplification methods are proprietary technologies that are not in the public domain. Digene’s HC2 test
is included in this category. Signal amplification methods
are really an extension of direct probe techniques that
have achieved a sensitivity boost by innovations in detection methods. These methods increase sensitivity by multimeric layering of reporter molecules on DNA probes.6,9
Another example of signal amplification is found in the
branched DNA (bDNA) assay, which is a proprietary technology owned by Bayer Corporation.
In the HC2 assay, specific RNA probes are used that are
directed toward individual DNA sequences comprising the
Arch Pathol Lab Med—Vol 127, August 2003

HPV genotypes to be detected. Digene owns a proprietary
antibody that is directed toward DNA-RNA hybrids. The
antibody is used both for the capture step and the detection
step in which the antibody is labeled with a reporter molecule that is developed using a chemiluminescence detection system; in essence, the HC2 assay is an immunoassay.
Based on the strength of their association with cervical
cancer, HPV genotypes detected by the HC2 assay can be
grouped into the following risk strata: low-risk HPV types
6, 11, 42, 43, and 44; and high/intermediate-risk HPV
types 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, and 68.
The cocktail approach of the HPV HC2 test provides an
excellent tool for the triage of patients with minor cytologic abnormalities on Papanicolaou tests, but the test cannot determine the specific HPV type present.
Target Amplification
Target nucleic acid amplifications, most notably PCR,
are technologies that hold great promise for addressing all
aspects of HPV testing.2,10–12 Polymerase chain reaction is
a valuable tool because it allows in vitro multiplication of
unique regions of DNA so they can be detected within a
large background, as is the case with most viral infections.
Target amplification is the most flexible and sensitive of
all DNA analysis techniques. This technology can be used
for detection, viral load quantitation, DNA sequencing,
and mutation analysis.13–21 These assays can also be performed in multiplex, whereby multiple target DNA sequences can be analyzed simultaneously. Target amplification methods increase sensitivity by specific, in vitro
synthesis of target DNA sequences. Most PCR methods,
while generally available for research use only testing, often involve the use of patented HPV sequences that limits
their applicability as in vitro diagnostic tests due to legal
or proprietary restrictions. Additionally, homebrew PCR
tests are, by their very nature, lacking in interlaboratory
standardization. Polymerase chain reaction assays by their
nature are subject to environmental contamination because previously amplified material (amplicons) can potentially contaminate negative specimens such that falsepositive results could be obtained. In almost all laboratories, this possibility is obviated by the use of stringent
amplicon-containment procedures coupled with enzymatic amplicon elimination systems involving the uracil-Nglycosylase (AMPerase) enzyme.6
SENSITIVITY AND SPECIFICITY
The sensitivity level of an assay is usually defined as
the detection limit or the lowest possible quantity of DNA
HPV Testing Methods—Hubbard 941

Attributes of Nucleic Acid Analysis Methods
Method

Strengths

Weaknesses

Direct probe

Southern blot is gold standard for HPV genomic
analysis
Presence of HPV in association with morphology

Low sensitivity, time-consuming, may require large
amounts of highly purified DNA
Southern blot hybridization cannot use fixed tissue
where DNA degradation has occurred

Signal amplification

Commercial kits
Quantitative
FDA-approved test (HC2)

Licensed and patented technologies
Cocktail approach to genotyping

Target amplification

Flexible technology (viral load and genotype)
Very high sensitivity
Multiplex analysis

RUO testing only
Home brew, no standardization
Licensed by Roche for PCR
Contamination with previously amplified material
can lead to false positives
* HPV indicates human papillomavirus; FDA, Food and Drug Administration; RUO, research use only; and PCR, polymerase chain reaction.
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amplification, and target amplification methods. Individual attributes of these nucleic hybridization methods are
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Direct Probe Methods
The gold standard technique for HPV genomic analysis
is the Southern blot, a technique that was used in early
studies of HPV.1–3 Another direct probe method, ISH, uses
technology akin to immunohistochemistry, in which one
assesses antigenic expression within the context of histopathology.3–8 With ISH, one assesses the presence of a target nucleic acid or gene expression within the context of
histopathology. The nucleic acid probes used in ISH are
derivatized, typically with biotin, in multiple sites. Detection is usually achieved using a sandwich approach involving streptavidin-chromogen complexes.6,8
The disadvantages of direct probe assays, however, include low sensitivity, time-consuming techniques, and the
need for possibly large amounts of highly purified DNA.
In fixed tissue, formalin-catalyzed DNA cross-linking resulting in DNA degradation makes Southern blot hybridization or restriction fragment length polymorphism
(RFLP) impossible to perform.6,9 Of the direct probe methods, ISH affords the lowest specificity for the detection of
HPV sequences in clinical specimens, with an average
specificity of 72% for condylomatous lesions and 30% for
invasive cancer cells.4
Signal Amplification
Signal amplification methods are proprietary technologies that are not in the public domain. Digene’s HC2 test
is included in this category. Signal amplification methods
are really an extension of direct probe techniques that
have achieved a sensitivity boost by innovations in detection methods. These methods increase sensitivity by multimeric layering of reporter molecules on DNA probes.6,9
Another example of signal amplification is found in the
branched DNA (bDNA) assay, which is a proprietary technology owned by Bayer Corporation.
In the HC2 assay, specific RNA probes are used that are
directed toward individual DNA sequences comprising the
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HPV genotypes to be detected. Digene owns a proprietary
antibody that is directed toward DNA-RNA hybrids. The
antibody is used both for the capture step and the detection
step in which the antibody is labeled with a reporter molecule that is developed using a chemiluminescence detection system; in essence, the HC2 assay is an immunoassay.
Based on the strength of their association with cervical
cancer, HPV genotypes detected by the HC2 assay can be
grouped into the following risk strata: low-risk HPV types
6, 11, 42, 43, and 44; and high/intermediate-risk HPV
types 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, and 68.
The cocktail approach of the HPV HC2 test provides an
excellent tool for the triage of patients with minor cytologic abnormalities on Papanicolaou tests, but the test cannot determine the specific HPV type present.
Target Amplification
Target nucleic acid amplifications, most notably PCR,
are technologies that hold great promise for addressing all
aspects of HPV testing.2,10–12 Polymerase chain reaction is
a valuable tool because it allows in vitro multiplication of
unique regions of DNA so they can be detected within a
large background, as is the case with most viral infections.
Target amplification is the most flexible and sensitive of
all DNA analysis techniques. This technology can be used
for detection, viral load quantitation, DNA sequencing,
and mutation analysis.13–21 These assays can also be performed in multiplex, whereby multiple target DNA sequences can be analyzed simultaneously. Target amplification methods increase sensitivity by specific, in vitro
synthesis of target DNA sequences. Most PCR methods,
while generally available for research use only testing, often involve the use of patented HPV sequences that limits
their applicability as in vitro diagnostic tests due to legal
or proprietary restrictions. Additionally, homebrew PCR
tests are, by their very nature, lacking in interlaboratory
standardization. Polymerase chain reaction assays by their
nature are subject to environmental contamination because previously amplified material (amplicons) can potentially contaminate negative specimens such that falsepositive results could be obtained. In almost all laboratories, this possibility is obviated by the use of stringent
amplicon-containment procedures coupled with enzymatic amplicon elimination systems involving the uracil-Nglycosylase (AMPerase) enzyme.6
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The sensitivity level of an assay is usually defined as
the detection limit or the lowest possible quantity of DNA
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Figure 1. Relative sensitivities of nucleic acid analysis techniques.

available that can be detected. Specificity determines the
level of accuracy of an assay. Ideally, achieving minimal
false positives and false negatives increases the accuracy
of an assay. Positive predictive value is the probability that
the test method will give a true positive result. Likewise,
negative predictive value is the probability that the test
method will give a true-negative result. Any diagnostic
assay should aspire to having the highest positive and
negative predictive values. The sensitivity and specificity
of an individual assay determine these values.
A test is said to have a particular sensitivity and specificity; however, there is not a single sensitivity or specificity for a test, rather a continuum of sensitivities and
specificities. By varying the decision threshold, any sensitivity can be obtained from 0% to 100%, and each one
will have a corresponding specificity. The ideal can be
based on the clinical expectations for the test.
Figure 1 illustrates the relative hierarchy of sensitivities
of direct probe methods and signal and target amplification
methods. Direct probe techniques offer the least sensitivity
for detecting a specific DNA sequence, whereas the highest
sensitivity is achieved with target amplification.2,4,22 Realtime quantitative PCR (RQ-PCR) is the most sensitive target
amplification method.14,23 To put sensitivity levels into perspective, the HC2 assay has a lower detection limit of 1.0
pg of target/mL; this concentration translates to approximately 120 000 virus particles.24 The theoretical lower detection limit of RQ-PCR is 1 target nucleic acid sequence,
but the practical lower limit is probably somewhat higher.
The ideal molecular diagnostic test should be able to
differentiate a target sequence at the single nucleotide level, an attribute that is very important if one wishes to analyze mutations, for example. Target amplification techniques, RQ-PCR and direct PCR cycle sequencing, are also
the most selective, being capable of discriminating minor
sequence differences within a target DNA. Lower-selectivity test formats have difficulty differentiating between
similar target sequences that have a high degree of sequence homology, as is the case with members of the HPV
family. Direct probe tests and signal amplification tests are
therefore prone to cross-reactivity or cross-hybridization.
Owing to varying degrees of sequence homology, probe
cross-reactivity has been observed with the HC2 assay.
pBR322 is an engineered cloning vector that would not be
present in any clinical setting, but this example points to
the possibility that a naturally occurring bacterial plasmid
in high concentration can cause a cross-hybridization. The
documented cross-reactivity between HPV-6 and HPV-42
could lead to the mistaken categorization of a specimen as
positive for a high-risk type in situations of high concentration of the low-risk genotype HPV.24
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Figure 2. Genomic map of human papillomavirus 16.

Figure 3. Human papillomavirus genotyping strategy.

LABORATORY METHODS USED TO DETERMINE
HPV GENOTYPES
The vast majority of clinical data derived from HPV
testing have been acquired using the commercially available HC2 assay, which categorizes patients with HPV infection into low-risk and high-risk groups.24–30 Although
these test results have been shown to be extremely useful
triage tools, they do not provide specific information regarding which HPV genotypes are present within a specimen. Since the relative risk of most phylogenetically highrisk types for cervical disease outcomes is unknown, and
given the finding that some HPV genotypes have been
shown to differ in oncogenic potential, it is reasonable to
assume that detection of individual HPV genotypes in cervical specimens could assist in more precise risk stratification.
Figure 2 is a genomic map of HPV-16, which could be
considered a prototypical genome of all HPV genotypes.
Of interest for genotype analysis are those areas that display the type-specific polymorphism. Several regions of
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Figure 4. Real-time quantitative polymerase
chain reaction.

type-specific sequence variability exist, but the late region
gene L1 that encodes a major capsid protein appears to be
the most polymorphic.13,15,20,31–34 In addition, sequence polymorphism exists in the early region genes E6 and
E7.21,33,35–37 These sequences’ differences endow individual
HPV types with varying degrees of oncogenic transformation potential, and they can also be exploited for developing type-specific molecular tests. The L1 gene segment
is used most often in genotyping assays based on PCR.13,20,34
Primers are selected from conserved or consensus sequences that flank polymorphic, type-specific sequences.
Polymerase chain reaction is the gateway technology to
all genotyping methods. Once PCR using consensus primers has been performed, detection of individual genotypes
can be accomplished by several methods, including
RFLP,13,34,38,39 reverse hybridization using what is known as
a line probe assay,40–42 or cycle sequencing and assignment
of genotypes by sequence comparison.35,43–45 An alternative, however, is to use genotype-specific PCR primers that
are used to identify individual HPV types based on E6 or
E7 polymorphisms.32,36,37,46,47
General or consensus primer-mediated PCR assays have
been developed to screen for a broad spectrum of HPV
types in clinical specimens using a single PCR reaction
(Figure 3). These tests use primer pairs that are common
to most, if not all, anogenital HPV types. The sequences of
a variety of HPV consensus primers have been published.
These primers, GP51/GP61,41 SPF10,48 MY09/11,42,49 and
PGMY,20,31 to name a few, possess different attributes that
enable them to detect and genotype a broad spectrum of
HPV types.
Line probe assays detect amplified genotype-specific
DNA by selective hybridization with oligonucleotides immobilized on nylon membranes. The technique and results
are very similar to Western blotting. Using line probe assay techniques, individual HPV genotypes can be classified with a very high level of sensitivity, down to the 100attogram level. This level of discrimination is useful in
resolving individual genotypes in mixed infections.5,42,48,50
Restriction fragment length polymorphism methods are
used to identify HPV genotype-specific restriction patterns derived from post-PCR consensus primer amplified
DNA. The restriction enzymes used for most analyses are
typically BamHI, DdeI, HaeIII, HinfI, and PstI. Human papillomavirus RFLP data are sometimes difficult to interpret,
especially when mixed infections are encountered. FurArch Pathol Lab Med—Vol 127, August 2003

thermore, since restriction fragments are not, in practice,
positively identified by specific hybridization (eg, Southern blot), identification of spurious bands can lead to major uncertainty in assigning genotypes.13,32,34,38,41,51
Direct nucleic acid sequencing of the products of PCR
reactions using consensus primers is another approach
that can be used to distinguish the HPV genotypes present in clinical specimens. This technology shows promise
in yielding sequence information on as yet uncharacterized HPV genotypes, as well as information regarding mutations within known HPV genotypes. These researchbased systems, however, appear to have limited utility as
in vitro diagnostic tools.32,35,43,45,51,52
LABORATORY METHODS USED TO DETERMINE HPV
VIRAL LOAD
Several studies have shown that HPV-infected patients
with a high viral load (VL) may be at increased risk for
developing cervical cancer.19,27,30,53–58 Most of these studies
involve RQ-PCR, although a few reports use the HC2 assay as an indicator of HPV VL.27,59–61 All real-time PCR
systems rely on the detection and quantitation of a fluorescent reporter, the signal of which increases in direct
proportion to the amount of PCR product in a reaction.
Using this technology, it is possible to mathematically extrapolate VL (concentration) data from reaction curves
generated by monitoring PCR in real time.14,23
Assays based on RQ-PCR represent the best approach
to target nucleic acid quantitation (Figure 4). Techniques
that use RQ-PCR technology allow continuous monitoring
of PCR products, since dual-labeled florigenic probes emit
fluorescence as the PCR reaction proceeds.14,23 Reactions
are performed in 96-well plates without the need to analyze PCR products on gels, making it a useful tool for
simultaneous testing of a large number of samples. Quantitation of target DNA, such as a viral pathogen, using
real-time PCR has the advantage of being reproducible,
rapid, and applicable in a clinical setting. It provides a
real quantification by determination of standard curves,
which then can be used to extrapolate the amount of starting DNA target in a patient’s specimen.14,23
Real-time quantitative PCR is capable of quantitation
over a 7-log dynamic range. Additionally, reactions can be
run in multiplex with the use of different fluorochromes,
such that the starting concentrations of several target
DNAs can be analyzed at once.14,23
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HPV VIRAL LOAD AND GENOTYPING—WHY?
There may be a direct correlation between the number
of copies of an oncogenic HPV type within a cell or in an
anatomic site and the risk of developing HPV-related disease. This idea may have been borrowed from experience
with laboratory testing involving other viral infections,
such as human immunodeficiency virus or hepatitis C virus infections.
In surveying the literature, there appears to be no clear
utility for determining HPV VL at this time. The literature
is inconsistent in reconciling HPV VL with a quantifiable
standard; some report VL as a function of total input cells,
whereas others report VL as a function of abnormal input
cells or as a function of abnormal input cells with suitable
DNA quality.30,53,55,57,58,62 The best approach appears to relate
HPV VL to the amount of input human DNA, as judged
by the concentration of a housekeeping gene such as betaglobin.53 According to Hart and colleagues,53 high VLs may
be produced in severe disease, rather than being the cause
of severe disease. This suggestion is based on the fact that
VL values are an average summed over many infected and
uninfected cells; also, the viral DNA may be integrated,
disrupted, or deleted from the probe target site.
The spectrum of disease caused by members of the extended HPV family is extremely diverse, ranging from benign warts63 to esophageal,64 laryngeal,65,66 and cervical
carcinoma,63 as well as many carcinomas of the head and
neck.67 Many studies of cervical disease, both cross-sectional and prospective, have shown that specific HPV
types predict the risk of progression to high-grade cervical
intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN).63 Most genital HPV types
are associated with CIN 1, and the types associated with
CIN 2 and 3 are more frequently those classified as highrisk or cancer-associated HPVs, including HPV-16, -18,
-31, and -45 and several others.28,63
Although the HC2 test in common use today broadly
classifies HPV genotypes into low-risk or high-risk categories, HPV genotyping technology also exists to classify
individual HPV genotypes within a particular lesion. Genotyping could potentially provide information on individual risk stratification, therapeutic decisions, epidemiological studies, and vaccine development.63,68,69 However,
as is the case with HPV VL testing, there is no clear useful
role for HPV genotyping at this time for the management
of patients with atypical cervical cytology. Nevertheless,
using HPV genotyping techniques, one cannot only determine which types are present, but, depending on the
test employed, can also uncover novel HPV types or test
for mutations within known genotypes.10,21,35,69
Most HPV infections are mixed, and there may be collateral effects of multiple HPV types present in a lesion.
Infection with multiple HPV types appears to be associated with an increased risk of CIN70,71; however, it is not
known whether specific HPV types can promote or exclude infection with specific other HPV types, or whether
superinfection with multiple HPV types can potentiate
malignant transformation. Many high-grade cervical lesions are associated with HPV-16 and/or HPV-18, which
possess mutations within E6 and E7 loci that may increase
their oncogenic potential.21,35,69 Generalized HPV genotyping using consensus primers could possibly miss this subcategory of mutant HPVs.
The defining abnormality or abnormalities that lead to
malignant transformation are likely not addressed by
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HPV genotyping alone. Intrinsic and extrinsic host-related
issues, such as a variety of risk factors, possible mutations
within tumor suppressor genes,72,73 or HLA haplotype,10,47,68 for example, have to be considered.
EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
Methods for testing HPV that will appear on the horizon will probably consist of a variety of PCR methods.
Additionally, DNA microarrays, also known as biochip,
gene chip, genome chip, or gene array–based tests, such
as those developed by Affymetrix, Nanogen, and others,
may someday enter the realm of HPV testing.74 These
technologies possess tremendous nucleic acid analytical
power, with an inherent ability to simultaneously analyze
up to thousands of sequences. As such, within a single
specimen it may someday be possible to concurrently test
for all HPV genotypes and all known HPV mutations
within the context of genetic factors, such as HLA haplotype or mutations within tumor suppressor genes.
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The Elevated 10-Year Risk of Cervical Precancer and
Cancer in Women With Human Papillomavirus (HPV)
Type 16 or 18 and the Possible Utility of Type-Specific
HPV Testing in Clinical Practice
Michelle J. Khan, Philip E. Castle, Attila T. Lorincz, Sholom Wacholder, Mark
Sherman, David R. Scott, Brenda B. Rush, Andrew G. Glass, Mark Schiffman

Infection with human papillomavirus (HPV) causes 95%–100%
of all cervical cancer, which is the second most common cancer in
women worldwide (1–3). Of about 40 known sexually transmitted
HPV types, approximately 15 have been established as oncogenic
(high-risk) types in epidemiologic studies (4–6). International
case–control studies have demonstrated the approximate proportion of squamous cell cervical carcinoma for which each oncogenic HPV type is responsible: HPV16 causes more than 50% of
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cancers, HPV18 causes 10%–15%, HPV45 causes approximately
7%, and HPV31 causes approximately 3% (7,8). Other oncogenic
HPV types individually cause less than 2% of cervical squamous
cell cancer (5). HPV18 also causes more than 35% of cervical
adenocarcinomas, which are difficult to detect by current cytologic
screening methods (8). HPV16 and 18 are two of the most
common HPV types in women without cancer as well (9).
The risk of cervical neoplasia associated with infection by
individual HPV types has been examined in cross-sectional and
case–control studies, but few studies have examined the prospective risks associated with individual HPV types in the general population. In a prospective cohort of 1075 women 15–19
years old, Woodman et al. (10) demonstrated that, compared
with HPV-negative women, women infected with HPV16 and
18 have relative hazard ratios of 8.5% (95% confidence interval
[CI] = 3.7 to 19.2) and 3.3% (95% CI = 1.4 to 8.1), respectively,
for development of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia 2 (CIN2) or
3 (CIN3, equivalent to precancer) over a 3-year period after
primary infection. In another prospective study of 603 female
university students, Winer et al. (11) reported a cumulative
incidence rate for high-grade CIN (CIN2 and CIN3) of 27.2%
(95% CI = 16.3 to 43.3) after incident infection with HPV16 or
18. In the natural history of HPV, most infections are transient,
especially among younger women; only the small fraction of
infections that persist may progress to cervical cancer, usually
after more than a decade. Therefore, HPV DNA testing for use
in primary screening as an adjunct to cytology has only been
approved by the Food and Drug Administration and recommended for women 30 years of age and older (12–14). However,
published prospective data regarding type-specific risks in this
age group are still lacking.
The only HPV DNA test currently approved in the United
States for co-screening with cytology, Hybrid Capture 2 (HC2),
uses a pooled probe set for 13 oncogenic HPV types (HPV16, 18,
31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, and 68); the test does not
distinguish individual HPV types. We recently examined the
performance of this test in more than 20 000 women enrolled
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Background: Human papillomavirus (HPV) types 16 and 18
cause 60%–70% of cervical cancer worldwide, and other
HPV types cause virtually all remaining cases. Pooled HPV
testing for 13 oncogenic types, including HPV16 and 18, is
currently used in clinical practice for triage of equivocal
cytology and, in conjunction with Pap tests, is an option for
general screening among women 30 years of age and older.
It is not clear to what extent individual identification of
HPV16 or HPV18 as an adjunct to pooled oncogenic HPV
testing might effectively identify women at particularly high
risk of cervical cancer or its immediate precursor, cervical
intraepithelial neoplasia 3 (CIN3). Methods: From April 1,
1989, to November 2, 1990, a total of 20 810 women in the
Kaiser Permanente health plan in Portland, OR, enrolled in
a cohort study of HPV and cervical neoplasia. Women were
tested for 13 oncogenic HPV types by Hybrid Capture 2
(HC2), and those women with a positive HC2 test were tested
for HPV16 and 18. Enrollment Pap smear interpretation and
HPV test results were linked to histologically confirmed CIN3
and cervical cancer (≥CIN3) occurring during 10 years of
cytologic follow-up. We calculated cumulative incidence rates
with 95% confidence intervals for each interval up to 122
months using Kaplan–Meier methods. Results: The 10-year
cumulative incidence rates of ≥CIN3 were 17.2% (95% confidence interval [CI] = 11.5% to 22.9%) among HPV16+
women and 13.6% (95% CI = 3.6% to 23.7%) among HPV18+
(HPV16−) women, but only 3.0% (95% CI = 1.9% to 4.2%)
among HC2+ women negative for HPV16 or HPV18. The
10-year cumulative incidence among HC2− women was
0.8% (95% CI = 0.6% to 1.1%). A subanalysis among women
30 years of age and older with normal cytology at enrollment
strengthened the observed risk differences. Conclusions:
HPV screening that distinguishes HPV16 and HPV18 from
other oncogenic HPV types may identify women at the
greatest risk of ≥CIN3 and may permit less aggressive
management of other women with oncogenic HPV infections.
[J Natl Cancer Inst 2005;97:1072–9]
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screening methods (8). HPV16 and 18 are two of the most
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individual HPV types has been examined in cross-sectional and
case–control studies, but few studies have examined the prospective risks associated with individual HPV types in the general population. In a prospective cohort of 1075 women 15–19
years old, Woodman et al. (10) demonstrated that, compared
with HPV-negative women, women infected with HPV16 and
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published prospective data regarding type-specific risks in this
age group are still lacking.
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cause 60%–70% of cervical cancer worldwide, and other
HPV types cause virtually all remaining cases. Pooled HPV
testing for 13 oncogenic types, including HPV16 and 18, is
currently used in clinical practice for triage of equivocal
cytology and, in conjunction with Pap tests, is an option for
general screening among women 30 years of age and older.
It is not clear to what extent individual identification of
HPV16 or HPV18 as an adjunct to pooled oncogenic HPV
testing might effectively identify women at particularly high
risk of cervical cancer or its immediate precursor, cervical
intraepithelial neoplasia 3 (CIN3). Methods: From April 1,
1989, to November 2, 1990, a total of 20 810 women in the
Kaiser Permanente health plan in Portland, OR, enrolled in
a cohort study of HPV and cervical neoplasia. Women were
tested for 13 oncogenic HPV types by Hybrid Capture 2
(HC2), and those women with a positive HC2 test were tested
for HPV16 and 18. Enrollment Pap smear interpretation and
HPV test results were linked to histologically confirmed CIN3
and cervical cancer (≥CIN3) occurring during 10 years of
cytologic follow-up. We calculated cumulative incidence rates
with 95% confidence intervals for each interval up to 122
months using Kaplan–Meier methods. Results: The 10-year
cumulative incidence rates of ≥CIN3 were 17.2% (95% confidence interval [CI] = 11.5% to 22.9%) among HPV16+
women and 13.6% (95% CI = 3.6% to 23.7%) among HPV18+
(HPV16−) women, but only 3.0% (95% CI = 1.9% to 4.2%)
among HC2+ women negative for HPV16 or HPV18. The
10-year cumulative incidence among HC2− women was
0.8% (95% CI = 0.6% to 1.1%). A subanalysis among women
30 years of age and older with normal cytology at enrollment
strengthened the observed risk differences. Conclusions:
HPV screening that distinguishes HPV16 and HPV18 from
other oncogenic HPV types may identify women at the
greatest risk of ≥CIN3 and may permit less aggressive
management of other women with oncogenic HPV infections.
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Table 1. The cumulative incidence rates (CIRs) and 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) of ≥CIN3 during a 10-year prospective cohort study, according to HPV
status and Pap smear diagnosis at enrollment in women ≥30 years old*

Cumulative incidence rate (%)

25

20

CIR (95% CI) by HPV status and Pap smear diagnosis
HPV status

15

HPV16+
HPV18+

10

Non-HPV16/18
oncogenic+
Oncogenic HPV–

5

Total
0
4.5

15.0

27.0

39.0

51.0

63.0

75.0

87.0

99.0

111.0 119.5

28
15
276
4281

27
11
288
4140

11
3
127
2051

Follow-up time (months)
No.of women seen during follow-up interval
HPV16+ 93
50
39
38
36
HPV18+ 38
18
20
14
15
HC2+
890
498
463
419
370
HC2- 11741 6763 6231 5784 5369

39
12
353
4923

28
9
310
4619

1
0
7
133

Because of very small numbers, the cumulative incidence rates
for 124 women with LSIL cytology had wide confidence intervals
and therefore could not be reliably interpreted (data not shown).
An examination of the relative contribution of baseline HPV
typing and cytology to prospective detection of disease revealed
that type-specific HPV testing was a potentially stronger longterm predictor of cervical disease than cytology in women aged
30 years and older (Table 1). A higher cumulative incidence
rate of ≥CIN3 was associated with HPV16 positivity among the
total group of women with negative, ASC, or LSIL baseline
cytology (CIR = 20.1%, 95% CI = 9.7% to 30.6%) than with
LSIL cytology among women with HPV-positive or -negative
results (CIR = 11.1%, 95% CI = 1.5% to 20.7%). These results
revealed that, among women 30 years of age or older, typespecific testing for HPV16 or HPV18 alone had a higher positive
predictive value (i.e., number of cases among women with
positive tests) than LSIL cytology alone.
To avoid a potential conservative bias, we initially excluded
37 women who tested positive for the 13 oncogenic HPV types
(HC2+) but who did not have separate HPV16 and HPV18 typing
results. A subanalysis including these women within the
HPV16−HPV18−/HC2+ group did not alter our findings (data
not shown).
To examine the analytical and clinical sensitivity of the initial
HC2 test for detection of HPV16 and HPV18 and clinically relevant infection, we analyzed 1381 HC2− women who also had
HPV16 and HPV18 type-specific results. Of these women, only
19 (1.4%) tested positive for HPV16, 5 (0.4%) tested positive for
HPV18, and 1 (0.1%) tested positive for both HPV16 and HPV18
by the RNA probes. There were two cases of CIN3 among the
19 women who tested positive for HPV16 by the RNA probes
but negative by HC2; these two women also tested positive for
HPV16 by MY09/11 polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using
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ASCs

LSILs

Total

20.7
(8.6 to 32.8)
17.7
(0.0 to 36.0)
1.5
(0.3 to 2.7)
0.5
(0.3 to 0.7)
0.8
(0.5 to 1.0)

7.7
(0.0 to 22.2)
0.0

30.0
(1.6 to 58.4)
0.0

6.4
(0.0 to 13.4)
3.3
(0.1 to 6.6)
4.2
(1.3 to 7.1)

4.0
(0.0 to 11.7)
9.1
(0.0 to 26.1)
11.1
(1.5 to 20.7)

20.1
(9.7 to 30.6)
15.4
(0.0 to 31.7)
1.8
(0.6 to 3.0)
0.5
(0.3 to 0.8)

*A total of 13 229 women aged 30 years and older were tested for HPV status
by Hybrid Capture 2. ≥CIN3 = cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade 3 (CIN3)
or cervical cancer; HPV = human papillomavirus; ASC = atypical squamous cell;
LSIL = low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion; oncogenic HPV types = 16,
18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, and 68. CIRs and 95% CIs were
calculated using the Kaplan–Meier method.

type-specific probes, indicating that they were most likely true
HPV16 positives who were not detected by HC2. No HC2−
women who developed CIN3 or cancer tested positive for HPV18
in this subanalysis.
In another ancillary analysis, we explored the type specificity
of the HPV16 and HPV18 RNA probes compared with available
MY09/11 PCR data from previously published case–control
studies that were conducted during the earlier years of the Kaiser
Portland cohort study (19,27). We did this to examine whether
the type-specific probes were cross-reactive with other untargeted HPV types. We found that the single type RNA probes were
highly type specific, in that women with other HPV types detected by PCR tested negative (411 of 424 non-HPV16/18 single
type infections) for HPV16 and HPV18 using the RNA probes
(Supplementary Table 2, available at http://jncicancerspectrum.
oxfordjournals.org/jnci/content/vol97/issue14). Among women
who were HPV16+ by the RNA probes and also had PCR results
(n = 217), there was very little cross-reactivity with other
carcinogenic HPV types (3%), and 85% of the infections
were confirmed as HPV16+ by PCR (Supplementary Table 3,
available at http://jncicancerspectrum.oxfordjournals.org/jnci/
content/vol97/issue14).

DISCUSSION
In this cohort study of 20 514 women, the 10-year cumulative
incidence rate of CIN3 or cancer was 17% among women who
tested positive for HPV16 at enrollment. Among HPV18-positive,
non-HPV16/18 oncogenic HPV-positive, and oncogenic HPVnegative women, the 10-year cumulative incidences of ≥CIN3
were 14%, 3%, and 1%, respectively. When we limited the analysis to women aged 30 years and older, for whom HPV testing and
co-testing with cytology are an option, the 10-year cumulative
incidences of ≥CIN3 among HPV16- and 18-positive women
were 20% and 15%, respectively, whereas the 10-year cumulative incidence of ≥CIN3 among women with LSIL cytology at
enrollment was 11%.
Recent cervical cancer screening guidelines suggest that
oncogenic HPV DNA detection can be usefully introduced into
Journal of the National Cancer Institute, Vol. 97, No. 14, July 20, 2005
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Fig. 3. Cumulative incidence of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade 3
and cancer (≥CIN3) over a 10-year period in 12 976 women 30 years old and
older with negative cytology at enrollment, according to oncogenic human
papillomavirus (HPV) status at enrollment. HPV status is defined hierarchically
as: positive for HPV 16 (closed circles), else positive for HPV18 (open circles),
else positive for the non-HPV16/18 oncogenic types in Hybrid Capture 2 (HC2)
(closed triangles), else oncogenic HPV negative (open triangles).

Negative
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on our data, it logically follows that women with HPV16 should
be referred to colposcopy.
The data in Table 1 touch on a topic under debate by experts
in cervical cancer screening—whether cytology or HPV DNA
testing should be the primary screening tool for cervical cancer.
Although the Pap smear has been used for over 50 years, data
from research during the past 20 years has validated the use of
HPV testing as an adjunct to primary screening (35). Although
requiring confirmation in other large screening populations, our
prospective results support the notion that cervical cancer screening might gradually turn to a virologic rather than a cytomorphologic paradigm, in which viral type and persistence are key
clinical parameters (36). However, given that the sensitivity of
both methods is imperfect, for situations in which caution is most
important, the currently recommended combination of cytology
and HPV testing is probably the preferred method.
Our previous study on 20 810 women in the Kaiser Portland
cohort, which included women with HSIL cytology at enrollment, showed the 10-year risk of CIN3 or cancer to be approximately 7% for women who tested positive at enrollment by HC2
(15). Our present study demonstrates the improvement in positive predictive value that could be achieved with type-specific
HPV16 and HPV18 testing adjunctive to a pooled probe HPV
test. It is worth considering the possible specific uses of a typespecific test for HPV16 and HPV18 in clinical practice. Women
30 years of age and older could be sampled for cytology, pooled
probe HPV DNA testing, and type-specific HPV DNA testing as
part of primary screening. Management of cytology and HPV
results could proceed as outlined in Fig. 4. Typing for HPV16
and HPV18 would permit risk stratification of cytologically
normal, HPV infected women, a group for whom the length of
the repeat screening interval has been unclear. A positive test for
HPV16 or HPV18 with any cytology result would warrant referral to colposcopy, whereas cytologically negative women who
test positive only for non-HPV16/18 oncogenic types could be
retested at 12 months and subsequently referred to colposcopy
for repeat LSIL cytology or worse or a repeat positive oncogenic
HPV test. Based on current guidelines (13,14), women who are
oncogenic HPV negative with negative cytology can be safely
returned to screening every 3 years.
Our study has several limitations. It is likely that our findings
in the Kaiser Portland cohort underestimate the true cumulative
incidence rates, owing to aggressive management and censoring.
Our study was performed in a setting in which participants were
screened and treated according to clinical practice that would
now be considered aggressive; that is, women were treated at first
evidence of CIN2 and, in some cases, CIN1. Treated women were
then censored and not followed up further to assess development
of ≥CIN3. When we examined the censoring rates among women
in our analysis who were not case patients in our analysis, we
found that oncogenic HPV-positive women (HPV16+, 12.8%
censored; HPV18+, 8.0%; HPV16−/HPV18−/HC2+, 7.0%) were
differentially censored (P<.001) compared with oncogenic HPVnegative women (HC2−, 2.7% censored), although HPV status
was not known by clinicians. We presume there would have been
many more cases of CIN3 and cancer if this censoring mechanism had not been in place. If so, our calculated estimates of CIR
thereby underestimate the true risks associated with HPV16,
HPV18, and the other oncogenic HPV types.
Another limitation of our study design was our inability to
examine synergy of various oncogenic HPV types. Specifically,
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screening of women 30 years of age and older (13). However, the
large number of cytologically normal women with HPV has led to
uncertainty regarding proper follow-up. Interim management
guidance to repeat cytologic and HPV DNA screening at 6–12
months was recently proposed because of lack of sufficient data to
make a confident decision on the discrete time interval at which
follow-up would be appropriate (12). We believe that too early
repetition of HPV testing would mistakenly characterize as persistent many HPV infections that are destined to resolve. However,
a long interval before the follow-up repeat examination can create
clinician and patient concern and possible a loss to follow-up.
Based on our data, we suggest that separating HPV16 and
HPV18, the two most risky oncogenic HPV types, from the other
oncogenic HPV types would help to identify, among HPV
positive women, the majority destined to progress to ≥CIN3,
justifying immediate colposcopy of this subset of infected women
and providing reassurance regarding the safety of a 12-month
interval without colposcopy if other oncogenic HPV types are
detected. Studies have shown that HPV persistence is more likely
with HPV16 than with other oncogenic HPV types (28–31).
Women with non-HPV16/18 oncogenic HPV infections will still
need to be followed more carefully than women without oncogenic HPV infections, but perhaps more conservatively than
women with HPV16 and HPV18 infections. This new screening
strategy could help to reduce the number of women who are
referred to colposcopy for a positive HPV test (Fig. 4).
In this prospective cohort study of 20 514 women, 10-year
cumulative incidence rates revealed considerably higher risk in
women positive for HPV16 or HPV18 at enrollment compared
with women positive for non-HPV16/18 oncogenic types and
oncogenic HPV-negative women. These findings are consistent
with those of other studies in the literature (32,33) and added the
strengths of ≥CIN3 outcomes and a more than 20 000-woman
prospective study with a large number of older women.
Stratification by age (<30 years versus ≥30 years) demonstrated the high risks associated with HPV16 and HPV18 in both
younger and older women. Stratification by enrollment cytology
(negative, ASCs, or LSILs) showed that high risks are associated
with HPV16 and HPV18 in women with negative cytology; the
risks for women with ASCs and LSILs were less clear, owing to
small numbers. In particular, the lower rate of ≥CIN3 among
women with ASCs in this study (4.2% of women with ASCs at
enrollment developed ≥CIN3 over 10 years) compared with
another cohort (24) may be due to the slightly different and
possibly lower risk definition of ASCs that we used. An accompanying manuscript by Castle et al. (34) demonstrated the high
risk of CIN3 over a 2-year follow-up associated with HPV16
infection among 5060 women with atypical squamous cells of
undetermined significance (ASCUS) or LSILs at enrollment into
the ASCUS-LSIL Triage Study; the absence of an elevated risk
for HPV18 infection in that study may be the result of an insufficient follow-up period.
Our data (Table 1) suggest that HPV DNA screening of the
general population of women aged 30 years and older, with
separate typing of HPV16 and HPV18, might be a more powerful
predictor of future CIN3 and cancer than ASC or even LSIL
cytology. Among women with negative, ASC, and LSIL cytology
we observed that a positive HPV16 test alone predicted a higher
risk of CIN3 and cancer (20.1%) than a Pap smear with LSIL
cytology alone (11.1%). According to current clinical guidelines,
any woman with LSIL cytology is referred to colposcopy. Based
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Specific assays capable of distinguishing normal and
atypical cervical changes from pre-cancerous lesions
are direly needed to improve screening for cervical
cancer. Specific genes transcripts that are up-regulated in dysplastic and cancer cells can be exploited as
new markers for cervical cancer screening provided
that they can be detected in heterogeneous populations such as those collected for Papanicolaou tests.
We hypothesized that expression of the HPV early
region gene E7 might distinguish between normal
samples (absent expression) and high-grade lesions
(detectable E7 expression). Our goal was to detect and
measure gene expression in cells scraped from the
cervix using real time quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (TaqMan). We have
optimized collection and extraction procedures to
provide suitable RNA for TaqMan analysis in clinical
samples collected for cervical cancer screening and
have demonstrated efficient measurements of housekeeping genes in these samples. HPV 16 or 18 early
gene E7 transcripts were detected in 47% of samples
with a clinical diagnosis of high-grade SIL and in 0%
of cytologically normal samples (P ⴝ 0.006). Our
study demonstrates that the TaqMan assay can be
reliably applied to samples collected for cervical cancer screening, and that presence of detectable HPV E7
transcripts can distinguish between normal and abnormal samples. (J Mol Diagn 2002, 4:97–102)

known as cervical dysplasia, cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN), or squamous intraepithelial lesions (SIL) of
graded severity that, in certain instances, are precursors
to invasive cervical cancer. Papanicolaou smear screening is a cytological test that successfully detects cervical
cancer precursors and has resulted in a significant decrease in cervical cancer incidence in countries where it
has been implemented.1–3 However, this test also detects a high proportion of clinically insignificant minor
abnormalities resulting in stressful and expensive medical intervention.4 In addition, the Papanicolaou test requires highly trained specialists and expertise not available in most developing countries.
Human papilloma virus (HPV) is present in approximately 90% of high-grade dysplasias and cervical cancers.5 While measurement of HPV DNA is sensitive, the
high prevalence of HPV in asymptomatic populations
may limit its usefulness as a screening test.6 – 8 Therefore,
the availability of specific diagnostic markers to discriminate patients with clinically benign atypical changes
from those with cancer and high-grade dysplasia would
be extremely useful. Measurement of HPV neoplastic
activity such as expression of early region transcripts
might provide such distinction. RNA levels can be measured in cultured cells and tissues using recent technological advances in reverse transcription-polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR) that allow rapid and accurate
quantitative analyses,9 –11 including applications suitable
for samples with moderately or highly degraded RNA
such as commonly found in clinical specimens.12 The
present study is the first demonstration of the feasibility of
measuring RNA transcripts in samples collected for cervical cancer screening using real time quantitative RTPCR (TaqMan). Sample collection and RNA extraction
procedures were optimized for the TaqMan assay to
allow reliable expression measurements of housekeeping
genes in clinical samples. Expression of the HPV 16 or 18
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Figure 4. Measurement of HPV 16 and 18 E7 in cervical cancer cell lines by
TaqMan. The specificity of E7 primers for their respective HPV types were
tested using RNA extracted from both Caski (HPV 16) and HeLa (HPV 18)
cells (white bars). “No RT” controls (dark gray bars) were corresponding
reactions in which the RT enzyme was omitted. Each data point indicates
average of duplicate determinations with error bars corresponding to the SD.

Figure 3. Efficient and linear measurements of housekeeping genes in clinical samples collected for cervical cancer screening by TaqMan. A: Increasing
amounts of RNA in the RT reaction were used to measure GAPDH amplification using RNA extracted by RNeasy or Trizol/phenol-chloroform. The “no
RT” controls contained the highest amount of RNA that was used in the RT
reaction, but the RT enzyme was omitted. Each data point indicates average
of duplicate determinations with error bars corresponding to the SD. Numbers next to the lines indicate the slopes. B: Simultaneous amplification of
GAPDH (circles) and GUS (triangles) using RNA extracted with Trizol/
phenol-chloroform from a single clinical sample. The “no RT” control contained the highest amount of RNA that was used in the RT reaction, but the
RT enzyme was omitted. Each data point indicates average of duplicate
determinations with error bars corresponding to the SD. Numbers next to the
lines indicate the slopes.

to produce short amplicons (82 and 81 bases, respectively) and were tested on cDNA from CaSki and HeLa
human cervical cancer cell lines. CaSki (HPV 16) and
HeLa (HPV 18) cervical cancer cell lines were used to
measure the ability of HPV 16 and 18 E7 primer pairs to
detect the cognate E7 mRNA (Figure 4). While HPV 16 E7
primers were restricted to measuring E7 in cDNA from
CaSki cells and did not measure HPV 18 E7 in cDNA from
HeLa cells, HPV 18 E7 primers showed a low level of
detection in cDNA from in CaSki cells. However the difference in Ct values for HPV 18 E7 between HeLa and
CaSki cells was ⬎10 cycles, indicating that the relative
contribution of mismatched E7 primer-probes in clinical
samples would be vanishingly small (⬎2⫺10).
HPV 16 and 18 E7 transcripts were measured in cervical samples collected from women with corresponding
normal and high grade Papanicolaou smears (Table 2). A
sample was scored as positive for E7 expression when
the CT value was at least four cycles lower than the CT
value of the corresponding “no RT” control, representing
a signal that was due to the presence of RNA and not

contaminating DNA. Using this criterion, E7 RNA transcripts from HPV 16 or HPV 18 were detected in cells
scraped from the cervix of 7 of 15 women with cytologically diagnosed high-grade dysplasia. Five high-grade
samples demonstrated expression of either HPV 16 or 18
E7 RNA, and three high-grade samples demonstrated
expression of E7 from both HPV 16 and 18 (Table 2).
None of the samples from women with cytologically normal Papanicolaou smears had detectable HPV 16 or 18
E7 RNA expression (Table 2). The difference in E7 detection between dysplastic versus normal samples is statistically significant (P ⫽ 0.006).

Discussion
This report is the first demonstration that TaqMan RT-PCR
can reliably measure gene expression in RNA extracted
from samples collected for cervical cancer screening.
The experimental use of cells scraped from the cervix to
detect RNA transcripts has been previously exploited
only in a limited number of studies and has required the
use of two rounds of PCR amplification.16 –18 A large
proportion of RNA extracted from the cervical cell samples was approximately 200 bp in length. Partial RNA
degradation has previously been reported in cells from
Papanicolaou smear samples and has been attributed to
Table 2. Detection of E7 RNA Expression by TaqMan RTPCR in Cytologically Normal and Abnormal Samples

HPV E7 type
16 alone
18 alone
16 and 18

Number (%) of
normal samples
with E7 mRNA

Number (%) of
HGSIL samples
with E7 mRNA

0
0
0

2 (13)
2 (13)
3 (20)

A total of 7 patients with HGSIL had E7 transcripts detected. Five
samples contained type 16 E7 transcripts and 5 samples contained
type 18 E7 transcripts as follows: 2 each with type 16 and type 18
alone, and 3 with both type 16 and 18.
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greater than the mean of the three positive control values
supplied by the kit. Histological results from loop electrosurgical excision procedures or endocervical curettage were included in the disease diagnosis.
The HR-HPV viral load related to the stage of the disease
was compared by analysis of variance. ROC analysis for detecting high-grade cervical intraepithelial lesions and cancer by
HC II assay was based on different cutoff values. Sensitivity and
specificity were determined by comparing the results to those
of histology. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals (CIs) for
these values were assessed using either binomial or normal
distribution, according to the data. The differences in HRHPV DNA data at various conditions were compared using
chi-square statistics, with the P value set to 5%.
Table 1 represents the prevalence, according to age, of HRHPV infection in 802 women. One hundred forty-six (18.2%)
out of 802 women were positive for HR-HPV DNA. There was
a peak in the rate of infection in women under 30 years of age
(29.2% of women), with a decrease in the rate of infection up
to 60 years of age. Thirty-nine (47.0%) out of the 83 women
with a history of low- or high-grade lesions were infected with
HR-HPV; however, only 107 (14.9%) out of 719 women without a medical history of SIL (P ⬍ 10⫺11) were infected.
The diagnoses as shown in Table 2 were based on the results
of pathological biopsy from colposcopy. HR-HPV positivity
among the participants was 60 of 77 (77.9%) at a cutoff value
of 1.0 pg/ml. Sensitivity was 94.7% (95% CI, 73.9 to 99.1), and
specificity was 27.6% (95% CI, 16.7 to 40.9) (P ⬍ 0.05). The
viral load related to the stage of the disease confirmed by
colposcopic examination does not have significance (P ⫽ 0.37).
ROC analysis was subsequently used to estimate the best
sensitivity and specificity for detecting HSIL and cancer. Patients with normal, atypical squamous cells of undetermined
significance (ASCUS) and low-grade squamous intraepithelial
lesions (LSIL) were combined into one category and analyzed
versus the group of patients with cancers and high-grade precancerous lesions. At the 1.86 pg/ml cutoff value, the test was
associated mostly with the detection of high-grade lesions and
cancers in our cohort (Table 2). Sensitivity was 94.7% (95% CI,
73.9 to 99.1), and specificity ascended to 36.2% (95% CI, 24.0
to 49.9) (P ⬍ 0.01). We repeated the ROC analysis for patients
older than 30 years. The test performance is optimal where

Cervical cancer is the fifth-leading cause of death by cancer
of women worldwide, with about 258,000 patients dying in 2001
(18). The current screening method is based on the cytopathologic classification of cervical smears according to the Bethesda
system (11), leading to colposcopy and histological sampling.
However, this test is not perfect, and false-negative rates of 5
to 50% have been reported (5, 16).
Human papillomavirus (HPV) infection has been shown to
be the cause of greater than 99% of all cases of cervical cancer
(17). More than 80 types of HPV have been identified; about
40 infect the genital tract, but only 10 to 15 types cause cancer
(1, 6). To meet the increasing demand for testing, the Hybrid
Capture II (HC II) (Digene, Inc., Gaithersburg, Md.) assay is
being used on unamplified tissue DNA, and it allows for a
degree of quantitation of the viral DNA in specimens (4). We
evaluated the performance of HC II in detecting high-grade
squamous intraepithelial lesions (HSILs) in patients with highrisk HPV (HR-HPV), estimated the optimal cutoff value for
Taiwanese patients, and investigated its utility in follow-up
testing of patients with cervical intraepithelial disease.
Eight hundred two women who underwent cervical cancer
screening at the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology and
Health Center of the Cathay General Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan, were recruited for the study between June 2001 and
January 2003. The age range was 18 to 85 years. Seventy-seven
women who had histologically confirmed high-grade cervical
intraepithelial diseases or cancer were enrolled for receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. Forty-eight patients
with a history of SILs who had been treated with cervical
conization were monitored by serial HR-HPV DNA testing.
Cervical scrapes for HR-HPV DNA testing were collected
with the Digene Cervical Sampler. All scrapes were analyzed
for the presence of HR-HPV (types 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45,
51, 52, 56, 58, 59, and 68) by enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay. Samples were classified as positive if the relative light
unit reading obtained from the luminometer was equal to or
* Corresponding author. Mailing address: Graduate Institute of
Medical Technology, College of Medicine, National Taiwan University, No. 7, Chung-Shan South Road, Taipei 100, Taiwan, ROC.
Phone: (886) 2-23123456x6904. Fax: (886) 2-23711574. E-mail: jtkao
@ha.mc.ntu.edu.tw.
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To determine whether DNA detection of high-risk human papillomavirus could represent a reliable screening technique and a useful follow-up method, we investigated the performance of the Hybrid Capture II assay
in detecting high-grade cervical lesions. The test positivity at 1.86 pg/ml had a high sensitivity (94.7%) and
improved specificity. It was also a suitable follow-up method for detecting the recurrence of cervical intraepithelial disease in patients.
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TABLE 1. Prevalence of HR-HPV infections according to age
Women

HR-HPV positive women

Age group
(yr)

No. (%)b

Historya
(%)c

No. (%)c

Historya
(%)d

ⱕ30
31–40
41–50
51–60
⬎60

72 (9.0)
274 (34.1)
283 (35.3)
118 (14.7)
55 (6.9)

5 (6.9)
24 (8.8)
28 (9.9)
10 (8.5)
16 (29.1)

21 (29.2)
52 (19.0)
47 (16.6)
14 (11.9)
12 (21.8)

3 (14.3)
14 (26.9)
10 (21.3)
4 (28.6)
8 (66.7)

Total

802 (100)

83 (10.4)

146 (18.2)

39 (26.7)

a

History of low- or high-grade lesions.
Percentage of total number of women in study.
Percentage of number of women in age group.
d
Percentage of number of HR-HPV-positive women in age group.
b
c

TABLE 2. Evaluation of HR-HPV testing at cutoff points 1 and
1.86 as a screening method for cervical intraepithelial disease as
confirmed by histological diagnosis
Histological
diagnosisa

No.
diagnosed

Normal
ASCUS
LSIL
HSILb
Total
a

No. of HPV-positive diagnoses
at indicated cutoff point
1

1.86

15
8
35
19

9 (60.0)
5 (62.5)
28 (80.0)
18 (94.7)

8 (53.3)
5 (62.5)
24 (68.6)
18 (94.7)

77

60 (77.9)

55 (71.4)

ASCUS indicates atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance;
LSIL indicates a low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion; and HSIL indicates
a high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion.
b
HSIL included a histologically defined high-grade squamous intraepithelial
lesion and cervical cancer.

sions. Its sensitivity was quite high and was similar to that
found for HC II assays in other studies (2, 14) and to PCR with
consensus primers (1), but the specificity was not as good as in
other studies. The prevalence of HR-HPV infection in women
under 30 years old (29.2%) is also similar to that reported
previously (3, 8). The high frequency of HR-HPV infection in
women older than 60 years was due to sixteen (29.1%) out of
fifty-five women having a history of cervical lesions. The high
positive rate may be due to genital HPV infections being the
most prevalent sexually transmitted infections (15), but it is
also partly due to the technique used, with the possibility of
cross-hybridization with other HPV types not included in the
HC II assay probe cocktails (3), which may increase the number of positive results.
In this study, when the positivity threshold increased to 1.86
pg/ml, it did not change the sensitivity but became more specific (36.2 versus 27.6%) for colposcopy referral. It is approximate to that reported by Schiffman et al. (14) at 1.0 pg/ml and
Cuzick et al. (5) at 2.0 pg/ml. Semiquantitation provided by the
HC II assay relates to the concentration of viral DNA per
milliliter of specimen transport medium but does not control
for variability in lesion size, specimen adequacy, or viral copy
per infected cell. Lorincz et al. (10) reported that although the
presence of HPV strongly increased the risk of cervical cancer,
high viral load did not predict a further risk of cancer. As we
observed in our study, the quantitative approach for the assessment of the viral load could not clearly distinguish between
patients with or without high-grade lesions. In the future, combinations of techniques and more-focused screening strategies
hold the promise of making screening more effective, safer,
and less costly.
HR-HPV DNA testing uses DNA molecular technology to
detect the presence of HR-HPV even before visible cell
changes occur. The test is currently approved for use following
an equivocal cytological result with ASCUS (4). Rozendaal et
al. (12) have emphasized that women with normal smears and
HPV genotypes are 116 times more at risk of developing HSIL
than women without HPV. However, most cervical precancers
grow slowly and can be removed or treated successfully; some
women seem to be overscreened and overtreated. New guidelines on cervical cancer screening have been issued by the
American Cancer Society (13). The guidelines mention that
HPV positivity might be useful in detecting early cervical cancer in women over 30 years of age. Because a very high percentage of women with cytological evidence of normal to lowgrade SIL are positive for HR-HPV DNA and because
numerous HPV infections are known to regress spontaneously
(7, 9), there is limited potential for HR-HPV testing to direct
decisions about the clinical management of these women.
Our results indicate that the appearance of HR-HPV DNA
after conization therapy is a high-risk factor for recurrence of
cervical intraepithelial disease (P ⬍ 0.001). Statistically, HRHPV DNA testing has better performance as a follow-up
method than as a screening method for this disease. In conclusion, HR-HPV DNA testing is not only a good screening
method but is also a useful follow-up method for the monitoring of HR-HPV DNA in patients with cervical intraepithelial
disease.
We thank Pei-Ling Yeh for the data collection.
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sensitivity is sustained (94.4% [95% CI, 72.6 to 99.1] versus
94.7%) but specificity is increased (40.4% [95% CI, 27.0 to
54.9] versus 36.2%) (P ⬍ 0.01).
Finally, we evaluated the utility of the HC II assay in determining the prognosis of patients who were monitored for treatment of cervical intraepithelial disease. Among the 48 patients
with HSIL or cervical cancer who were monitored, 10 patients
developed recurrent disease. Eight out of 10 patients with a
posttherapeutic appearance of HR-HPV DNA had recurrent
symptoms such as metaplasia, LSIL, HSIL, or recurrent cancer. Five patients had another surgery within 17 months
(range, 12 to 17 months) after the conization therapy. HRHPV DNA was detected at 1.62 and 1.89 pg/ml in 2 of the 38
patients without recurrences 15 and 21 months, respectively,
after conization treatment. There was no clinically abnormal
finding by cytological or histological exam. Three patients temporarily displayed decreasing values after surgical treatment
(range, 3 to 10 months), and the HR-HPV DNA disappeared
in the subsequent follow-up period (range, 4 to 8 months).
Persistent appearance of HR-HPV DNA after surgical treatment was a high-risk factor for recurrence of cervical intraepithelial disease (P ⬍ 0.001).
In this study, we used the HC II assay on 802 randomly
selected women, which clearly underlines the significance of
the prevalence and/or persistence of HR-HPV infection in the
women presenting precancerous and malignant cervical le-
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A

t present more than 70 types of human papillomavirus (HPV) have been recognized, of which 35
represent mucosal types. These mucosal HPV types
can be subdivided into high-risk or oncogenic types and
low-risk or non-oncogenic types.
Recent studies have shown that high-risk HPV is present in more than 99.7% of cervical carcinomas
worldwide.1 Moreover, prospective follow-up studies of
women with cytomorphologically normal and abnormal
cervical smears have shown that persistent infection with
high-risk HPV can proceed to the manifestation of cervical
intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) (the precursor lesions for
cervical cancer) and that a persistent infection is necessary
for the development and progression of these CIN.2–5
The data collected thus far can be represented by the
following causal framework (Fig. 1).
When a woman becomes sexually active, she may become infected with high-risk HPV. In about 80% of infected women, the infection is transient, a CIN lesion does
not develop, and the virus clears in 6 to 8 months.2,4,5 A neutralizing antibody response against high-risk HPV seems to
protect these women from the development of CIN. In the

other 20% of women infected with high-risk HPV, CIN
do develop,2 but in the vast majority of these (approximately 80% of those originally infected), the virus also
clears and the lesion subsequently disappears.4,5 The development of a cytotoxic T-cell response against HPV is
probably essential in this process. However, in a small
group of women (20% of those originally infected), the
virus is not cleared, and the infection becomes persistent.
This may lead to maintenance of the CIN or progression
from CIN 1 (the mildest precursor lesion) to CIN 3 (the
most advanced precursor lesion), and invasive cervical carcinoma ultimately manifests in a small subset of cases.
Infection with low-risk HPV types may also result in
CIN 1 and some CIN 2.6 However, these lesions never or
only extremely rarely progress to CIN 3 and cervical carcinoma, as indicated by the fact that low-risk HPV types
have never been found as single infections (without highrisk HPV types) in CIN 3 and cervical carcinomas.6,7
On the basis of data derived from an organized population-based screening program in the Netherlands, the interval between manifestation of the earliest precursor lesion
(CIN 1) and development of cervical cancer is estimated at
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sult of cytological testing) was highest among women 20 to
24 years of age and gradually decreased with age. These results confirm data from an earlier study of women with no
abnormality on cytological testing.22 The age dependence
of HPV prevalence in pregnant women is similar to that of
nonpregnant women.23 Sellors and colleagues also found
that several other factors — lifetime number of partners
greater than 3, number of partners in the previous year
greater than 1, current cigarette smoking, current use of
oral contraceptives, marital status single and marital status
divorced or separated — were associated with higher prevalence of HPV. Thus, acquisition of high-risk HPV appears
to be associated with increased sexual activity with changing partners.9,10,24
An interesting aspect of this report21 is the comparison
between the results of an in-home consensus PCR assay using the MY09/MY11 primer system with those of a commercially available hybrid capture test, suitable for screening on a large scale. Remarkably, the PCR test, which in
general is slightly more sensitive than the hybrid capture
method, detected fewer cases of high-risk HPV than the
hybrid capture method, except in older women (45–49
years of age). One possible explanation is that the hybrid
capture test might detect some infections with low-risk
HPV types that are not included in the test’s probe mixtures and that apparently are more frequent in the smears
of younger women. Indications for this phenomenon have
also been obtained in a recent study on low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions.25 Alternatively, the performance of the PCR method may not have been optimal.
In older women (45–49 years of age) Sellors and colleagues21 observed a significantly higher prevalence of
HPV, including high-risk types, with PCR than with the
hybrid capture method. In this group the additional positive results detected by PCR probably represented cases
with low numbers of viral copies, which fell below the detection limit of the hybrid capture method. These additional positive cases might reflect re-emerging latent infections in older patients (who might be immunocompromised), as suggested by Sellors and colleagues, or
de novo infections. Because long-lasting latent infections,
even with low levels of high-risk HPV, are likely to result
in CIN,4 we favour the latter explanation.
The HPV prevalence data for Ontario reported by Sellors and colleagues21 are similar to data obtained in Western
Europe22 and can be used to establish guidelines for screening for cervical cancer. The high prevalence of transient infection with high-risk HPV in women less than 30 years of
age suggests that screening programs for cervical cancer
should use tests for high-risk HPV only in women 30 years
of age or older.4,11 The sensitivity and the negative predictive value for CIN 2 and CIN 3 (high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions) of a test for high-risk HPV are superior to those of a clinical Pap test, whereas the specificity
and positive predictive value for these two tests are similar;4
it therefore seems logical to replace the Pap test with a test

for high-risk HPV in women 30 years of age or older. Although this approach seems justified by cost-effectiveness
analyses,26 there are some ethical concerns, given that a few
CIN 3 may test negative for high-risk HPV. Clinicians
may thus be reluctant to rely solely on HPV testing because of fear of allegations of malpractice. Therefore, despite the fact that CIN 3 that test negative for high-risk
HPV probably represent cases in which the HPV has
cleared and the lesion is regressing, clinicians may still prefer to combine a test for high-risk HPV with a clinical Pap
test in primary screening for cervical cancer. Preliminary
cost modelling studies have shown that, given the high sensitivity and negative predictive value of HPV testing for
CIN 3 and cervical cancer, HPV testing in conjunction
with cytological examination is apparently cost-effective.26
The final proof for this conclusion is expected from a randomized trial currently being conducted in the Amsterdam
area, in which the efficacy of high-risk HPV testing in conjunction with classical cytological examination is being
compared with the efficacy of classical cytological examination alone in 44 000 women. Moreover, the combination of
an HPV test and a Pap smear has the additional advantage
of providing quality control for the cytological examination. Repeat reading of routinely screened HPV-positive
smears originally reported as cytomorphologically normal
yields abnormal cells in 5% to 7% of cases.20 In this setting,
the cost of an HPV test in addition to a cervical smear can
be compensated by increasing the screening interval for
women whose HPV test result is negative and whose Pap
smear is cytomorphologically normal.20
A second paper by Sellors and colleagues,27 appearing on
page 513 of this issue, addresses the question of whether
screening for cervical cancer by HPV testing on cervical
scrapes taken by the physician can be replaced by HPV
testing of urine, vulvar skin or vaginal material sampled by
the woman herself. Only testing for high-risk HPV on selfsampled vaginal material gave results comparable to those
of the cervical smear. The prevalence of high-risk HPV on
the basis of self-sampled vaginal material is consistently
about 5% to 10% lower than for cervical smears,28 which
would decrease the sensitivity in detecting CIN. Therefore,
given current discussions about false-negative cervical
smears, we do not believe that self-sampled vaginal material
will replace cervical smears obtained by the clinician in future screening programs in developed countries. However,
in the Netherlands, half of all cervical cancers are found in
women who have never participated in an organized population-based screening program. Therefore, for women
who decline to participate in such programs, vaginal selfsampling may be a good alternative and could largely reduce the risk of cervical cancer associated with not participating in a screening program.
In addition, this self-sampling method may open possibilities for screening in developing countries. In those
countries it is difficult to initiate programs that require frequent rounds of screening over long periods of time.
CMAJ • SEPT. 5, 2000; 163 (5)
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Research exploring the E6-p53 and E7-pRb model has resulted in the identity of the
viral gene’s actions on numerous cellular proteins and processes normally involved in
cell growth and proliferation. Specially, several findings have established the various
ways by which the HPV-infected cell may escape controls governing cell growth and
proliferation, including the fidelity of the host cell’s genome and apoptosis.
A large body of knowledge already generated in this area supports the view that
high-risk HPV types have the ability to transform cells into a malignant phenotype.
Such ability, however, is not sufficient to actually and inevitably produce cervical
carcinoma, as indicated by the frequent spontaneous clearance of HPV infection and
the long delay between the onset of persistent infection and emergence of the
malignancy. Delay in the participation of cofactors has been suggested as explanation in
this regard. However, it remains unclear how and when cofactors or factors that are
innate in the HPV-infected cells launch the host cells into an irreversible progression to
carcinoma.
In November 1991, a workshop convened by the International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC) and the World Health Organization (WHO) officially concluded that, based
on epidemiological and laboratory data, the association between human papillomavirus
infection and cervical cancer is beyond reasonable doubt, and infection with human
papilloma virus should be considered as cause to the development of cervical cancer3. The
publication of the workshop’s conclusion marked the beginning of serious efforts by
governments and private sectors worldwide to increase global awareness of the grave risks
posed by human papillomavirus (HPV) on women’s health.
From the perspective of molecular biology, however, awareness of HPV’s link to
cervical cancer had begun much earlier. Such a role for HPV was suggested as early as
197650, 15 years before the 1991 workshop, and the first genital HPV types were identified in
197829. In 1981, Zur Hausen et al. reported the detection of HPV DNA in cervical
neoplasia51. In 1989, two years before the 1991 IARC-sponsored conference, the ability of
the E6 and E7 protein expressed by “high-risk” HPV type 16 to immortalize and transform
human keratinocytes was reported16,27. HPV is detected by means of polymerase chain
reaction (PCR), where L1-PCR was described by Yoshikawa et al48 and SPF-PCR by Kleter
et al21. The difference between the two is that, the L1 region is relatively well-conserved and
Phone: 81-78-382-6005 Fax: 81-78-382-6019 E-mail: mosa@med.kobe-u.ac.jp
9
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several PCR primers from the L1 region were developed. The SPF primers on the other hand,
used in the latter type of PCR, only amplify fragment of 65 bp, which is extremely sensitive
amplification from a broad array of HPV genotypes. Finally, before the end of the decade,
the application of new highly sensitive detection system has shown that nearly 100% of all
squamous cell carcinoma of the cervix, and more than 70% of cervical adenocarcinomas, are
associated with the presence of HPV DNA21,44.
Even before the 1991 IARC-WHO workshop, HPV’s association with cervical cancer
had been so widely observed that by mid-1990s some investigators have begun to regard the
virus as the “primary causal agent” in the development of the malignancy and its precursor
lesions30. In fact, attempt to officially declare such a link was made in an earlier IARC-WHO
workshop in 1989, but was ruled out by some participants for lack of well-controlled
epidemiologic and laboratory studies to support it. Such evidence were subsequently
obtained, under conditions stipulated by the 1989 workshop, and convinced the 1999
meeting to declare the causal role of HPV in cervical cancer.
Today, the study of HPV’s carcinogenic role continues to represent the mainstream in the
research on the molecular biology of cervical cancer. The status is well deserved as research
in this area integrates the major fields of virology, oncology, cellular molecular biology and
molecular genetics. Moreover, research in this field possesses practical significance. Cervical
cancer is the second most common malignancy among women worldwide and is known to
claim more than 400,000 new victims each year18. The prophylactic and therapeutic
applications of the knowledge from this field, therefore, offers immense benefit to millions
of women who are afflicted, or who are at risk of being afflicted, with HPV-induced cervical
cancer.
This paper highlights some major recent findings in this field and identifies possible
trends in the study of the mechanisms of HPV’s participation in cervical carcinogenesis.
Human Papilloma Virus
HPV Types
More than 80 types of human papilloma viruses (HPVs) are known today, and they are
generally classified according to their potential to induce malignant transformation. HPVs 16,
18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 50, 51,53, 55, 56, 58, 59, 64 and 68 are considered “high risk” types
because they are detectable in carcinomas and dysplasias8,23. HPVs 31, 33, 35, 51 and 52 are
sometimes regarded as “intermediate risks” because they are more common in mild or severe
dysplastic lesions than in carcinomas. Among the high-risk strains, HPV 16 and 18 are the
most closely associated with cervical carcinoma. The HPV16 DNA has been found in more
than 50% of squamous cell carcinomas, while the HPV18 DNA has been found in more than
50% of adenocarcinomas25.
HPV Genome
HPVs are DNA tumor viruses whose genome is organized in three regions: the early
gene (E1 to E7), the late gene (L1 and L2) regions and the upper regulatory region (URR).
The early and late gene regions are both protein-encoding, but the URR is non-encoding30.
The URR possesses numerous binding sites for many repressors and activators of
transcription, suggesting that it may play a part in determining the range of hosts for specific
HPV types41.
E1 and E2, meanwhile, encode proteins that are vital for extrachromosomal DNA
replication and the completion of the viral life cycle. The E2 also encodes two proteins: one,
which inhibits transcription of the early region; and the other, which increases the
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transcription of the early region45. A hallmark of HPV-associated cervical carcinoma is loss
of the expression of the viral E2 protein39.
The E4 protein is expressed in the later stages of infection when complete virions are
being assembled, and is not known to have transforming properties; however it is considered
to play an important role for the maturation and replication of the virus4. The E4 protein also
induces the collapse of the cytoplasmic cytokeratin network in human keratinocytes, a
situation which may assist the release of virions from the infected cell13.
The E5 in open reading frame (ORF), meanwhile, is often deleted in cervical carcinoma
cells, indicating that it might not be essential in maintaining the malignant transformation of
the host cell. When present, E5 interacts with various transmembrane proteins like the
receptors of the epidermal growth factor, platelet-derived growth factor β, and colony
stimulating factor-118. A study using HPV 16-infected cells found the E5 protein to possess
weak transforming activity9.
In the protein-encoding regions, the E6 and E7 ORF are considered to play the most
major roles. These two units encode for oncoproteins that allow replication of the virus and
the immortalization and transformation of the cell that hosts the HPV DNA2,32,36.
The late region units, L1 and L2 encode for viral capsid proteins during the late stages of
virion assembly30. The protein encoded by L1 is highly conserved among different papilloma
virus species; antibodies against the bovine papilloma virus, therefore, have been used to
identify HPV capsid proteins in human tissues. The minor capsid protein encoded by L2 has
more sequence variations than that of the L1 protein; hence, antibodies against the L2 protein
had been a source of antigen for specific types of HPV antibodies.
DNA Integration
The HPV DNA is usually extrachromosomal or episomal in benign cervical precursor
lesions. However, in many cervical cancer cells as well as in cervical cancer cell lines and
HPV-transformed human keratinocytes in vitro, the HPV DNA is integrated in the host
genome30. Cancer tissues may contain both episomal and integrated HPV DNAs at the same
time, although integration appears to occur more frequently in HPV 18-associated cervical
cancer than in HPV 16-associated cervical cancer9.
During HPV DNA integration, the viral genome usually breaks in the E1/E2 region. The
break usually leads to the loss of the E1 and E2 regions. The loss of E2, which encodes
proteins including one that inhibits the transcription of the E6 and E7 regions, has been
known to result in uncontrolled and increased expression of E6 and E7 oncogenic proteins.
Increased expression of E6 and E7, meanwhile, has been observed to lead to the malignant
transformation of the host cells and to tumor formation3,13,32. HPV viral integration into the
host genomic DNA is associated with progression from polyclonal to monoclonal status in
CIN, and these events play a fundamental role in the progression from low-grade to highgrade cervical neoplasia42.
Research Trends
E6-p53 and E7-pRb Model
Because of their oncogenic properties, E6 and E7 proteins have been the focus of most
studies in the cervical carcinogenesis during the past 20 years. A vital portion of the
mechanism by which these two oncoproteins induce their effects was elucidated between the
late 1980s and early 1990s. During that period, it was established, among others, that E6
binds to and inactivates the tumor suppressor p53, while E7 binds to and degrades the tumor
suppressor pRb37,46. The establishment of this link created what may be called the E6-p53
and E7-pRb model, the exploration of which may represent the HPV’s role in cervical
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In the protein-encoding regions, the E6 and E7 ORF are considered to play the most
major roles. These two units encode for oncoproteins that allow replication of the virus and
the immortalization and transformation of the cell that hosts the HPV DNA2,32,36.
The late region units, L1 and L2 encode for viral capsid proteins during the late stages of
virion assembly30. The protein encoded by L1 is highly conserved among different papilloma
virus species; antibodies against the bovine papilloma virus, therefore, have been used to
identify HPV capsid proteins in human tissues. The minor capsid protein encoded by L2 has
more sequence variations than that of the L1 protein; hence, antibodies against the L2 protein
had been a source of antigen for specific types of HPV antibodies.
DNA Integration
The HPV DNA is usually extrachromosomal or episomal in benign cervical precursor
lesions. However, in many cervical cancer cells as well as in cervical cancer cell lines and
HPV-transformed human keratinocytes in vitro, the HPV DNA is integrated in the host
genome30. Cancer tissues may contain both episomal and integrated HPV DNAs at the same
time, although integration appears to occur more frequently in HPV 18-associated cervical
cancer than in HPV 16-associated cervical cancer9.
During HPV DNA integration, the viral genome usually breaks in the E1/E2 region. The
break usually leads to the loss of the E1 and E2 regions. The loss of E2, which encodes
proteins including one that inhibits the transcription of the E6 and E7 regions, has been
known to result in uncontrolled and increased expression of E6 and E7 oncogenic proteins.
Increased expression of E6 and E7, meanwhile, has been observed to lead to the malignant
transformation of the host cells and to tumor formation3,13,32. HPV viral integration into the
host genomic DNA is associated with progression from polyclonal to monoclonal status in
CIN, and these events play a fundamental role in the progression from low-grade to highgrade cervical neoplasia42.
Research Trends
E6-p53 and E7-pRb Model
Because of their oncogenic properties, E6 and E7 proteins have been the focus of most
studies in the cervical carcinogenesis during the past 20 years. A vital portion of the
mechanism by which these two oncoproteins induce their effects was elucidated between the
late 1980s and early 1990s. During that period, it was established, among others, that E6
binds to and inactivates the tumor suppressor p53, while E7 binds to and degrades the tumor
suppressor pRb37,46. The establishment of this link created what may be called the E6-p53
and E7-pRb model, the exploration of which may represent the HPV’s role in cervical
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Head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC) are
characterized by a marked propensity for local invasion
and spread to cervical lymph nodes, with distant
metastases developing in 30–40% of cases. HPV-16 is
an important risk factor for HNSCC. How HPV
enhances susceptibility to HNSCC is not fully understood,
but seems to involve cofactors. In this study, we examined
the effect of the cooperation between HPV-16 and the
tyrosine kinase receptor ErbB-2 on E-cadherin/catenin
complex patterns and neoplastic transformation of human
normal oral epithelial (NOE) cells. We report that
overexpression of ErbB-2 or E6/E7 alone does not affect
E-cadherin/catenin complex patterns nor does it induce
cell transformation of NOE cells. In contrast, coexpression of E6/E7 and ErbB-2 downregulates E-cadherin and
catenin expression. This is accompanied by cytoplasmic
localization of E-cadherin, as well as nuclear translocation
of a, b, and c-catenins. Furthermore, we demonstrate that
E6/E7 cooperate with overexpressed ErbB-2 to induce
tumor formation in nude mice and to upregulate cyclin D1
and c-myc expression. Our data suggest that E6/E7
cooperate with ErbB-2 in head and neck carcinogenesis, at
least in part, via the conversion of b-catenin from a cell
adhesion to a nuclear function, that is, to act as a potential
transcriptional regulator. This conversion leads to the
upregulation of cyclin D1, c-myc and other oncoproteins
necessary for alteration of the E-cadherin/catenin complex and cell transformation of NOE cells.
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Introduction
In North America, head and neck (HN) cancer is the
sixth most common cancer, in both males and females
(Forastiere et al., 2001). More than 90% of HN cancers
are squamous cell carcinomas (SCC) (Wong et al.,
1996). Several tyrosine kinase receptors have been
associated with human carcinogenesis, including the
ErbB tyrosine kinase family (Riese and Stern, 1998;
Tzahar and Yarden, 1998). The ErbB family of
receptors is comprised of EGF-R (ErbB-1), ErbB-2,
ErbB-3, and ErbB-4; the four ErbB receptor members
form homo- and heterodimer complexes upon activation
by a family of EGF-like ligands thereby stimulating
their kinase activity and generating intracellular signals
(Riese and Stern, 1998; Tzahar and Yarden, 1998).
Constitutive stimulation of these pathways through
autocrine mechanisms has been associated with several
types of human cancers (Klapper et al., 2000). ErbB-2 is
the family member most closely implicated in human
cancer, where it is overexpressed in about 30% of
carcinomas including HNSCC (Xia et al., 1999; Yu and
Hung, 2000).
Several studies reported that chronic infection with
high-risk human papillomavirus (HPV) type 16 and 18
could promote HN carcinogenesis (Franceschi et al.,
1996; Gillison et al., 1999, 2000). Two viral oncoproteins
of HPV 16 and 18, E6 and E7, contribute to tumor
progression by inactivating the p53 and retinoblastoma
tumor suppressor products, respectively (Scheffner
et al., 1993; Galloway and McDougall, 1996; Rapp
and Chen, 1998). E6 facilitates the degradation of p53
through its association with an accessory protein, E6AP, a component of the ubiquitin proteolytic pathway
(Scheffner et al., 1993). E7 proteins of the high-risk
types bind to Rb (Dyson et al., 1989), as well as to other
pocket proteins, such as p107 and p130 (Dyson et al.,
1992), leading to altered activities of these cell-cycle
regulators. The E6 proteins from the low-risk viruses fail
to abrogate p53 functions, while the low-risk E7
proteins bind Rb with substantially reduced afﬁnity
(Scheffner et al., 1994). These differences can likely
explain the lack of association of the low-risk types with
malignancy.

Cooperation of E6/E7 and ErbB-2 in malignant cell transformation
A-E Al Moustafa et al
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HN cancers are characterized by local invasiveness
and a propensity for dissemination to cervical lymph
nodes. Tumor invasion is a complex process that
requires active interactions between the invading cell
and the extracellular matrix (ECM) and other stromal
elements (Nelson et al., 2000). At least three coordinated
processes are necessary for invasion: (1) changes in cell–
cell and cell–matrix adhesion; (2) degradation of the
ECM; and (3) cell migration. Cell–cell adhesion proteins
are greatly involved in these processes. The epithelial
cadherin (E-cadherin) glycoprotein is a major cell–cell
adhesion molecule that connects epithelial cells via
homotypic calcium-dependent interactions (Takeichi,
1990). E-cadherin-mediated cell adhesion requires intracellular attachment of this glycoprotein to the actin
cytoskeleton (Ozawa et al., 1989). Cadherins associate
with the cytoskeleton through cytoplasmic interactions
with catenins: a-catenin (102 kDa), b-catenin (88 kDa),
and g-catenin (plakoglobin) (80 kDa) (Ozawa et al.,
1989; Ozawa and Kemler, 1992). E-cadherin/catenin
members of the cell–cell adhesion family have been
shown to be downregulated and in some cases, this
altered expression is associated with a malignant and
invasive phenotype in upper aerodigestive tract cancers
(Ninomiya et al., 2000).
To study the role of ErbB-2 and E6/E7 of HPV on
cell–cell adhesion and cell transformation of human HN
carcinogenesis, we developed normal HN epithelial cells
(of oral origin) expressing ErbB-2 and/or E6/E7. We
show that overexpression of ErbB-2 receptor or expression of E6/E7 of HPV alone does not affect E-cadherin/
catenin expression patterns or promote cell transformation of normal HN epithelial cells; in contrast, both
processes are deregulated by E6/E7 and ErbB-2 in
normal epithelial cells of the HN.

Results
Growth characteristics of cultured oral epithelial cells
We established primary epithelial cells from explants of
fresh human gingiva and soft palate obtained from two
HN cancer patients undergoing surgery (Al Moustafa
et al., 2002a). These cells named NOE, for normal oral
epithelial cells, were established in keratinocyte serumfree (KSF) medium with supplement (see Methods).
More than 95% of these primary normal cells displayed
an epithelial morphology and demonstrated doubling
times of approximately 5 days, being shorter in early
passages than late passages, prior to senescence after
approximately 10 passages. We did all our experiments
between ﬁve and eight passages. We demonstrated
earlier that NOE cells express keratins 13, 14, 15, 18,
and 19 (Al Moustafa et al., 2002a). Western blot
(Figure 1a) and immunostaining (data not shown)
revealed that NOE cells also express E-cadherin, a-, b,
and g-catenin. Furthermore, these cells express detectable levels of EGF-R, ErbB-2, ErbB-3, and ErbB-4
receptors (Figure 1b).

Figure 1 (a) Western blot analysis of E-cadherin, a-, b-, and gcatenin expression in NOE, NOE-AP2, and NOE-ErbB-2 cells. The
overexpression of ErbB-2 in NOE cells does not affect E-cadherin,
a-, b- and g-catenin expression patterns compared to NOE and
NOE-AP2 cells. (b) Western blot analysis of EGF-R (ErbB-1),
ErbB-2, ErbB-3, and ErbB-4 receptor expression in the NOE,
NOE-AP2, and NOE-ErbB-2 cells. NOE-ErbB-2 cells express the
same level of EGF-R, ErbB-3, and ErbB-4 as NOE and NOE-AP2
cells, but show higher levels of ErbB-2 expression as expected. (c)
Immunoprecipitation with anti-EGF-R, ErbB-2, ErbB-3, and
ErbB-4 antibodies followed by Western blot with antiphosphotyrosine in NOE-AP2 and NOE-ErbB-2 cells. The overexpression of
ErbB-2 receptor in NOE cells (NOE-ErbB-2) results in the
constitutive activation of this receptor as shown by the greater
quantity of the phosphorylated form of ErbB-2 in this cell line than
in NOE-AP2 cells. In parallel, the activation of ErbB-2 induced
tyrosine phosphorylation of EGF-R, ErbB-3, and ErbB-4 probably
by heterodimerization in NOE-ErbB-2 cells. Notice that the
phosphorylated form of ErbB-2 is present in greater amounts than
the phosphorylated forms of EGF-R, ErbB-3, and ErbB-4 in NOEErbB-2 cells when compared with NOE-AP2 control cells. (d)
Western blot analysis of E-cadherin, a-, b-, and g-catenin
expression in NOE-E6/E7, NOE-E6/E7-AP2, and NOE-E6/E7ErbB-2 cells. E6/E7 cooperate with ErbB-2 to induce downregulation of E-cadherin, a-, b-, and g-catenin expression; whereas,
E6/E7, E6/E7-AP2, or ErbB-2 (a) alone does not affect the
expression of E-cadherin, a-, b-, and g-catenin. For Western blot
analysis, 30 mg of whole-cell extract was loaded onto a 7.5% SDS–
PAGE gel and immunoblotted with anti-E-cadherin, -a-, -b-, -gcatenin, -ErbB-2, -ErbB-3, -ErbB-4, and -GAPDH antibodies; for
immunoprecipitation, 200 mg of proteins were immunoprecipitated
with anti-EGF-R, anti-ErbB-2, anti-ErbB-3, and anti-ErbB-4
antibodies, followed by Western blot with antiphosphotyrosine as
indicated in Materials and methods
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Abstract
Background: Human papillomavirus (HPV) is a crucial etiological factor for cervical cancer (CC)
development. From a diagnostic view-point, the consistent presence of HPV in CC allows the viral
DNA to be used as a genetic marker. The aims of this study were to evaluate the presence, physical
status and clinical significant of HPV DNA in circulation of CC patients.
Results: Whereas 6 out of 50 (12%) HPV positive CC patients revealed plasma HPV DNA, it was
detected in none of 20 normal controls or 13 HPV negative CC cases. The plasma DNA exhibited
an HPV type identical to the HPV in the primary tumors and the DNA from both sources was
integrated into host genome. Interestingly, several findings suggested an association between
plasma HPV DNA and metastasis. First, three of the HPV DNA positive cases were CC patients
with clinical stage IVB or recurrence with distance metastases (P = 0.001, RR = 15.67). Second,
the amount of plasma HPV DNA from metastatic patients to be three times more than three other
patients without metastases. Finally, the later cases had tendency to develop recurrence distant
metastases within one year after complete treatment when compared with other HPV associated
CC patients with the same stage but without the present of plasma HPV DNA.
Conclusions: The plasma HPV DNA originated from the CC, was associated with metastasis and
could be used as a marker representing the circulating free CC DNA.

Background
Cervical cancer (CC) is one of the most common malignancies in women worldwide, especially in developing
countries [1]. Several studies have suggested that human
papillomavirus (HPV) initiates and causes endogenous
genetic alterations in the progression of CC [2]. First, ep-

idemiological studies have shown that most human CCs
harbor the "high risk" HPV types 16, 18, 31 and 33 [3,4].
Second, some HPV proteins such as E6 and E7 interact
with human tumor suppresser gene products and
change cellular phenotypes [5]. Finally, the integration
linearizes HPV DNA between E1 and L1 genes and dis-
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an HPV type identical to the HPV in the primary tumors and the DNA from both sources was
integrated into host genome. Interestingly, several findings suggested an association between
plasma HPV DNA and metastasis. First, three of the HPV DNA positive cases were CC patients
with clinical stage IVB or recurrence with distance metastases (P = 0.001, RR = 15.67). Second,
the amount of plasma HPV DNA from metastatic patients to be three times more than three other
patients without metastases. Finally, the later cases had tendency to develop recurrence distant
metastases within one year after complete treatment when compared with other HPV associated
CC patients with the same stage but without the present of plasma HPV DNA.
Conclusions: The plasma HPV DNA originated from the CC, was associated with metastasis and
could be used as a marker representing the circulating free CC DNA.
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countries [1]. Several studies have suggested that human
papillomavirus (HPV) initiates and causes endogenous
genetic alterations in the progression of CC [2]. First, ep-
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Twenty-nine laboratories in 12 countries participated in a study to assess the performance of various human
papillomavirus (HPV) detection assays through the use of a recombinant HPV DNA standard reagent panel.
The panel was designed by a group of HPV experts, and samples were prepared and distributed by the World
Health Organization International Laboratory for Standards and Biologicals in The Netherlands. Each panel
consisted of 24 coded samples including a dilution series for HPV types 16 and 18, alone or in combination with
five other high-risk (HR) HPV types including HPV types 31, 33, 35, 45, and 52, the low-risk HPV type 6, and
a negative control. Qualitative assays were generally consistent across laboratories, and most invalid results
reflected a lack of HPV test sensitivity. The combined data sets had a proficiency for HPV 16 of 62.5% (15/24)
and for HPV 18 of 73.9% (17/23). HPV 31 was the least accurately detected by participating laboratories.
Approximately half of participating laboratories failed to detect high concentrations of HPV 31 and, to a lesser
extent, to detect HPV types 35, 52, and 6. The panel sample materials offer a source of renewable and
reproducible material that could be used in the future development of international standard reagents for
calibration of HPV DNA assays and kits.
(41). The World Health Organization (WHO) establishes international biological standard materials and reference reagents for substances of biological origin used in prophylaxis
and in therapy or diagnosis of human diseases. Hence, an
international collaborative study was conducted to consider
candidate reference reagents for type-specific HPV DNA assays (42, 43).
To assess the relative value of molecular detection methods,
international proficiency panels are already widely used for
several microorganisms including hepatitis A, B, and C and
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) (23, 24, 26, 36). Unfortunately, there is no natural source of biological material to
generate type-specific HPV standard reagents such as naturally
infected or spiked serum or plasma pools used for hepatitis and
HIV standards. Cervical scrapes or small genital biopsy specimens obtained for diagnosis of HPV-infected individuals often harbor multiple HPV types and provide only low numbers
of HPV genomes. In addition, no adequate culture models or
human cell lines containing episomal HPV genomes are
readily available to generate reproducible epithelial cell-based
HPV standards.
The present international collaborative study was initiated
to assess the performance of various HPV DNA detection
assays and to examine the feasibility of generating HPV DNA
standard reagents consisting of recombinant HPV DNA plasmids placed into a background of HPV-negative human cervical cells. Cloned HPV DNA standards such as those described
here allow assessment of the analytic HPV assay sensitivity and

Human papillomavirus (HPV) infection has been established as the major cause of cervical cancer in women (40, 46).
Among the nearly 100 types of papillomaviruses molecularly
identified, about 30 different HPV types are found in cervical
carcinomas (18). Epidemiological studies on the global prevalence of HPV types have shown that about 70% of cervical
cancer cases are related to infections with two high-risk (HR)
HPV types, namely HPV 16 and HPV 18. About 15% are
related to HR HPV types 31, 33, 35, 45, 52, and 58, collectively,
and approximately 15% are related to other less common
types, with some geographical variations (2). Thus, to prevent
cervical cancer, several candidate vaccines against HPV have
been developed and are currently in clinical testing (5). Prophylactic HPV vaccine candidates are based on recombinant
virus capsid proteins, so-called virus-like particles, and are
designed to prevent infections by HPV types 16 and 18, the
most common oncogenic types, as well as against the common
types HPV 6 and HPV 11 that cause genital warts (1, 8, 16).
It was recognized by a group of HPV experts that harmonization of HPV laboratory assays was required at the outset of
the development and implementation of new HPV vaccines

* Corresponding author. Mailing address: Department of Molecular
Genetics and Microbiology, School of Medicine, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131-5276. Phone: (505) 272-5785. Fax:
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TABLE 1. HPV DNA standard panel composition

Panel
ID no.

24
8
21
16
19
23
9
5
13
10
2
7
3
14
22
1
20
11
15
18
12
4
6
17

HPV type

HPV 16
HPV 16
HPV 16
HPV 16
HPV 16
HPV 16
HPV 16
HPV 16
HPV 16 low/HR
HPV 16 high/HR
HR type pool
HPV 6
HPV 6/HR
C33A DNA
HPV 18
HPV 18
HPV 18
HPV 18
HPV 18
HPV 18
HPV 18
HPV 18
HPV 18 low/HR
HPV 18 high/HR

Plasmid dilution of
primary HPV/HR
HPV pool

HPV genome equivalents per milliliter
6

⫺4

10
10⫺5
10⫺6
10⫺7
10⫺8
10⫺9
10⫺10
10⫺11
10⫺7/10⫺5
10⫺5/10⫺5
10⫺5
10⫺7
10⫺5

16

18

31

33

35

45

52

7

10
106
105
104
103
102
101
100
104
106
104
106

10⫺4
10⫺5
10⫺6
10⫺7
10⫺8
10⫺9
10⫺10
10⫺11
10⫺7/10⫺5
10⫺5/10⫺5

specificity but do not provide standards capable of evaluating
biological specimen processing.
This report describes the efforts undertaken between September 2002 and September 2004 to develop a reference reagent panel for HPV viral DNA detection and the subsequent
assessments conducted in 29 laboratories using a range of the
HPV DNA detection assays in use at the time. Samples, derived from cloned plasmid DNA representing double-stranded
full genomic DNA sequences of HPV types 6, 16, 18, 31, 33, 35,
45, and 52, were tested by each laboratory in a blinded manner.
The results of the study were analyzed to determine the ability
of participating laboratories to correctly identify HPV types in
a background of human DNA and in the presence or absence
of other HPV types. In addition, the analytic sensitivity of
detecting HPV 16 and HPV 18, the most common oncogenic
HPV types, was evaluated using an end-point dilution series.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Source of panel material. WHO obtained authorization to use the cloned HPV
DNA sequences for the purposes of this study. Institutional permissions allowed the
University of New Mexico to purify and transfer the cloned HPV plasmid DNAs to
the WHO International Laboratory for Biological Standards in Amsterdam, where
the samples were prepared and further distributed among participating laboratories
worldwide. The agreements allowed this distribution only for the purposes of the
WHO studies presented here. Institutions that granted the use of the HPV reference
plasmids and their sequences to WHO were the following: Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum (H. zur Hausen) for HPV types 6, 16, and 18; Digene Corporation
(A. Lorincz) for HPV types 31 and 35; Institut Pasteur (G. Orth) for HPV type 33;
Johns Hopkins University (K. Shah) for HPV type 45; and Wayne State University
(W. Lancaster) for HPV type 52. The nucleic acid sequences for each of the above
HPV reference genomes have been reported previously and were available to the
WHO HPV DNA International Collaborative Study Group as follows: HPV16R,
http://www.stdgen.lanl.gov/stdgen/virus/cgi-bin/hpv_search.cgi?dbname ⫽ hpv
&locus ⫽ HPV16R&mode ⫽ extract; HPV18R, http://www.stdgen.lanl.gov
/stdgen/virus/cgi-bin/hpv_search.cgi?dbname ⫽ hpv&locus ⫽ HPV18R&mode
⫽ extract; HPV31, http://www.stdgen.lanl.gov/stdgen/virus/cgi-bin/types_lookup.cgi

107
106
105
104
103
102
101
100
104
106

106
106
106

106
106
106

106
106
106

106
106
106

106
106
106

106

106

106

106

106

106
106

106
106

106
106

106
106

106
106

C33A

106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106

?dbname ⫽ hpv&type ⫽ 31&organism ⫽ Human%20papillomavirus; HPV33, http:
//www.stdgen.lanl.gov/stdgen/virus/cgi-bin/types_lookup.cgi?dbname ⫽ hpv&type
⫽ 33&organism ⫽ Human%20papillomavirus; HPV35, http://www.stdgen.lanl
.gov/stdgen/virus/cgi-bin/types_lookup.cgi?dbname ⫽ hpv&type ⫽ 35&organism
⫽ Human%20papillomavirus; HPV45, http://www.stdgen.lanl.gov/stdgen/virus/cgi
-bin/types_lookup.cgi?dbname ⫽ hpv&type ⫽ 45&organism ⫽ Human%20papillo
mavirus; and HPV52, http://www.stdgen.lanl.gov/stdgen/virus/cgi-bin/types_lookup
.cgi?dbname ⫽ hpv&type ⫽ 52&organism ⫽ Human%20papillomavirus.
Purification and characterization of individual panel reagents. Each individual HPV full genome was provided as a plasmid DNA clone from the owners
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kits. Optical density determinations were made at 260 and 280 nm, and fluorimetric measurements by picogreen quantitations (PicoGreen dsDNA Quantitation Reagent; Molecular Probes, Inc., Eugene, Oreg.) were determined as well.
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within the L1, E6, E7, and LCR genome segments. The sequences of the bulkpurified plasmids were as expected except that a T-to-C change was observed at
nucleotide position 7592 in the HPV 18 reference plasmid material. To determine absolute purity of bulk HPV plasmid DNAs, PCR amplification of serial
10-fold dilutions from approximately 1011 to 102 genome equivalents was conducted by PCR using PGMY primers and reverse line blot HPV detection for
typing (7, 21). In addition, real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) for HPV 16 E6
and HPV 18 E7 was conducted as previously described (32). Approximately 100
ng of each DNA genotype was sent to the WHO International Laboratory for
Biological Standards in Amsterdam.
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an approximate concentration of 1011 HPV genomes/ml were provided to the
WHO laboratory to prepare a panel of 24 samples. Table 1 summarizes the
composition of panel samples. Given the lack of available biological source
materials from human genital samples or from cell-based models, human
genomic DNA was included in each sample to minimally mimic a molecular
matrix background that would be present in biological samples. For this purpose,
the epithelial C33A cell line derived from human cervical carcinoma, which is
HPV negative, and purchased from the American Type Culture Collection was
cultured in minimal essential medium, and the concentration of cells was determined by a Coulter counter (Beckman). C33A genomic DNA was isolated and
purified using a QIAGEN blood and cell culture kit and was provided in TE
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TABLE 3. Proficiency of detecting HPV types 16, 18, 6, 31, 33, 35, 45, and 52
No. of data sets (% of total) by HPV type

HPV type data sets

Total no. of data sets
Proficient data sets
Data sets with false
positives
Data sets with false
negatives at 10⫺5 dilution
Data sets with detection
out of logical order

a

6

31b

33b

35b

45b

52b

23
17 (73.9)
6 (26.1)

21
15 (71.4)
5 (23.8)

21
9 (42.9)
0 (0.0)

21
20 (95.2)
0 (0.0)

21
15 (71.4)
0 (0.0)

21
20 (95.2)
0 (0.0)

21
15 (71.4)
2 (9.5)

0 (0.0)

1 (4.8)

12 (57.1)

1 (4.8)

6 (28.6)

1 (4.8)

4 (19.0)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

16

18

24
15 (62.5)
5 (20.8)
6 (25.0)
5 (20.8)

a

0 (0.0)

b

c

NA

Detection of HPV types 16 or 18 at a dilution of 10⫺5; no false-positive results and no detection out of logical order.
Detection of HPV types 6, 31, 33, 35, 45 and 52 at a dilution of 10⫺5 and no false-positive results.
c
NA, not applicable.
a
b

dilution when combined with other HR HPV types; the HPV 16
10⫺7 dilution in the absence of other HR types (sample 16) was
detected in 5 (20.8%) data sets.
The single negative control sample was detected as negative
for HPV by all assays in all laboratories (Fig. 2). However,
based on the study proficiency definition, 5 of 24 data sets
(20.8%) presented false-positive detection of HPV 16 DNA,
including detection of HPV 16 in material containing HPV 6
and 18 and mixtures of other HR HPVs, particularly when
in-house HPV 16 type-specific detection systems were used.
Only one laboratory had a false-negative result because it was
not able to detect HPV 16 at a dilution of 10⫺5 in a background
of the other HR HPV types. In total, for HPV 16 identification,
15 (62.5%) data sets met the study criteria for proficient HPV
16 detection.
(ii) Detection of HPV 18. Of the 24 data sets from participating laboratories included in the analysis, one method used
did not perform assays capable of distinguishing HPV 18, and,
therefore, only 23 data sets were analyzed here. The lower limit
of detection of HPV 18 between laboratories varied by
100,000-fold (Fig. 2). All data sets detected HPV 18 at a dilution of 10⫺4 and 10⫺5. Twenty-two of 23 (95.7%) data sets
detected the 10⫺6 dilution, 17 of 23 (73.9%) detected the 10⫺7
dilution, 10 of 23 (43.5%) detected the 10⫺8 dilution, 4 of 23
(17.4%) detected the 10⫺9 dilution, and 1 laboratory detected
up to the 10⫺10 dilution.
When the 10⫺5 dilution of HPV 18 was combined with a
dilution of 10⫺5 for the HR HPV types (types 31, 33, 35, 45,
and 52), all laboratories detected the HPV 18 DNA. Only 12 of
23 (52.2%) of the data sets detected the HPV 18 10⫺7 dilution
when combined with the HR HPV types. In total, for HPV 18
identification, 17 of 23 (73.9%) data sets met the study criteria
for proficient HPV 18 detection. Examples of the false-positive
HPV 18 observations included detection of HPV 18 in material
containing HPV types 6 and 16 and the mixture of other HR
HPV types, similar to HPV 16.
(iii) Detection of other HPV types. Some participating laboratories did not perform tests for typing of HPV types 6, 31,
33, 35, 45, and 52. Thus, the test results of only 21 data sets
from participating laboratories were available for analysis (see
Fig. SA, SB, and SC in the supplemental material) and are
presented in Table 3. The negative control sample was detected as negative for all HPV types (see Fig. SA, SB, and SC
in the supplemental material) except for one laboratory, which

detected HPV 6 in this sample. Detection of HPV 31 had an
overall proficiency below 50% (Table 3). The low proficiency
rate for HPV 31 was caused by false-negative results in 12 data
sets. In contrast, for HPV 6 the low proficiency was mainly
caused by false-positive (n ⫽ 5) results. All laboratories except
one were proficient (95.2%) in the detection of HPV types 33
and 45. HPV types 6, 35, and 52 had intermediate proficiency
results (71%).
DISCUSSION
The goal of accurate detection of infectious agents is to
provide consistent and meaningful results in the research and
clinical setting to help target and focus resources in disease
prevention and control. Over the past years, WHO has worked
with the scientific community, national regulatory authorities,
other standards-setting bodies, and users through a series of
consultations to review the scientific basis of biological reference materials. WHO reference reagents, which may serve as
interim standards, and the published catalogue of WHO biological reference materials includes over 300 materials (a list of
reference materials may be found at www.who.int/biologicals).
It is recognized that some international standards may be used
for qualitative rather than quantitative purposes. It may also be
necessary to establish materials that might act as a reference
panel to aid in the evaluation of diagnostic tests. Indeed, a
reference panel of 10 individual genotypes of HIV-1 has been
previously established to help assess the specificity of nucleic
amplification technology-based assays for HIV-1 (44).
In addition to evaluating the performance of various HPV
DNA detection methods, the present international collaborative study evaluated the feasibility of generating HPV DNA
international standard reagents and the suitability of recombinant plasmids containing full-length HPV-cloned genomes for
this purpose. Historically, international standards in the form
of nucleic acids have been isolated from pools of virus-infected
biological material, such as the hepatitis C RNA standards
established in 1997, hepatitis B DNA standards established in
1999, and HIV-1 RNA standards established in 1999 (45).
International standards must fulfill several criteria, including
the following: demonstrate consistent performance, demonstrate long-term stability under selected storage conditions,
contain sequences found often in the real target nucleic acid
(i.e., full viral genomes if possible), perform in detection assays
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Abstract
Background: Few reports of the utilization of an accurate, cost-effective means for measuring
HPV oncogene transcripts have been published. Several papers have reported the use of relative
quantitation or more expensive Taqman methods. Here, we report a method of absolute
quantitative real-time PCR utilizing SYBR-green fluorescence for the measurement of HPV E7
expression in cervical cytobrush specimens.
Results: The construction of a standard curve based on the serial dilution of an E7-containing
plasmid was the key for being able to accurately compare measurements between cervical samples.
The assay was highly reproducible with an overall coefficient of variation of 10.4%.
Conclusion: The use of highly reproducible and accurate SYBR-based real-time polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) assays instead of performing Taqman-type assays allows low-cost, high-throughput
analysis of viral mRNA expression. The development of such assays will help in refining the current
screening programs for HPV-related carcinomas.

Background
Infection with certain types of human papillomavirus
(HPV), while a necessary cause of cervical cancer, does not
guarantee an elevated risk of malignancy. An estimated
80% of all women will become infected with HPV at some
point in their lives [1]; however, few will develop dysplasia of the cervix. Approximately 11% of those that develop
mild dysplasia or low-grade squamous intraepithelial

lesions (LSIL) will progress to severe dysplasia or highgrade squamous intraepithelial lesions (HSIL), and an
equal fraction will further progress to invasive carcinoma
[2]. The challenge is determining which women are likely
to progress versus those who will spontaneously regress.
While screening with the Papanicolaou (Pap) test has
been effective in lowering cervical cancer rates in countries
with effective screening systems, it is still not sensitive and
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Abstract
Background: Few reports of the utilization of an accurate, cost-effective means for measuring
HPV oncogene transcripts have been published. Several papers have reported the use of relative
quantitation or more expensive Taqman methods. Here, we report a method of absolute
quantitative real-time PCR utilizing SYBR-green fluorescence for the measurement of HPV E7
expression in cervical cytobrush specimens.
Results: The construction of a standard curve based on the serial dilution of an E7-containing
plasmid was the key for being able to accurately compare measurements between cervical samples.
The assay was highly reproducible with an overall coefficient of variation of 10.4%.
Conclusion: The use of highly reproducible and accurate SYBR-based real-time polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) assays instead of performing Taqman-type assays allows low-cost, high-throughput
analysis of viral mRNA expression. The development of such assays will help in refining the current
screening programs for HPV-related carcinomas.
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Infection with certain types of human papillomavirus
(HPV), while a necessary cause of cervical cancer, does not
guarantee an elevated risk of malignancy. An estimated
80% of all women will become infected with HPV at some
point in their lives [1]; however, few will develop dysplasia of the cervix. Approximately 11% of those that develop
mild dysplasia or low-grade squamous intraepithelial

lesions (LSIL) will progress to severe dysplasia or highgrade squamous intraepithelial lesions (HSIL), and an
equal fraction will further progress to invasive carcinoma
[2]. The challenge is determining which women are likely
to progress versus those who will spontaneously regress.
While screening with the Papanicolaou (Pap) test has
been effective in lowering cervical cancer rates in countries
with effective screening systems, it is still not sensitive and
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specific enough to accurately predict the behavior of precancerous lesions.
Laboratory studies have revealed that uncontrolled
expression of the HPV E6 and E7 oncogenes is responsible
for the ability of HPV to transform cells. While, the functions of the E6 and E7 proteins together can immortalize
human foreskin keratinocytes [3], those of E6 alone cannot [4]. In addition, the E7 oncogene is more highly conserved upon viral integration than is E6 [5,6]. The E7
oncogene exerts its transforming function by interrupting
cell differentiation and inducing DNA synthesis [7]. It
accomplishes this by interacting with the cellular tumor
suppressor gene product pRB [8,9]. Additionally, E7 can
induce abnormal centrosome duplication [10,11] and
chromatin condensation [12] possibly leading to chromosome instability.
E7 mRNA has been shown to be present in basal layers in
organotypic raft cultures [13], and higher levels have been
found in cervical tumors [14,15]. Few studies [16-19]
have looked for the presence of viral transcripts in precancerous clinical specimens. These studies have shown an
increase in prevalence of HPV E6 and/or E7 mRNA transcripts, and Wang-Johanning et al. [19], in particular,
reported that copy number of both RNA and DNA
increased with increasing SIL grade.
We were interested in determining if any quantitative differences existed in the expression of E7 mRNA in cells
from women with normal epithelium and precancerous
lesions. In order to accomplish this goal, we needed to
develop a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method that
would allow us to make direct comparisons between
patients in terms of amount of mRNA expressed in cervical specimens. Here, we describe the development of an
absolute quantitative real-time PCR assay to quantitate
mRNA of the E7 oncogene from HPV 16 and HPV 18 in
cervical cytobrush samples.

Results
Absolute quantitation of mRNA
Eighteen cytobrush specimens were analyzed by real-time
PCR for the presence of either HPV16 or HPV18 E7 mRNA
(Table 1). Thirteen samples (87%) showed the presence
of E7 mRNA. The others exhibited no evidence of HPV E7
mRNA in either replicate. Samples 5, 8, and 9 were
included as specificity controls. Samples 5 and 8 were
HPV16 and HPV18 negative but consensus positive by
DNA PCR; sample 9 was negative by all three probes
(HPV16, HPV18, and consensus). All of these samples
produced negative results in the quantitative real-time
PCR; showing that the primers used were specific for
HPV16 or HPV18. As a comparison, the copy numbers of
the control samples (SiHa and HeLa) were calculated in

http://www.infectagentscancer.com/content/2/1/8

each reaction. These quantities were then averaged over
the runs to show a mean transcript copy number of 10.9
per 20 ng cDNA for HPV16 in the SiHa samples, and a
mean transcript copy number of 82.6 per 20 ng cDNA for
HPV18 in the HeLa samples. These values are comparable
to previously reported values for SiHa and HeLa. [20,21]
Reproducibility of real time-PCR
Reproducibility of the PCR assay was determined by
repeating the assay on two separate days one week apart.
Since we started the PCR step with the same amount of
total cDNA from each specimen, we were more concerned
with the reproducibility of the PCR step rather than the
Reverse Transcription step. As previously stated, the
Reverse Transcription step was performed separately from
the PCR step to ensure that the quantity of each sample
assayed was equivalent. A one-factor random-effects analysis of variance was performed to estimate the coefficient
of variation. A coefficient of variation of <20% is considered adequate for the reproducibility of the assay [22]. All
statistical analyses were performed using Intercooled
STATA 8.2 (Stata Corp., College Station, TX). The coefficient of variation calculated for this assay was 10.4%.

In addition, the standard curves from each repeated assay
by HPV type were compared utilizing a linear regression
model to fit the threshold cycle (CT) values to variables
representing the natural log of the copy number, the
repeat run number, and an interaction term of the run
number with the natural log of the copy number. This
model allows tests of parallelism and coincidence for the
standard curves from each run. If the p-value from the test
for parallelism is not significant at the α = 0.05 level, then
the regression lines are parallel. Similarly, if the p-value
from the test for coincidence is not significant at the α =
0.05 level, then the regression lines are coincident. The
regression lines for each HPV type were compared separately, and there were no significant differences between
them (see Table 2). This can also be seen graphically in
Figure 1. As a result, we are confident that for each HPV
type, the assay itself is reproducible with great accuracy.
Quality of cDNA
To assess the quality of the cDNA for RT-PCR, all negative
samples (n = 5) and a subset of the positive samples (n =
5) were analyzed by real-time PCR using SYBR Green I for
the presence of the G3PDH gene. All samples were positive for G3PDH; therefore, we are reasonably certain that
the cDNA was of sufficient quality to detect HPV mRNA,
if present.

Discussion
To our knowledge this is only the second report of an
absolute quantitative real-time PCR to measure levels of
HPV mRNA and the first to do so using less expensive
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Abstract
Background: More than half of the approximately 500,000 women diagnosed with cervical cancer
worldwide each year will die from this disease. Investigation of genes expressed in precancer
lesions compared to those expressed in normal cervical epithelium will yield insight into the early
stages of disease. As such, establishing a baseline from which to compare to, is critical in elucidating
the abnormal biology of disease. In this study we examine the normal cervical tissue transcriptome
and investigate the similarities and differences in relation to CIN III by Long-SAGE (L-SAGE).
Results: We have sequenced 691,390 tags from four L-SAGE libraries increasing the existing gene
expression data on cervical tissue by 20 fold. One-hundred and eighteen unique tags were highly
expressed in normal cervical tissue and 107 of them mapped to unique genes, most belong to the
ribosomal, calcium-binding and keratinizing gene families. We assessed these genes for aberrant
expression in CIN III and five genes showed altered expression. In addition, we have identified
twelve unique HPV 16 SAGE tags in the CIN III libraries absent in the normal libraries.
Conclusion: Establishing a baseline of gene expression in normal cervical tissue is key for
identifying changes in cancer. We demonstrate the utility of this baseline data by identifying genes
with aberrant expression in CIN III when compared to normal tissue.

Background
Approximately 500,000 women are diagnosed with cervical cancer worldwide each year and more than half of
them will die from this disease [1]. The highest incidence
rates are observed in developing countries where it is the

second most prevalent cancer in women and remains a
leading cause of cancer related death [1]. Widely implemented screening programs have been responsible for the
much lower incidence and mortality rates seen in the
developed world. Present day screening methods primaPage 1 of 11
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E5 gene, and therefore was likely amplified from HPV
sequences in the original lesion.
Tags mapping to the E5 gene accounted for the greatest
proportion of HPV tags mapping to known transcripts in
both C1 and C2 (93% and 52%, respectively). E5 is considered to be one of three HPV 16 oncogenes (E5, E6 and
E7) and is highly expressed in basal cells of premalignant
cervical lesions [39]. This expression declines as cells differentiate and move toward the apical face of the epithelium whereas E6 and E7 expression increases [39]. E5 is
detected throughout all epithelium layers in high grade
lesions such as CIN III. In contrast, expression is restricted
to layers closest to the basal cells in low grade lesions,
implying that E5 expression may be limited to undifferentiated basal cells [40,41]. The high expression of E5 we
observe in the CIN III libraries and the absence of HPV 16
genes in the normal libraries is in concordance with such
studies.
An increase in sample size and inclusion of mild and
moderate stages of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia will
aid in quantifying the relationship between viral gene
expression and disease. This will also assist in further elucidating genes important in early lesion transcriptome
events. A comparison of such events with those seen in
later stages will help to identify genes important in the
molecular pathogenesis of the disease.

Conclusion
In this study we have described the transcriptome of normal cervical tissues and compared against that of CIN III
lesions. This was achieved by construction of four L-SAGE
libraries and sequencing to the depth of 172,848 tags per
library on average. We highlighted that the Long-SAGE
technique provides a comprehensive profile of the transcriptome without focusing on only known genes. Potent
tumour suppressors (e.g. PTEN), cell cycle mediators (e.g.
CCND1), and cellular respiration genes (e.g. NDUFA1)
were found to be tightly regulated in the normal libraries.
An expression signature of four highly expressed genes
(KRT6A, CEACAM7, S100A7 and SPRR3) in normal cervical epithelium was identified and confirmed, and three
abundantly expressed genes (ANXA2, GJA1 and LGALS7)
were found to have altered expression in CIN III. Furthermore, this is the first study to have identified viral tags in
human SAGE libraries demonstrating the versatile nature
of SAGE data, which allows for mining and re-mining
according to newly posed questions. HPV 16 E5 transcripts were found most highly expressed while few E7
and no E6 transcripts were enumerated.
The identification of expression changes associated with
stages of disease progression will help further our understanding of cervical cancer development and potentially
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elucidate novel targets for diagnosis and treatment. Establishing a baseline from which to compare is essential to
the identification of such aberrations and the 20 fold
increase in cervical gene expression data presented here is
a significant contribution to this effort.

Methods
Sample selection
The specimens were collected immediately prior to the
LEEP (Loop electrosurgical excision procedure) cone
biopsy targeting a small portion of the affected epithelium. These specimens were collected with patient consent at the Vancouver General Hospital Women's Clinic at
Vancouver Hospital & Health Science Centre. Cases were
assessed by cervical cancer pathologists at Vancouver Hospital and Health Science Centre and were selected without
prior knowledge of HPV status. Specimens N1 and N2 in
this study were observed to be normal squamous epithelia
whereas C1 and C2 were identified as high grade dysplasia
or CIN III. Detailed information on specimen pathology
based on the LEEP cone specimens can be found in Additional file 4. All samples were stored immediately in RNA
later and stored at -80°C. Three cases each of CIN III (CIN
III A, CIN III B and CIN III C) and normal cervical tissue
(NA, NB and NC) which were used for target validation
through real-time PCR were also collected, assessed and
stored in the same manner.
L-SAGE Library Construction and Sequence Tag Analysis
The biopsies were individually homogenised in Lysis
Binding buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH7.5, 500 mM LiCl,
10 mM EDTA, pH 8.0, 1% LiDS, 5 mM dithiothreitol).
Long SAGE libraries were constructed according to the LSAGE kit manual (Invitrogen, Ontario, Canada). Sequencing was performed at the BC Cancer Agency Michael
Smith Genome Sciences Centre. L-SAGE employs 21 basepair sequence tags, reducing the ambiguity in tag-to-gene
mapping that is sometimes encountered in classic SAGE
libraries which use 14 basepair sequence tags.
Data Analysis
Tags were mapped using the February 12, 2006 version of
SAGE Genie [13], and raw tag counts excluding duplicate
ditags were normalized to tags per million (tpm). A Z-test
analysis, standard for SAGE data analysis, was performed
as previously established by Kal et al. for comparison of
one SAGE library to another using an established cut-off
of 1.96 on the absolute Z-score to determine statistically
significant differences in expression levels between normal and CIN III [42].
Reverse Transcriptase PCR
For validation of cervical tissue gene signature, human
Multiple Tissue cDNA Panel I and II (Clontech, Mississauga, Ontario) and total RNA for human larynx, skin,
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BACKGROUND. Current guidelines recommend colposcopy rather than high-risk
human papillomavirus (HPV) testing for the evaluation of abnormal cervical cytology interpreted as “atypical squamous cells, cannot exclude high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion“ (ASC-H) based on data from the Atypical Squamous
Cells of Undetermined Signiﬁcance/Low-Grade Squamous Intraepithelial Lesion
(ASCUS/LSIL) Triage Study (ALTS), which indicated that ASC-H had a signiﬁcantly
greater frequency of high-risk HPV positivity and underlying high-grade squamous
intraepithelial lesions (HSIL) compared with ASCUS. The cytologic interpretations
in the ALTS were expert consensus diagnoses rather than routine, single-pathologist readings.
METHODS. The authors conducted a comparative analysis of Hybrid Capture 2
high-risk HPV positivity and frequency of histologically diagnosed HSIL for ASC-H
and ASCUS to evaluate the performance of ASC-H as a cytologic interpretation
subcategory and the potential utility of HPV testing for colposcopy triage of ASC-H
in routine practice.
RESULTS. Sixty-four of 96 patients with ASC-H (66.7%) were HPV-positive compared with 484 of 1079 patients with ASCUS (44.9%). Among the patients who
had histologic follow-up, HSIL was identiﬁed in 18 of 45 patients (40.0%) with
HPV-positive ASC-H compared with 27 of 266 patients (10.2%) with HPVpositive ASCUS (P ⬍ 0.0001) and 1 of 22 patients (4.5%) with HPV-negative
ASC-H (P ⫽ 0.003); the latter result was similar to the ﬁnding of HSIL in 5 of 85
patients (5.9%) with HPV-negative ASCUS. The frequency of HPV-positive
ASC-H in the current study (67%) was lower than that obtained in the ALTS for
ASC-H (86%) but higher than that for ASCUS in both this study (45%) and in the
ALTS (51% for all ASC; 63% for ASCUS, equivocal for LSIL). Underlying HSIL was
detected in a similar percentage of patients with HPV-positive ASC-H in this
study and in the ALTS (41%).
CONCLUSIONS. The greater frequency of HPV positivity and the signiﬁcantly
increased risk of underlying HSIL for ASC-H compared with ASCUS indicated
that ASC-H category utilization and performance are appropriate in this routine
clinical practice setting. The lower frequency of HPV positivity for ASC-H
compared with the ALTS data and the similar low risk of HSIL in HPV-negative
ASC-H and HPV-negative ASCUS indicate that HPV testing for triage of ASC-H
in routine practice has the potential to reduce the number of women who are
referred for colposcopy without an increased risk of failure to detect HSIL
among HPV-negative women, similar to its triage role for ASCUS.Cancer (Cancer Cytopathol) 2006;108:32– 8. © 2005 American Cancer Society.
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TABLE 4
Histologic and Cytologic Follow-Up Results for Patients with Atypical Squamous Cells of Undetermined Signiﬁcance Stratiﬁed by Human
Papillomavirus Testing Results
No. of patients (%)
Histologic follow-up (n ⴝ 351)

Cytologic follow-up only (n ⴝ 280)

ASC-US with follow-up
(n ⴝ 631)

LSIL

HSIL

LSIL

HSIL

Total HSILa

HPV (⫹) (n ⫽ 346)
HPV (⫺) (n ⫽ 285)

49/266 (18.4)a
2/85 (2.4)b

27/266 (10.2)a
5/85 (5.9)

14/80 (17.5)
5/200 (2.5)

1/80 (1.2)
0/200 (—)

32/346 (9.2)
5/285 (1.8)

ASC-US: atypical squamous cells of undetermined signiﬁcance; LSIL: low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion; HSIL: high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion; HPV: human papillomavirus; (⫹): positive; (⫺):
negative.
a
Of the human papillomavirus-positive patients with negative biopsies, 37 additional low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions and 4 additional high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions were identiﬁed on
concurrent cytologic specimens (total HSIL: 27 ⫹ 4 ⫹1 ⫽ 32).
b
Of the human papillomavirus-negative patients with negative biopsies, 5 additional low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions were identiﬁed on concurrent cytologic specimens.

TABLE 5
Histologic and Cytologic Follow-Up Results for Patients with Atypical Squamous Cells, Cannot Exclude High-Grade Squamous Intraepithelial
Lesion Stratiﬁed by Human Papillomavirus Testing Results
No. of patients (%)
Histologic follow-up (n ⴝ 67)

Cytologic follow-up only (n ⴝ 9)

ASC-H with follow-up
(n ⴝ 76)

LSIL

HSIL

LSIL

HSIL

Total HSIL

HPV (⫹) (n ⫽ 49)
HPV (⫺) (n ⫽ 27)

11/45 (24.4)a
1/22 (4.5)

18/45 (40.0)
1/22 (4.5)

0/4 (—)
0/5 (—)

2/4 (50.0)
0/5 (—)

20/49 (40.8)
1/27 (3.7)

ASC-H: atypical squamous cells, cannot exclude high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion; LSIL: low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion; HSIL: high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion; HPV: human
papillomavirus; (⫹): positive; (⫺): negative.
a
Of the human papillomavirus-positive patients with negative biopsies, one additional low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion was identiﬁed on a concurrent cytologic specimen.

In addition, the intermediate frequency of HPV positivity for ASC-H in this study, compared with the results
for ASC, ASCUS, and ASC-H in the ALTS, indicates that
HPV testing for the triage of ASC-H in routine practice
has the potential to reduce the number of women who
are referred for colposcopy. The frequency of HPV positivity for routinely diagnosed ASC-H is high enough to
distinguish these patients from ASCUS patients yet low
enough, compared with the ALTS data for ASC-H, to
potentially reduce the number of women who are referred for colposcopy by one-third compared with immediate colposcopy for all women with ASC-H, as recommended currently by ASCCP guidelines. Therefore,
HPV testing has a potential role for the colposcopy triage
of ASC-H, similar to its triage role for ASCUS. In addition,
the similarly low risk of underlying HSIL in both patients
with HPV-negative ASC-H and patients with HPV-negative ASCUS suggests that this approach would not incur
an increased risk of failure to detect HSIL among HPVnegative women. Additional, larger studies should further address the safety of such a colposcopy triage approach. The HPV-negative specimens of ASC with

biopsy-conﬁrmed HSIL are of interest and warrant further investigation to determine whether the discrepancy
is due to technical factors or the presence of an uncommon HPV type that is not covered by the assay.
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The noncritical use of housekeeping genes, RNA
mass, or cell number for normalization in quantitative reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction
(qRT-PCR) assays has come under scrutiny in recent
years, highlighting the need to evaluate references in
the immediate context of the relevant samples and
experimental design. The purpose of this study was to
select appropriate references for normalizing qRTPCR assays of gene expression in exfoliated cervical
cells. We used total nucleic acid extracts from 30 samples, representing the full spectrum of pre-invasive
cervical neoplasia. We determined the DNA content
by quantitative PCR for the single-copy gene ␤-globin
and total RNA content using quantitative image analysis of ribosomal bands. In addition, qRT-PCR for 13
candidate housekeeping genes was performed. We
used two analysis methods, geNorm and NormFinder, to identify the best combination of reference
genes and then correlated housekeeping gene expression with DNA content and gel representation of ribosomal RNA. ACTB was the most stable single gene.
The addition of PGK1 and RPLP0 increased the robustness in qRT-PCR applications not stratified by
disease. These genes also showed the highest correlation with DNA contents in the same samples. If special
attention to intraepithelial lesions is appropriate ,
RPL4 and PGK1 are recommended as the best combination of two genes. (J Mol Diagn 2006, 8:113–118;
DOI: 10.2353/jmoldx.2006.050088)

Quantitative measures of gene expression between samples require some form of normalization to a reference
that provides a common basis for the comparison, essentially controlling for amount of starting material on the
basis of cell number (ie, DNA content) or amount of RNA
or specific transcript. The reference should be invariable
and should especially not be affected by variables included in the experimental design to avoid introducing
systematic errors. Most methods of quantitative reverse
transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) use
one or more so called “housekeeping genes” whose
expression is considered to be stable. A number of re-

cent papers have indicated the inappropriateness of any
single reference gene for normalization and highlighted
the need for validating the status of references for each
type of specimen analyzed.1–5 A housekeeping gene
may be quite stable in one sample or tissue source and
vary considerably in another. In fact, the specific conditions within an experiment or observational study may
also have an effect on any kind of reference.6
The purpose of this study was to select appropriate references for normalizing qRT-PCR assays of gene expression in exfoliated cervical cells. We have been investigating
the gene expression of exfoliated cervical cells using cDNA
microarrays to identify differential expression associated
with cervical disease.7 The terminal differentiation of exfoliated cells, partial RNA degradation,8 and presence of neoplastic lesions must be accommodated in determining references for gene expression. No data are available on the
stability of common reference genes in this type of sample.
We examined total RNA content, DNA content, and the
expression of 13 candidate housekeeping genes as references for qRT-PCR of exfoliated cells.
Total RNA mass determined either by UV photospectrometry or by densitometric assessment has been widely
used as a reference to normalize the amount of RNA
template. Its accuracy and suitability as a reference for
highly sensitive real-time PCR technology is nonetheless
questionable because mRNA makes up less than 1% of
the total RNA, and the approach assumes that mRNA is a
constant proportion of RNA in all cells. In addition, differences in the efficiency of the enzymatic reactions of
qRT-PCR are not accounted for (ie, presence of inhibitors
will not be detected).
Specimen cell number is seen as a universal reference
for samples. However, the impracticality of quantitative assessment of cell number in solid tissues or other complex
samples has limited its use.1,9 Because the cellular DNA
content is generally constant, DNA quantitation using qRTPCR could be used to determine cell number. DNA was
explored for normalization of microarray gene expression
studies in bacteria, but no data are available for human
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Human papillomaviruses (HPVs) play an important
role in the pathogenesis of cervical cancer. For identification of the large number of different HPV types
found in (pre)malignant lesions, a robust methodology is needed that combines general HPV detection
with HPV genotyping. We have developed for formaldehyde-fixed samples a strategy that, in a homogenous, real-time fluorescence polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based assay, accomplishes general HPV
detection by SybrGreen reporting of HPV-DNA amplicons, and genotyping of seven prevalent HPV types
(HPV-6, -11, -16, -18, -31, -33, -45) by real-time molecular beacon PCR. The false-positive rate of the HPV
SybrGreen-PCR was 4%, making it well suited as a
prescreening, general HPV detection technology. The
type specificity of the seven selected HPV molecular
beacons was 100% and double infections were readily
identified. The multiplexing capacity of the HPV molecular beacon PCR was analyzed and up to three
differently labeled molecular beacons could be used
in one PCR reaction without observing cross talk. The
inherent quantitation capacities of real-time fluorescence PCR allowed the determination of average HPV
copy number per cell. We conclude that the HPV
SybrGreen-PCR in combination with the HPV molecular beacon PCR provides a robust, sensitive, and
quantitative general HPV detection and genotyping
methodology. (Am J Pathol 2001, 159:1651–1660)

The association of human papillomaviruses (HPVs) with
several human malignancies is well established.1 HPV
has been found in benign, premalignant and malignant
lesions of the skin2 and of the anogenital3 and aerodigestive system.4,5 World-wide epidemiological studies have
shown that cancer of the uterine cervix is the second
most common malignant disease in women.6 Virtually
every cervical cancer (99.7%) is HPV-positive, indicating
that the presence of HPV is an obligatory element in the
development of cervical cancer.7
Until now more than 80 types of HPV have been identified. The types associated with diseases of the anogenital tract can be classified on the basis of phylogenetic
relationship8 and of association frequencies with benign
or malignant cervical lesions as high-risk types (HPV-16,
-18, -31, -33, -35, -39, -45, -51, -52, -54, -56, -58, -59, and -66)
and low-risk types (HPV-6, -11, -34, -40, -42, -43, -44). The
most common HR types are HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, and -45.6,9
The most commonly found LR types are HPV-6 and -11.
Because the detection and type-specific classification
of HPV infection by an in vitro viral culture test is not
possible and serological tests are still ineffective, a molecular DNA diagnosis is needed. Direct hybridizationbased assays, such as Southern blotting and in situ hybridization have been described, but these methods lack
sensitivity and specificity. Signal amplification assays
such as used in the hybrid capture assays10 for HPV are
often applied. After recent improvements in this technique, it was shown that at the 1 pg/ml cut-off point
(equivalent to 100.000 viral copies/ml) results agreed well
with those of a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based
assay.11
Because of the high-type specificity and sensitivity
provided by target DNA amplification, the most widely
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used method for HPV detection in cervical cancers is
based on PCR using either type-specific or general primers for the amplification.12–16 After the PCR amplification
step, a number of methods can be used for classification
based on sequence differences. These are based on
type-specific oligonucleotide hybridizations such as for
example the reverse line blot detection method, restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP), or, as the
gold standard, sequencing.17–19 As a disadvantage in
general, the above-mentioned methods are not suited for
quantitative determination of viral load and require extensive processing after PCR.
The introduction of real-time reporting of PCR amplification with fluorogenic reporter probes such as TaqMan
and molecular beacon probes provides quick and convenient tools for sequence variation detection (genotyping) and quantification.20,21 Here we designed molecular
beacons recognizing common high-risk (HPV-16, -18,
-31, -33, and -45) and low-risk (HPV-6, HPV-11) types
and analyzed their performance in a general primed
HPV-PCR in terms of specificity and sensitivity in a series
of 53 formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded cervical cancers
that represented 21 different HPV types. Furthermore, we
worked out a two-step HPV detection/genotyping strategy. In the first HPV step, samples are quantitatively
analyzed for HPV-DNA using SybrGreen as a general
HPV-amplicon reporter. In the second step, samples positive in the SybrGreen HPV-PCR are then analyzed for the
presence of the seven prevalent HPV genotypes using
the developed molecular beacon HPV-PCR. As internal
reference, a ␤-globin molecular beacon-PCR with identical PCR-cycling conditions as the HPV-PCR amplification
is included in this strategy to assess DNA quality and to
quantitate nuclear genome copy number of the samples.
This strategy, which is amenable to multiplexing,
needs minimal amounts of tissue material and uses homogeneous assay formats that do not require processing
after PCR, is well suited for quantitative detection of HPVDNA, and for genotyping prevalent HPV types in cervical
cancers.

Materials and Methods
Samples
Cell Lines
Cell lines containing different types of integrated HPV
were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC, Rockville, MD) or established by us. Extracted
HPV-16 positive DNA from the SiHa cell line (ATCC no.
HTB35) or from the CaSki cell line (ATCC no. CRL 1550),
HPV-18 DNA from the HeLa cell line (ATCC no. CCL2),
and HPV-45 DNA from the CC-10A cell line22 were used
for dilution series and as positive controls. A B-lymphoblastoid cell line not containing HPV DNA was used as a
negative control. DNA was isolated from cell lines according to a standard proteinase K-SDS procedure.22

Patient Samples
All patient samples were retrieved from formaldehydefixed paraffin-embedded tissue blocks collected between 1991 to 2000 and archived at the Department of
Pathology, Leiden University Medical Center. From each
paraffin block, four sections were cut. The first and the
fourth sections were of 5-m thickness, mounted onto
glass slides, and hematoxylin and eosin stained for histological evaluation. The second and third sections of
10-m thickness were collected in 1.5-ml Eppendorf
tubes for DNA isolation as described.23 To prevent crosscontamination, microtome blades were thoroughly
cleaned and mock-tissue blocks (paraffin only) were cut
between blocks.
For evaluation of the specificity of the HPV molecular
beacon-PCR, 57 marked samples, representing 4 mock
tissue and 53 HPV-positive tissue blocks of patients with
squamous cell (n ⫽ 34), adenocarcinoma (n ⫽ 5), and
adenosquamous (n ⫽ 2) carcinoma of the uterine cervix
and CIN lesions (n ⫽ 10) were used, as well as HPVpositive biopsies from skin (n ⫽ 1) and vulva (n ⫽ 1). The
original HPV typing was performed on basis of general
primer (GP) HPV-PCR followed by sequencing.23 The
HPV type was not known to the investigators performing
the molecular beacon PCR (KS, ESa). The four mock
tissue blocks were included as negative controls.
The 53 patient tissue blocks represent 21 different HPV
types (HPV-6, -7, -11, -16, -18, -26, -31, -33, -35, -45, -51,
-52, -53, -55, -56, -58, -59, -66, -68, -70, and -73). Of the
53 patient samples, 32 contained HPV types matching
with the seven molecular beacon probes used here
(HPV-6, -11, -16, -18, -31, -33, and -45), whereas 21
samples represented the 14 other types. It should be
noted here, that this set of 21 tissue samples is biased
toward the infrequent types.
For evaluation of the false-positive rate of the general
HPV SybrGreen-PCR assay, tissue blocks of 25 randomly
selected ovarian cancers were used, which are considered to be negative for HPV.24
To assess the feasibility of a two-step HPV detection
strategy (general primer HPV-PCR amplification reporting
by SybrGreen, followed by molecular beacon HPV-PCR
typing). Nineteen samples derived from 8 cases representing carcinoma of the uterine cervix (6 cases), 1 CIN
II lesion, and 1 laryngeal papilloma were additionally
selected. Cervical cancer cases were sampled from different paraffin blocks containing the tumor, histologically
tumor-free lymph nodes, and tumor-free operation
edges. Again, neither HPV types nor sample origin was
known to the investigators who performed the
SybrGreen- and molecular beacon-PCRs.

General Primer-Mediated HPV-PCR and
Sequencing
General primer-mediated PCR (GP-PCR) and subsequent sequencing was performed for the detection and
typing of HPV DNA. The ␤-globin gene was used as an
internal control for PCR amplification with the RS40/RS42
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Table 1. Molecular Beacon Sequences
Type

Sequence*

Labels†

AC Nr‡

Position§

HPV6

CGCCTC
ATACAGGGCTGCAACACCA
GAGGCG
CGCCTC
TGAAATGCCTGTCCTAAAC
GAGGCG
CGCCTC
AATGCTGCTGCTGTACTAC
GAGGCG
CGCCTC
TATTAGTGAAGTAATGGGAGAC
GAGGCG
CGCCTC
AATGCTGCAGCTGTGCTAC
GAGGCG
CGCCTC
AATGCACATGTTTGGCTCC
GAGGCG
CGCCTC
TATTAGTGAAGTTAAGTGGAGAC
GAGGCG
CGCCTC
CTGTCCACTCCTGATGCTGTTAT
GAGGCG

FAM-DABSYL

AF092932

1795-1777

HEX-DABSYL

M14119

1815-1797

FAM-DABSYL

U89348

1820-1802

TET-DABSYL

X05015

1918-1939

FAM-DABSYL

J04353

1757-1739

FAM-DABSYL

M12732

1813-1795

FAM-DABSYL

X74479

1876-1897

FAM-DABSYL

M34058

1886-1908

HPV11p
HPV16
HPV18
HPV31
HPV33
HPV45

␤-globin

*Sequences are given from 5⬘33⬘.
†
Fluorochromes are at 5⬘, the universal quencher (DABSYL) is at the 3⬘ position.
‡
AC Nr, Genome Bank Accession Number.
§
Nucleotide position of the probe sequences on corresponding AC Nr sequence.

primer pair resulting in a 188-bp amplicon.25 All samples
were subjected to GP-PCR with the HPV-consensus
CPIIG/CPI primer pair to amplify a 188-bp fragment in the
highly conserved E1 ORF region,13 the MY09/MY11
primer pair to amplify a 450-bp fragment in the L1 open
reading frame,14 and the GP5/6 primer pair to amplify a
152-bp fragment in the L1 open reading frame.15 To
determine the HPV subtype, PCR products were subjected to direct sequence analysis. Briefly, after purification of the PCR products using a Microspin G50-column
(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Treiburg, Germany), the
products were sequenced directly with the Big Dye Terminator kit (Applied Biosystems) using the PCR primers
and a ABI Prism 377 automated sequencer. For nucleotide sequence analysis and comparisons, the programs
Seqed, Fasta, and MAP of the Wisconsin Genetics Computer Group (version 9.1) sequence analysis software
package were used. All available sequences of HPV
types were retrieved from GenBank and complemented
with sequences stored in a local HPV nucleotide sequence database. HPV types were identified when nucleotide comparisons revealed an identity of more than
95% with a known type.

Design and Characterization of Molecular
Beacons
Molecular beacon probes were designed following the
guidelines described by Tyagi and Kramer21 and in the
related Internet-site (www.phri.nyu.edu/molecular㛭beacons).
For a given HPV type the probe sequence was chosen to

have maximum sequence difference with all other HPV
types and with a melting temperature between 50 to
55°C. The intramolecular configuration of molecular beacons and the amplicon probing was modeled with the
DNA mfold program that uses thermodynamic parameters established by SantaLucia.26 Sequences resulting in
earlier opening of the stem because of an unexpected
intramolecular configuration were excluded. Selected
molecular beacon probes were further tested for absence of primer-probe, and probe-probe cross-hybridization.
Molecular beacon sequences (Table 1) were synthesized using standard phosphoramidite chemistry and purified by high pressure liquid chromatography as described before.27 Briefly, molecular beacons were
synthesized automatically with the 3⬘-DABSYL quencher
linked to the solid phase support (DABSYL-CPG, Glen
Research). Oligonucleotide chain elongation was run via
standard cyanoethyl-phosphoramidite chemistry and fluorophores (FAM, 6-carboxy-fluorescein; HEX, hexacholo6-carboxy-fluorescein; TET, tetrahydrochloro-6-carboxyfluorescein) were covalently linked to the 5⬘-end via
iodoacetamide (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) or phosphoramidite derivatives (Glen Research, Sterling, VA).
After release from the solid support, molecular beacons
were purified twice by reverse phase high pressure liquid
chromatography using Waters 600E equipped with a Waters 996 Photodiode array detector for simultaneous detection at three different wavelengths. Ion molecular
weights of purified molecular beacons were determined
by mass spectrometry using a Dynamo Time-Off-Flight
instrument.
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Human Papillomavirus and Cervical Cancer: Burden of Illness and Basis for Prevention
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Genital infection with human papillomaviruses (HPV) is one of the most common sexually transmitted
conditions. The central causal role in cervical carcinogenesis of the so-called high oncogenic-risk (HR)HPV genotypes, such as HPV-16, has been established as a likely but not sufficient cause of virtually all
cases of cervical cancer worldwide. HR-HPV infection also causes a substantial proportion of other
anogenital neoplasms and oral squamous cell carcinomas. Infection with low-oncogenic-risk HPV, such
as HPV-6 and -11, causes a large proportion of lowgrade squamous intraepithelial lesions of the cervix
and benign lesions of the anogenital areas known as condylomata acuminata (genital warts). Subclinical
and clinical HPV infections are responsible for high morbidity and impose a great burden on the
healthcare system. Organized or opportunistic screening with Papanicolaou (Pap) cytology in highincome countries has substantially reduced cervical cancer morbidity and mortality during the last 50
years. However, Pap cytology screening has failed to reduce cervical cancer mortality in many middleincome countries, and most low-income countries cannot make the necessary public health investments to
deploy organized screening. The availability of 2 prophylactic HPV vaccines represents the best hope for
preventing most cases of cervical cancer and HPV-associated diseases.
(Am J Manag Care. 2006;12:S462-S472)

Epidemiology of HPV
Clinical and subclinical human papillomavirus (HPV) infections are the most common sexually
transmitted infections in the world (Figure 1).1 Among asymptomatic women, the prevalence of genital
HPV infection ranges from 2% to 44%.2-7 The age-standardized prevalence rates of HPV infection in
European, Asian, South American, and sub-Saharan women without cytological abnormalities were
estimated at 5.3%, 8.7%, 14.3%, and 25.6%, respectively, for a global estimate of 10.5%.8 A recent
pooled analysis that estimated HPV prevalence among women with normal cytology using data from 78
published studies largely corroborates these observations with an adjusted global prevalence of 10.4%
and considerable variation by region, including an estimate for the Americas of 12.9%.9

The prevalence of HPV is highest among young women soon after the onset of sexual activity and falls
gradually with age, possibly as a reflection of accrued immunity and a decrease in the number of sexual
partners. 10,11 In some populations, however, the age-specific prevalence curve rises again at ages 45 or 50
years coinciding with the perimenopausal or immediately postmenopausal years. The reason for this
second peak is unclear, but it could be related to 1 or more nonmutually exclusive mechanisms, such as
reactivation of previously undetectable infections acquired earlier in life (due to a gradual loss of typespecific immunity or a sudden loss via hormonal influences during the postmenopausal years); acquisition
of new infections due to sexual contact with new partners later in life; and, finally, due to a cohort effect,
ie, the varying prevalence at different ages which reflect the changing experience of successive birth
cohorts in being exposed to HPV in different eras.9,12
Studies among initially virginal women strongly confirm the sexually transmitted nature of HPV
infection.13,14 A number of cohort studies around the world have clearly demonstrated the relatively high
incidence of HPV infection among women who were initially free of HPV deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).
The incidence rate in these studies ranges from 14% to 36% women-years.6,15-19 This translates into high
cumulative incidence of HPV infection from the time of first sexual intercourse. Many cohort studies
among young or college-aged women who were initially HPV negative have shown that the cumulative
incidence of HPV infection exceeded 40% after 3 years,15,17,18 and the cumulative incidence is higher for
high-risk types than for low-risk (LR) types.6,20 Moreover, coinfection with multiple HPV types is a
common finding of many epidemiologic studies. For example, in the Brazilian Ludwig-McGill cohort,
22.3% were infected with multiple types during the first 4 years of follow-up.21 Approximately 20 million
people are currently infected with HPV in the United States, and the annual incidence of sexually
transmitted HPV infection is around 5.5 million.22 Overall, an estimated 75% of sexually active men and
women have been exposed to HPV at some point in their lives.23 In most cases, HPV infection is transient
or intermittent, becoming undetectable within 1 to 2 years even by sensitive polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) assays.24
Transmission of HPV
Sexual contact with an infected partner is important in the epidemiological chain of HPV transmission,
although intromissive intercourse in which an infected penis enters the vagina is not strictly necessary.2527
A stochastic modeling study suggested that the probability of HPV transmission per sexual act is very
high, several-fold higher than that for other viral sexually transmitted infections, such as human
immunodeficiency virus or herpes simplex virus 2.28 Moreover, condom use might be somewhat, but not
completely protective.29 In addition to the peno-vaginal intercourse route, HPV is also easily transmitted
by other sexual practices, such as oral sex, peno-anal intercourse, digital-vaginal sex, and use of insertive
sex toys.30-32 Perinatal transmission of HPV is also possible and can cause in rare instances recurrent
respiratory papillomatosis in infants and young children.33
Risk Factors for Acquisition of HPV
Apart from sexual activity markers (ie, high number of sexual partners, young age at sexual debut, and
recent new sexual partner), other risk factors of HPV infection include young age, coinfections, long-term
oral contraceptive use, smoking, immunosuppression, and multiparity.4,6,18,20,24,29,34-40 Findings about
condom use are inconsistent; the majority of studies show that condoms are not protective against HPV,
whereas others show that, among newly sexually active women, consistent condom use by their partners
appears to reduce the risk of cervical and vulvovaginal HPV infection.28,29,41 Certain genetic
polymorphisms in the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) system and nutrition are possibly associated with
reduced risk of HPV infection.42-45 Some studies have also suggested a role for viral factors (nonEuropean molecular variants of HPV-16 and -18 and high viral load) in persistence of HPV and
progression.46,47 Risk factors for HPV acquisition are very similar to those for cervical cancer.
High-oncogenic-risk HPV Types and Cancer

The prevalence of HPV is highest among young women soon after the onset of sexual activity and falls
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by other sexual practices, such as oral sex, peno-anal intercourse, digital-vaginal sex, and use of insertive
sex toys.30-32 Perinatal transmission of HPV is also possible and can cause in rare instances recurrent
respiratory papillomatosis in infants and young children.33
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Apart from sexual activity markers (ie, high number of sexual partners, young age at sexual debut, and
recent new sexual partner), other risk factors of HPV infection include young age, coinfections, long-term
oral contraceptive use, smoking, immunosuppression, and multiparity.4,6,18,20,24,29,34-40 Findings about
condom use are inconsistent; the majority of studies show that condoms are not protective against HPV,
whereas others show that, among newly sexually active women, consistent condom use by their partners
appears to reduce the risk of cervical and vulvovaginal HPV infection.28,29,41 Certain genetic
polymorphisms in the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) system and nutrition are possibly associated with
reduced risk of HPV infection.42-45 Some studies have also suggested a role for viral factors (nonEuropean molecular variants of HPV-16 and -18 and high viral load) in persistence of HPV and
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High-oncogenic-risk HPV Types and Cancer

So far, more than 120 different HPV types have been cataloged, of which approximately 40 types infect
the anogenital tract.48 Among the latter, about 15 types (HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, -35, -39, -45, -51, -52, 56, -58, -59, -68, -73, and -82) are now considered to be high-oncogenic-risk (HR-HPV) types based on
their frequency of association with cervical cancer and other anogenital cancers.49 Today, it is well
established that infection with HR-HPV is the central causal factor in cervical cancer.8,16,24,50-55 The
association is supported by strong epidemiological evidence and the detection of HPV DNA in up to
99.7% of cervical cancers from all geographic areas.49,55-57 HPV-16 is the most prevalent HR-HPV, and is
present in approximately 54% of cervical tumor specimens worldwide, whereas HPV-18 is associated
with approximately 17% of cervical cancers. The remaining tumors have been shown to contain DNA
from other HR types, such as HPV-45, -31, and -33.8 It is now widely accepted that HR-HPV infections
are a necessary, but not sufficient, cause of virtually all cases of cervical cancer worldwide. An estimated
85% of anal cancers; 50% of cancers of the vulva, vagina, and penis; 20% of oropharyngeal cancers; 10%
of laryngeal and esophageal cancers; and an unknown but presumably substantial fraction of
nonmelanoma skin cancers (the latter by different HPV genera that cause cutaneous infections) are
attributable to HPV infection.58-60
Low-oncogenic-risk HPV, Genital Warts and Low-grade Squamous Intraepithelial Lesions
Infection with low-oncogenic-risk (LRHPV) types, such as HPV-6 and -11, can cause benign lesions of
the anogenital areas, known as condylomata acuminata (genital warts), as well as a large proportion of
lowgrade squamous intraepithelial lesions of the cervix. Genital warts are very common. Approximately
1.4 million (1%) individuals currently have genital warts in the United States,34 and the incidence is on
the risk, with 500 000 to 1 million new cases occurring annually.61,62 LR-HPV clinical infections are
responsible for substantial morbidity and lead to high costs associated with the treatment of clinically
relevant lesions.63
Cervical Cancer
Epidemiology. Cervical cancer is the second most common malignant neoplasm affecting women
worldwide (Figure 2). In 2002, 493 000 new cases were diagnosed in the world (83% of them in
developing countries). Less than 50% of women affected by cervical cancer in developing countries
survive longer than 5 years, whereas in developed countries the 5-year survival rate is about 66%,64,65
which translates into high mortality rates. Every year, an estimated 190 000 deaths from cervical cancer
occur worldwide, with more than 75% of them in developing countries, where mortality from this disease
is the highest among deaths caused by neoplasms.65 In the United States each year, there are
approximately 9800 new cases of invasive cervical cancer with 3700 deaths due to this disease.66 The
highest risk areas for cervical cancer are in Central and South America, Southern and Eastern Africa, and
the Caribbean, with average incidence rates of approximately 40 per 100 000 women per year.
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the anogenital tract.48 Among the latter, about 15 types (HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, -35, -39, -45, -51, -52, 56, -58, -59, -68, -73, and -82) are now considered to be high-oncogenic-risk (HR-HPV) types based on
their frequency of association with cervical cancer and other anogenital cancers.49 Today, it is well
established that infection with HR-HPV is the central causal factor in cervical cancer.8,16,24,50-55 The
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of laryngeal and esophageal cancers; and an unknown but presumably substantial fraction of
nonmelanoma skin cancers (the latter by different HPV genera that cause cutaneous infections) are
attributable to HPV infection.58-60
Low-oncogenic-risk HPV, Genital Warts and Low-grade Squamous Intraepithelial Lesions
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the anogenital areas, known as condylomata acuminata (genital warts), as well as a large proportion of
lowgrade squamous intraepithelial lesions of the cervix. Genital warts are very common. Approximately
1.4 million (1%) individuals currently have genital warts in the United States,34 and the incidence is on
the risk, with 500 000 to 1 million new cases occurring annually.61,62 LR-HPV clinical infections are
responsible for substantial morbidity and lead to high costs associated with the treatment of clinically
relevant lesions.63
Cervical Cancer
Epidemiology. Cervical cancer is the second most common malignant neoplasm affecting women
worldwide (Figure 2). In 2002, 493 000 new cases were diagnosed in the world (83% of them in
developing countries). Less than 50% of women affected by cervical cancer in developing countries
survive longer than 5 years, whereas in developed countries the 5-year survival rate is about 66%,64,65
which translates into high mortality rates. Every year, an estimated 190 000 deaths from cervical cancer
occur worldwide, with more than 75% of them in developing countries, where mortality from this disease
is the highest among deaths caused by neoplasms.65 In the United States each year, there are
approximately 9800 new cases of invasive cervical cancer with 3700 deaths due to this disease.66 The
highest risk areas for cervical cancer are in Central and South America, Southern and Eastern Africa, and
the Caribbean, with average incidence rates of approximately 40 per 100 000 women per year.

It is important to note that epidemiologic information on incidence rates of cervical cancer in the
developing world is derived by interpolation and averaging using data from population-based registries,
which are established in capitals and urban areas in many countries. One should bear in mind that cervical
cancer risk is usually lower in such areas relative to urban or remote areas of the same country.
Consequently, it is likely that average rates for a given country tend to be biased toward the relatively low
level of cervical cancer burden that is typically experienced in urban centers in which women have the
benefits of screening. Therefore, it is quite possible that the overall burden of cervical cancer worldwide
may be much greater than what can be reliably estimated.
Cervical cancer and its precursors are basically of 2 main histological lineages depending on whether they
originate in squamous or in glandular cervical epithelium. Compared with squamous cell carcinoma,
adenocarcinoma is a much rarer occurrence in most statistical compilations of cervical cancer incidence
or histopathology series. Adenocarcinomas accounted for 13.4% of all invasive cervical cancers
registered in the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results program from 1973 to 1987, including
adenosquamous morphology and other glandular types.67 There are differences between these 2 types in
terms of etiology, natural history, detection, and prevention.
Natural History of Cervical Cancer and Clinical Symptoms. The natural history of cervical cancer
begins as a slow process of disruption of the normal maturation of the transformation zone epithelium of
the uterine cervix near its squamo-columnar junction.66 This process of abnormal changes is initially
limited to the cervical epithelium. These preinvasive lesions, known as dysplasia (or as cervical
intraepithelial neoplasia [CIN] or as squamous intraepithelial lesion [SIL]), are invariably asymptomatic
and can be discovered only through cytological examination using the Papanicolaou (Pap) smear and
confirmed by colposcopic examination and biopsy. If left untreated, the lowgrade lesions may eventually
extend to the full thickness of the cervical epithelium (cervical carcinoma in situ [CIS]) and traverse the
lining formed by the basement membrane to become invasive. This process may take a decade or longer,
but will eventually occur in a substantial proportion of patients with CIS. As an invasive cancer, the
lesion will grow unconstrained and reach small blood and lymphatic vessels to finally become metastatic
in body sites. Women with clinically invasive cancer usually present with symptoms and signs such as
postcoital bleeding, recurrent cystitis, and exophytic and ulcerated cervical lesions. As soon as invasion
of pelvic lymph nodes occur, the disease becomes considerably worse clinically, and when the original
lesion infiltrates the parametrium and obstructs the ureters, it can cause renal failure and uremia. Pressure
against nerve trunks and the sacral plexus produces persistent pain.
The major steps known to be necessary in cervical carcinogenesis include HR-HPV infection, persistence
of that infection over a certain period of time, progression to precancerous lesions, and, eventually,
invasion (Figure 3). HPV infects the stratified squamous epithelium and stimulates cellular proliferation.
Infected cells display a wide range of alterations, from benign hyperplasia to dysplasia to invasive
neoplasia. Provided that the latter step has not yet occurred, this process is reversible, including clearance
of HPV infection and regression of precancer, which happens in many women who experience HPV
infection.68
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The vast majority of HPV infections are transient, with only a small proportion becoming
persistent.8,11,15,16,69-71 Several natural history studies have analyzed risks of progression in the continuum
of preinvasive lesion stages. The Table shows the average probabilities of regression and progression of
CIN that were derived from a pooled analysis of studies published from 1950 to 1993.72

Differences between precursor and invasive lesions with respect to the age when incidence rates peak
provide important clues to the duration of the preclinical phase of the natural history of cervical cancer.
The incidence rate for CIS increases more steeply with age than for invasive cancer, reaching a peak at
ages 25 to 29 years, and then declines gradually at older ages, whereas the incidence of invasive cancers
levels off after ages 40 to 44. This leaves a gap between peak incidence rates for CIS and invasive cancer
of approximately 15 years.68
Cytopathology and Diagnosis
Various classification systems for cervical cytopathology have been used historically to define
preinvasive lesions (Pap class system exclusively for cervico-vaginal cytology [not histology], dysplasia
terminology, original CIN terminology, modified CIN terminology, and Bethesda system [SIL
terminology]). Koilocytotic atypia is specific to mild dysplasia (CIN 1 or low-grade SIL [LSIL]) which is
manifest in otherwise mature superficial or intermediate cells by enlarged, irregular nuclei with
hyperchromasia, and perinuclear halo.68 Other features include a slightly convoluted nuclear membrane,
occasional binucleation, a moderately increased nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio, and sometimes, the cytoplasm
around the halo stains densely eosinophilic. Moderate and severe dysplasia and CIS (CIN 2 and 3,
respectively, or high-grade [HSIL]) contain malignant basal/parabasal cells of different numbers (on Pap
test) or level of epithelial involvement in histology. Overall, LSIL is best viewed as a well-differentiated,
clinically unstable lesion that is characterized morphologically by the cytopathic effects of a productive
HPV infection. HSIL, on the other hand, shows a variable degree of transepithelial disorganization with
malignant basal/parabasal cells.
Prevention of invasive cervical cancer is accomplished by arresting neoplastic development within the
cervical epithelium before it becomes invasive. Because cytology is a screening tool, not a diagnostic test,
cytologically detected atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance (ASC-US) and LSIL cases
may, in fact, be HSIL by histology. This occurs in about 30% to 40% of LSIL and 5% to 10% of ASCUS.73,74 Accordingly, international consensus guidelines75,76 recommend that women with these
cytological abnormalities be closely followed by Pap cytology every 6 months to discover those with
HSIL. Persistence of ASC-US or LSIL results constitutes grounds for referral for colposcopy and biopsy,
and all HSIL cases must be immediately referred for colposcopy, either on primary screen or followup.
Consensus Guidelines of the American Society for Colposcopy and Cervical Pathology recommend 2
repeat cytology tests, immediate colposcopy, or DNA testing for high-risk HPV types as equivalent
management options for women with ASC-US abnormalities.76
Prevention of HPV and Cervical Cancer
Cervical cancer is a malignant neoplastic disease for which public health prevention initiatives have had
the greatest success. Organized or opportunistic screening with the Pap smear has reduced the cervical
cancer burden by about 75% in high-income countries during the past 50 years.77 It is estimated that each
year, 40 million to 50 million Pap smears are performed in the United States for detecting cervical cancer
and its precursors.78,79 Surveillance of Pap smear abnormalities found at screenings in the United States
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indicate the following distribution of results: 81.4% normal, 7.9% benign cellular changes consistent with
either infection or reactive atypia, 5.2% ASC-US, 2.9% LSIL, 0.8% HSIL, and <0.1% invasive cancer.
Unsatisfactory and other diagnoses comprises 1.7% of all smears.80 In fact, in the United States, for each
new case of invasive cancer found by Pap cytology screening, there are approximately 50 other cases of
abnormal smears consistent with precursor lesions. Women harboring these lesions need close monitoring
by cytology and, if abnormal results persist, by colposcopy and biopsy as well. Moreover, twice as many
cases of equivocal or borderline atypias (ASC-US abnormalities) have to be added to this triage burden81
and either followed by repeat cytology, triage by HPV testing, or sent for colposcopic examination.
Altogether, ASC-US and SIL findings account for more than 10% of all Pap smears that are processed in
screening programs, which imposes a great burden on the healthcare system. It is estimated that 55% to
60% of cervical cancer cases occur in women who have not received a Pap test within the previous 3
years.82,83
Overall, cervical disease induced by HPV infection incurs a very high direct medical cost. Annual
cervical cancer prevention and treatment costs in the United States have been estimated at $26 415 per
1000 women.82 Insinga et al concluded that cervical HPV-related disease accounted for total healthcare
costs of $3.4 billion, with expenditures for routine screening of $2.1 billion, false-positive Pap test results
of $300 million, CIN 1 of $150 million, CIN 2/3 of $450 million, and invasive cancer of $350 million.84
HPV Vaccination
Pap smear screening offered an immediate solution to the critical problem of a high cervical cancer
burden throughout the world 40 to 50 years ago. Recent research on the safety and efficacy of 2 candidate
prophylactic vaccines against HPV has shown nearly 100% efficacy in preventing persistent infections
and development of cervical precancerous lesions.46,85,86 These 2 candidate prophylactic vaccines
(quadrivalent Gardasil®, already available commercially, and bivalent Cervarix™, in final stages of
clinical development) protect against the 2 main HPV types (HPV-16 and -18) that together cause about
75% of all cervical cancers. Moreover, a small degree of cross protection against other HR-HPVs, such as
HPVs 31 and 45 may be expected.86 HPV vaccination has the potential to significantly decrease the
incidence of HPV type-specific cervical cancers and the burden associated with such infections. High
vaccine coverage, sustained over many decades, with a long duration of vaccine-conferred protection
would have a great impact on cervical cancer incidence. Even with high uptake of the vaccine, however, a
statistically noticeable reduction of the burden of cervical cancer via HPV vaccination is unlikely to be
observed for at least a decade or longer because of the latency required for averted high-grade lesions to
progress to invasive disease.
HPV Testing in Screening
Despite its success, Pap cytology has important limitations. It is based on highly subjective interpretation
of morphologic alterations present in cervical samples that must be collected with proper attention to
sampling cells of the transformation zone. Also, the highly repetitive nature of the work of screening
many smears leads to fatigue, which invariably causes errors in interpretation. A recent meta-analysis that
included only studies unaffected by verification bias indicated that the average sensitivity of Pap cytology
to detect CIN or invasive cervical cancer was 51%, and its average specificity was 98%.87 Therefore, the
Pap test's high false-negative rate has been its most critical limitation. False-negative diagnoses have
important medical, financial, and legal implications; the latter being a particularly acute problem in North
America where false-negative smears are among the most frequent reasons for medical malpractice
litigation.
The advent of liquid-based cytology has helped to mitigate the problem of efficiency in processing
smears in screening programs, but the limitations of cytology remain the same. This low sensitivity for an
individual testing opportunity has to be compensated by the requirement to have women entering
screening age with an initially negative smear to repeat their tests at least twice over the next 2 to 3 years
before they can be safely followed as part of a routine screening schedule. This effectively brings the
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Human papillomavirus (HPV) is the worldwide cause
of carcinoma of the uterine cervix, a cancer that is the
second most common neoplasm in women, resulting
in nearly 250,000 deaths a year. The magnitude of the
risk of cancer after HPV infection, however, is virus
type-specific. Over 40 HPV types can infect the genital
tract. Comprehensive, high-throughput typing assays
for HPV, however, are not currently available. Blending multiplex PCR and multiplex hybridization using
spectrally addressable liquid bead microarrays we
have developed a high-throughput, fast, single-tubetyping assay capable of simultaneously typing 45
HPV. The overall incidence of HPV in 429 women
tested using this new assay was 72.2% for those with
squamous intraepithelial lesions, 51.5% for those
with atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance and 15.4% for women with normal cytology,
respectively. This compared well with the incidence
of HPV detected by a parallel non-typing generic highrisk assay. The new assay detected a wide spectrum of
HPV types and a high incidence of mixed infections.
We believe our assay may find widespread applications in areas requiring virus type-specific information, such as in epidemiological studies, cancer
screening programs, monitoring therapeutic interventions, and evaluating the efficacy of HPV vaccine
trials. (J Mol Diagn 2005, 7:72– 80)

fully automated, or be easily deployed on a high throughput platform. There are good reasons to develop such a
test. First, clinical, epidemiological, and molecular data
indicates that HPV is the etiological agent of nearly all
carcinomas of the uterine cervix.1– 4 Second, the risk of
cancer development after HPV infection is type-specific
and there are at least 45 HPV types capable of infecting
the human genital tract.5– 8 Moreover, among cancerassociated HPVs the contributions of their intrinsic protumorigenic properties versus their relative prevalence
within the “at risk” population are not fully defined. Nor is
the interplay between virus and host factors including
ethnicity and other genetic factors, which have been
suggested by numerous epidemiological studies9 –11
been explained. The simultaneous analysis of viral type
and host genetic factors such as HLA type, and genetic
loci conferring susceptibility and/or resistance to HPV
infections or progression to cancer, which may be uncovered using genome-wide SNPs screens, may shed further light on HPV cancer susceptibility and needs to be
carried out. Epidemiological studies using viral typing
assays have begun to answer some of these important
questions and assays that improve the quality of typing or
sample throughput may contribute further in this area.4,6,11–16 In addition, there also are practical reasons to
strive for facile and cost-effective genotyping of HPV.
Taking in consideration results of the ALTS study17 the
2001 American Society for Colposcopy and Cervical Pathology (ASCCP)-sponsored consensus conference recommended HPV testing as one of the three appropriate
management approaches to patients with equivocal results (abnormal squamous cells of undetermined significance, ASCUS) on their cervicovaginal cytology assays.18 It further recommended that patients found
harboring intermediate and high-risk HPV types undergo
more extensive and invasive procedures to rule out intra-
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Human papillomavirus (HPV) is the main cause of carcinoma of the uterine cervix. Significant progress has been
made in the identification and taxonomic classification of
these viruses using polymerase chain reaction (PCR)based assays. Nonetheless, no currently available assay
can type all HPVs that infect the human genital tract, be
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made in the identification and taxonomic classification of
these viruses using polymerase chain reaction (PCR)based assays. Nonetheless, no currently available assay
can type all HPVs that infect the human genital tract, be
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epithelial carcinoma (carcinoma in situ), while those negative for HPV or carrying low-grade HPV types are spared
from such procedures and followed with yearly conventional cervical cytology studies. Moreover, because the
population at greatest risk for HPV-induced carcinoma of
the cervix are women that fail to clear HPV and remain
persistently infected19 –21 some have recommended HPV
testing plus cytological examination (pap smear) in
women 30 years or older. This recommendation is based
on studies indicating that the predictive value for significant uterine cervix lesions of combined HPV typing and
cytologic examination in this age group is superior to that
of either test alone.22 Lastly, there are two additional
areas where comprehensive assays may contribute to
patient management or HPV control programs. One of
these is in the follow up of patients with definitive therapies such as conization or fulguration of uterine cervix
lesions. In these patients a negative HPV test at 6- or
12-month follow up is highly predictive of eradication of
the lesion whereas a positive result is associated with
persistence of cervical lesion.23–27 Secondly, as an increasing number of monovalent or oligovalent vaccine
programs get underway,28 –30 comprehensive HPV typing assays will be essential to assess their efficacy in
eradicating HPV in the previously infected host or preventing infection in the HPV-naive host. This is particularly
relevant to HPV vaccines since cross-immunity to virallike particle vaccines is not extensive and is relatively
type-specific.
There are a number of published HPV typing assays
(reviewed in references 25, 31, and 32) based on PCR
amplification. Most of these assays use post-PCR hybridization approaches to typing, such as Southern blot plus
RFLP analysis,33 dot blot,34 –37 enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)38 – 41 line-blot assay,42– 45 solid
phase optical microarrays46,47 or conductivity microarrays.48 Although these assays can genotype a relatively
large spectrum of HPV types, none types them all or can
be automated or deployed on a high-throughput platform, features which are essential for an assay intended
for a large volume of patients. We have hypothesized that
an assay with optimal performance characteristics for
genital HPV genotyping can be developed by combining
multiplex PCR amplification with multiplex hybridization to
liquid bead microarrays (LBMA). Guided by this principle
we have developed a low cost, single-tube high-throughput assay capable of unambiguously typing most, if not
all, genital HPVs. We used PGMY09/11 primers because
of their well-established performance, but primers in
other suitable areas of the genome, particularly those that
make it possible to generate smaller amplicons (50 to 100
bp) may offer significant advantages49 and are being
actively explored in our laboratory. Our assay can type
HPV in hundreds of patient samples a day in a nearly
automatic fashion. This assay, which we have dubbed
BARCODE-HPV for Bead Array Coded Detection of HPV
types, may facilitate conducting the large-scale studies
needed for more precisely defining the interplay between
the virus and the host and for assessing the effectiveness
of HPV vaccination programs.

Materials and Methods
Source of Clinical Specimens and Genital HPV
Type Controls
Clinical specimens were obtained from patients undergoing routine liquid (Cytyc Corporation, Boxborough,
MA) cervicovaginal cytology examinations (pap test) at
Umass Memorial Health Care (Worcester, MA). All studies were conducted with previous approval by the research in human subjects committee of the internal review board of the University of Massachusetts Medical
School. The study population comprised 429 patients for
which residual PreserveCyt fluid (Cytyc) was available
and included patients with normal cytology and patients
with a diagnosis of ASCUS or squamous intraepithelial
neoplasia (SIL).

DNA Extraction from PreserveCyt Fluid
One ml of PreservCyt fluid per sample was aliquoted into
a 1.5-ml vial and 0.1 ml of buffer converting fluid (Digene
Corporation, Gaithersburg, MD) was added. Samples
were then centrifuged at 3000 ⫻ g for 5 minutes and
supernatants discarded. Samples were resuspended in
100 l of digestion buffer containing 0.8X SSC, 200
mmol/L NaCl, 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 1
mmol/L 1,4-dithio-DL-threitol (DTT), 2 mg/ml proteinase
K, and digested for 30 minutes. Purification of the lysate
was done using standard phenol and chloroform procedure. DNA was precipitated with ethanol, and resuspended in 20 l of Tris-EDTA (TE). Samples extracted in
this manner yielded between 2 and 10 g of total DNA as
assessed by absorbance measurements at 260 nm.
HPV type standards were a kind gift of Dr. EthelMichele de Villiers and included Supergroup A subtypes
6, 11, 16, 18, 45, and 51. Plasmids were electroporated
into DH10B E. coli, plated on selective media and DNA
minipreps (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) prepared from saturated cultures of individual bacterial colonies. Care was
exercised not to cross-contaminate the HPV stocks. Dilutions of the stock plasmids were used as templates for
multiplexed PCR reactions.

Amplification of L1 Sequences of Genital HPVs
Since our stated objective was to determine the feasibility
of using liquid bead microarrays for efficient typing of
HPVs, rather than the sensitivity or specificity of HPV DNA
amplification, we used one of the most type-comprehensive and well-characterized multiplex PCR assays. The
assay uses a family of primers designated PGMY09/11
that improve over the capabilities of the widely used
MY09/11 primers and are capable of amplifying at least
3741 of the 45 genital HPV types included in our LBMA
(high-risk HPVs 16, 18, 26, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 53,
55, 56, 58, 59, 66, 68, 73, 82, 83 and low-risk types 6, 7,
11, 13, 30, 32, 34, 40, 42, 43, 44, 54, 61, 62, 64, 67, 69,
70, 71, 72, 74, 81, 84, 86, 87).1,4,5 PCR conditions were
as in the published PGMY09/11 version.43 Oligonucleotides that primed the strand complementary to the se-
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ABSTRACT
The possibility of performing fast and small-volume
nucleic acid amplification and analysis on a single
chip has attracted great interest. Devices based on
this idea, referred to as micro total analysis,
microfluidic analysis, or simply ‘Lab on a chip’
systems, have witnessed steady advances over the
last several years. Here, we summarize recent
research on chip substrates, surface treatments,
PCR reaction volume and speed, architecture,
approaches to eliminating cross-contamination
and control and measurement of temperature and
liquid flow. We also discuss product-detection
methods, integration of functional components,
biological samples used in PCR chips, potential
applications and other practical issues related to
implementation of lab-on-a-chip technologies.

INTRODUCTION
In many cases, ampliﬁcation is indispensable for the
analysis of nucleic acids. Currently, nucleic acid ampliﬁcation methods include but are not limited to polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) (1), strand-displacement ampliﬁcation (SDA), nucleic acid sequence-based ampliﬁcation
(NASBA), rolling-circle ampliﬁcation (RCA) and the Qb
replicase reaction. Among these methods, PCR has been
the most popular due to its simplicity; however Peltier
eﬀect or metal-block-based PCR system are characterized
by high thermal mass, large reaction volume and thus slow
heating/cooling rates. The PCR speed can be improved
by increasing the heat transfer rate or decreasing
the thermal mass. With the advent of micro-electromechanical-systems (MEMS) technology, the development of miniaturized PCR chips becomes possible (2,3).
The miniaturization of PCR devices oﬀers several
advantages such as short assay time, low reagent
consumption and rapid heating/cooling rates, as well as
great potential of integrating multiple processing modules

to reduce size and power consumption. The number of
publications on PCR chips has grown rapidly recently,
and the articles are spread over a large number of
journals. The development of PCR microchips has been
discussed in recent reviews (2–4). In this article, we will
review the latest advances and future trends based on
literature published since January 2005. In addition, we
will also discuss some practical issues related to the
development of PCR chips. As a supplement to this
review, the reader may wish to refer to several reviews of
general microﬂuidic technologies (5–9).
The organization of this article is as follows. First,
several important topics on the microﬂuidic PCR chips
will be presented. Those topics, which are crucial in the
development of PCR chips, include chip substrates and
surface treatments, PCR chip architecture, on-chip PCR
reaction volume and reaction speed and approaches to
eliminating cross-contamination. Then, the temperature
and ﬂuidic controls and measurements in PCR chips are
discussed, which include thermal insulation, evaporation
and gas-bubble formation and measures to counteract
these phenomena, semi-invasive or noninvasive temperature and ﬂuidic measurements and numerical simulation
of temperature and ﬂuid ﬁelds in PCR chips. Finally,
product detection methods used in PCR chips, e.g. oﬀ-line
and on-line detection, are covered, followed by integration
of functional components in PCR chips, biological
samples used in PCR chips and potential applications of
PCR chips, as well as practical issues related to the
development of PCR chips.
SUBSTRATES AND SURFACE TREATMENTS
TO REDUCE BIOMOLECULE ADSORPTION
Substrates
Most PCR microchambers or microchannels are fabricated from silicon (10–25) or glass (26–36) substrate.
Polymers, such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (37–55),
polycarbonate (PC) (56–63) and polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) (64–68) have increasingly been utilized as
alternative substrates. New substrates, such as SU-8
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